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Abstract
This thesis provides the first comprehensive analysis of Isaiah Horowitz's 1649 magnum opus, the Shenei Luhot Haberit (Shelah) and its contribution towards Jewish Thought. Horowitz's work is an 844-paged encyclopaedia which presents the mystical kabbalah as the authoritative philosophy of Judaism, explaining how it informs all other areas of Jewish Thought. In this manner, Horowitz reinterpreted classical Jewish beliefs along kabbalistic lines and developed a concept of Jewish Orthodoxy 200 years before the term became widespread. Horowitz's contribution towards Jewish mysticism is best understood as a reconfiguration of esoteric concepts into ordinary modes of behaviour: unlike his kabbalistic predecessors, Horowitz argued that mystical union with God is achieved through everyday activities and not exclusively through extraordinary meditative states. Furthermore, Horowitz broke with the time-honoured separation between the legal and mystical spheres by showing how kabbalah is necessary in order to decide matters of Jewish law. By inserting many kabbalistic customs into the Shelah and conferring texts such as the Zohar with authoritative legal status, Horowitz directed Ashkenazic Judaism along kabbalistic lines in the 17th century. Horowitz also cultivated an ethos of pietism which emphasised world-affirmation and joy: two dominant themes in the Shelah are that every Jew can serve God through sanctifying the material world and that religious conduct is empty without passion and enthusiasm. This culminates in an eschatological vision where the messiah will arrive after the realm of evil has been purified through personal and national transformation. The Shelah was a highly influential work, and this study provides an important aid for scholars trying to understand the intellectual and religious development of diffuse Jewish movements.
ranging from the Sabbateans in the 17th century, the Hasidism and their opponents in the 18th century and the Orthodox in the 19th century.

Impact Statement
There are two trajectories where my research provides important contributions towards future academic and non-academic investigation: The first relates to the study of Judaism, and the second pertains to the broader understanding of religion in the Early Modern period and religious policy today. Firstly, my research provides important background information into the study of Hasidism, Sabbateanism and Orthodoxy. All these areas have been researched extensively, but little work has been done to trace the origins of some of their ideas, or consider how these movements reflected existing trends within Jewish society. My research also shows the need to consider the academic study of Judaism in terms of the interconnections between disciplines rather than dividing it into rigid areas such as law, mysticism and ethics. Although there is certainly a need to elucidate the vast canvas of rabbinic literature in terms of technical categories in order to make it comprehensible, this study demonstrates that existing demarcations often make the false dichotomy between the 'legal' and the 'mystical' in particular. There is a considerable body of research into 'Jewish mysticism' as a distinct category, but my thesis shows that it is historically misleading to analyse this topic without addressing the considerable overlap between the theoretical mystical ideas and their application in the fields of ethics and law. It is important to consider Jewish mysticism in terms of its broader function as a religious philosophy, something which has rarely been done as part of
scholarly analysis. My thesis also provides insight for understanding religion in general: Horowitz’s work highlights the thin line separating heresy and piety amongst mystical groups. Mystical thought across the religious spectrum both enhances the importance of religious observance by giving it cosmic significance, and simultaneously diminishes it by universalising the specific demands of observance into hidden, fluid categories accessible through meditation and personal experience. My analysis shows the deep psychological undercurrents behind kabbalistic thought: in particular, the way it regards sin and evil as something to be transformed rather than vanquished entirely. By perceiving weakness and fallibility as something to be cultivated into a strength, the kabbalists recognised the human mind’s ability to redeem and develop itself through incremental phases. In addition, my analysis offers an important insight into pedagogy and the aims of education during this period: Horowitz’s educational vision focuses on the need to develop multiple aspects of the individual’s personality in order to ‘complete’ the human being. The mystical, legal and interpersonal criteria in the Shelah corresponds closely to the spiritual, intellectual and social aspects of human character, offering a fascinating insight into the educational priorities of religious communities in the Early Modern period. This holistic conception of the human being, in line with Horowitz’s presentation of religion as a complex mixture of belief, function, community and experience, provides an important insight into how to address questions of educational and religious policy in the Modern age.
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Part 1: Introduction

Chapter One: Generalities

Isaiah Horowitz (1565-1629) is a figure of great importance in the study of the history of Ashkenazic Jewry, particularly for his contribution towards the development of a mystical theology that came to dominate rabbinic thought in the Early Modern period. Horowitz’s *magnum opus*, an encyclopaedic compendium entitled *Shenei Luhot Haberit* (from now onwards, *Shelah*) was completed in 1624 and published posthumously by his son Sheftel in 1649 in Amsterdam. Horowitz’s work is a vast anthology which encompasses 844 pages (422 folio pages), incorporating halakhah, kabbalah, Biblical exegesis, homiletics, liturgy and ethical teachings into one lengthy volume.¹ Spanning 108 authors and 184 works – virtually the entire published rabbinic corpus of the time - the *Shelah* was one of the most influential works of rabbinic literature that emerged from the Ashkenazic communities in the 17th Century.² Published twice more in the 17th Century (Willhemsdorf, 1686, and Amsterdam, 1698), by the end of the 19th Century the *Shelah* had been republished

¹ For my thesis I have consulted both the 1649 and the 1698 editions. I have used the 1698 edition for citations due to its superior pagination (unlike the first edition, where there are regular page breaks and repeated page numbers) and clearer text, and because it is also the edition most frequently cited by other scholars such as Newman and Piekarz. The 1686 edition divides the *Shelah* into two distinct works and does not make the amendments necessary to improve upon the original publication, so I have not made use of it. Unless otherwise stated, translations are my own. It is also useful to consult the *Shelah ha-Shalem* edition (Jerusalem, 2008) due to its clear typesetting and useful citations.

on 15 occasions.\(^3\) It also spawned several abridgments which were read even more widely in the 17th and 18th centuries - its most popular abridgment, *Kitsur Shelah* (Yehiel Mihel Epstein, Furth, 1693) had been republished 36 times by the end of the 19th Century.\(^4\)

Five other works authored by Horowitz have been published:

- Notes to his father’s *Emek ha-Berakhah* (Krakow, 1597), which is also included in the *Shelah*.
- *Bigdei Yesha*, notes on Mordekhai b. Hillel’s (1240-1298) 13th Century halakhic compendium (Amsterdam, 1757).
- *Sha’ar ha-Shamayim* (Amsterdam, 1717), a commentary on the daily prayer book which includes the mystical *kavvanot* of Isaac Luria (1534-1572).\(^5\)
- Notes on the Zohar (Vilna, 1882).
- A letter of instruction to his son on the occasion of his bar mitsvah (Jerusalem, 1976).

The aim of this thesis is to present the thought of Isaiah Horowitz within the *Shelah* in a holistic manner, providing the first comprehensive overview of the entire work

---

\(^3\) ‘Shenei Luhot haberit’ in Baruch Friedberg, *Bet ‘Eked Setarim: Leksikon Bibliografii Li-Yediot Ha-Sifrut Ha-Ivrit*, (Tel Aviv, 1951), 1025.

\(^4\) Zeev Gries, *Sifrut ha-Hanhatog* (Hebrew), (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik, 1989), 55-59; *The Hebrew Book : An Outline of Its History* (Hebrew), (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik, 2015), 102. Gries records a number of abridgments of the *Shelah* produced in the 17th Century including: *Mar’eh Zelek* by R. Israel b. Moshe Mendels (Amsterdam, 1682) which serves as an introduction and index to the *Shelah*; *Me’il Shmuel* by R. Shmuel David Ottolenghi (Venice, 1705); *Sefer Hanhagot Adam* (Furth, 1691), a work based on *Shelah* by Judah b. Isaac Lipschuetz. A separate index to the *Shelah*, the *Tavlah shel Shayish* was published in 1677 in Frankfurt by Jeremiah b. Jacob of Berlin; see ‘Kitsur Shenei Luhot Haberit’ in *Bibliography of the Hebrew Book*; Epstein records all the customs found in the *Shelah* and its teachings which are contained under the bracket of ‘musar’. The *Kitsur Shelah* was also translated into Yiddish, which made it more accessible for popular consumption.

\(^5\) On *Kavvanot*, see Chapter Two, 59.
and analysing its significant contributions towards Jewish Thought. This thesis elucidates the *Shelah* in terms of its central themes and organisational structure. My primary focus is Jewish Thought and its development within the *Shelah* rather than a study of the *Shelah* as a work of literature, and my principal ambition has been to identify Horowitz’s novel contributions towards Jewish philosophy and theology. Throughout, I consider the ideas Horowitz prioritises and where he departs from his kabbalistic and halakhic predecessors.

**Methodology and Thesis Organisation**

In this thesis I have examined Horowitz’s contribution towards the three main literary genres within the *Shelah*: kabbalah (mystical literature), halakhah (legal literature) and musar (moralistic/ethical literature). In addition, I have conducted my research along three general lines of investigation:

1. What features of the *Shelah* contributed towards the spread of kabbalistic ideas from Safed to Europe in the 17th Century?
2. Should the *Shelah* be primarily read as an eclectic anthology containing multiple topics or is there a unifying organisational principle which dictates its direction throughout? What is the relationship between these different topics?
3. What is the ethos which emerges from the work and how does it contribute towards the scholarly understanding of the historical trajectory of Jewish Thought in the 17th and 18th centuries?²

² Ethos is here defined as the spirit of a culture, era, or community as manifested in its attitudes and aspirations.
I carried out my research by firstly reading the entire 1649 edition of the *Shelah* and a year later reading the entire 1698 edition. Alongside relevant primary and secondary literature, I considered how Horowitz approaches each of these listed topics, reading each part of the *Shelah* before cross-referencing to consider the development of the author’s ideas. In addition, I consulted the few extant manuscripts of Horowitz’s earlier writings written around the turn of the 17th Century so as to trace how Horowitz’s methodology evolved throughout his life.\(^7\) After reading the existing secondary literature on Horowitz and the *Shelah*, I found that the studies were too specialised to provide a clear understanding of the work in its entirety, and provided little clarification regarding the central question of its contribution to Jewish Thought. I surmised that the work’s length and density meant that a study attempting elucidation required a clear thematic structure rather than a chronological summary of each section, as the latter would leave the reader unsure as to how each section interacted with all the others. Important themes which recur throughout the work such as joy, self-actualisation and the distinctive role of kabbalah would be underemphasised in atomised studies. Therefore, by focusing on the purpose, direction and unifying principles behind the entire *Shelah* I have endeavoured to analyse its internal structure and central themes. What has emerged from my research is Horowitz’s distinctive vision of Jewish pietism across all topics, which created intellectual paradigms that significantly influenced Ashkenazic Jewry between the 17th and 19th centuries.\(^8\)

\(^7\) ‘Notebook of Isaiah Horowitz’, *Bodleian Library* MS. Opp. 268, Neubauer catalogue no. 2248, approximately 50 pages.

\(^8\) See Epilogue, 315-324.
To present this research, I have arranged my thesis into three main parts, corresponding to Horowitz’s own division of his work into halakhic, kabbalistic and moralistic sections:

In this chapter, I have provided background information necessary to engage with Horowitz’s work. In Chapter Two I have shown that there is an underlying structure behind the Shelah’s organisation, which means that it should be primarily understood as a unit rather than as distinct individual sections. I have then divided my chapters so as to correspond with the three central topics within the Shelah: Part 2 (Chapters 3-6) examines the kabbalah and its manifestation in the Shelah as a philosophy of Judaism and model for behaviour, as well as an esoteric body of texts; Part 3 (Chapters 7-10) examines Horowitz’s contribution towards halakhah and its development from a legalistic into a pietistic discipline; Part 4 (Chapters 11-13) analyses the direction of musar within the Shelah, and identifies Horowitz’s oscillation between promoting joy and world-affirmation in the service of God together with rigorous introspection and kabbalistic asceticism. This vision culminates in both individual and national self-transformation, heralding the arrival of the messiah. I have then considered the legacy of each of these parts in terms of wider historical influence, establishing a platform for topics of future study (Epilogue).

The overall contention of this thesis is that Horowitz was less concerned with spreading the kabbalah itself than with cultivating a pietistic lifestyle consistent with its values. The Shelah’s scope reflects the many potential pathways contained within mystical thought: Both the Hasidim with their ethos of joy-infused worship and the anti-Hasidic pietists with their ascetic stringencies can claim to be Horowitz’s spiritual

---

9 On musar and its definition within this study, see below, 19-23.
disciples in the 18th century. Rigorous stringency, self-examination and particularism also characterises the ethos of the work. In analysing the Shelah, I have tried to emulate Isadore Twersky’s methodology in his analysis of Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah by treating the Shelah as a self-contained unit, respecting the author’s stated intentions regarding the work’s composition.\textsuperscript{10}

**Biography**

The Horowitz family was one of the most prestigious rabbinic families in Central Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries, boasting many of the chief rabbis in Prague and Poland/Lithuania.\textsuperscript{11} Isaiah’s father, Abraham Horowitz (1550-1618), was one of the senior court judges in Prague and Lvov in the second half of the 16th Century,\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{10} See Isadore Twersky, *Introduction to the Code of Maimonides (Mishneh Torah)*, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), 5. It is true that the Shelah was a posthumous publication which the author initially envisioned as an ethical will but then expanded, unlike Mishneh Torah where the author’s hand can be seen through autographed manuscripts such as that found in the Bodleian library, Oxford Ms. 80. However, Horowitz cross-references himself sufficiently in the Shelah to indicate that his eventual intention was for the reader to frequently refer to the other sections within the work and treat it as a unit, see Chapter Two, 68.


responsible for the religious sanctions which upheld the community structure. Isaiah was born in Prague but was sent to Poland from the age of eight to study with some of the luminaries of Polish Jewry, including Meir b. Gedaliah (‘Maharam Lublin’, 1558-1615) and Solomon b. Judah (d. 1591). Horowitz was rabbi of Dubno (1600-1602), and Ostroh (1602-1606) before becoming the senior rabbi of two of the largest Jewish communities in Europe, Frankfurt (1606-1614) and Prague (1614-1621). Horowitz left suddenly for the land of Israel in 1621, where he spent the rest of his life in Safed and Jerusalem.

The period of Jewish history widely described as the Early Modern period (approximately 1500-1750) was characterised by several key factors such as increased transportation and migration patterns, the expansion of the printing press as a means of communication and the development of hybrid religious identities. It was a period of increased economic prosperity and population growth, with the Jewish communities in the Kingdom of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (which had united as a commonwealth in 1569) increasing from a population of about 10-15,000 in 1500 to 150-170,000 by 1648. Horowitz’s life corresponded with a number of significant moments of intellectual creativity in Jewish history, bookended between the proliferation of kabbalah in Safed and North Africa in the 16th Century, the popularisation of the Shulhan Arukh as the authoritative code of

---

13 Ibid. 20-31.


Jewish law (and its accompanying commentaries) in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, and the rise of Sabbateanism in the 1660s. His generation was blessed with some of the luminaries of Ashkenazic halakhah, such as Joshua Falk (1555-1614) of Lvov, Joel Sirkes of Lublin (1561-1640) and Mordekhai Jaffe of Krakow (1535-1612).

It was within this climate that Horowitz composed his opus, as a senior rabbi with considerable prestige whose reputation spread far beyond the boundaries of his own community. Fifty years after his death, Isaiah Horowitz was considered a household name among the Ashkenazic communities of Europe, with Gluckel of Hameln’s memoirs recalling her husband asking for Horowitz’s works on his deathbed in Frankfurt in the mid-1670s.

The Shelah in Secondary Literature

The need for a new, comprehensive study on the Shelah emerges from the insufficient state of the field to date. Scholarly interest has focused on the Shelah’s role in relation to the kabbalah in the 16th Century and to the Hasidic movement in the 18th Century, but has not addressed the work as a self-contained entity with specific topical and methodological concerns. There are particularly few studies in English, with no complete translations of the work: Miles Krassen translated the introductory section of the work, 'Toledot Adam', for the Classics of Western

---


Spirituality series, relying on the 1762 edition, and Horowitz’s final section ‘The Written Torah’ has been translated by Eliyahu Munk.\textsuperscript{20} For the sake of stylistic consistency (as these translations encompass less than a third of the total work), I have translated the relevant sections of the thesis myself from the Hebrew.\textsuperscript{21} Krassen also wrote an introductory essay to his translation identifying central themes in Horowitz’s introduction pertaining to the role of Man and his ability to transform his behaviour, heralding the messianic age.\textsuperscript{22} Krassen’s essay is important as it moves the analysis of the Shelah away from kabbalistic ideas alone, but is restricted by its limited scope and lack of detailed textual analysis (necessitated by its role as an

\textsuperscript{20} Miles Krassen, \textit{The Generations of Adam}, (New York: Paulist Press, 1996); Eliyahu Munk, \textit{Shelah Ha-Kadosh: On the Written Torah}, 3 vols. (New York: Lambda, 1999). Munk’s translation has been used by the Sefaria website online (sefaria.org), with a note mentioning that obvious translation errors were corrected in accordance with the Hebrew source. Although this translation clarifies many points of confusion and is accessible to the reader, it treats ‘The Written Torah’ section of Horowitz’s work (264a-388b) as a self-contained Torah commentary publication, without examining the regular references within it to other parts of the work, not acknowledging the fact that it was neither written nor published as a stand-alone work. For example, in his translation of ‘The Introduction to the Written Torah’ (See Text 5 at the end of this thesis) Munk inaccurately translates \begin{quote}
كونטרס זה הנני מחבר
\end{quote} as a reference to the author submitting the text for publication. Similarly, when translating Horowitz’s application of his ‘threelfold cord’ principle in this section which I discuss extensively in Chapter Two, 50-70, he does not refer to the rest of the Shelah which is categorised in the same way:

\begin{quote}
ושלשה הדרכים האלה הם נר מצוה ותורה אור ודרך חיים תוכחות מוסר (משלי ו, כג). אשר ע”ז (על זה) סובב והולך זה החיבור
\end{quote}

Horowitz applies the same phrase referring to the entire work being categorised according to the ‘threelfold cord’ principle in his introduction to his second section, see Chapter Two, 58.

\textsuperscript{21} My translations appear from Chapter Two onwards, for example, translations of Horowitz’s prefaces to each sections, see Chapter Two, 50-62, his analysis of the similarities between God and Man, Chapter Three, 80-81, his formulation of halakha, Chapter Seven, 178-79, and his outline of the role of joy in the service of God, Chapter Twelve, 282-83.

\textsuperscript{22} Krassen, \textit{Generations}, 30-31.
introduction to a translation). Eugene Newman compiled a biography of Horowitz for his PHD thesis in 1972, including an important bibliographic index of Horowitz’s sources in the *Shelah*, although he does not attempt to comprehensively analyse the work itself.

In Hebrew, scholarship has focused primarily on Horowitz’s contributions towards the spread of kabbalah: S. A. Horodetsky devoted a sixty page section towards the *Shelah* in his *Mystics of Israel* series last published in 1951. There, he argues that Horowitz’s importance was his role in the dissemination of Lurianic kabbalah and promotion of an ethos of self-transformation. In the 1990s, Elliot Wolfson and Bracha Sack both focused on the kabbalistic aspects of the *Shelah* in relation to earlier kabbalists, analysing the roles of Isaac Luria and Moses Cordovero (1522-1570) respectively in their studies. Sack argued that it was Cordovero rather than Luria who features most prominently within the *Shelah*, as Cordovero’s ideas frame Horowitz’s concept of Man and his metaphysical composition of the universe.


24 Ibid, 70,101. It is important to establish that it is inaccurate to speak of a unified Lurianic doctrine because Luria did not leave behind any significant body of writings himself; his ideas were transcribed by his inner circle of students such as Hayyim Vital, Joseph ibn Tabul and Israel Sarug. See Joseph Avivi, *Kabbalat ha-Ari* (Hebrew) vol. 1, (Jerusalem: Ben Zvi Institute, 2008), 468-86. According to Avivi, most of Horowitz’s knowledge of Lurianic kabbalah came from the notebooks of Alexander Katz, which were spread in the 1590s. It was only upon his arrival in Palestine that he gained wider access to the writings of Vital. See also Werblowsky, 'O Felix Capula: A Cabbalistic Version', in *Studies in Jewish Religious and Intellectual History Presented to Alexander Altmann on the Occasion of his Seventieth Birthday*, ed. S. Stein and R. Loewe, (Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1979), 356-362.

25 Bracha Sack, 'The Influence of Cordovero on Seventeenth Century Jewish Thought', in *Jewish Thought in the 16th Century*, ed. by Bernard Dov Cooperman
Wolfson suggested that to Horowitz, Luria’s kabbalah was the ‘holy of holies’, reserved for an elite, whereas Cordovero’s kabbalah is treated as one which should be disseminated to all.\(^{26}\) In line with Sack’s methodology, Sack’s student Dalia Krispel wrote a comprehensive, unpublished thesis on the subject of Horowitz’s conception of Man in the Shelah; focusing mainly on the introductory section, ‘Toledot Adam’, the study identifies the kabalistic origins of the concept of Man within the Shelah and assesses his contribution within a kabalistic frame of reference.\(^{27}\) This scholarly emphasis on exclusively kabalistic content is in line with the methodological priorities that have dominated Israeli scholarship on Jewish mysticism since the days of Gershom Scholem. Its perspective is considerably limited by its failure to adequately engage with a wider historical or rabbinical context.\(^{28}\)

Other studies have considered the Shelah in terms of its relationship to the 18th Century Hasidic movement. In particular, Horowitz’s originality has been understood


\(^{27}\) The first six chapters of the thesis are concerned with kabalistic conceptions largely found within the first chapter, see Krispel, ‘Concept of Man’, 46-157; in her conclusion, 268-69, she addresses the question of the worth of man exclusively in kabalistic terms, framing Horowitz as an inheritor of Cordoveran concepts.

\(^{28}\) On the limitations of the contemporary study of kabbalah, see Boaz Huss, ‘Ask No Questions: Gershom Scholem and the Study of Contemporary Jewish Mysticism’, Modern Judaism, 25, 2 (2005), 572; Roni Weinstein, Shattering of the Vessels: Kabbalah and Jewish Modernity (Hebrew), (Tel-Aviv: University of Tel-Aviv, 2011).
as the ability to translate esoteric concepts into spheres of daily behaviour, closely resembling the Hasidic writings. For example, Mendel Piekarz has located the origins of some of the ideas found in Hasidic writings within the Shelah. Jacob Elbaum studied concepts of repentance in the Shelah and showed that it contains a fluid conception of the nature of good and evil; Jonathan Garb published an article arguing that the Shelah belongs to the ‘Prague Circle’, where together with Shabbatai Sheftel Horowitz (1565-1619) and Judah Loew (1525-1609), Horowitz helped to bridge the gap between the esoteric writings of Safed and the popular mysticism of Hasidism. Loew (Maharal of Prague) was a leading figure among European Jewry in the late 16th Century, whose ideas closely resemble some of Horowitz’s despite being cited only once in the Shelah. Garb argues that like Hasidism, the Shelah is generally anthropocentric, and translates abstract kabbalistic concepts into personal and mystical-experiential modes of worship. In this regard, Horowitz is associated with the popularisation of kabbalah, distilling kabbalistic

---


31 On the transformation of evil through repentance, and evil existing in potential see Jacob Elbaum, _Teshuvat Ha-Lev Ve Kabbalat Yisurim_ , (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1992), 197.


33 Krispel, 'Concept of Man', 14.

concepts into a philosophy with perspectives on God, Man and the status of the Jewish people. Ze’ev Gries has provided extensive bibliographic studies on the publication of books in the 17th and 18th centuries, including the Shelah and its abridgments. Moshe Hallamish has also identified the Shelah as an important work in the increasing popularity of the kabbalah within Europe through the spread of Lurianic customs.

Key Concepts

There are several important topics which require explanation in order to provide a background for understanding the Shelah. Below, I have listed seven important categories which are necessary to grasp before assessing Horowitz’s contribution towards each of them.

Musar Literature

The volume and range of sources within the Shelah means that it is a difficult work to categorise. Both Sack and Neuman have referred to the Shelah as an ‘anthology’ or


37 Moshe Hallamish, Ha-Kabbalah: Ba-Tefillah, Ba-Halakhah U-Ve Minhag (Hebrew), (Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2000), 12; Jacob Elbaum, Openness and Insularity (Hebrew), (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1990), 189-91.
‘encyclopaedia’, incorporating multiple topics which can be examined separately. However, as the entire *Shelah* is composed so as to develop the individual’s journey of self-perfection it is more accurately categorised as ‘musar literature’ alongside other similar works of the Early Modern period. It is here that I am indebted to the recent work of Patrick Koch on the development of musar literature in 16th Century Safed. Koch has argued that ‘musar’ is not accurately translated as Jewish ethics, but belongs to the category of ‘spiritual-mystical’ literature of an ethical bent, containing guidelines to help the individual transform by way of proper instruction on both a contemplative and practical level. Musar is a self-contained path which contains first and foremost a pietistic lifestyle which is not only goal directed but serves as a means of structuring the individual’s attainment of perfection. Like other works in the genre, the *Shelah* aims to regulate human behaviour according to certain assumptions about God, the human being and the goal of *imitatio dei*.

---

38 The pre-modern encyclopaedias were works which aimed to present knowledge in a systematic way rather than a book or set of books containing information on many subjects or on many aspects of one subject. See Andrea Gondos, ‘Kabbalah in Print: Literary Strategies of Popular Mysticism in Early Modernity’, (PHD diss., Montreal, 2013), 83-91.


Works in the musar genre during the Middle-Ages include Bahya ibn Pakuda’s (Spanish moral philosopher and scholar, 1050-1120) *Hovot ha-Levavot* (Venice, 1548), the anonymous *Orhot Tsaddikim* (written c. late 15th Century, Amsterdam 1734) and Jonah of Gerona’s (Spanish Talmudist, kabbalist and moralist, 1180-1263) *Sha’arei Teshuvah* (Fano, 1505). Although later works of musar such as *Reishit Hokhmah* (Venice, 1579) are presented within a kabbalistic framework, many of their central themes concerning asceticism and the Ladder of Ascent are common motifs of earlier musar literature.\(^{44}\)

The goal of musar was to achieve perfection and cleave to God. Two important terms in this process are ‘devekut’ and ‘shelemut’. Literally translated as ‘wholeness’ or ‘completeness’, *shelemut* is a staple aspiration of musar literature and is best understood as completeness achieved by adaptation. To attain *shelemut*, the individual was required to undergo incremental steps of self-improvement to purify his character and become closer to the ultimate perfection that is God, moving away from the imperfections inherent in corporeality.\(^{45}\) It is not a uniquely kabbalistic term and frequently appears within the literature of the 16th Century European

\(^{43}\) Translated into Hebrew by Judah ibn Tibbon in 1161, *Hovot ha-Levavot* (‘Duties of the Hearts’) had a profound influence on all subsequent Jewish pietistic literature. It was held in the highest regard by Horowitz and the kabbalists, and Horowitz considered the work essential for the acquisition of piety, see *Shelah* 40a.

\(^{44}\) The ladder concept has a long history in Jewish scholarship: for the concept in the medieval period, see Alexander Altmann, ‘The Ladder of Ascension’ in Altmann, *Studies in Religious Philosophy and Mysticism*, (London: Routledge, 1969), 67-75. For example, Maimonides and de Vidas carefully prescribe the need for incremental stages in spiritual development, see *Hakdamot le Peirush Ha Mishnah*, (Jerusalem: Mossad ha Rav Kook, 1961), 113-15; *Reishit Hokhmah* (Vilna: Yizhak Fun, 1907), vol 1. 65-6.

(particularly Italian) rabbis.\(^46\) In kabbalistic literature it is particularly linked to the idea of isomorphism. This concept, developed in Cordovero’s *Tomer Devorah* (Venice, 1589), assumes that since human beings, God and the physical universe share the same essence, Man can influence the supernal structure through the sanctification of his deeds.\(^47\) Koch summarises the ideal of *shelemut*:

> If divine reality is multidimensional, and the Adamic creation is multidimensional then imitation must be multidimensional, too, and consequently performed on different levels.
> Imitation is not mere aping but translation of a certain ideal into a different context... The transformative process of rectifying both the physical and spiritual elements of Adam leads eventually to an apotheosis of the kabbalist, who


\(^47\) The concept of emulating God’s deeds as the optimum form of religious conduct can be found in *bShab*. 133b. Cordovero was the first coherent exponent of a clear isomorphic relationship between Man and God, and enumerates the ways Man can perfect each limb in imitation of the sefirot in his *Tomer Devorah*. Central to this concept is the idea that there is unity in the great chain of being, whereby the lower and upper world are connected like a body to a soul, and the exalted world of sefirot mirrors the world of primordial man, and therefore Man can easily make contact with God, see Koch, *Human Self-Perfection*, 78. On Cordovero’s isomorphic structure see Sack, *Be Sha’arei*, 186, 205-29; Tsippi Kauffman, *Be-Khol Derakhekha Da’eihu*, (Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2009), 206-20; Wolfson, *Venturing Beyond*, 116; R. Werblowsky, *Joseph Karo: Lawyer and Mystic*, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), 68. For comprehensive survey of the microcosm and macrocosm in Judaism, see Alexander Altmann, 'The Delphic Maxim in Islam and Judaism', in *Biblical and Other Studies*, ed. by Alexander Altmann (Cambridge, Mass: 1963), 196-232; Louis Ginzberg, *The Legends of the Jews*, (Philadelphia: JPS, 1946), vol. 1, 49-50, vol. 5, 64-66.
elevates himself to such a level that the sefirotic structure becomes - figuratively speaking - a mirror of his own actions.\textsuperscript{48}

For the kabbalist, the culmination of shelemut is the process of ‘cleaving’ to God, or devekut (lit. cleaving). Devekut is sometimes paralleled to the Christian mystical concept of mystical union or \textit{unio mystica}.\textsuperscript{49}

The concept of devekut is that through rigorous observance and avoidance of sin the individual can induce a state where he is capable of cleaving to God. The nature of this cleaving is somewhat contentious, and while its definition varied according to the different kabbalists, the idea of devekut demanding a religious life of intensive rigour, stringency and asceticism is one that was common to all kabbalists.\textsuperscript{50} Through devekut, the kabbalist attaches himself to the continuum linking the human and the divine realms.

\textsuperscript{48} Koch, \textit{Human Self-Perfection}, 102.

\textsuperscript{49} See Gershom Scholem, \textit{Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism}, (New York: Schoken Books, 1995), 123; \textit{The Messianic Idea in Judaism : And Other Essays on Jewish Spirituality}, (New York: Schocken Books, 1974), 203-04; cf. Moshe Idel, \textit{Kabbalah : New Perspectives}, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 1-87. In most of his published works, Scholem describes this process of devekut as being a ‘communion’ rather than a ‘union’, that never fully involves the absorption of the individual self into God, whereas Idel suggests that this is an apologetic approach that ignores kabbalistic texts which describe a full mystical union with God that can be closely paralleled to Christian mysticism. Although I do not directly engage with this discussion in the thesis, there are several passages in the \textit{Shelah} which seem to indicate that a full union is possible for the select few, see Chapter Six, 171. See also Steven Katz, \textit{Mysticism and Philosophical Analysis}, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 26-30.

Pietism

One of the characteristics of 16th Century kabbalistic musar literature is its pietistic nature - and pietism is an important feature of the *Shelah*. The term ‘pietism’ is borrowed from the terminology used to describe German Protestant groups formed in the late 17th Century who emphasised devotion and personal experience over formalism and intellectualism. Nevertheless, it is a useful umbrella term which characterises a type of religious behaviour modelled on strictness of observance, an inward focus on self-improvement, and an emotionally impassioned relationship with God. Pietism demands sustained moral training and provides a programme for the vigilant disciplining of the soul. ‘Piety’, consisting of meticulous observance of the commandments (in a Jewish context) and the individual’s openly expressed fear of God is not synonymous with pietism, which is a philosophy with far more rigorous demands, including an attitude towards the observance of halakhah that has been characterised as ‘hypernomian’ by Elliot Wolfson, emphasising the need to go beyond the letter of the law in the service of God.

It is significant that historically, one of the universal characteristics of pietistic religious groups is the claim of restoring an original purity to a faith which had been corrupted (often by impious leadership or sinful congregants). In response, these


groups tended to emphasise inward sincerity and passionate devotion as a prerequisite for their initiates. This ‘inward turn’ is an important characteristic of pietistic movements and has been used to characterise the attitude of the kabbalists in Safed, who differentiated between the ‘externalities’ of observance and the ‘depth’ of their inner experience and mystical understanding.\(^{54}\)

In the *Shelah*, Horowitz directs the entire Jewish literary corpus in a pietistic direction, defining how the entirety of Jewish Thought should be understood. Unlike earlier works of pietism,\(^{55}\) the *Shelah* is comprehensive, linking Jewish law, ethics and mysticism to guide the lifestyle of the individual. His entire vision of Jewish Thought is best understood as a specific manifestation of pietism.

**The Kabbalah**

Kabbalah has a central role in the source material of the *Shelah*. The definition of kabbalah as ‘Jewish mysticism’ is one generally regarded as a compromised definition, but still useful for the purposes of classification.\(^{56}\) Moshe Idel’s introduction to kabbalah in the *Encyclopaedia Judaica* comments that:

---


55 Works such as *Reishit Hokhmah* and *Hovot ha-levavot* do not attempt to assess every element of Jewish life and thought in the manner of the *Shelah*. Rather, they focus on specific areas of conduct such as prayer or fear of God. In the *Shelah*, Horowitz’s pietism is manifest from the most mundane region of halakhah to the loftiest conception of God.

Kabbalah may be considered mysticism in so far as it seeks an apprehension of God and creation whose intrinsic elements are beyond the grasp of the intellect, although this is seldom explicitly belittled or rejected by the kabbalah.\(^{57}\)

The kabbalistic texts that emerged from the 13th Century onwards are often divided by academic scholars into four basic categories that frequently overlap but are also useful for classification purposes: theosophical/speculative, theurgical, magical/practical and meditative/ecstatic.\(^{58}\)

The study of the kabbalah was widely known in rabbinic circles as *Torat ha-Nistar* / the hidden Torah, which was only understood by a select few. The kabbalists emphasised the esoteric nature of the kabbalah both for utilitarian considerations such as the potential for heretical ideas to emerge from its symbolism, and the fact that by its very nature kabbalah was uncommunicable.\(^{59}\)

Although the field ‘kabbalah’ encompasses many different texts, there is little doubt that its central work was the Zohar, and that ‘kabbalah’ and ‘Zohar’ are frequently

\(^{57}\) 'Kabbalah', in *Encyclopaedia Kabbalah*, 11 (Detroit, Thomson Gale, 2007), 546.


described synonymously. While it was only published in its entirety as late as 1558, the Zohar’s renown was such that by the 16th Century it was considered a canonical text of ancient provenance throughout most Jewish communities, even among those who did not actually study it. To the Safedian kabbalists its role was momentous, both as an object of study and as a symbol of the imminent messianic era. According to kabbalists like Meir ibn Gabbai (1480-c.1540) and Moses Cordovero, its arrival heralded an epoch which necessitated the widespread publicising of previously concealed teachings. In contrast to the careful secrecy adopted by Nahmanides (1194-1270), Solomon b. Aderet (acronym Rashba, 1235-1310) and their students in the 13th Century, many Safedian kabbalists believed that the time had arrived for the concealed teachings to be revealed. To Isaac Luria and his circle, however, these teachings were to remain hidden, reserved exclusively

---

60 The Zohar had become established among the kabbalists as the canonical work of Jewish mysticism by the end of the 16th Century; The Zohar was first published in Mantua in 1558 and 1560 and Cremona in 1559-60. See Huss, Kezohar, 4. Cf. Abrams’ rejection of the Zohar as a distinct book, regarding it as a collection of works without a particular author dating back to the 13th Century, Daniel Abrams, Kabbalistic Manuscripts and Textual Theory: Methodologies of Textual Scholarship and Editorial Practice in the Study of Jewish Mysticism, (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2010), 257.

61 Huss, Kezohar, 4-5.

62 Elbaum, Openness, 89, 181. Elbaum observes that the Zohar was considered one of the essential reads for scholars, even if they did not engage with it on a speculative level.

63 Huss, Kezohar, 224.

64 On the medieval kabbalists and their desire to restrict kabbalistic teachings to an exclusive elite see ibid, 80-81, 221.

65 On the controversy elicited by the Zohar’s publication, ibid, 227-28.
for an elite (who consisted of Luria and his students). In the Shelah, Cordovero’s call is generally heeded, although Horowitz considers some of Luria’s teachings to be too deep and esoteric to be publicly expressed.

Kabbalah in Europe

Despite its considerable stature in Safed, it is important to understand that prior to the Shelah, kabbalah was regarded with a degree of ambivalence in Europe. In general, the Ashkenazic rabbinate treated the Zohar like an ancient Midrash: as a holy text but without legal authority. It held that Kabbalah was not to be studied by a lay audience. Joseph Davis succinctly summarises the climate:

In the 16th Century, Kabbalah had a place in Ashkenazic culture alongside other disciplines and systems of thought, such as philosophy and Midrash, which were subservient to the central discipline, Talmudic study. As the 17th Century progressed, however, kabbalah displaced philosophy and through a process of reinterpretation swallowed Midrash whole. It became the dominant theology of Jewish pietism; it became, indeed, a force and a system of thought that could challenge Talmud for the pre-eminent place in Ashkenazi Judaism.

Aristotelian philosophy became increasingly popular among Ashkenazic audiences in the 16th Century, facilitated by the printing of the philosophical works of medieval rabbis such as Maimonides’ Guide of the Perplexed. In the second half of the 16th Century there were several prominent rabbis who engaged in the study of philosophy from earlier Hebrew works such as Moses Isserles (acronym Rama, 1532-72) and

---

67 See Chapter Four, 102.
68 See Jacob Katz, Halakhah ve-Kabbalah (Hebrew), (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1984), 56-60; Hallamish, Minhag, 163-66.
69 Davis, Heller, 40.
Isaiah’s own father Abraham. The study of philosophy was only considered acceptable by these rabbinic authorities, however, if it originated from rabbinic sources and thus could be included within Jewish tradition.\textsuperscript{70} Rabbinic attitudes varied widely regarding the value of rationalistic philosophy.\textsuperscript{71} Horowitz, however, was part of a rabbinic contingent which sought to eliminate the study of non-Jewish philosophy entirely.\textsuperscript{72} The Shelah played an important role in the delegitimation of

\textsuperscript{70} See Ibid, 40-53; Elbaum, \textit{Openness}, 154-80; Lawrence Kaplan, 'Rationalism and Rabbinic Culture in Sixteenth-Century Eastern Europe : Rabbi Mordecai Jaffe's Levush Pinat Yikrat', (PHD diss., Harvard, 1975), 5; Bonfil, \textit{Jewish Life in Renaissance Italy}, 58-59. Kaplan describes Ashkenazic communities' attitudes towards non-Torah studies as being characterised by 'unoriginality, cultural conservatism, a general synthesising tendency and permeating all, a genuine, if uncritical, openness to and interest in the meta-halakhic sciences as they had developed and been transmitted within the stream of Jewish tradition, a stream not conceived of in narrow, purely halakhic terms'. For more examples of 16\textsuperscript{th} Century rabbis such as Isaac Chajes and Joseph ha-Levi and their study of 'non-Jewish' subjects such as Astronomy, see Elbaum, \textit{Openness}, 33-67; Davis, 'Rationalism in Ashkenaz', 181-200.


\textsuperscript{72} This excluded any material which did not emerge from the classical Jewish corpus of the Bible, Talmud, Codes, Homiletical literature etc. and was particularly opposed to Aristotelian philosophy found in the medieval writings of e.g. Maimonides and Gersonides, following the attitudes of predecessors ibn Gabbai and Maharal. For ibn Gabbai and philosophy, see Moshe Idel, 'Differing Conceptions of Kabbalah in the Early 17th Century', in \textit{Jewish Thought in the 17th Century}, ed. by Isadore Twersky (Cambridge Mass: Harvard University Press, 1987), 154. On the opponents of philosophy in Ashkenazic lands in the 16th Century and Maharal in particular see Elbaum, \textit{Openness}, 281; Byron Sherwin, \textit{Mystical Theology and Social Dissent}, (Oxford: Littman Library, 2006), 60,68; Rivka Schatz, 'The Maharal's Conception of Law as an Antithesis to Natural Law', \textit{Da'at}, 1 no.2/3 (1978), 147-61. On the controversy between Solomon Luria and Rama regarding the study of philosophy see Davis, 'Rationalism in Ashkenaz', 154-57; on the spectrum of rabbinic attitudes towards the study of philosophy during this period, 30-33, 54-81; André Neher,
the study of rationalistic philosophy within Ashkenazic Jewish communities in the 17th and 18th centuries.\textsuperscript{73}

**Halakhah: definition and limitations**

The *Shelah*'s introduction of the kabbalah into the realm of halakhic decision-making is one of the work's most distinctive features.\textsuperscript{74} It crossed the boundary between the legal and non-legal areas of Jewish practice which had previously been guarded jealously. The term 'halakhah' refers to Jewish law: specifically, it is a term applied to the legal sections of the Talmud, and the process of jurisdiction derived by rabbinic authorities from Talmudic principles. It also a term used to differentiate between laws that are observed by the Jewish community in legal practice and those that are rejected. Since the Gaonic period, 'halakhah' has been contrasted with the 'agaddah', or non-legal sections of the Talmud, and conferred with superior authority and stature.\textsuperscript{75} Christine Hayes argues that halakhah is generally nominalist in


\textsuperscript{73} See Chapter Five, 137-146.

\textsuperscript{74} See Chapter Eight, 188-212.

outlook in that its decisions aren’t conceived of as representing a mind-independent truth, but is a system constructed by its own legal categories and norms. Legal decisions are considered to possess formal truth, with the internal rationale of halakhah justifying the correctness of its adjudicators’ rulings.  

During Horowitz’s lifetime, the independence of the individual rabbi was especially emphasised by the Ashkenazic halakhic authorities. Ashkenazic halakhic tradition was viewed as inherently oral in that each generation was given license to interpret and add to existing halakhic texts as they saw fit, and local custom frequently overrode literary tradition. The substantive rule of ‘hilkhata ke batra’ (the law is according to later halakhic scholars) emphasised the centrality of rabbinic authority and was a particularly important principle in Ashkenazic halakhah. Although this principle was challenged somewhat by the emergence of the genre of code which standardised rulings into a universally accessible format, the principle was


80 The most influential codes of Jewish law in the middle ages were Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah (written 1177), Jacob b. Asher’s Arbah Turim (c. 1330) before the publication of Joseph Karo’s Shulhan Arukh (Venice, 1575), which became the standard halakhic compendium in Jewish households in both Sephardic and Ashkenazic communities by the mid-17th Century, see Elon, Jewish Law: History, Sources, Principles, vol. 3, 1368-422.
emphasised by Rama and other Ashkenazic authorities as paramount in deciding halakhah. Despite the 16th Century tendency towards codification in the manner of Joseph Karo’s (1488-1575) Shulhan Arukh, most Ashkenazic authorities were reluctant to undermine the rabbi’s independent authority and the local customs of each region. At the end of the 16th Century, halakhah was considered by the rabbis to be sacrosanct as a method of jurisdiction, with its roots in the Bible and the Talmud. Horowitz’s infusion of the mystical teachings of kabbalah into the halakhic sphere represented a significant step in the history of halakhic thinking.

Halakhah and Kabbalah
Before the Shelah’s publication in the 17th Century there was little sustained attempt among either the Ashkenazic or Sephardic communities to integrate the legalistic halakhah with the mystical kabbalah. Each appeared to occupy a distinct realm: The halakhah was normative, with guidance on all aspects of daily conduct, whereas the kabbalah was an esoteric wisdom guarded by an elite. Joseph Karo’s inclusion


82 Wimpfheimer, Narrating the Law, 11-12; Reiner, ‘Ashkenazi Elite’, 86-88; Elon, Jewish Law, 1376-84.

83 Katz, 283.

84 Werblowsky, Lawyer and Mystic, 290. The seminal work on the relationship between Halakhah and kabbalah remains Jacob Katz’s Halakhah and Kabbalah, see
of the Zohar as a halakhic text in his Beit Yosef was a significant moment in halakhic history as Karo esteemed the Zohar so highly that he would take its opinions into consideration even when it contradicted decisions reached by other poskim.\textsuperscript{85} Karo introduced new customs and laws derived from the Zohar, including some laws of handwashing before a meal.\textsuperscript{86} Nevertheless, Karo’s relationship with the Zohar was not one of unconditional compliance and Hallamish characterises Karo’s attitude towards the work as one of a posek discriminating between the parts he felt were unnecessary to include, the parts intended for mass consumption, and those meant for an elite.\textsuperscript{87}

\textsuperscript{85} Poskim/ Posek (sing.) is, a Hebrew term for scholars whose intellectual efforts were concentrated on determining the halakhah in practice in contrast to those commentators who applied themselves to study for its own sake.

\textsuperscript{86} Katz, Halakhah, 60. See BY, OH, 31, 59, 141.

\textsuperscript{87} Hallamish, Minhag, 163-66. Included in these omissions are times where Karo ignores his angelic visitor whose revelations formed the basis of his mystical diary. See Katz, Halakhah, 68, 129. Katz shows that although Karo used the Zohar more than any of his predecessors, he did not always rely on its decisions.
The primary differentiation between halakhah and kabbalah in the *Beit Yosef* is between the textual authority of the Babylonian Talmud and the Zohar. Karo’s declaration that the halakhah followed the Talmud whenever there was a contradiction between the two was generally agreed upon by the main rabbinic authorities of the age. The Ashkenazic halakhic authorities were especially adamant that the Zohar did not have decisive authority in halakhic judgment.\(^8^8\) Although the Zohar was accepted as belonging to ancient rabbinic literature, the halakhah did not follow its author, R. Shimon b. Yohai (Rashbi).\(^8^9\) Some went further, arguing that the Zohar was a closed book and could not be used to decide matters of halakhah at all. Even those who argued that it was good to adhere to its stringencies did not try and make them obligatory for all, a position held by many prominent kabbalists in the 16th and 17th centuries like Menahem Azaria of Fano and Yissaschar Baer of Kremenetz.\(^9^0\) A few of Horowitz’s rabbinic contemporaries outwardly polemicized against the intrusion of kabbalistic customs into halakhic practice: Both Joel Sirkes and Yom-Tov Lipmann Heller vehemently rejected anything kabbalistic which distorted classical halakhic methodology, and Heller even opposed the personal

\(^{8^8}\) e.g. Maharashal, *Responsa* no. 98; Rama, *Darkhei Moshe, OH*, 59:3; in the 18th Century this was proclaimed more emphatically by Jacob Emden, see *Responsa Ya’avetz* (Jerusalem, 2004), vol. 1 no. 47.

\(^{8^9}\) e.g. *bHul.* 49a; see *B.Y, OH*, 25; Maharashal, *Responsa* no. 157.

adoption of the Zohar’s stringencies.\footnote{Joel Sirkes, \textit{Responsa Bach}, (Jerusalem, 1980), no. 80. in Hallamish, \textit{Minhag}, 63; Davis, \textit{Heller}, 60.} This context is important for understanding how radically Horowitz reconfigured the relationship between these two disciplines.

\textbf{Translation and Transliteration}

My method of translation is to attempt to determine the basic meanings of the words and sentences which Horowitz employs, at times sacrificing for the sake of clarity the translation of poetic stylistic features or the literal meaning of rabbinic idiom. The purpose of my translation is to accurately elucidate the author’s intentions. I have therefore added punctuation to my translation of lengthy sentences and have occasionally added a word or two for clarity, inserted in round brackets. Whenever possible, I have tried to avoid run-on sentences and inserted my own grammatical pauses. At times I will translate only a small segment of text into English to prevent disjointedness in the main body of my chapters and leave the rest in Hebrew. In my Hebrew citations, I have endeavoured to remain faithful to the printed text of the 1698 edition of the \textit{Shelah} and have only left pauses such as full-stops when they are included there. When a segment of text appears in large letters in the original, I have printed it in bold font. When quoting from different parts of a lengthy text with a break in the middle, I have left an ellipsis to signify that there is a gap in translation. I have used round brackets to spell out an acronym while leaving the original as it appears in the text. I have also used round brackets to refer the reader to the source.
that Horowitz refers to. If an acronym is regularly employed and is uncontroversial, I have left it in its original form after spelling out the first instance it appears. I have only edited the text myself without comment when the final letter of a word is missing, replaced by an apostrophe in the original, and it is clear what the word is intended to be. Otherwise I have left my interpretation in round brackets. I have also inserted my own explanatory additions to the translation in round brackets. Additionally, I have not attempted to correct scribal errors or insert punctuation into the Hebrew text as this is overly interpretive for the purpose of this study, as I believe it is important for the reader to understand that Horowitz’s writing were not clearly edited by the author, written, as his son mentions, in ‘a hurry’, which affects how readers received and interpreted the text. The density of the text is one of the interpretive challenges for the reader and scholar, and it is therefore misleading to overly annotate the Hebrew text when analysing the Shelah to ensure that future scholarship is able to contend with my own interpretations.

I have provided Hebrew textual citations to translated references and non-translated references in the Shelah which require further contextualisation. References to parts of the work which refer to a point of information (sometimes addressed over several pages) and do not require an in-depth analysis are to a page number alone. When a citation is excessively lengthy or relates to a specific topic of interest without being directly relevant to the argument within the thesis, I have placed the Hebrew text in my Texts at the end of the thesis. If I am citing a text outside the Shelah, I will reference a page number, author and edition without the Hebrew text.

92 Vavei Amudim, see Text 6.
Transliteration rules follow the guidelines of the Encyclopaedia Judaica for General Hebrew. The exception to this rule is the Tsaddi and the Het which will not appear with a dot underneath, but rather as ‘ts’ and ‘h’ respectively. Uncommon Hebrew words and Hebrew acronyms are italicised. Translations from the Bible are provided by the JPS Sefaria translation (New York, 1984). All references to the Talmud refer to the standard printed edition of the Vilna Talmud (Vilna, 1883, including the commentaries of Rashi (1040-1105) and the Tosafists which appear on the page). In addition to classical rabbinic works and the Zohar, for standard edition reference works of rabbinic literature such as the Shulhan Arukh (Venice, 1575), along with Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah (Venice, 1490) and Guide of the Perplexed (Venice, 1551), Jacob b. Asher’s (1270-1343) Tur (Venice, 1563) and Karo’s own Beit Yosef (Printed in Tur, Venice, 1563), I refer to them by their titles alone. Other frequently cited works such as Reishit Hokhma will be first referenced by author and edition and then subsequently by title alone.
Chapter Two: The ‘Threefold Cord’ - The Shelah’s Structure and Methodology

‘The makeup of a book follows from its introduction. One should not try to understand the subject of a book before understanding the book’s overall structure’.  

One of the challenges in ascertaining the scope of Horowitz’s thought is that his ambitions for the Shelah changed over time. Horowitz began writing the Shelah as an ethical will for his descendants like his father’s Yesh Nohalin (Prague, 1615) before expanding it considerably to produce an encyclopaedia that encompasses virtually the entirety of rabbinic literature. This chapter contends that there is a unifying organisational principle behind the entire completed work, which Horowitz consciously adopted while composing it. The principle, which I have termed the ‘threefold cord’, declares that the individual human being is central to the proper functioning of the universe, and is required to perfect himself by mastering the three

93 Moshe Hayyim Luzzatto, Derekh Tevunot, (Amsterdam, 1743), 61-62.
areas of halakhah, kabbalah and musar. These three areas are three pillars which must be incorporated into the education of every Jew. As Sheftel comments in his preface to the 1649 Amsterdam edition of the Shelah entitled Vavei Amudim - ‘my father told me that his main intention in writing this work was to admonish and provide guidance to follow the correct path’. This pedagogical priority is found throughout the work. The encyclopaedic format of the Shelah is part of a broader rabbinical trend which had began to organise halakhic and kabbalistic writing into comprehensive, authoritative anthologies in the 16th Century. Karo’s code of law, the Shulhan Arukh (Venice, 1575) and Cordovero’s kabbalistic encyclopaedia Pardes Rimmonim (Salonika, 1560) exemplified this trend. According to Ruderman, 

---

94 The cosmogony of the kabbalists tended to emphasise the formation of an individual soul and Man’s unique ability to affect the heavens and earth through his actions. For good general discussions on the individual in kabbalah see Garb, Yearnings, 208; ‘The Psychological Turn in Sixteenth Century Kabbalah’, in Les mystiques juives, chrétiennes et musulmanes dans l’ Égypte médiévale (12th -16th siècles) Interculturalités et contextes historiques, (Cairo, 2010), 109-30; Hallamish, Introduction, 123; 'Kabbalah', 623.

95 Sheftel Horowitz, Vavei Amudim printed at the very beginning of the Shelah (Amsterdam, 1698), on a single page. From now on, I refer to it by name alone. I have attached the copy of Vavei Amudim from the 1698 edition to Text 6.


97 Although there are earlier examples of this phenomenon such as Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah and Jacob b. Asher’s Turim, neither became accepted as authoritative codes in the manner of the Shulhan Arukh, see Isadore Twersky, 'The Shulḥan 'Arukh: Enduring Code of Jewish Law ', Judaism, 16, (1967), 141-59; Elon,
the encyclopaedic genre served an important function in Italy as a means of ‘presenting multiple truths and multiples sources of knowledge without prioritising one over the other’. In the Shelah, however, the opposite is true; the encyclopaedic format directs the reader towards the pathway of musar and cultivates a pietistic lifestyle by discriminating between alternative approaches. Horowitz’s format also creates a distance between the author and his sources, which is particularly relevant when considering his lengthy kabbalistic citations presenting esoteric content from the perspective of a detached observer; it is Horowitz who explains how this content can be applied to invigorate everyday life by integrating the ideas found in the kabbalistic texts into the areas of halakhah and musar.

**Audience**

A work of literature can be considered elitist if it consciously limits its intended audience to a worthy group of initiates. Maimonides’ Guide can be categorised as such, as he frequently emphasised that only those who have reached an advanced intellectual stature should study the work, which is not accessible to everyone. Similarly, Isaac Luria’s teachings were intended for an exclusive group of students.

---

**Jewish Law : History, Sources, Principles**, vol. 3 1368-71, 420-22. The idea of a popular digest of halakhic material incorporating competing Ashkenazic and Sefardic traditions was also a phenomenon unique to the 16th Century, see Davis, 'Formation of Ashkenazic Jewish Identity', 251-76. On the kabbalistic encyclopaedia and its systemisation, see Ira Robinson, Moses Cordovero’s Introduction to Kabbalah (New York: Yeshiva University Press, 1994), xxiv- xxxiii.


and are often inscrutable to the reader.\textsuperscript{100} Although Horowitz’s primary intended audience was his family, who certainly belonged to Prague’s rabbinic elite, he did not limit it to them alone:

> Therefore, I will follow the footsteps of the early generations ‘For learning wisdom and discipline; for understanding words of discernment’,\textsuperscript{101} for the Lord’s blessed, my sons and daughters, my sons-in-law and daughters-in-law, my grandchildren and their children, and the children of their children, forever. May they be sustained by the blessing and may the Lord increase it a thousand fold. I shall compose a work of ethical rebuke for them, as a person would instruct his son.\textsuperscript{102}

Included among Horowitz’s ‘children’ are his students:

> And consider that students are also called children,\textsuperscript{103} and I have merited, with thanks to God, to have raised many students. Therefore I instruct you that for any student whose soul thirsts to access these booklets - do not withhold them from him (lit. the good from his owner).\textsuperscript{104}

Horowitz states that as long as future students sincerely thirst to access his teachings, his children should not deprive them of the opportunity to learn from them.

In \textit{Vavei Amudim}, Sheftel confirms this impression in his presentation of his father’s

\begin{flushright}

\textsuperscript{101} \textit{Proverbs} 1:2.

\textsuperscript{102} \textit{Shelah} 1b-2a.

\textsuperscript{103} \textit{bSan.} 19b.

\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Shelah}, 2a.
\end{flushright}
reluctance to publish the work in terms of modesty rather than out of an active desire to conceal elite secrets from the unworthy:

Due to his righteousness and piety, he left his family home and came to the place where God has said that His presence dwells; before leaving the land of his birth, he began writing this great and awesome book to instruct his household, and out of humility he did not demand that his children publish it, but he ‘sanctified us with his commandments and commanded us’ to fulfil the request of one who wishes to print this book in order to learn from its piety…

In addition, Horowitz’s stated intention in composing the Shelah was to produce a work of ethical rebuke and correct misconceptions concerning the service of God, not to provide an esoteric body of obscure literature to the unlearned. Horowitz’s intention was to provide a work of instruction for all his future generations, ‘sons and daughters, my sons-in-law and daughters-in-law, my grandchildren and their children, and the children of their children, forever’ and he doesn’t distinguish between men, women and children in this regard (which might be expected if a certain degree of education was required before reading the work). This aim anticipates the section Sh’ar Otiyot, which emphasises the importance of pedagogy and how to develop the education of the unlearned. In explaining his father’s method in deciding which halakhic material to include in the Shelah, Sheftel writes:

He only wrote them to exhort and encourage, seeing that many had stumbled over these laws, or because they did not know and were hidden from them… In these tractates he innovated over four hundred laws which are not mentioned among the rabbinical authorities, matters that he derived from the Talmud using his logic, and there you will surely see the strength of his glory and manifestations of his greatness.


106 In particular, *Shelah* 63b-64b.

This is paralleled in the text of the Shelah itself in defining Ner Mitsvah, the halakhic sections of his work:

Sometimes it is for the manner that our sages said ‘If a man committed a sin and repeated it, it becomes for him as though it is permitted’. And there are, due to our many sins, many who have deeply involved themselves with those who walk in darkness... The second reason is that sometimes, due to lack of knowledge, the concept of this commandment or that aspect (of a commandment) is not known to the masses or fluent in their mouths, so in these instances I am required to make it known (to them). There are also several novellae, rulings that I innovated, with the help of God, which were not mentioned in the words of the earlier sages. All this is included in ner mitsvah.\(^\text{108}\)

Principally, the halakhic sections of the Shelah focus on what the author perceives to be the correction of ignorance, or in providing Horowitz’s own understanding of the basic requirements of the law as it should be observed by every Jew.

However, the target audience of the Shelah should be categorised as ‘rabbinic’ as opposed to ‘popular’ due to the complex nature of the subject matter. Both Horowitz’s sons, Sheftel and Jacob (d. 1643) were rabbis of considerable stature,\(^\text{109}\) and the sheer volume of sources cited is impenetrable to all who are not familiar with a wide array of rabbinic texts. This complexity includes Horowitz’s own exegeses, which frequently rely on wordplay which could not be understood by one unfamiliar with earlier rabbinic literature.\(^\text{110}\)

\(^{108}\) Shelah, 2a.

\(^{109}\) Newman, Life and Teachings, 69-70.

\(^{110}\) E.g. Chapter 5, 166, Chapter Eight, 201.
There are aspects of the work, however, which appear to be specifically elitist in intent. Sheftel admits, for example, that he was hesitant to publish the Shelah in its entirety without the instruction of his father due to the work’s stringencies which were intended for Horowitz’s family alone:

Because his intention was only for his children and descendants as mentioned in his introduction, which is why he was strict upon us with several stringencies, especially in ‘The forbidden and permitted’ (laws concerning dietary restrictions) for this was his way to be stringent upon himself and his household and to sanctify himself with that which was (strictly) permitted to him.¹¹¹

Sheftel rationalises his decision to publish based on Horowitz’s introductory passage cited above encouraging his children to share his teachings with all who sought them, explaining the fact that since practically the entire diaspora could be counted among his students and that all the major communities of Europe sought to hear his wisdom (including the communities of Frankfurt, Prague, Posen and Krakow – the ‘crowns’ of the Jewish communities), he felt justified in publishing his father’s work in its entirety.¹¹²

Yet Sheftel’s ambivalence raises an important dichotomy which emerges throughout the Shelah: In every topic found within the work there is an ordinary and elitist manifestation: The wisdom of kabbalah should be understood and studied by all, but the teachings of Isaac Luria should remain concealed to all but a select few;¹¹³ the

¹¹² Ibid.
¹¹³ See Chapter Four, 102.
entirety of halakhah must be infused with kabbalistic pietism but only the truly pious like his children should be ‘stringent in all the stringencies’;\textsuperscript{114} God can be cleaved to through the material world and all are required to serve Him with enthusiasm,\textsuperscript{115} but an elite will transcend physicality and pursue an ascetic lifestyle.\textsuperscript{116} Overall, the notable feature of the Shelah in terms of Horowitz’s intended audience is that he moves the boundaries of what is considered universally required of all Jews for religious observance. Horowitz demands a pietistic standard of behaviour of everyone, but there remains an elitist component which the average person cannot attain.

In considering Horowitz’s audience, it is also important to ponder his stature and public position in the hearts of European Jewry. For most of his rabbinic life he presided over the most prominent European communities, and was revered as a beloved teacher and leader both during and beyond his lifetime.\textsuperscript{117} On his gravestone it is inscribed:

May God remember the pure soul of the great light who enlightened confused of heart by the thousands and hundreds of thousands with the light of Torah in Pilpul, Mishnah, Gemarah, Tosefta and Poskim and besides that many books like sparks of lightning. The kabbalist, the esteemed chief of the rabbinic court, the wise one of our generation, wondrous elder and rabbi, our teacher, who led his people like Moses. A foundation stone in wisdom and understanding. His good name reaches from one end of the world to the other among all the diaspora of Israel.\textsuperscript{118}

\textsuperscript{114} See Chapter Ten, 234-35.

\textsuperscript{115} See Chapter Twelve, 281-289.

\textsuperscript{116} Ibid. 272-273.

\textsuperscript{117} As attested by the fact that his works were the death-bed choice of Gluckel’s pious husband, Gluckel, Memoirs, 151.

\textsuperscript{118} Rachel Greenblatt, To Tell Their Children : Jewish Communal Memory in Early Modern Prague, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014), 74.
According to Greenblatt, Horowitz was given the additional title of ‘kabbalist’ to signify his stature in the esoteric realms as well as the revealed. This was preceded, however, by his mastery in ‘revealed’ rabbinic scholarship, which reached the entire diaspora of Israel. Importantly, Horowitz was a teacher with many students and was aware of the wide reach of his teachings (and that many would be included in this group). By permitting his children to share his life’s main work with his extensive group of students it seems fair to surmise that his intention was not to restrict his teachings – but to operate as a teacher to the entire Jewish people. It is a challenging work, certainly, but one which was intended to service the entire Jewish nation and guide them in the way of God.

Composition

Horowitz began writing the Shelah at some point between the death of his wife in 1620 and his journey to the land of Israel in 1621, completing it in Jerusalem in 1624 before sending it to his children in Prague. According to Sheftel, it was completed two years after Horowitz’s arrival in the land of Israel:

Since one who is on a journey will become confused of mind, he decided to bring his thoughts and light of his Torah to fruition in the ‘land of life’, so he didn’t complete the work in the diaspora, rather in Jerusalem two years after his arrival.

The Shelah was initially written as an ethical will for Horowitz’s family called Derekh Hayyim, but was expanded by Horowitz upon his arrival in the land of Israel,

119 A reference to the land of Israel.

120 Vavei Amudim. See Text 6.

121 Shelah, 2a.
culminating in the final two sections, ‘The Written Torah’ and ‘The Oral Torah’, written in Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{122}

A significant challenge to the student attempting to study the Shelah is its length, density and lack of index to indicate where subject material can be found.\textsuperscript{123} In 1680, Shabbatai Bass dedicated an entire two columns (far lengthier than most of his entries) of his bibliographic manual of Hebrew books Siltei Yessenim to the Shelah, describing it as ‘a very wondrous anthology, filled with fear of God, and since this book does not have an index or a table at its beginning or end I decided to expound upon it’.\textsuperscript{124} Bass provides a brief index to the topics and compositional structure of the Shelah.

Here, I have summarised the organisation of the work: In the 1649 edition, the work is divided into two parts: Derekh Hayyim/’The way of life’ and Luhot Haberit/’Tablets of the covenant’. Derekh Hayyim includes the introduction Toledot Adam/’The generations of Man’,\textsuperscript{125} followed by Perek Asarah Ma’amarat/’Chapter of ten sayings’ (Addressing God’s oneness, attributes and concepts such as love and fear of God required of human beings) and Sha’ar Otiyot/’Gate of letters’ (arranged according to

\textsuperscript{122} Krassen, Generations, 12-13, 20.

\textsuperscript{123} See Newman’s summarised index, Newman, Life and Teachings, 88-89.

\textsuperscript{124} Shabbatai Bass, Siltei Yessenim, (Amsterdam, 1680), 79-80.

\textsuperscript{125} I have translated as man, not Adam specifically, as the concept is broadened from the Biblical verse to encompass man as a whole.
the Hebrew alphabet on twenty-two topics, analysing halakhic and ethical principles associated with particular letters).

The main body of the work is the section Asarah Diberot/‘Ten Utterances’, which is categorised into ten Talmudic tractates corresponding to periods of the year, each subdivided into three sections:

1. Ner Mitsvah (the commandments pertaining to each period).\(^{126}\)
2. Torah Or (the secret reasons for the commandments according to the kabbalah).
3. Derekh Hayyim Tokhehot Musar (good character traits and words of ethical rebuke connected to the commandments).

The second major section, Luhot Haberit, includes Torah she-Bikhetav/‘The written Torah’ (expositions on the weekly Torah portion spanning the entire Pentateuch, each portion divided into Ner Mitsvah, Torah Or and Tokhehot Musar sections, see below, 59-60); Torah she-Ba’al Peh/‘The Oral Torah’ (a short section discussing the rules and methodology of the Talmud and an analysis of Talmudic terminology);

Asarah Hillulim/‘chapter of ten praises’ (a very brief chapter consisting of final words of rebuke).

The table below presents an overview of the Shelah’s composition, which will be supplemented with more detailed tables of Toledot Adam and ‘The Written Torah’, below:

The Shelah:

\(^{126}\) Mitsvah is generally translated a commandment, precept, or religious duty. The term is derived from the Hebrew root צוה which means ‘to command’ or ‘to ordain’. In common usage, mitsvah has taken on the meaning of a good deed. I have translated it as ‘commandment’, although at times it is more appropriately understood as a good deed.
Sheftel describes the arrangement of his father’s work:

The first section is a precious and wondrous introduction, and its name is ‘Generations of Man’, and what emerges from it are the sayings that are called the ‘Ten sayings’. The second section discusses that which is relevant to every individual in each season of the year, and he named them after Talmudic tractates…it is called ‘Ten utterances’.

Since ‘Tractate Shabbat’ discusses the idea of reading the Torah twice with translation, the work addresses the Torah portions, and as there were many words to say on this matter he arranged them into a separate section (from the section on the tractates). The section ‘Oral Torah’ was related to ‘Tractate Shavuot’, which is where it should have been placed, but since it is a large booklet he placed it outside of its boundaries.\(^\text{127}\)

According to Sheftel, the Shelah is an anthology which offers material for multiple audiences, with different genres which cater for individual specialisations and containing ethical rebuke, halakhah, kabbalah and sermons on the Torah:

\(^{127}\) Vavei Amudim. See Text 6.
This book fulfils the desire of each man – the kabbalists, the literal exegetes and preachers - each man according to his speciality. And here I am standing and imploring everyone who reads from this book not to learn it like a man who reads a book to hasten sleep but to examine it deeply until he finishes it.128

From Sheftel’s analysis, it is tempting to view the work as fragmented, restricting the analysis of ‘kabbalah’, ‘halakhah’ or ‘musar’ to the sections with the same title; for instance, analysis of musar would be reduced to the section ‘Gate of letters’ and the Tokhehot Musar sections of ‘Ten Sayings’ and ‘The Written Torah’.

It is my intention to demonstrate, however, through Horowitz’s own prefaces and conclusions to each section of the Shelah that the work contains a coherent vision relating to the necessary stages for Man to attain shelemut. By the end of the work, Horowitz intended for the individual to have mastered all specialisations and to have understood the role of each one in bringing about his perfection.129

‘The Threefold Cord’

Horowitz introduces the Shelah by explaining that his work was composed to provide a ‘threefold cord’ to his children consisting of halakhah, kabbalah and musar.130 This concept recurs throughout the Shelah and is an organisational principle rooted in the exposition of two Biblical verses:

\[\text{Ibid.}\]

128 I discuss the specifically kabbalistic nature of this vision in Chapter Three, under the subheading ‘Organic universe’, 79-89.

130 Shelah, 2a.
The first is the verse in Proverbs, (which I will both transliterate and translate as the Hebrew terms Ner Mitsvah, Torah Or and Tokhehot musar are central categories within the work):

‘Ki ner mitsvah ve Torah or ve derekh hayim tokhehot musar’ – for the commandment is a lamp, and the teaching is light, and reproofs of instruction are the way of life’.\(^\text{131}\)

The second is a verse from Ecclesiastes:

‘And if a man prevails against him that is alone, two shall withstand him; and a threefold cord is not quickly broken’.\(^\text{132}\)

These three components form the pillars of the entire Shelah, and the accomplished individual will transform himself by way of proper instruction on both a contemplative and practical level in each of these three areas. The tripartite of Ner Mitsvah, Torah Or and Tokhehot Musar coalesce to form the ‘threefold cord not quickly broken’.

\textit{Toledot Adam}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textit{Beit YHVH}/ House of the Lord & 3a-7b \\
\hline
\textit{Beit Hokhmah}/ House of Wisdom & 7b-8a, 15a-18a \\
\hline
\textit{Beit Yisra’el}/ House of Israel & 8a-10b, 18a-20 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\(^{131}\) Proverbs 6:23.

\(^{132}\) Ecclesiastes 4:12.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bayit Ne’eman/ House of Faithfulness</th>
<th>10b -11b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beit ha Mikdash/ House of holiness</td>
<td>11b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayit ha Aharon/ Last house</td>
<td>11b-15a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beit David/ The house of David</td>
<td>20a -27a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beit ‘ir Homah/The house of the walled city</td>
<td>27a-28a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beit ha Behirah/ House of choice</td>
<td>28a-29b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha Bayit ha Gadol/The Great house</td>
<td>29b-38a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Horowitz provides prefaces to each of his sections, which helps the reader understand its purpose and how it fits into his broader vision of the ‘threefold cord’.

In his introduction to *Toledot Adam*, Horowitz explains how the ‘threefold cord’ interacts to form a Ladder of Ascent.\(^{133}\) The individual must firstly be meticulous in observance (*Ner Mitsvah*), which leads to fear of sin. Once he fears sin and refines his character to remove himself from sin entirely (*Tokhehot Musar*), he can proceed to acquiring knowledge of the secrets of kabbalah, where he will merit to gaze upon the splendour of God (*Torah Or*):

\(^{133}\) See Chapter One, 21.
He must firstly learn the 613 commandments, and since study leads to action he will become fearful of sin. After reaching this level, the intellectual component of an action is a ladder which leads to deep thought, which is the secret knowledge, and he will merit to gaze upon the splendour of God. This is true wisdom - knowledge of the secrets of the commandments, which are Godly secrets, although it is necessary for fear of sin to precede this wisdom: 'behold, the fear of the Lord: that is wisdom'. Then, his wisdom will be sustained, and the secrets of the Torah will be revealed to him, so that he may become a wise man who understands things from his own thought. We have seen and heard this idea from many pietists, who would inspect their deeds and confess their sins before engaging in the divine secrets, and adorn themselves with fear of God.

Horowitz then expresses his desire in writing Toledot Adam to reveal both the great potential contained within man, and the dangers awaiting he who neglects his responsibilities:

'Chapter One' is entitled 'The ten sayings', 'Chapter Two' is entitled 'The ten utterances', 'Chapter Three' is entitled 'the ten praises'... I named these three chapters with these names as they bring man, who is the purpose of creation, to his true potential...

I decided in my heart to firstly write an introduction, to make it known and reveal how awesome is Man and the matter of his creation, his form, image,

134 As understood in rabbinic literature, there are 613 Biblical Commandments which are divided into 248 positive commandments and 365 prohibitions, see bMak. 23b.

135 Job 25:25.

136 Shelah, 1a.

137 I consider the role of Man in greater detail in the next chapter. Krispel's thesis devotes considerable time to developing the kabbalistic concept of the greatness of Man, and his attachment to the divine. However, as I discuss in the next chapter, this must be significantly qualified by his potential for self-destruction. In a sense, the kabbalah magnifies existing notions of the role of Man, accentuating his potential for greatness and exacerbating his potential for destruction.
his appearance and his destiny. For everything is in the great heavens above and when the wise one realises that His Hand has dominion over all, and that he makes an imprint, he will rise to the highest heights to cleave to God; but if he does the opposite he will fall drastically God forbid; and so he should stir his heart to be perfect with the Lord our God, to walk in his ways and to cleave to him with cleaving, yearning and desire with a great and everlasting love, and internalise all the words of Tokhehot Musar, Ner Mitsvah and Torah Or, and more than this, ‘the wise man should hear and increase wisdom’, so I am calling this introduction ‘Generations of Man’. 138

Horowitz’s analysis is based on a passage in the Zohar that analyses a Mishnah in tractate Rosh ha Shana concerning the correct order of the Shofar (Ram’s horn) blasts, and the origins of the requirement for there to be at least thirty blasts, found in bR.H. 32a. The Mishnah states that there should be no less than ten blasts for the ‘kingship’ section. The Talmud inquires as to the origin of this ruling. Rabbi says that they correspond to the ‘Ten praises’ that David said in Psalms. R. Yosef says that they correspond to the ‘Ten utterances’ given to Moses at Sinai; R. Yohanan says that they correspond to the ‘Ten sayings’ that were used to create the world, as found in mAvot 5:1. The Zohar explains the link between the three sets of ten, which

138 Shelah, 2a-b.
is where Horowitz derives the idea that these terms should be used to bring Man to his perfection.139

In his conclusion to *Toledot Adam*, Horowitz reiterates the importance of the ‘threefold cord’ and how it directs the rest of the work:

My dear children, you have seen the strength and the loftiness of Man when he desires it… The purpose of Man has been expounded - what he was with regards to his eternal nature, as I explained at length in this precious introduction, which I have called *Toledot Adam*, from which you will arouse yourselves to love God with all your hearts... Let my words in this lofty introduction be close to you and be placed as a reminder between your eyes, and thus *Ner Mitsvah*, *Torah Or*, *Derekh Hayyim* will not leave your mouths, for this introduction is the entrance and gateway to the knowledge of God, to learn his Torah and fulfill his commandments, to dress in beloved garments and with all the loftiest character traits - these are the things which I shall mention with God’s help in the upcoming chapters.140

The ideal person, in summary, is one who has incorporated the ‘threefold cord’ to such an extent that each section ‘will not leave your mouth’. The vision of the introduction is to provide a gateway that will lead the individual to the knowledge of God, an understanding of the deep significance of the commandments and an appreciation for the need to refine his character traits.141

139 Zohar III: 11b.
140 Shelah, 38a.
Having described the lofty potential of Man and his position in the divine scheme,\textsuperscript{142} the section \textit{Asarah Ma’amarot} (‘ten sayings’) delineates ten components which are necessary for him to fulfil his potential. Horowitz presents these components as interconnected aspects of personal development rooted in the oneness of God Himself. In line with the ‘threefold cord’ principle, all aspects relate to one another:

We will identify the service of Man (who is the world) using ten sayings,\textsuperscript{143} and they are all contained within one saying which is the true Oneness, (the one with no other oneness like His oneness may He be praised and exalted). Now I shall provide a hint of each of the ten sayings and how they are included in one saying, and then I will explain them as God's good hand favours me:

The first saying: God is one; the second - Israel is one nation; the third - inner fear and love; the fourth - servants of God, which means service for the sake of on high, for the sake of God. The fifth - eternal service, meaning in every measure that God (May He be praised) allocates. The sixth - the primary service in the heart. The seventh - the gate of character traits. The eighth - the cleaving of the heart, in all your ways you shall know him. The ninth - purity of the thoughts in the heart. The tenth - the shekhinah in the heart.\textsuperscript{144} The explanation of these sayings, how they depend on one another like a chain, and are connected like a candelabrum in pieces.\textsuperscript{145}

\textsuperscript{142} This will be elaborated in the Chapter Four, 104-108.

\textsuperscript{143} On microcosm and macrocosm, See Chapter One, 22.

\textsuperscript{144} In rabbinic literature shekhinah refers to the divine presence, or the immediate manifestation of God in the world, e.g. \textit{mAvot} 3:6, \textit{bB.B} 10a. In kabbalistic writings, the shekhinah is the tenth and last in the hierarchy of the sefirot. In the divine world it represents the feminine principle, while tif’eret (the sixth sefirah) and yesod (the ninth) represent the masculine principle. All the elements and characteristics of the other sefirot are represented within the shekhinah. Like the moon, she has no light of her own, but receives the divine light from the other sefirot.

\textsuperscript{145} Shelah, 38b.
Sha’ar Otiyot

The section Sha’ar Otiyot is connected to the section Asarah Ma’amorot through an aphorism linking the origin of the expression Asarah Ma’amorot (Ten sayings, which is described in Ethics of the fathers/ Pirkei Avot as being God’s means of creating the world) to the ‘Book of Creation’/ Sefer Yetsirah, which describes the world being created using the letters of the Torah (pertaining to Sha’ar Otiyot as the Gate of letters). After establishing the ‘roots’ in Asarah Ma’amorot, Horowitz chooses to focus on one of the ‘branches’ - the seventh saying, the gate of good character traits. This section is most devoted to the Tokhehot Musar element of the ‘threefold cord’, addressing the ethical and interpersonal aspects of human behaviour, although the ‘Gate of Holiness’ is expanded to include a comprehensive discussion of the laws of eating, drinking and sexual behaviour:

To these great roots there are many branches, especially the gate of good character traits which is ‘longer than a land measure’. Therefore I decided (lit. said in my heart) that there should be a substantial interruption in order to record a gate by itself to mention these branches even though they are extremely numerous and these are things ‘for which there is no measure’. Nevertheless, I will assemble some of them, and I will mention some of them in this gate which is for God, the righteous shall pass through it, and it is called the gate of letters, assembled according to the alphabet…

146 mAvot 5:1.
147 Sefer Yetsirah 2:2.

148 In Chapter Nine, ‘pathway to pietism’, I discuss the significance of these halakhot being categorised under ‘holiness’.
Horowitz’s prioritisation of the development of character traits accords with his practical ambitions for the Shelah. The theory and philosophy of Man expounded in Toledot Adam has little use without its actualisation through the details outlining how he must transform his character.

Asarah Diberot

Asarah Diberot/ ‘Ten Utterances’ is a section heading which Horowitz named based on his explanation in Toledot Adam. Having outlined both the importance of Man and a ladder of ascent through which he can achieve perfection in his previous sections, Horowitz enters the main section of the first part of his work and categorises the calendar year and associated festivals according to a Talmudic tractate. The title of the tractate is the subject of Horowitz’s analysis, rather than the contents of the tractate; therefore, ‘Tractate Shabbat’ addresses laws of the Sabbath and ‘Tractate Hullin’ addresses matters to do with the profane or weekday activities, rather than the material contained within the so-called tractates in the Talmud.

149 Shelah, 58a-b.

150 See above, 52.
Horowitz adapts concepts which he considers essential for the individual to achieve *shelemut* such as repentance, faith and justice and categorises them into the most appropriate seasons. For instance, the section on repentance is placed within ‘Tractate Yoma’, which is a Talmudic tractate associated with Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement); this section also includes the repentance required of the individual on a regular weekday.

Each topic is then analysed in terms of the ‘threefold cord’, and Horowitz takes great care in assembling the categories of these chapters, explaining at length the deliberation that was required before choosing their names:

There are ten periods throughout the year which will be mentioned, and each chapter will be named after each period using the name of a 'tractate' that is appropriate for the season... in each tractate there will be three chapters, which will contain topics arranged according to the format that I started this work with - *Ner Mitsvah, Torah Or, Tokhehot Musar* – the central idea that this entire work revolves around, containing a portion on laws, a portion on their reasons, orientation and secrets,¹⁵¹ a portion on good character traits – containing abstinent practices, extra precautions and the ways of ethical rebuke to increase holiness. From this a person will awaken with great self-arousal and achieve his potential, for there are many outcomes attained through the fulfilment of the commandments and acquiring knowledge of their reasons and secrets. The ten periods are: 1. The six days of creation 2. The Sabbath 3. Passover 4. Shavuot 5. The fast of the ninth of Av which includes

¹⁵¹ I have transliterated *kavvanot* as it does not refer to the idea of directed intention that is its Talmudic usage. The term is used in rabbinic literature to denote a state of mental concentration and devotion at prayer and during the performance of mitsvot. Although the demand for *kavvanah* as an obligatory component of religious prayer and action is not explicitly mentioned in the Pentateuch, it is clearly referred to by the prophets, see Isaiah 29:13. The Talmud presents different definitions of the term in *bBer. 32b*, and Maimonides codifies it as a requirement for prayer in *MT*, ‘Hilkhot Tefillah’, 4:15, 16. In the Kabbalah *kavvanot* (the plural of *kavvanah*) denotes the special thoughts one should have at the recitation of key words in prayer. Very often these thoughts are divorced from the contextual meaning of the words and are of a mystical, esoteric nature. In the *Sheelah* they are associated with specific theurgical intentions associated with Isaac Luria as explored in tractate Rosh ha Shana for the shofar blasts. For a detailed summary on *kavvanot* in the writings of Luria, see Fine, *Physician of the Soul*, 236-76. I will discuss the role of *kavvanot* as theurgical prayer in Chapter Four, 121-122.

Two points emerge from this passage: firstly, considerable effort was expended on the part of the author to make the main section of the work consistent with the previous three, and secondly that the reader is aware that the 'threefold cord' is an organisational principle which he has adopted throughout the work and one which he wishes to continue applying.

As this section comprises over a hundred and fifty folio pages it is useful to view its organisation in tabular form:

**Table 2: The Tractates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tractate</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hullin</td>
<td>110b-130b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabbat</td>
<td>130b-140a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesahim</td>
<td>140a-179a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shavuot</td>
<td>179b-199b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta'anit</td>
<td>199b-213a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

152 Shelah, 110b.
Torah she-Bikhetav/ The Written Torah

Torah she-Bikhetav is an analysis of the five books of the Pentateuch. Horowitz presents this section as an addendum to an existing corpus. He refers to the fact that the composition addresses a deficiency in the Derekh Hayyim section of the work, which had not addressed the individual Torah portions. Until this point, the Shelah had ‘revolved in its entirety around the threefold cord’ and Horowitz again confirms that the new section will share the same organisational structure. The section is analysed in accordance with the basic organisational structure of Maimonides’ Sefer ha-Mitsvot,153 and Horowitz emphasises that in order to master the understanding of each Torah portion, the individual must strive for shelemut in Torah study, incorporating every element of the ‘threefold cord’. The Talmudic sages had required the individual to read the weekly Torah portion twice alongside a translation.154

---

153 Written around the same time as his Commentary to the Mishnah (c. 1165) Maimonides’ introduction to his larger work Mishneh Torah involved summarising the Biblical and rabbinic commandments contained in each weekly portion and their explanation; see Halbertal, Maimonides, 106-07.

154 The requirement to finish the Torah portion twice weekly alongside a targum (Aramaic translation) is found in bBer. 8a.
According to Horowitz, this requirement is only achieved once all three elements have been addressed:

You must become like an ‘overflowing spring’ to add in this way and that to wisdom, knowledge and understanding, for the commandment is a lamp, and the teaching is light, and reproofs of instruction are the way of life: the threefold cord shall not be broken. The understanding of each portion upon weekly completion depends on three things: Firstly, knowledge of the commandments; both the positive and the negative commandments that are mentioned (in the portion) - this is *Ner Mitsvah*. Secondly, the individual should dwell upon the reasons and secrets behind the commandments according to his intellectual capacity, both the positive and the negative commandments, and he should also dwell on the secrets of the other matters that aren’t commandments which are included within the portion … The third element is words of wisdom and retribution, good character traits and behavioural improvements and the benefits accrued from them - this is included in the phrase: ‘the ways of life are words of rebuke’.  

Although Horowitz generally maintains the ‘threefold cord’ structure throughout this part of the work, there are some sub-groupings within the weekly portions. The portions *Mikets* and *Vayigash*, for instance, are grouped together as they describe the process of *tikkun* that Joseph achieved for his father.  

The first eight portions of Exodus are also categorised together as these are the weeks that are auspicious for repentance and will bring the restoration of the ‘light of the moon’ in the future, referring to the spiritual lustre which pre-existed the creation of the world.  

*Torah she-Ba’al Peh* / The Oral Torah

The Oral Torah section of the *Shelah* is a digest of the methodology employed by the Talmud and guidelines for how a person should study it based on the writings of Horowitz’s rabbinic predecessors. It is included as an extension of ‘Tractate

---

155 *Shelah*, 264a. See Text 5.

156 Ibid, 297a. On *tikkun* in Luria’s writings, see Chapter Four, 99-100.

Shavuot’, further developing the fundamental components of Torah study. Horowitz considered a clear understanding of the rules of the Talmud to be essential for its study,\(^{158}\) prescribing a systematic methodology:

Above in ‘Tractate Shavuot’, where I grasped pure, good and complete stones of marble - the words of our sages in the holy Talmud - I revealed some of the concepts found in the sages’ words and their insights; and since this is not a trivial matter, but also so as not to interrupt the topic (found over there) I knew that I needed to compile a booklet by itself on this issue.

Therefore, I have now arrived with the help of heaven to reveal a small portion of the rules of the Talmud, the methodology of the Talmud, its sections and its expressions, from the words of the scribes old and new (whose writings) I encountered here in Jerusalem the holy city (may it be built speedily in our days). I will explain some of what God privileged me to receive from my rabbis, and what I have added of my own.\(^{159}\)

Asarah Hillulim

In his final chapter, Horowitz compiles a very short section incorporating words of musar from ‘holy works’, largely based upon Bayha’s *Hovot ha-Levavot*. He exhorts his readers to review Bahya’s first chapter on a daily basis, which will lead them to


\(^{159}\) *Shelah*, 389a.
In finishing his work by emphasising the importance of correct interpersonal conduct, Horowitz reiterates that his principal goal for the *Shelah* is a practical one. It is only when the individual has absorbed the lifestyle of musar that he can attach himself to God, completing the vision of the ‘threelfold cord’. Throughout the *Shelah*, therefore, the author consistently maintains the direction envisioned at the start. The importance of the ‘threelfold cord’ is that each part is incomplete without the other two. There can be no kabbalah without halakhah and musar, no halakhah without kabbalah and musar, and no musar without halakhah and kabbalah: All three depend on one another to achieve *shelemut*.

**Methodology and Limitations**

Although the ‘threelfold cord’ is an organisational principle which appears in every aspect of the *Shelah*, the length and density of the work provides a significant challenge for the reader. According to Newman, Horowitz’s ‘general method is to state his view clearly and then quote appropriate sources in support of his view or quote other sources first and then sum up by stating his own view’. These quotations are often lengthy, which according to Newman was probably a deliberate

---

160 Ibid, 417b.

means of making the original sources accessible to all. However, the clear demarcations presented at the beginning of each section are frequently obscured by Horowitz’s inclusion of large amounts of previously written material, including commentaries by the author himself. The sheer length of the work, furthermore, can obscure the author’s intentions, and one of the difficulties in translating the work is that the sentences are frequently constructed without breaks, with paragraphs at times extending an entire page. Presenting an anthology of sources on numerous issues pertaining to Jewish Thought, there is considerable difficulty for the reader in ascertaining where Horowitz is acting as an editor or when he is citing a position without comment.

The relatively concise citations from other authors in Horowitz’s introductory section Toledot Adam are often replaced in the main body of the Shelah by much longer references. For instance, the Shelah includes the full insertion of Horowitz’s father’s halakhic work on dietary laws Emek ha-Berakhah alongside Horowitz’s own editorial comments that had been written previously. It is also cited extensively in ‘Tractate Hullin’ concerning the laws of handwashing.

---

162 Ibid. Newman bases this on a comment from Sheftel in Vavel Amudim, who states that Horowitz copied the entirety of his father Abraham’s work into the Shelah as he couldn’t find it available elsewhere. See Shelah, 73a (bottom of the page) where Horowitz emphasises the importance of accurate attributions when quoting from a teacher. This exhortation can also be found in Horowitz’s letter to his son, Ms. Ox. Neubauer 1437, 105a.

163 Citations are often separated by the acronym, עכּ’ל (Ad kan leshono – until here are his words) which can be easily missed by the reader, particularly in the earlier editions of printing where they typeset is unclear.

164 Shelah, 87a-97a.

165 Ibid, 124b-129b.
Another extensive addition to the Shelah is Horowitz’s insertion of previously delivered sermons. In Asarah Diberot these sermons tend to appear at the end of individual sections as supplements to the rest of his material, for example in Tractate Yoma:

And for you my children, in my youth I assembled several sermons, and they were filled with rebukes from repentance, prayer, charity and Torah study, built and founded on verses from the Tanakh and the Midrashim of our rabbis, with words of truth and justice. I said that I would place them before you to help you to understand and guide you and future generations in the commandments of the Lord which are pure, and (to teach you) upright character traits, to increase in holiness and purity with remembrance and safeguarding. I saw that due to their (the sermons’) length it would create a large break in this Tractate of Yoma, so I decided to assemble them at the end of the Tractate.

These sermons are the author’s recollections, probably derived from earlier manuscripts, of those that he had delivered ‘in his youth’. Horowitz admits that he

166 Midrash refers to a genre of rabbinic literature containing anthologies and compilations of homilies, including both Biblical exegesis and sermons delivered in public.

167 Shelah, 236a-b. ‘Tractate Yoma’ contains thirty-two pages on repentance and the last five pages of the Torah Or section include previously written sermons, 236a-238b.

168 In the above footnote, the term ‘I assembled several sermons’ perhaps implies that Horowitz had written them up previously and had them in front of him, and below he implies that the sermons were ‘learnt’ when he was younger and then inserted into the overall work. If he was working from memory, it might be assumed that this distinction between old age and youth would be blurred. The fact that the later sections are considered by Horowitz to be written in a different style, with greater...
will at times repeat similar concepts that have been addressed in the rest of his work. However, he differentiates between the richness of his writings in older age and the relative inexperience of his youth.\(^{169}\) The volume of these sermons disrupts the structure of the *Shelah* in several significant locations. For instance, an entire seventy-six pages is devoted to recording sermons in ‘Tractate Pesahim’, which comprises a collection of six lengthy sermons delivered on ‘The Great Sabbath’ in previous years.\(^{170}\) At the end of ‘Tractate Shavuot’, there are sixteen pages of sermons on the Biblical double portion of *Matot-Mas‘ei* addressing themes of reward and punishment.\(^{171}\) Other sermons from earlier in his life are interspersed into the ‘Written Torah’ section of the work, including a sermon for *Vayakhel-Pekudei*,\(^{172}\) *Shemini*,\(^{173}\) *Bamidbar*,\(^{174}\) and *Re‘eh*.\(^{175}\)

---

\(^{169}\) *Shelah*, 150a.

\(^{170}\) Ibid, 151a-179a. ‘The Great Sabbath’ refers to the Sabbath before Passover, where it was traditional for the rabbi to deliver a sermon about the rules of the festival.

\(^{171}\) Ibid, 203b-211a.

\(^{172}\) Ibid, 333a.

\(^{173}\) Ibid, 340b.

\(^{174}\) Ibid, 347b.

\(^{175}\) Ibid, 374b.
Finally, the booklets and writings attributed to Isaac Luria are inserted into the *Shelah* whenever the author can find them. The *Ner Mitsvah* section of ‘Tractate Rosh ha-Shanah’, for example, contains two lengthy booklets from Luria’s students detailing Luria’s *kavvanot* which correspond to each shofar blast. The ascetic customs of Malkiel of Hebron containing the rules of mortifications required before Yom Kippur are also included at the beginning of ‘Tractate Yoma’.

Despite these structural challenges, the *Shelah* is consistently presented by Horowitz as work of musar involving a ‘threefold cord’ necessary to bring the human being to his perfection. Importantly, there is considerable cross-referencing on the part of the author, demonstrating a mastery of both his source material and an awareness of the role served by each section of the work. The *Shelah* thus remains a unit throughout its many pages.

---

176 I discuss this concept in more detail in Chapter Four, 99-100. See Avivi, *Kabbalat ha-Ari* vol. 1, 475-82.

177 *Shelah*, 216a-222b.


179 The introductory section *Toledot Adam* is particularly used as a reference point in later parts of the work. For example: *Shelah* 199a when discussing the concept of a plurality of truth; 236a on repentance where Horowitz refers to the introduction for more information; 264a where he refers to it for a comprehensive explanation of the need for the human being to sanctify each limb; 270b on evil being created to serve good, Horowitz mentions that it is worth the reader’s while to read the entire introduction even though it is long; 412a where the reader is sent to the introduction for a comprehensive explanation of the significance of the Hebrew letters. Other important examples of cross-referencing include: 244a, referring to the principles of kabbalah written in ‘Tractate Hullin’; 307a, where Horowitz mentions that he will not discuss the topic of the Exodus at length as the issue had been addressed earlier in ‘Tractate Pesahim’ and the sermons found there; 321a and 340a where Horowitz refers to his sermons in ‘Tractate Pesahim’ for a more extensive explanation of subject matter; 354a where he refers to *Letter Kuf: Kedushah* in *Sha’ar Otiyot* for a more comprehensive explanation of the presented topics and 370b, where Horowitz refers the reader to *Asarah Ma’amaron* addressing the topics of love and fear of God.
Horowitz viewed halakhah, kabbalah and musar as the pillars of shelemut. The Shelah’s encyclopaedic format distils and synthesises virtually the entirety of rabbinic literature into these categories and creates a comprehensive conception of Judaism which he presents as ‘the basic reality of Jewish religiosity’. By uniting the esoteric and exoteric dimensions, Horowitz systemised kabbalah into a philosophy that subsumed every aspect of the other two areas. No longer was it an esoteric discipline reserved for an elite. Accordingly, I have structured my own chapters to focus on each pillar of the ‘threefold cord’, analysing their content and role in the Shelah’s overall scheme.

Horowitz’s other major work, Sha’ar ha Shamayim, is also referenced in 203a and in 259b for a more detailed explanation of prayer according to the Lurianic kavvanot. Horowitz completed this work on prayer two years after the completion of the Shelah.

180 Krassen, Generations, xiv.
Part 2: Kabbalah

Chapter Three: Kabbalah as the Philosophy of Judaism

The relationship between the Ashkenazic rabbinate and the kabbalah witnessed a significant shift in the late 16th Century: from an esoteric discipline known and studied by an elite, widely venerated but treated with extreme caution - the mystical teachings emerging from centres in Safed, Jerusalem, North Africa and Turkey were transported to Europe and eventually came to dominate Jewish theology in its entirety. The Shelah was an important conduit in this transformation, in part due to its formulation: kabbalah is not presented as a distinct discipline, separated from the halakhah or the rest of Jewish teachings. Rather, it provides the ideological framework for all other areas of Jewish Thought and becomes a sine qua non for advancing in religious development. The other two components of the 'threelfold cord', halakhah and musar, are infused with kabbalistic teachings. In turn, the kabbalah is formalised and categorised, like a halakhic work, prioritising the aspects within it which might prove helpful in transforming personal conduct. Kabbalah as a distinct topic is subsumed within the rest of the Jewish literary corpus. The Shelah’s presentation of kabbalah distinguishes between its ordinary and extraordinary manifestations: On the one hand, only the advanced kabbalist can understand the secret interaction between God, the universe, the Torah and Man. On the other hand, even the humblest of individuals is required to absorb the concepts found within kabbalah to optimally serve God. Throughout the work, Horowitz insists that to act in accordance with the kabbalah does not necessarily require the knowledge of a

kabbalist, and the main function of the kabbalah within the Shelah is to accentuate all areas of religious observance by revealing that behind every action is a cosmically significant subtext.¹⁸²

The Essence of Judaism

The persistent message within the Shelah is that the kabbalah contains the essence of Judaism. Within it are the seeds of all other forms of human knowledge and the correct guidelines for life in the form of musar. Musar had long been a genre which its authors had linked to Moses’ final speech to the Israelites in Deuteronomy,¹⁸³ and Horowitz also associates his work’s ambitions with Moses’ final words of rebuke, which in fact contained the secrets of kabbalah (understood only by ‘he who has eyes to see’):

Know my sons that all the forms of rebuke mentioned in the words of our sages in the Talmud and Midrash, and all the words that the compilers of repentance manuals, good character traits and retribution expounded upon – even the words of those who speak by way of the concealed teachings and the secrets of devekut, like the holy Rashbi in the Zohar and the tikkunim, and those that follow the (leaders of) earlier and later generations – all these things are alluded to in the words of rebuke from Moses our teacher, and he who has eyes to see will see all of this with the clarity of his intellect.¹⁸⁴

¹⁸² See Bracha Sack, ‘Mekorei Shelemut: Be Mahshava, Dibbur Ve Ma’aseh’ (Hebrew), Da’at, 50-52, (2003), 239.

¹⁸³ Abrahams, Hebrew Ethical Wills., 1-19; Elbaum, Openness, 233-36.

¹⁸⁴ Shelah, 1b.
The specific role of kabbalah in the ‘threefold cord’ can first be identified in the opening passages of the \textit{Shelah}, where Horowitz establishes that only those who have had intimate contact with the source of knowledge itself, the kabbalah, are able to claim true understanding about the nature of God’s commandments:

No one can approach (an understanding of) the essence of one commandment in its depth and its deepest root except Rashbi and his companions who were not on the level of flesh and blood, and there is also great knowledge possessed by his students and their disciples who merited to benefit from his great light. \textsuperscript{185}

This introduction signifies that knowledge of kabbalistic secrets is not extraneous to the knowledge of other parts of the Torah, but a deeper, more essential aspect of it.\textsuperscript{186}

The most comprehensive section addressing the importance of the kabbalah in the \textit{Shelah} is found at the beginning of \textit{Asarah Ma’amarot}, at the end of the subsection ‘God is one’. The section addresses the most fundamental belief, the belief in one

\begin{flushright}
יעו"ה בזוהר ובḩננילום אהרי דหา רואים אוחזים דבי. כל מ"ה מדויי בדרי מסר
של מ"י ( eskח ויבן) י"ע לוי שיעים וליאור את ערה כל ביני היישל מבויא החב
\end{flushright}

\textsuperscript{185} \textit{Ibid}, 2a.

\textsuperscript{186} Horowitz later uses access to the Zohar as a marker to differentiate between those who are considered halakhically authoritative and those who are not, see Chapter Eight, 192-198.
God. According to Horowitz, this belief can only be fulfilled properly by one who has studied the secrets of the kabbalah:

Here is another interpretation of the verse which says: ‘Know the God of your father’,\(^\text{187}\) concerning the idea of His unity (blessed be He), the knowledge of His names and the secret of the emanations. Know that it says: ‘I will keep him safe, for he knows my name’.\(^\text{188}\) This refers to the secret of the study of the wisdom of kabbalah which makes the foolish wise, and one who has not seen the light of this wisdom has never encountered illumination in his life! For only then he will understand and comprehend the secret of His oneness (blessed be He), the secret of His providence and the attributes in the Torah hidden from the philosophers - happy is the eye which has seen all of this! Understand that many men have distanced themselves from this wisdom but all those who distance themselves from it distance themselves from eternal spiritual life.\(^\text{189}\)

There are three important points which emerge from this passage:

- Knowledge of God, the nature of His providence and His Torah is only accessible to those who have studied the secrets of the kabbalah.
- The ‘philosophers’, i.e. those Jewish rabbinic authorities whose metaphysical ideas were derived from (largely Aristotelian) philosophical writings, are utterly incapable of discerning this truth through their speculations.
- Even those people who simply ‘distance themselves’ from studying kabbalah without actively rejecting it (a description which applied almost the entire

\(^{187}\) Chronicles 28:9.

\(^{188}\) Psalms 91:14.

\(^{189}\) Shelah, 41a.
Jewish population and included many rabbis),¹⁹⁰ are depriving themselves of eternal reward through their ignorance.

Over the course of two pages, Horowitz refers extensively to Cordovero’s writings about belief in the truth of kabbalah being an article of faith. In his writings, Cordovero presents prolonged discussions about how the kabbalist is incomparably closer to God than the non-kabbalist, and that the acquisition of love and fear of God depends on kabbalistic knowledge.¹⁹¹

After citing Cordovero concerning the importance of studying kabbalah and how the revelation of the Zohar heralded the imminent arrival of the messiah, Horowitz encourages his readers to study Cordovero’s writings on the subject:

> From here you see that there is a great advantage (lit. ‘ten hands’),¹⁹² to those who study kabbalah over those who study the written law and the Mishnah, and even though that it is impossible to plumb its very depths owing to the greatness and loftiness of its teachings – for even the bare minimum of attainment in these lofty teachings is greater than great attainment in lowly teachings. And how happy are we, how great is our lot! For we have merited the book of the Zohar which our forbearers did not merit to see, they of whom even the smallest is weightier than our greatest – like Hai Gaon (939-1038), Sheshet Gaon (unknown), Eliezer of Worms (1176–1238), Nahmanides (1196-1270), Rashba (1235-1310), Rabad (1135-1198) – for these individuals are included among the kabbalists,¹⁹³ but they did not taste from its honey, for in their times it was not revealed! But do not be surprised at this, for it is certain that it was not revealed until the final generation which we find ourselves in today…


¹⁹² See Samuel ii 19:44.

¹⁹³ The term ‘anshei hen’ or ‘men of grace’ was first used by Nahmanides to refer to the kabbalists and is frequently used as an allusion to kabbalistic teachings, see ‘Kabbalah’, 588.
The man of God, the Holy Moses Cordovero in the book Or Ne’erav brings these sayings and explains them with good reason and knowledge, adding here and there regarding the matter of learning this wisdom, so go and read it! The great genius of complete knowledge, our teacher Isaac de Letas (d. 1570) also expands on this matter, and he is printed in the introduction of the small Zohar (Cremona, 1558) concerning the obligation to learn the wisdom of kabbalah.

Horowitz then refers to Cordovero’s denunciation of those who disassociate themselves from this wisdom. Although appearing to agree with the overall sentiment of Cordovero’s writings, Horowitz moderates the message somewhat to ensure that his students understand that despite the kabbalah’s fundamental importance, it should not come at the expense of Talmudic study. Horowitz notes that the individual should ‘fill his stomach’ with Talmudic and halakhic knowledge - an embellishment of Maimonides’ injunction to only study the secrets of pardes after ‘filling his stomach’ with the study of the practical commandments:

194 This refers to the first publication of the Zohar in a one volume edition in Cremona in 1558.

195 Shelah, 41b.
And you my children, happy are you how good is your lot if you merit this wisdom, with holiness and purification and with excessive humility – after you fill your stomachs with Talmud and codes on a daily basis, then select for yourselves a good portion of the day, and cleave to this wisdom, adding holiness and great devekut to Him, may He be praised and exalted.\textsuperscript{197}

The study of the kabbalah, Horowitz insists, must occur in its proper place in the ‘threefold cord’, after immersion in Talmudic studies and halakhic knowledge. To demonstrate that kabbalah is not disconnected from the other areas of observance, Horowitz adds that kabbalah requires further preparation in the form of the cultivation of additional holiness (which is acquired through the perfection of character traits) and must be ‘cleaved to’ rather than merely studied.\textsuperscript{198}

Horowitz supports the idea of universal kabbalah study to the best of the individual’s ability, particularly given the messianic expectations pregnant in his generation:

Rather the fact of the matter is that there is permission to dwell on this wisdom, although there are certain hidden matters that you do not have permission to engage in. As it says in the Zohar on the portion Yitro: ‘Send away the mother and you shall surely take the children’.\textsuperscript{199} This refers to the secrets of the upper world that you are not given permission to gaze upon, and you need to cast all questions and speculations about it aside...Like that which Rashbi has said that not every mind can endure the depth of this

\textsuperscript{197} See Chapter Six, 169.

\textsuperscript{198} Zohar II: 93a; Deuteronomy 22:7.
matter. For a broad intellect is required to attain this great knowledge and wisdom. But all that can be understood of this wisdom one should pursue with alacrity! So long as he sanctifies himself with extra holiness in both Torah study and his deeds, he will be able to climb the ladder that leads to the house of God and understand the glory of his God. Particularly in this final generation, (about which Elijah decreed) that the Zohar’s revelation would be delayed until the final generation, and then the wisdom of the Zohar will be revealed so that from its merit Israel will be redeemed - just as Israel were not redeemed from Egypt until God required them to sanctify themselves with the paschal blood and the blood of circumcision, so too the future redemption will not be a redemption until we have merited this additional holiness, which is the will of God (may He be praised), and happy is he who merits it.\footnote{Shelah, 42a.}

If the kabbalah is studied under conditions of purity, this creates additional holiness within the universe, which in turn hastens the arrival of the messiah.\footnote{This topic is explored more extensively in Chapter Thirteen. On the messianic environment associated with the Zohar and its study, see Fine, \textit{Safed Spirituality}, 7. On the idea of ‘adding holiness’ to the universe, see Idel, ‘Ganz Andere and the Concept of Holiness in Jewish Mysticism’, \textit{Da’at}, 57-59, (2006), xxv- xxvi.}

Perfect action, furthermore, is only accessible to those who have studied the secret teachings of kabbalah. In the following passage which appears in ‘Tractate Shavuot’, dedicated to the importance of Torah study, Horowitz describes the relationship

...
between the knowledge of kabbalistic secrets and the quality of divine service. The adherents of kabbalah possess knowledge of the secrets of the Torah, which confers a superior quality of service upon them and distinguishes them from those who are not initiated ‘like darkness is different from light’.

After repeating the point made above that one who has ‘never seen this wisdom has never encountered illumination in his life’, Horowitz presents an analogy from Azaria of Lozano (d.1606):

I found written that just as there are merchants, one of whom only makes four or five levenim (form of currency) each day by weaving thick garments, and one who makes twenty or thirty levenim a day by weaving thin and high-quality garments. So too one who perforates jewels will profit a golden dinars worth a day but one who perforates a glass vessel will not make this in a week. And everyone is a worker. If so when it comes to the reward for the commandments, one who knows the secrets will profit greater in one day than what one who doesn’t know the secrets will gain in a week. For example (a case study): Reuben, Simeon and Levi eat together; Gad, Naftali and Asher are also eating together. Levi, the kabbalist, made a zimmun and made the blessing for ‘Grace after meals’ with the cup of blessing in his hand,202 and had intention for that which it is fitting to have intention for, with correct kabbalistic kavvanot. Dan, who is not a kabbalist, makes a zimmun with his group and makes the blessing for birkat ha-mazon with the cup of blessing in his hand and did not have intention for the secrets of the blessing for he didn’t know them; both are doing one commandment but there is as great a discrepancy between Levi’s reward over Dan’s as there is a difference between light and darkness. And this is also the case for the other commandments, and this is obvious to the kabbalists. It is also true that just as the reward of one who knows the secrets is far greater than the reward of one who doesn’t, so too the punishment is much greater if (the one who knows the secrets) sins or refrains from performing a commandment than one who doesn't know. But nevertheless a person is not able to exempt himself from this level and say: I don’t want it or its reward, because this was the condition we accepted with the covenant with the Lord our God, and agreed to do everything He wants...203

202 When a minimum of three men eat bread as part of a meal together they are obligated to form a zimmun (an ‘invitation’) with the addition of a few extra opening words whereby one man ‘invites’ the others to join him in birkat ha-mazon. See bBer. 45a-b.

203 Shelah, 182b.
The Organic Universe

In the *Shelah*, the kabbalah is never restricted to the theoretical realms of theosophy. It provides the organisational architecture which connects every aspect of the ‘threelfold cord’. The scope of kabbalah, therefore, is not limited to the ideas found within its classical texts, but is expanded to produce a mechanism which demonstrates the interconnected nature of the physical and spiritual realms. Any statement pertaining to Jewish Thought cannot be made without a frame of reference sourced in the kabbalah.²⁰⁴ I have termed this concept the ‘Organic universe’ of kabbalah.²⁰⁵

²⁰⁴ This includes all the statements found within the Talmud. Horowitz often interprets Talmudic texts in line with the assumption that they allude to kabbalistic matters and share a kabbalistic frame of reference. See, for instance, *Shelah*, 25a-b (analysed in Chapter Seven, 177), 58a (Chapter Thirteen, 297), 263b (Chapter Thirteen, 302), 353a (Chapter Eleven, 273).

²⁰⁵ This term has been borrowed from a reference to the way Chinese science developed in the medieval period, viewing the universe as an interconnected, organic whole rather than the mechanical world view developed by Descartes, Bacon and the pioneers of the scientific revolution in the West. See Nathan Sivin,
Where this distinguishes Horowitz is in terms of the scope of his thought. One of the impacts of the kabbalistic commentaries on the Torah beginning in the 13th Century had been to enhance the significance of fulfilling the commandments, as each commandment was magnified by the hidden kabbalistic substructure. The principle behind this idea was that behind every religious action were myriad unseen processes understood only to the kabbalists.\(^{206}\) However, a clear distinction generally existed between the basic layer of meaning of a holy text and the deeper allusions within it, as well as the straightforward observance of a specific commandment and the loftier, esoteric levels of worship.\(^{207}\) In the Shelah, the distinction between the ‘revealed’ and the ‘concealed’ teachings is entirely rejected.

In Toledot Adam, Horowitz argues that the human being must understand that the areas considered to be ‘revealed’ teachings, such as the Torah, Mishnah, Talmud and halakhic codes are not distinct from the teachings which are ‘concealed’, such as the Zohar and kabbalistic writings. He alludes to the fact that this position was not a widely accepted one (perhaps referring to contemporary European rabbis):

> Before my explanation I will make known the saying of the author (ibn Gabbai): ‘Concealed and revealed’. The author taught us that the concealed is revealed, that is – the revelation of the concealed and its emanation is the revealed, so it transpires that the revealed is the concealed. The same applies to matters of Torah – the revealed portion is not a self-contained matter, separate from the concealed – like that which the masses think that the concealed way stands alone and the revealed way stands alone – this is not

\(^{206}\) Katz, Halakhah, 16.

\(^{207}\) Ibid, 25-35.
the case, but rather the concealed descends and is revealed. This is alluded to in the verse ‘Apples of gold in silver settings’.\textsuperscript{208}

The idea of the ‘concealed’ realm hidden within the ‘revealed’ realm is not restricted to holy texts. The physical world itself emerges directly from its spiritual root, as formulated in Cordovero’s writings:

I will bring you an example of the first reward in the portion of \textit{Behukotai}: ‘I will bring you rains (\textit{Geshem}), the word \textit{Geshem} is the holy language, for those water droplets that descend are not called \textit{Geshem} in essence, but only the power of divine flow which is in the highest heavens at its root is called \textit{Geshem}, and afterwards it descends and feeds – in all the worlds it is called \textit{Geshem} by way of symbolism and will descend incrementally until it fulfils: ‘I will respond, says the Lord’, ‘I will respond to the heavens and they shall respond to the earth’, and these droplets will come to nourish the earth…\textsuperscript{209}

Horowitz expands this idea when presenting the position of ibn Gabbai’s \textit{Avodat ha-Kodesh}: The Torah received from Sinai is in fact comprised of the hidden names of God, and despite its physical, written form, is a diluted manifestation of God Himself,\textsuperscript{210} containing commandments which, equally, are composite tools of a

\textsuperscript{208} Shelah, 3a; see also 162a; Proverbs 25:11.

\textsuperscript{209} Shelah, 14a.

\textsuperscript{210} Ibid, 16a. See Chapter Four, 109.
spiritual nature. The entire Torah can be dissected into spiritual elements which Man must combine through his actions to produce physical outcomes, i.e. the physical performance of each of God’s commandments. The material world and all within it is the product of atomised spiritual components. The outcome of this substructure where the ‘concealed’ emerges into the ‘revealed’ is that many classical distinctions and demarcations in rabbinic literature are substantially blurred. For instance, the distinction between positive and negative commandments (what the individual is obligated to do as opposed to what he must avoid) is distorted:

And if one is to say, how can the positive and negative commandments correspond to one another, surely they are not the same number – one is 248 and the other is 365?! My sons I will make known to you what God has granted me in knowledge: Know that the 248 at their root are 365.²¹¹ In an extensive citation from Cordovero, whose metaphysical structure forms the basis of the kabbalistic cosmology within the Shelah,²¹² Horowitz explains that every physical element is a coarsened manifestation of a spiritual force residing in the mind of God:

The Pardes expands upon this in the tenth chapter Sha'ar hayekholot, for everything is from four elements. The idea is that there are four supernal elements: hesed - the foundation of water, gevurah - the foundation of fire, tiferet - The foundation of wind, malkhut - the foundation of earth. They are unique in the fulfilment of the divine unity. Through these four elements of faint emanation, the four foundations came into being through their order of emanation - Beriah, Yetzirah and Asiyah, one level after another, from one plain to another (from Atsilot to Beriah, from Beriah to Yetzirah, from Yetzirah

²¹¹ Ibid, 17b.
²¹² See Chapter Four, 103-106.
to Asiyah). And each one of these four levels are in each one of the other four levels...And from these four levels of emanation, all the worlds were formed from Atsilut to Beriah, from Beriah to the heikalot (palaces), from the heikalot to the kelippot,

213 from the kelippot to the existence of the firmaments which are the signs of the zodiac and from there to these elements (water, wind, fire, earth) that have mass and are composite - what emerges is that these four elements are the same four elements that were in the firmaments when they were in the sefirotic layer, and the four elements in Yetsirah and so forth until the supernal levels. And yet, due to the descent through emanation they coarsened and were sent to exile, due to their distance from the source. And according to this, there is nothing in the world which has not received divine flow and light from above, but this light has manifested itself differently according to its descent... until you cannot find anything in this world which does not have spirituality and some life, according to the worth of its body and matter, and according to the degree of its removal from the source.214

213 The kelippot are generally associated with the power of evil and in Cordovero’s formulation are a product of the sin of Man. These ‘shells’ surround the physical universe and must be overcome in order to perfect the universe.

214 Shelah, 45b-46a.
The classical four elements of Greek natural science are rooted in God Himself, so that everything that emerges from them is a coarsened manifestation of God.\(^{215}\)

The potentially radical, antinomian concept of the positive commandments of the Torah containing the same root as the transgressions of the Torah is explained in greater detail through a reference to Elijah de Vidas’ *Reishit Hokhmah*. According to de Vidas, the rabbinic enumeration of the 613 commandments in fact reflects an infinitude of potential combinations, leading to the possibility of a commandment being ‘fulfilled’ without an actual physical act, as it is in essence a non-physical entity. The Zohar’s assertion of the interconnectedness of the commandments means that the commandments exist within a framework understood only by the kabbalist, who can also determine what constitutes appropriate fulfilment:

This is found in the *Rei'ah Mehennah*,\(^{216}\) these are his words: Anyone who fulfils one commandment as it is intended, it is as though he fulfilled all 248 positive commandments, for there is not one commandment that is not included from all 248. It transpires that within every commandment, in every limb, is included all of them, and what there is in one is in the other. For this reason, if one performs one commandment as is intended, makes a complete angel with all 248 of his spiritual limbs that are advocates for him, for every commandment is comprised of the 248.\(^{217}\)

\(^{215}\) Ibid, 162a.

\(^{216}\) Zohar III:124a.

\(^{217}\) Shelah, 67b-68a.
An even more dramatic example of this concept is Horowitz’s blurring of the lines between good and evil. Horowitz states that evil and good have the same source, and that evil is truly good as it was created to be transformed. Drawing first on Cordovero’s and then Luria’s writings, Horowitz develops a scheme which does not distinguish between good and evil in essence, as both originate from the same place in the mind of God.\textsuperscript{218} The kabbalistic universe emanating from God made no firm distinction between the two.

The impact of the ‘organic universe’ on the practical aspects of observance is developed at length in the introduction to ‘The Written Torah’ which outlines Horowitz’s philosophy of the commandments.\textsuperscript{219} What is noteworthy is that his analysis both emphasises the importance of meticulous observance while simultaneously diminishes it by explaining how every action can theoretically be replaced by mystical intentions.\textsuperscript{220} It is an important example of how the mystical

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{218} Shelah 2b-3a; See also the entire analysis of evil and a synopsis of the opinions, 19a-22a, and further references in 67b, 86b, 106b-107a, 150b, 177a, 190a, 204a, 270b, 296a, 362b. See Chapter Thirteen.

  \item \textsuperscript{219} Ibid, 264a-265b. See Text 6.

  \item \textsuperscript{220} For the potential heretical applications of this principle and its influences on the Sabbatean movement, see Epilogue, 316-317.
\end{itemize}
framework of Judaism can provide an inadvertent platform for digression from adherence to halakhah, although Horowitz would certainly object to this evaluation. I am dividing this lengthy passage into subsections and analysing the significance of each part:

You must know that the commandments are made up of one another, and every commandment from the 613 in terms of its spiritual components contains all the spirituality of the (entire) 613, for the commandments correspond to the sefirot.\textsuperscript{221} Just as the sefirot include one another (as has been explained elsewhere), so too every commandment contains a general and a specific aspect, for in every commandment all the other commandments are contained. As soon as man was created,\textsuperscript{222} God immediately gave him commandments, as it says ‘And God stood over man’.\textsuperscript{223} Our rabbis interpreted that all 613 commandments are included in the seven Noahide laws that God obligated all to fulfil.\textsuperscript{224} These laws were obligatory and fulfilled by Adam, Methuselah, Hanokh, Noah, Shem, Ever, the forefathers, the tribes and the other righteous men of the world until the giving of the Torah when Israel were given the 613 commandments. For in order to become complete it was required of them to fulfil all 613, even though they (the seven Noahide laws) intrinsically contained all 613 it was necessary to release the general principles (which had been expressed in potentiality) into actuality.

\textsuperscript{221} On the sefirot, see ‘Kabbalah’, 576-78, 641. The issue of God and the sefirot and whether there was any distinction between them was a controversial question among the kabbalists in the 14th Century. During this period, sefirot became regarded as more than emanations which manifested the attributes of the emanator but rather as the structural elements behind all beings, even seemingly of God Himself. In Chapter Four of \textit{Pardes Rimmonim}, Cordovero argues that the sefirot are both identical with the essence of God but also separate from Him. Creation is the progressive manifestation of \textit{Ein Sof} as articulated through the processes of emanation and creation in the sefirot. Cordovero tried to avoid the potential heretical implications of identifying God with the sefirot and Horowitz was emphatic on this point, see \textit{Shelah} 33b; see Sack, \textit{Shomer}, 95-101, 116.

\textsuperscript{222} Zohar III:124a.

\textsuperscript{223} Genesis 2:16.

\textsuperscript{224} \textit{bSan.} 56b.
The importance of fulfilling each individual commandment is undermined by the fact that it is a composite of all the other commandments, which contain spiritual ‘generalities’ and ‘particularities’. This means that, in theory, fewer commandments require observance if the appropriate spiritual conditions are met. It also explains why the generations before Mount Sinai did not need to fulfil all 613 commandments:

And if you ask, if this is so, then surely our forefathers and the great pious men of earlier generations did not release the generalities from potentiality to actuality?!

Be aware that they surely released them through the power of their groundwork. I mean to say, that they cleaved with the true end of devekut with the creator (may he be blessed), and they rejoiced in doing the will of their creator in all that He commanded them, and were prepared for this with optimum joy and gladness of heart - this preparation was like the fulfilment of an action! I mean to say, that since in any case the commandments that they fulfilled included all 613 commandments and the only caveat was that there was no ‘throne’ below for these generalities of potential to rest upon (to actualise the potential), this throne below attests to the greatness of their preparation - which is like an action… and the groundwork of the earlier generations was so strong that it was as if they had fulfilled these commandments in practice - they included all 613, and by virtue of their preparation many generalities were released and they were a chariot to all 613.

Here, Horowitz takes an additional step in his analysis: Through cleaving to God in devekut, the physical fulfilment of a commandment can be replaced. As the commandments serve a specific purpose (illustrated by the fact that it is only post-

---

Sinai that they required the form of the 613), passionate joy and gladness of heart can replace the action.226

An example in the Shelah whereby thought and meditation can, at times, replace the ‘action’ behind the commandments is that of an individual who intends to live in the land of Israel but is prevented from doing so:

Even if what is ‘foreseen’ does not come to fruition, the reward is foreseen as though it was fulfilled in reality; similarly, commandments that are dependent on the land (of Israel) which your soul desires to fulfil and you are prevented from fulfilling them, your reward will be great – as though you have fulfilled them, since your intention was to fulfil them - this is service of the heart.227

This point concerning the obligation to dwell in the land of Israel being achieved through intention alone should not be understood as a mere metaphor for God not blaming the individual in this situation; rather, those commandments that the heart desires to fulfil can be considered to have been literally accomplished if the heart wills it sufficiently. This is explained at the end of Sha’ar Otiyot:

And one who did not merit to affix his dwelling place in the holy land, or if he was forcibly prevented from doing so, he has a way of repairing this (problem)! For example, through the building of a holy place, to make for himself a place of four ells of halakhah and private contemplation to meditate with his God.228

226 Joy is an essential component of Horowitz’s religious vision, which he considers as indispensable to the fulfilment of a commandment as the act itself, see Chapter Twelve, 281-289.

227 Shelah, 54b.

228 Ibid, 106a.
This ‘reparation’ (where the failure to fulfil one action can be compensated for through thought) exemplifies the fluid nature of the commandments within the ‘organic universe’. This principle is a kabbalistic expansion of the statement of R. Akiva that ‘if a man fulfils one commandment, it is as though he has fulfilled them all’.229 This idea is further elucidated in Horowitz’s ‘Introduction to the Written Torah’.230

The ‘organic universe’ conception of kabbalah helps the reader understand the true role of the ‘threefold cord’: Each element of the cord must not be regarded as mutually exclusive but as comprised of hidden spiritual potentialities which require actualisation. The basic performance of a commandment completes one part, but meditation on the kabbalistic secrets enables understanding of how each commandment is constructed so it can be observed to its maximal extent.231 The musar standard of behaviour reflects the pietistic ethos of this kabbalistic configuration (as it is only the kabbalists who understand how interpersonal conduct should take place in a manner which pleases God).232 All of these components are underscored by Horowitz’s conception of kabbalah, which contains the essence of Judaism. The next chapter shows how central Jewish concepts are reconfigured in the Shelah to show how the ‘revealed’ is in fact a manifestation of the ‘concealed’,

229 bSan. 81a.

230 See Shelah 265a, printed in Text 5.

231 I develop this point in Chapter Nine.

232 I develop this point in Part 3: Musar.
providing an enlarged platform for the kabbalists to determine correct practice according to their superior understanding.

Chapter Four: Kabbalistic Sources and Central Concepts

The Sources

In the Shelah, the kabbalah is summarised, abridged and reconfigured to produce a philosophy of Judaism. The sources Horowitz uses for his kabbalistic writings are extensive, but he identifies three authors as his main repositories of material: Isaac Luria, Moses Cordovero and Meir ibn Gabbai. Cordovero was the first kabbalist to attempt a systematic exposition of kabbalistic thought and wrote the first commentary on the entire Zohar. Luria constructed a system of kabbalah that

---

233 I have calculated frequency of source material based on searching the Bar-Ilan responsa database using searches for authors, their works and variant spellings (including the definite article Ha). The database counts references in terms of location, so if one author appears multiple times in one section, it will be counted as one reference. The Zoharic writings appear most frequently as a source and citation in the Shelah, often as a citation within a citation, appearing 256 times, Cordovero appears 199 times, ibn Gabbai 106 times and Luria on 85 occasions. Of course, this does not account for how lengthy and extensive these citations are, with many of Luria’s references relating to customs heard in his name or found in the books of his students. Yet it remains a useful tool in understanding how Horowitz read his sources, his degree of access to them, and the weighting of their importance.

234 In addition to his two principal systematic books, Pardes Rimmonim (Salonika, 1560) and Elimah Rabbati (Lvov, 1881), other published works include Or Ne’erav (Venice, 1587); Sefer Gerushin (Venice, c. 1602); Zivhei Shelamim (Lublin, 1613), Perush Seder Avodat Yom ha-Kippurim (Venice, 1587); Tomer Devorah (Venice, 1589). In Tomer Devorah, Cordovero laid the foundations for kabbalistic musar. In its
came to subsume all other forms of kabbalah from the 17th Century onwards. Ibn Gabbai authored the highly influential kabbalistic work, *Avodat ha-Kodesh*. In addition, there are long citations from kabbalistic works (or works with significant kabbalistic content) such as Menahem Recanati’s (1223–1290) commentary on the Torah (Venice, 1523); Elijah de Vidas’ (1518–1587) *Reishit Hokhmah* (Venice, short chapters he instructed every Jew in the right way to identify spiritually with each of the ten sefirot and purify their actions.


236 Ibn Gabbai wrote three books dealing with the principal problems of kabbalah: *Tola’at Ya’akov* (written in 1507 and first printed in Constantinople, 1560) addressing prayer – this is cited frequently in the *Shelah*, particularly in the sections addressing custom and prayer; *Derekh Emunah* (written in 1539 and first printed in Constantinople, 1560), which is an explanation of the doctrine of the sefirot in the form of questions and answers, based on *Sha’ar ha-Sho’el* by Azriel of Gerona and incorporating views of the Zohar; and *Avodat ha-Kodesh*, which was the most comprehensive and organized summary of the doctrine of the kabbalah prior to Cordovero’s *Pardes*.

237 Recanati appears 54 times in the *Shelah*; until the end of the 16th Century, the basic text of the Ashkenazic study of kabbalah had been Recanati’s commentary on the Torah (In addition to Venice, 1523 it was republished in Venice in 1545 and Lublin, 1595). On Recanati see Idel, *Kabbalah in Italy, 1280-1510 : A Survey*, 106-38.
Azariah of Fano’s (1548-1620) Lurianic compilation Kanfei Yonah (Korets, 1735) and Kitsur Reishit Hokhmah (Venice, 1601).

In the 16th Century, Cordovero’s Pardes Rimmonim and ibn Gabbai’s Avodat ha-Kodesh were published on three occasions but were not republished in the 17th Century. Horowitz publicised and paraphrased much of ibn Gabbai and Cordovero’s material. By categorising their works into topics pertaining to Man and the service of God, Horowitz made their writings (which are frequently obscure treatises on kabbalistic theosophy) more accessible to the layman and scholar alike.

In Toledot Adam, Horowitz presents himself as an editor rather than an author of kabbalistic ideas, modest about his own role within the work:

I have only come to reveal a very small portion of that which I have received from the mouths of scribes and the scholars who follow the Zohar, especially from the great men of the later generations, our rabbi and teacher Meir Gabbai and our Godly rabbi and teacher Cordovero and the last great man, the man of God, the

---

238 De Vidas appears 86 times within the Shelah; considering how frequently he is cited in the Shelah it is surprising that he is not given the same prominence as the other three in Horowitz’s introduction, although as a student of Cordovero’s it is possible that his writings are considered Cordoveran. First published in Venice in 1579, Reishit Hokhmah was one of the earliest and most popular musar works to emerge from Safed. It was published twice in the 16th Century, (Krakow, 1593) only once in the 17th, (Vansbek, 1688) and subsequently seventeen times in the 18th Century.

239 M. Azaria of Fano is cited on 27 occasions through his various works.

240 Gries, 1700-1900, 71. Cordovero’s Pardes Rimmonim was first printed in Salonika in 1560 and reprinted in Venice (1586) and Krakow (1592). The next reprint was not until 1712 in Frankfurt and then 1780 in Korets. Ibn Gabbai’s Avodat ha-Kodesh was first printed in Mantua (1545), reprinted in Venice (1567) and Krakow (1577) but not reprinted until 1827 in Slavuta.

241 Krassen, Generations, 30-32.
holy Ari. I will add some of my own ideas to clarify and expound the explanation of their ideas.

However, as Elbaum has observed regarding the works of aggadah and musar published during the late 16th Century that modestly purported to be commentaries or glosses, the author is incapable of escaping his own craftsmanship; Horowitz applies the teachings of each of these kabbalists in the Shelah according to the needs of his work’s vision of musar. The common conception of Cordoveran kabbalah as ‘orthodoxy’ in kabbalistic scholarship and Lurianic kabbalah as ‘revolutionary’ has been rejected by recent scholars due to its simplistic appraisal of the relationship between the two: Cordovero’s ideas evolved between the publication of the Pardes and Elimah and Luria studied his writings intensively – therefore, many of their ideas overlap. However, this distinction is useful for understanding how these kabbalists appear within the Shelah because Horowitz makes a qualitative

242 Shelah, 2a.

לא באתי רק לגלות קצץ מהקטנת ממה שקבלתי מפי סופרים ומפי ספרים הנמשכים אחרי הזוהר בபשרת מגדולי האוחות שחור אליגי מפורים ופורים الكמינווים ארי, והauthorize את האוחות אש אליקים קדוש היא,.

243 Elbaum, Openness, 233-36.

distinction between Luria and the rest: Cordovero and ibn Gabbai provide much of the kabbalistic reference material, but the Lurianic writings are prioritised in determining the Shelah’s pietistic direction.\textsuperscript{245}

Despite its role in disseminating kabbalistic ideas, the Shelah should not be considered a digest or popularisation of original works like Issachar Baer’s Yesh Sakhar (Prague, 1609). It is a demanding work requiring advanced textual skills and does not attempt to dilute the kabbalistic material to make it more accessible. To introduce this chapter, I present the relationship between Horowitz and his three principle sources with a brief index to the pages in the Shelah where central topics appear. I then explore these topics and how they are configured authoritatively according to the secrets of the kabbalah.

Moses Cordovero

- Kabbalistic metaphysics of the universe.\textsuperscript{246}
- The connection between God, Man and the Torah.\textsuperscript{247}
- The holiness of the Hebrew letters.\textsuperscript{248}

\textsuperscript{245} See Wolfson, Influence of Luria, 444; Krispel, 'Concept of Man', 268-69; Krassen, Generations, 25-32.

\textsuperscript{246} Shelah, 3a-6b. I use the term metaphysics to describe how kabbalists explored fundamental questions, including the nature of concepts such as being, existence and reality. I do not use it in the specific sense as a branch of philosophical inquiry. For more details of Cordovero’s analysis of the topic, see Sack, Be Sha’arei, 117-18, 149.

\textsuperscript{247} Shelah, 2a-3a, 8a, 14a, 45b-46a; see Sack, Be Sha’arei, 103, 106-107, 109, 116, 144.

\textsuperscript{248} Shelah, 13b, 38a, 58b, 272a-b; the fact that the letters of the Hebrew alphabet are mystical units of existence contextualises much of Horowitz’s understanding of
• Theodicy and the problem of evil.\textsuperscript{249}
• Theurgical prayer.\textsuperscript{250}
• \textit{Shelemut} through isomorphism.\textsuperscript{251}

In the \textit{Shelah}, Cordovero’s writings are primarily used as reference works to provide extensive information on important kabbalistic topics. In line with Horowitz’s desire that people understand the secrets of the kabbalah, the reader is sent to study Cordovero’s works in greater detail (this is significant in terms of establishing the target audience of the work as rabbinic as very few would find Cordovero’s writings accessible). Horowitz comments on Cordovero’s positions in an editorial manner, largely agreeing with the summarised material but supplementing it with his own opinions.

For instance, in \textit{Toledot Adam}:

\begin{quote}
And concerning these matters of the entrance of the demonic \textit{kelippah}, God forbid, and the concept of becoming menstrually impure, I have abbreviated their explanation, but they are well explained in the \textit{Pardes} in the sixth chapter of \textit{Sha’ar ha-temurot}, and one who looks there must dwell on it properly…\textsuperscript{252}
\end{quote}

---


\textsuperscript{250} \textit{Shelah} 33a, 104b, 130b; See Sack, \textit{Be Sha’arei}, 200; Garb, ‘The Prague Circle’, 350.

\textsuperscript{251} \textit{Shelah} 18a, 101b; See Sack, \textit{Be Sha’arei}, 205-29.

\textsuperscript{252} \textit{Shelah}, 19b.
Horowitz also adopts positions at variance with Cordovero’s approach, and occasionally clarifies Cordovero’s statements, or implies that Cordovero had not understood an issue in its full depth. As part of his introduction to God’s interaction with the universe, Horowitz describes the Pardes’ vivid sexual imagery that corresponds to the unions of the sefirot emerging from God. Cordovero appears to suggest that God Himself can be changed by Man’s actions, and Horowitz qualifies these representations by explaining that Man can only impact the lower levels of emanation, and not the higher ones which are attached to God Himself (which Cordovero’s words seem to imply):

I came to help you understand his (Cordovero’s) words, for his words on creation are not literal, rather they refer to the source of creation that emerges from malkhut, which are still in the domain of Atsilut (the first level of emanation not God Himself), and from there the lowest level of the sefirot descend ten levels. However, the root is in Atsilut. Therefore, it makes sense that they are affected by the tikkun of Man made in God’s image.

Similarly, after a long reference to the Pardes on the Hebrew language being the root of creation, Horowitz confronts the issue of sexual imagery in Cordovero’s writings:

In this way we can connect this matter to all the other matters that are said about the representation of the sefirot. For instance, the metaphor of the father and mother - the intention is not, God forbid that there is a mother and father over there – for this is heresy, God forbid! But the intention is that just as the reality of giving birth arrives through the union of male and female, and

---

253 See below, 101-102.

254 Shaloh, 9b.
through this union this child comes into being, so too is the matter with the sefirot - through the union of *hokhmah* and *binah*, and the flow of *hokhmah* into *binah*, this is the explanation of all emanation.\(^{255}\)

As if to reassure his audience that this has no resemblance to human sexual behaviour, Horowitz disconnects Cordovero’s imagery from any literal erotic conception. Kabbalists had long embraced the use of sexual imagery to describe the unions at various levels of the sefirot. This caused problems in terms of harmonising the apparently erotic content of the writings with the holiness and modesty that the kabbalists consistently demanded.\(^{256}\) Horowitz combines this question with the classical problem in medieval literature of why the World to Come is not mentioned in the Torah, and why the rewards contained therein appear to be physical and temporal.\(^{257}\)

Horowitz references Cordovero’s explanations but considers some of them insufficient:

I have copied all his words so you would know his thought regarding the attributes and all the strange expressions and how this Godly man explains them. However, according to his words, the idea of higher eyes, ears and hands etc. are not explained literally, but they allude to a hidden matter; with the help of the One who gives man knowledge I will add something of my own, and I will make use of some of the introductions from the *Pardes* and will explain the matter literally.\(^{258}\)

\(^{255}\) Ibid, 11b.

\(^{256}\) Fine, *Safed Spirituality*, 102.

\(^{257}\) See *Shelah* 10b-11b.

\(^{258}\) *Shelah*, 11b. See also *Shelah* 29b where Horowitz differentiates between what he thinks and what is written in the *Pardes*, and 44b where he considers Cordovero’s answer to a question to be insufficient.
Meir ibn Gabbai

Horowitz makes frequent use of many of ibn Gabbai's ideas relating to central kabbalistic concepts. In particular, he applies ibn Gabbai's teachings in the following areas:

- The correspondence of the Jewish body to the divine form and its distinction from the gentile form.\(^{259}\)
- The holiness of the Torah and the evils of non-Jewish philosophy.\(^ {260}\)
- The causal, mechanical nature of reward and punishment.\(^ {261}\)
- Good and evil containing the same source.\(^ {262}\)
- The cosmic role of the 'tsaddik'.\(^ {263}\)
- *Avodah le-tsorekh gavohah*, service for the sake of 'upon high'.\(^ {264}\)

\(^{259}\) Shelah, 9a-10a, 16a, 39a, 44a. See Sherwin, *Mystical Theology*, 72-76.

\(^{260}\) Shelah, 20b; See Idel, 'Differing conceptions', 154.

\(^{261}\) Shelah, 12b-15a.

\(^{262}\) Shelah 17a, 19b, 22a, 264b.

\(^{263}\) Shelah, 18a, 31a; See Piekarz, *Bimei*, 17, 283-84, 355.

\(^{264}\) Shelah 30b-34a.
• Rabbinic authority equated with prophecy.\textsuperscript{265}

As in the case of Cordovero, Horowitz does not always fully accept ibn Gabbai’s analyses, and repudiates some of his more daring conceptions concerning the immediate connection between Man and God.\textsuperscript{266} He also disagrees with ibn Gabbai’s conclusion that the best way to live is by avoiding sin, preferring Luria’s conception that Sin should be transformed in the service of God.\textsuperscript{267}

Isaac Luria

Luria’s influence in the \textit{Shelah} can primarily be found in the following areas:

- The requirement to serve God through transforming the material world.\textsuperscript{268}
- The requirement to serve God with joy, enthusiasm and self-arousal.\textsuperscript{269}
- The need to liberate evil and transform it to bring the messiah, including Luria’s theory of \textit{tikkun}. \textsuperscript{270}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{265} \textit{Ibid}, 25a.
\item \textsuperscript{266} \textit{Ibid}, 33b see below, 122.
\item \textsuperscript{267} \textit{Ibid}, 22a.
\item \textsuperscript{268} \textit{Shelah}, 80a-b, 338a. See Chapter Eleven, 260.
\item \textsuperscript{269} \textit{Shelah}, 49a-b, 109b. See Chapter Twelve, 282.
\item \textsuperscript{270} \textit{Shelah}, 67a, 74a-b, 80a, 203a, 338a, 354a; see Chapter Thirteen, 293-303; see Shaul Magid, \textit{From Metaphysics to Midrash : Myth, History, and the Interpretation of Scripture in Lurianic Kabbala}, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 70; Wolfson, \textit{Influence of Luria}, 444-46. The process of the reparation and transformation of the physical world became far more conceptually complex in Luria’s formulation of \textit{tikkun}. Instead of a direct thread linking Man and God, central to the metaphysics emergent from Cordovero’s writings which Horowitz generally adopts within the \textit{Shelah} (see below, 101), Lurianic kabbalah created a chasm between the ineffable God, or \textit{Ein Sof}, and the sefirotic world of emanation. The three terms most commonly associated with Lurianic kabbalah are: \textit{tsimtsum} (contraction), \textit{shevirat ha-kelim} (shattering of the vessels) and \textit{tikkun} (reparation),
\end{itemize}
• The role of Luria’s authority, customs and tikkunim as a means of introducing kabbalistic ideas into the halakhah.\(^\text{271}\)

Although in quantitative terms, Horowitz cites both ibn Gabbai and Cordovero’s works with greater frequency than Luria’s, they are less authoritative than Luria.\(^\text{272}\) Luria’s ideas are accepted unconditionally, conferred with greater holiness than the other kabbalists, and Horowitz thirstily pursues and promotes Luria’s customs and

---

see 'Kabbalah', 588-607; Sack, Shomer, 119, 136-37; Avivi, Kabbalat ha-Ari vol.1, 89. A simplified idea of tikkun in Lurianic writings is that in the beginning there was a primordial catastrophe where God withdrew into Himself, or contracted. The remnants of the broken shards of being then re-formed into new structures. Although most of these structures repaired themselves independently of Mankind, it became Man’s role to restore the universe to its original design in the mind of the creator, see 'Kabbalah', 614, 41-48. Literally, ‘reparation’, tikkun relates to the role of Mankind in reversing the rupture caused by God’s withdrawal into Himself, leaving a physical remnant in a state of evil and disrepair. While the exact details of this process are a source of controversy among Luria’s students, the idea of Mankind being able to achieve a reparation on behalf of a broken universe and for individuals who had sinned is found throughout all the literature. Evil is presented as a fundamental mythical substance. In a universe which was now immensely complex and disorganised, the role of Man was to complete the tikkun, which would be synonymous with the final redemption. Tikkun was achieved through both specific contemplative activity and the performance of the commandments, which would complete the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ levels of tikkun. This idea expressed messianic hope, reflecting the belief that through the individual’s actions the supernal world could be repaired and transformed. The entire physical world contained sparks of holiness which required liberating before the messiah could arrive. The task of Man, therefore, was to redeem these sparks from the midst of the evil husks (berur).

\(^{271}\) Shelah, 139a, 217a, 232b; see Chapter Eight, 201-212; see Weinstein, Shattering, 242; Hallamish, Minhag, 200. The tikkunim, the kabbalistic prescriptions for ‘repairing’ a person’s soul, were the most popular form of kabbalistic literature distributed in the early 17th Century and one of the main sources of Luria’s reputation and popularity. Although related, this is not to be confused with the doctrine of tikkun.

\(^{272}\) This is not to disqualify the reverence that Horowitz held for them. Cordovero is referred to on eighteen occasions by the epithet ‘the Godly’, an epithet reserved exclusively for Cordovero and Luria (referred to as such 21 times).
Horowitz’s letters from Jerusalem reveal how excited he was to encounter the writings of the ‘holy Ari’, and Sheftel declares that the main purpose of his father’s sudden departure to the land of Israel was to immerse himself in Luria’s writings:

However, his desire was equally for the ‘Torah of God’, which is the secret portion of the Torah...and his soul desired it...and he only transmitted it to the hidden elite...he merited to see the hidden storehouses of the words of the kabbalists and the kabbalah of the man of God, (the complete wise man, the great rabbi our teacher) R. Isaac Luria, where he is buried, which was not shown to a single person until my father came to his collection and his house - there my father immersed himself in his home and learnt it (his writings) from beginning to end to understand its true meaning.273

In his letter from Jerusalem printed at the back of Newman’s biography, Horowitz’s first mention of the Safed community is accompanied by the noticeably enthusiastic phrase ‘where they learn the Kabbalah of the Ari’.274

Although Horowitz had less extensive access to Lurianic writings during the composition of the Shelah than to the other kabbalistic writings, reliant as he was on scattered manuscripts and notebooks, Luria’s name appears frequently.275 These citations are usually less lengthy than those of Cordovero and ibn Gabbai, and are often references to traditions, customs or tikkunim found in works like Kanfei Yonah.


Horowitz considered Luria’s kabbalah to contain unique secrets which should not be communicated publicly. Luria’s teachings are frequently alluded to and hinted at rather than publicly expounded in the Shelah.²⁷⁶

Luria’s reputation is established through references to the elite nature of his kabbalah, for example in ‘Tractate Pesahim’:

All this I have understood from the booklet of the students of the Arizal,²⁷⁷ and his words are deeper than the sea. I do not want to expound upon them according to his manner, for it is extremely deep! His way is not the way of the masses but the way of the unique individual, the elite kabbalists,²⁷⁸ and this suffices as an explanation.²⁷⁹

Luria’s writings which are referenced must be abridged, Horowitz claims, due to the inadequacy of the average person’s capacity for understanding:

The Arizal delved very deeply into the secrets of Purim, the megillah and the accompanying feast. But since not every mind contains the intellect required to understand these words in their concealed form, I will only write down a very small amount of what his students wrote about the secrets of the feast.²⁸⁰

²⁷⁶ For a comparison with the Zohar’s secretive nature as a source of its popularity, see Huss, Kezohar, 6.

²⁷⁷ Luria is referred to frequently as the Ari (The ‘Lion’) accompanied with the acronym Z’L (zikhrono le berakhah, may his memory be a blessing). I have rendered this phrasing as Arizal, an acronym frequently used to describe Luria.

²⁷⁸ Yehidei Segulah, literally the ‘individuals of merit’, is another way of referring to the elite kabbalists.

²⁷⁹ Shelah, 178b.

⁸⁰ Ibid, 263b.
The booklets of Luria’s students are cherished above all others, pursued with the desperation of a sick patient for a doctor. Horowitz rejoices that his generation merited to have access to them, and provides an important testament to how Luria’s writings were transmitted to the general public:

Now in our generation, we have merited the tikkunim of repentance from the mouth of the Godly Arizal, printed at the end of the Kitsur Reishit Hokhmah. Furthermore, many booklets have emerged from his students, where can be found the tikkunim of repentance. One who wants to repent must pursue these books like a sick person pursues an expert doctor!\(^{281}\)

Central concepts: Creation

The metaphysical structure of the Shelah is almost entirely based upon Cordovero’s writings, articulating his understanding of creation in the first six pages of the work. There, Horowitz explains Cordovero’s doctrine of the sefirot. Cordovero distinguishes between Ein Sof - the deity of absolute simplicity who is beyond all comprehension but interacts with mankind, and the impersonal First Cause who is utterly inaccessible to man. He then lists the worlds that emanate from God, culminating in this world of creation: From Ein Sof emanates the world of Atsilut (lit. emanation), which is practically synonymous with Ein Sof. From Atsilut emanates Beriah (Creation), Yetsirah (formation) and Asiyah (Action – this world).\(^{282}\)

\(^{281}\) Ibid, 232b.

\(^{282}\) Shelah, 5a, 14a. See ‘Kabbalah’, 582-88.
This diagram illustrates the basic configuration and interrelation of the Sefirot:

**Image of Sefirotic Configuration**

The sefirot emerged from *Ein Sof* in downward but not necessarily linear movements, with internal movements and mystical unions linking each stage of

---

283 From *Pa’amon ve-Rimmon* (Amsterdam, 1708) printed in ‘Kabbalah’, 491.
emanation. It is necessary to explain the first three as they feature in every model of activity associated with sefirot:

- *Keter* (crown) is the highest point of royalty and associated with God’s will. It does not interact with the physical world, and is considered to be above the process of emanation which resulted in creation.

- The second sefirah is *hokhmah* (wisdom), which parallels the upper and most exalted part of the body, and is the sefirah present at the beginning of the process of emanation but is very limited in its activity, compared by the kabbalists to a droplet of semen.

- The third is *binah* (knowledge), which emerges from *hokhmah* as the droplet expands to form a circle. *Binah* is compared to the womb, and is the receptacle for the seminal drop found in *hokhmah*. *Hokhmah and binah* are the masculine and feminine elements of the sefirot and described vividly as lovers; *binah* then gives birth to the seven sefirot beneath them. *Hokhmah and binah* are also compared to the structure and materials of a house which are only fully developed later.\(^\text{284}\)

In describing emanation, Horowitz raises the central question of medieval kabbalah of how physical existence emerged from an infinite God without compromising His absolute unity.\(^\text{285}\) Any answer to this question must tread the fine line between the kabbalistic insistence upon the connection between Man and God, while ensuring

\(^{284}\) Shachel, 3a- 4a. For a more detailed description of the process, see Hallamish, *Introduction*, 125.

that God is absolutely free to choose what happens to His creations. The analogy presented from Cordovero’s writings compares God’s relationship with creation to a flame attached to a coal:

The secret of the world of emanation is that it is like a flame attached to a coal and there is nothing outside of it - for the flame is in the coal, and by hovering upon the coal, the flame is revealed and attaches itself to it. So too the process of emanation, which are strands of flame from the coal, which were hidden in the Oneness and synonymous with the light of Atsilut - from the radiance of the heavens which cannot be comprehended - these radiances were revealed with the secret of ‘And God said let there be light, and there was light’.287

The first strands of emanation were intimately attached to God Himself without being synonymous with Him. Cordovero’s formulation of creation permeates the entire Shelah, providing a platform for Horowitz’s analysis of the interconnected relationship between Man and God.

**Man, God and the Torah**

Rabbinic literature contains several aphorisms indicating the importance of Mankind in creation, as long as they are loyal to God and His commandments.288 In the medieval period, the Jewish philosophers adopted a more negative evaluation of

286 Zohar III: 246b.

287 Shelah, 6a; Genesis 1:3.

288 mAvot 3:14; Avot de-R.Natan, 1:31; bPes. 104a.
Man, arguing that human beings are of a lower stature than angels, and that it was only through the purifying and development of the intellect that they could become God-like.\textsuperscript{289} This position was criticised in the 16th Century by Maharal in particular, who was emphatic about the anthropocentricism inherent within the Jewish tradition.\textsuperscript{290} From the 16th Century onwards, there emerged an increasing trend among rabbinic scholars to emphasise humanistic concepts concerning the value of Man - associated with Renaissance trends emerging from Italy and the centrality of Man presented in kabbalistic literature.\textsuperscript{291}

The \textit{Shelah} presents the kabbalistic conception of Man as a great and God-like being.\textsuperscript{292} Horowitz dismisses the philosophical evaluation of Man, asserting that ‘Man’ refers specifically to the people of Israel, who are uniquely attached to God through their souls.\textsuperscript{293} The Jew alone has the status of a divine being, created through God’s act of free will so that the Jewish people could cleave to Him. God left room for the Jew to use his free will to perfect the corrupted universe, with his

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{290}] Schatz, ‘The Maharal’s Conception of Law as an Antithesis to Natural Law’, 147-57.
\item[\textsuperscript{291}] For a background on the influence of humanistic thought among European rabbis of this period, see Pavel Sládek, ‘Maharal’s Anthropology: Towards Defining the Limits of His Humanism’, \textit{Judaica Bohemiae} 44, 2 (2009), 5-40; Abraham Melamed, ‘Natural Law in Medieval and Renaissance Jewish Political Thought’, \textit{Da'at} 17, 49-66; Tamar Ross, ‘Maharal on Miracles’, \textit{Da’at}, 17, (2006), 95.
\item[\textsuperscript{292}] See Krispel, ‘Concept of Man’, 50-66.
\item[\textsuperscript{293}] See \textit{Shelah} 45b-46a for a rebuttal of ibn Ezra, discussed in Chapter Five, 143. On ‘man’ and ‘Jew’ being synonymous, see \textit{Shelah} 9a, 37b, 277a, and the discussion in Chapter Five, 151-52.
\end{itemize}
actions unifying the sefirot tiferet and malkhut through the lower sefirah yesod. 294

The relationship between God and the Jew is symbiotic: the Jew was created for the glory of God, to reveal his creator and know Him through the Torah and the fulfilment of the commandments. God in turn required Man to reveal His glory within this world. 295

Krispel differentiates between the greatness of Man as a kabbalistic concept and the ambivalence of Horowitz’s conception of the human body, which contains the potential for redemption, but possesses an evil material core. 296 However, by dividing her analysis into separate examinations of ‘Man’, the ‘body’, and the ‘sin of Man’, 297 she creates the same body/soul dichotomy which she claims the kabbalists are departing from in their writings by differentiating between Man as an abstract concept and Man as a physical creature. In fact, Horowitz’s entire formulation of the worth of Man is ambivalent – he is only holy to the extent that he cleaves to God and redeems his body through an application of the ‘threefold cord’, and there is no distinction between the different areas of his existence. In the Shelah, the theoretical ideal of Man, the material human body and the state of Man after the sin of Adam, are analysed as one concept, requiring the ‘threefold cord’ to achieve perfection.

294 On geocentricism in medieval Jewish philosophy, see Dov Schwartz, Emunah u-Tevunah (Tel Aviv: Misrad ha Bitahon, 2001), 60-61, 98-99.

295 See Krispel, ‘Concept of Man’, 48.


Based on the Zohar, ibn Gabbai and Cordovero, Horowitz presents Man as a holy creature directly attached to God and the Torah:

This is the language of the Zohar on the portion *Aharei Mot*:298 We have been taught that there are three levels that are connected together: God, the Torah and Israel – and each one has a level that is concealed and revealed. God is in every level upon level concealed and revealed; the Torah is also concealed and revealed, and Israel are also multi-layered: The first level, as it is written: ‘Tell his words to Jacob, his laws and statutes to Israel’ – there are two levels, Jacob and Israel, one revealed and one concealed.299

Every individual is appointed specifically for his role on earth, rooted in the celestial spheres:

For every being created down below has a root above, for were this not the case how could the portions of this world be conjoined unless they have a foundational root above, and if creations did not have a root above, how could the flow and divine providence arrive from the master of all? This was a wondrous wisdom, for He understood the root and essence of each thing, and gave it that name which is its name in essence.300

---

298 Zohar III:73a.

299 Shelah, 3a.

300 Ibid, 14a.
Following Cordovero,301 Horowitz explains the mechanism behind this connection: Man is comprised of 600,000 primordial souls originating at Mount Sinai. Each of these souls is attached to a letter of the Torah, whose letters number 600,000. Each letter of the Torah is a physical manifestation of God’s sefirot, attached to God Himself. 302 Man is thus capable of ascending to great heights and cleaving to God and is the central agent within God’s universe. But his greatness is qualified by his capability to wreak destruction:

To complete my intention for this introduction that I have named Toledot Adam, I must reveal the concept of the man of free will, who contains both the upper and lower beings – when he ascends, he ascends to the highest height and when he descends, he descends to the lowest depths, and example of which is written in Tractate Megillah, 'This nation is compared to stars and to dust'.303

The Fall and Redemption of Man

The qualification of Man’s greatness is illustrated by the concept of the ‘fall of Man’, one of the most challenging kabbalistic concepts from the perspective of rabbinic

301 Cordovero, Pardes, 164a-b in Kauffman, Be-Khol Derakhekha, 211, fn. 110, 111.

302 Shelah, 16a; see 8b, 18a, 44a, 171a, 356b; Sack, Be Sha’arei, 116.

303 Shelah, 19a; bMeg. 16a; see Shelah 18a for freedom of choice originating in Adam’s sin.
Judaism, in that it resembles the classical Christian narrative of lowly Man in need of a messiah. Adam’s sin is rarely dwelt upon in the Bible, and while it is associated with reward and punishment, it is never applied as a central motif in the way Christians have applied it – the group most commonly associated with this concept.\textsuperscript{304}

In kabbalistic writings, the catastrophe of Adam’s sin was that he relinquished the opportunity to exist as pure spirit and became polluted by the poison of the serpent, causing the physical world to emerge.\textsuperscript{305} As a result, he was condemned to wear ‘cloaks of skin’ rather than ‘cloaks of light’. The significance of this cosmic disaster is mentioned in Cordovero’s writings, but finds its central positioning in Luria’s cosmology.\textsuperscript{306} The concept of \textit{tikkun} emerged from the context of this primordial catastrophe.\textsuperscript{307}

Horowitz describes the sin of Adam in a lengthy passage:

Adam was created from the temple above and from the temple down below in a manner that would (enable him to be) entirely good. He would have lived eternally and his world would have been a world which was entirely good as I have explained. The additional things (in the garden) were the guardians of the fruit, lowly and inert, and therefore he was commanded not to awaken their powers - and so, just as his soul was of the highest level as I have explained.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{304} See Ephraim Urbach, \textit{The Sages : Their Concepts and Beliefs}, (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Magnes Press, 1975), 420-22.
\item \textsuperscript{305} Sack, \textit{Be Sha'arei}, 91-102.
\item \textsuperscript{306} Magid, \textit{Metaphysics to Midrash}, 70-71; Sack, \textit{Be Sha'arei}, 69.
\item \textsuperscript{307} See above, 97; On \textit{tikkun} in Cordovero’s writings, especially regarding how every soul of the original 600,000 requires a \textit{tikkun} which can be accomplished by the select few who understand the requirements of each root, see Sack, \textit{Be Sha’arei}, 103-10; Mordechai Pachter, ‘Homiletical and Ethical Writing in Safed in the Sixteenth Century’, (PHD diss. Hebrew University, 1976), 103.
\end{itemize}
explained, so too the container of the soul - the garment of the body, was light - which is 'Cloaks of light'. But Adam 'Does not abide in honour' from the aspect of the snake, 'A whisperer separates familiar friends' ... The punishment of death was not conventional but natural, for the 'reward of sin is sin' which is the sin in itself, for he has cut himself off from the source of life. Afterwards this generated secondary effects, and these generated other effects, all emerging from a putrid drop, for the drop was made putrid from the aspect of the pollution of the snake. Had there not been pollution, the drop would have been holy, like a clay pit which does not lose a drop... It was only through the power of the snake and Sama'el (Satan) that Adam and Eve were deceived and they released evil from potentiality to actuality; while Adam was supposed to have been true, meaning to say, eternal, now he is trapped by mortality.

The sin of Adam was the archetypal event signifying the nature of punishment which emerged as a direct consequence of his actions, leaving Man with a permanent blemish. Mortality and the remnant of a spiritual origin in the form of a soul was all that remained after Adam’s calamitous decision to eat from the tree of life. From this disaster, Man was left as a dilution of an ethereal substance, whose redemption

310 mAvot 4:2.
311 Ibid.
312 Shelah, 21a.

See Shelah 52b, 375b, 379a; see Chapter Nine, 212-215.
could only be achieved through the purification of his soul, which contained the refined, loftier aspect of his being.\textsuperscript{314} This narrative serves as a limitation to the descriptions of Man in the first section of Toledot Adam. Just as the kabbalah explored Man’s pristine origins, it also analysed the source of his corruption.

\textbf{Self-Actualisation}

Nevertheless, Adam’s sin did not condemn mankind to endure permanent suffering. Horowitz explores Adam’s redemption in a number of ways: Firstly, he refers to Cordovero’s messianic vision of a spiritual future where all physicality is eliminated, and the condition of Man is elevated. Yet this does not satisfy Horowitz, and he moderates this negative appraisal of the human body that implies a dualistic conception of a pure soul and a defiled body.\textsuperscript{315} Interpreting the Zohar, Horowitz suggests that the body too can be transformed into a vehicle for spirituality:

\begin{quote}
However it emerges from this, that the garment of the soul - which Adam possessed before he sinned - was a body clean and pure, disposed towards spirituality, which is what it will be in the future - about which it is said: ‘For the land is filled with knowledge’,\textsuperscript{316} which means to say even his earthiness (which is the body) is entirely comprised of intellect and knowledge, just like Adam possessed before he sinned...\textsuperscript{317}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{314} See Shelah 149a, comparing the sin of Adam to the leavening of bread over Passover, polluting its matter; for Horowitz describing Man's physicality as a state of corruption, see 208b; describing Adam’s death as a blessing due to the eradication of his physical form, 221a; describing material existence as a curse, 343a.

\textsuperscript{315} See Koch, Human Self-Perfection, 87.

\textsuperscript{316} Isaiah 11:9.

\textsuperscript{317} Shelah, 19a; Genesis 3:6.
The redemptive aspect of the human condition is emphasised throughout *Toledot*

*Adam*, to the extent that the act of committing a sin can become a conduit for greater spiritual elevation:

The idea of ‘choosing Israel’ (in the present tense) is that he chooses more than he chose (past tense), which I mean to say, that had Adam remained in his cloaks of light as he was given in the beginning of creation, he would not have generated such illumination with such a great light as he illuminated when he nullified the cloaks of skin and returned them to light.318

Through the power of Man’s choice, Horowitz argues, the broken universe can be reconfigured and elevated.319 Man can choose to cleave to the highest heavens to positively impact the fate of the universe.320 Before the sin, the central component of Adam’s behaviour was obedience. After however, the focus is placed upon Man’s ability to choose to do good or evil. Through improving his behaviour and purifying

318 Ibid, 25a.

319 Ibid, 27a; see also 351a.

320 Ibid, 35a.
his thoughts, the pollution created by Adam’s sin will be destroyed, ultimately heralding the messianic age.321

This dual aspect of human greatness and fallibility finds eloquent expression in a comparison with angelic beings at the beginning of Asarah Ma’amarot: After Adam’s sin, Man’s divine roots were absorbed within the vessel of the body, and though body and soul are intertwined, the ‘sublime body emerges in each generation to anyone who wishes to stir it’.322 Man is superior to the angels not due to his substance, which is coarser than that of the angels, but due to his unique potential to cleave to God. The soul of an angel is mere light, and unchangeable. For man, a being with choice, however, there is no limit to his potential spiritual greatness, and his worth is defined by his ability to improve.323

321 The ability to transform physical being and sin is the basis of Horowitz’s ideas of self transformation discussed in Chapter Thirteen.

322 Shelah, 44b.

323 Ibid, 45b; see 4b on the difference between physical and spiritual beings reflected by the ability of physical beings to change and improve.
It is therefore accurate to conclude that to Horowitz the bodies of Israel are not intrinsically holy, but do contain intrinsic potential holiness. The Jews are required to arouse the spiritual forces within themselves to actualise their holiness, which contextualises the emphasis of the ‘threefold cord’: To restore and transcend his Godly form before Adam’s sin, Man must realign himself through the kabbalistic understanding of his duties on earth. If he does not, he is doomed to remain ‘dust of the earth’.

**Providence and Divine Justice**

In the *Shelah*, Man’s ability to transform himself determines his merit in the eyes of God, and freedom of choice is at the centre of this transformation. God’s response to Man’s behaviour is instantaneous - as the two are intimately attached. Horowitz presents a concept of providence which diverges considerably from many classical conceptions of divine justice found within rabbinic literature which emphasised the ineffability of the ways of God.\(^{324}\)

The belief in reward and punishment is listed as the eleventh principle of faith by Maimonides in his introduction to the Mishnah. In his *Guide*, however, Maimonides posited a more radical view which suggested that he agreed with Aristotle’s concept of general but not particular providence (where God watches over a species but not the individuals within the species). Rejecting the belief in a providence over every physical occurrence on earth, Maimonides suggested that providence is dependent

\(^{324}\) E.g. *mEdu*. 2:9; *yBik*. 2:1; *bM.K*. 28a; *bSan* 90b.
on the individual's intellectual ability to apprehend God. This position was denounced fiercely by Maimonides’ opponents in the Maimonidean controversies of the 13th Century. In the Early Modern period, three attitudes towards providence were commonly held: The Calvinist approach, which emphasised predestination and no freedom of choice; an approach which saw human agency as critical to the attainment of divine grace; and a third approach which emphasised that ordinarily the world was governed by chance and accident.

The nature of the kabbalistic formulation of the universe meant that God was perceived as immanent in creation. The Zohar’s understanding of God, Man and the Torah as sharing the same essence created a concept of direct, unmediated causality between human activity and divine response. The interlinked nature of God and Man meant that providence and reward and punishment gave little scope for God’s free will, although this problem was grappled with extensively. Horowitz introduces ibn Gabbai’s concept of providence in a discussion concerning the lack of spiritual reward mentioned in the Torah, and particularly the lack of reference to the World to Come. After presenting the opinions of Maimonides and Nahmanides regarding why the Torah does not mention spiritual reward, ibn Gabbai critiques Nahmanides for assuming that the relationship between human action and reward


327 Davis, Heller, 110.

328 See above, 103.
and punishment is miraculous and unknown. Ibn Gabbai asserts that it is axiomatic that providence is natural and follows causal laws:

It is already quite well known that the Rabbi is one of the great believers in and an outstanding authority on the kabbalah, the true wisdom. His belief that the promises of the Torah are miracles surprises me, considering that he is great in wisdom...Yet, we find the opposite view among his allusions to the secrets of the Torah, according to the kabbalah. Thus the students who learned kabbalah from him interpreted many of his secrets. This view is the true one. For the supernal entities are blessed by the arousal of the beings on earth through their service. From there, the blessing descends to the causes (the heavenly beings cause blessing to descend to earth). Those that understand the truth would not say that this is miraculous, but that the nature of the service necessitates it.

The direct link between Man and God is embedded within nature, and therefore can be considered ‘natural’, which leads to a magical conception of the way that the universe operates, with the knowledgeable initiate able to manipulate the powers of the universe according to his will. Ibn Gabbai also indicates that Nahmanides did not agree with this mechanical conception that appears to eliminate all possibility of God’s agency and ability to perform miracles.

329 Shelah, 12a.

Horowitz fully accepts ibn Gabbai’s position and places great emphasis on its implications:

And you, my children, listen to me. Know my children that the 613 commandments that we were commanded to do in the world of action, ‘today is to do them’ and tomorrow is to receive their reward. Reward and punishment are not conventional but they are of a natural spiritual order, causal in essence, like it says in the Mishnah: The reward for a good deed is a good deed, the reward for a transgression is a transgression, for the reward of the physical good deed that he performed is in essence its reward, that is - the spirituality of this positive commandment.

Ben-Azzai’s Talmudic statement that ‘the reward for a good deed is a good deed’ is configured kabbalistically. A good deed on earth has a cosmic parallel in heaven, theurgically impacting the universe according to the kabbalistic laws of nature. This point is repeated throughout Toledot Adam in ibn Gabbai’s name, emphasising that the commandments are the essential ‘gateways to all sources of goodness’ and through the fulfilment of the commandments goodness ‘extends from this gateway’. Reward and punishment is not conventional like a king of flesh and

---

331 Deuteronomy 7:11; bEruv. 22a.

332 Shelah, 15a.

333 mAvot 4:2.

334 Shelah, 22a.
blood rewarding one who does His will and punishing one who transgresses, but all causes and effects are the natural product of the mechanical structure of the kabbalistic universe.\(^{335}\)

The concept of providence, which reward and punishment is contingent upon, is understood by Horowitz as a process of emanation. Although the realm of sefirot are distinguished from *Ein Sof* as explained above in terms of Cordovero’s metaphysics,\(^{336}\) God is interwoven into the very fabric of the material world, and all can be causally linked to Him, including man. God does not merely tinker with creation but renews it constantly:\(^{337}\)

> But the truth of faith appears to me that God constantly creates anew with his goodness the act of creation with deliberate intention, emanating his flow, and if he removed Himself for one moment everything would be as though it never happened and existence would stop.\(^{338}\)

As God’s existence is understood through the sefirot and their emanation to the world of Man, the kabbalistic conception of providence is an indispensable article of

\(^{335}\) Ibid, 27a.

\(^{336}\) See above, 107.

\(^{337}\) See Psalms 104; ‘Yotser Or’ prayer in Siddur, 90-91; *bSan.* 95b; Recanati, *Commentary,* Genesis, 15:3.

\(^{338}\) *Shelah,* 40b-41a.
faith, and at the beginning of Sha’ar Otiyot, Horowitz inserts it into the formulation of Maimonides’ thirteen principles of faith as presented in the popular hymn ‘Yigdal’.\textsuperscript{339} He lists each of the principles before offering an explanation. In the eighth principle, reward and punishment, he establishes ibn Gabbai’s formulation as an axiom of faith.\textsuperscript{340} By doing so, he inserts the kabbalistic framework of causality into the basic fabric of Jewish belief. It is not a ‘kabbalistic’ conception, but a ‘Jewish’ conception, underscored by the kabbalah which contains Judaism’s essence (as explored in the previous chapter). God and Man share the same root - so Man’s actions directly impact the operation of the universe.

\textit{Avodah le-tsorekh Gavohah}

The causal, theurgical nature of reward and punishment presented in the \textit{Shelah} leads to a basic concept found in the writings of many kabbalists that all service (a reference to prayer and the fulfilment of the commandments) is for ‘the sake of on high’.\textsuperscript{341} All action, great or small, makes an imprint upon the upper spheres, so the purpose of the individual’s actions should be for the sake of the theurgical unification of God’s sefirot.\textsuperscript{342}

\textsuperscript{339} Its authorship is attributed to Daniel b. Judah, a judge in Rome in the first half of the 14\textsuperscript{th} Century.

\textsuperscript{340} Ibid, 59a.

\textsuperscript{341} See \textit{Shelah} 46a, 52b.

The kabbalists particularly emphasised the importance of *Avodah le-tsorekh gavohah* in prayer. The need for focus/kavvanah in prayer is well documented in medieval literature, and the authorities explained that prayer required the worshipper to understand the meaning and purpose of the prayer, and avoid distracting thoughts. Maimonides, for example, was adamant that prayer without concentration did not constitute prayer at all as its essence was the close relationship between Man and God. Yet the kabbalists demanded something entirely different: In kabbalistic literature, the idea of not losing focus on prayer gained new significance with concepts of *tikkun* and the need to remain in a state of devekut to prevent a rupture in the Godhead. In Safed, the priority of theurgical prayer became paramount: Solomon Alkabetz, Cordovero’s teacher and colleague in Safed, formulated the idea that all Man’s actions make an imprint above as a fundamental of faith.

Because of the direct correspondence between human action and divine response, Cordovero compares non-kabbalistic prayer to that of a child with no knowledge, as the uninitiated did not know how to manipulate the upper spheres. Cordovero

---


345 *MT*, ‘*Hilkhot Tefillah*’, 14:5.


describes how prayer rises in incremental theurgical levels, unifying different each level of the divine structure. The best prayer is for God alone, not disturbing Him with requests but experiencing the travails of the shekhinah in exile.\textsuperscript{349} Reishit Hokhmah extensively discusses the importance of kavvanah being directed for the sake of God alone and the unity of God and His glory, and not for personal needs.\textsuperscript{350} In the writings of Luria and his disciples, the idea of service for the sake of ‘upon high’ becomes a rigorous contemplative exercise, involving the visualisation of the many stages of unifications in vivid detail and re-enacting their movements, prioritising the unification of God’s name above all else.\textsuperscript{351} The concept of prayer for the sake of ‘upon high’ was not necessarily admired outside of kabbalistic circles, however, with rabbis such as Sirkes and Heller considering the idea that somehow God could be affected by prayer to be a dangerous theological concept.\textsuperscript{352}

In keeping with his ‘threefold cord’, Horowitz emphasises that fulfilling the commandments and praying ‘for the sake of upon high’ is not a kabbalistic innovation but reflects the authentic position of Jewish tradition:

\begin{quote}
Your eyes see the universal consensus, that service is for the sake of upon high, for through this the great name achieves tikkun, and the righteous man makes his form resemble his creator’s…

This matter we have spoken of, that service is for the sake of on upon high is expressed in the Biblical verses, written in the Torah, repeated in the Prophets, a third time in the Writings, Mishnah, Talmud and Midrash, and the last which is most beloved, the Zohar.\textsuperscript{353}
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{349} Sack, \textit{Be Sha'arei}, 202.
\textsuperscript{350} See Reishit Hokhmah vol 1. 141b. Zohar III:183 and see the footnotes in Hallamish, \textit{Minhag}, 77.
\textsuperscript{351} Fine, \textit{Physician of the Soul}, 247-57, 276.
\textsuperscript{352} Davis, \textit{Heller}, 262.
\textsuperscript{353} Shelah, 30a.
\end{flushright}
Throughout the *Shelah*, prayer is expanded kabbalistically to include cosmic possibilities for the worshipper to reconfigure the state of the universe.\(^{354}\)

Although most kabbalists were determined to avoid the literal interpretations which implied that God Himself could be affected by the actions of Man, ibn Gabbai made the radical claim that the highest realms of sefirot were affected by Man’s actions.

Horowitz acknowledges this position but disassociates himself from it:

> However in the book *Avodat ha-Kodesh* in his introduction, he explains this saying of ‘And he gives a pleasant aroma to his creator’. These are his words: The intention of ‘And he descended’ being translated as ‘pleasantness’,\(^{355}\) is the secret of the descent of the will and divine spirit from the heads of the highest beings, and from there emerges a pleasant aroma, desire and blessing to the creator, which is all achieved through toil in Torah and the fulfilment of the commandments for their own sake. And the position of the author of the *Avodat ha-Kodesh* in his entire work, in several places is known for his explanation that service has actual impact in the essence of *Atsilut*, and adds power to it and repairs and unifies the name - the opposite is true, God forbid! We lean towards the words of R. Hayyat...\(^{356}\)

Horowitz does not want to consider the radical implications of a change in God, irrespective of the fact that this is a position that many kabbalists had been venturing towards. To him such an approach transgresses acceptable religious boundaries.

---

\(^{354}\) See ibid 130a-b, 249b.

\(^{355}\) Leviticus 9:22.

\(^{356}\) *Shelah*, 33b.
God needed to maintain a degree of separateness from His creations, despite the intimacy of the concepts of providence and Man articulated above.

Where Horowitz departs from a purely kabbalistic conception of ‘service upon high’ is his lack of emphasis on meditations, or on the mechanisms which connect human action to divine response. To Horowitz, theurgy was a spiritual fact but not necessarily a priority of emphasis. Two examples are indicative of this mindset:

In ‘Tractate Hullin’, Horowitz requests that the individual remembers that his soul is ‘a portion of God above’ in line with the ideas expressed above but does not enter into detail describing this process but rather refers to the general concept of the ‘light of this commandment’.

It is also written: regarding the intentions for the blessing of wrapping the tsilsit, it is fitting to have in mind that the soul is being wrapped by the light of the commandment, both below and above, for the root of the soul which is above is also being wrapped in the light of the commandment in manners that will be explained. This rule applies to every commandment that an individual performs, that he needs to focus that his soul is a portion of God above, fixed and illuminated by the light of this commandment, and so too with tefillin.

The Jew’s soul belongs to God and the commandment he performs illuminates the holy aspect of his soul. In the next three pages, Horowitz describes different levels of kavvanah required when performing the commandments, some of which are overtly theurgically focused, and others which are not, for instance:

The secret of the mezuzah: Recanati writes: The reason for this commandment according to its simple meaning is known – in order to

357 An exception includes the pages devoted to the kavvanot behind the shofar blasts, see ibid, 216a-222b.

358 Ibid, 115b.
remember his creator when he comes and goes. But in the ‘way of truth’, the
mezuzah hints to \textit{keneset yisrael} above, whose place is at the doorways like
our sages have said.\textsuperscript{359}

Horowitz cites both the simple meaning behind a commandment, and the reason that
corresponds to theurgical, kabbalistic knowledge.

In the \textit{Shelah}, God, Man, heaven and earth are inextricably linked, and all human
service operates for the sake of ‘upon high’, affecting the upper spheres and
determining God’s blessing to His creations. An important aspect of his ‘organic
universe’ of kabbalah is that the hidden dimension exists in the background of every
action, regardless of whether it is acknowledged through \textit{kavvanot}. Therefore, all
human action ascends ‘upon high’, and some may embark upon this ascent through
theurgical prayer, but others may ascend to similar heights through devotion and
righteous action.\textsuperscript{360}

Torah Study

Torah study is the most important example of the ‘concealed’ underscoring the
‘revealed’ in the \textit{Shelah} - without necessarily changing the content of the revealed.
The importance of Torah study is a central tenet found throughout Mishnaic and
Talmudic literature.\textsuperscript{361} Its study was an important means of maintaining observance,

\textsuperscript{359} Ibid, 116b.

\textsuperscript{360} See Chapter Six, 164-170, where I elaborate on how Horowitz’s conception of
devekut differs from that of the other kabbalists, cf. Krispel, ‘Concept of Man’, 272.

\textsuperscript{361} E.g. \textit{mAvot} 1:2; \textit{mPe’ah} 1:1; \textit{bPes.} 68b; \textit{bNed}. 32a; \textit{bA.Z}. 3b.
and a striking passage in the Palestinian Talmud warns that ‘If one studies Torah without intention to observe it, it had been better for him if his placenta had turned over on his face and he had not emerged into the world’. \[362\]

Maimonides codified the supremacy of Torah study over other commandments in his *Mishneh Torah*. \[363\] He and the other medieval Spanish philosophers also emphasised that the study of Torah had social and political effects, refining human nature and providing the constitution for an ideal state. \[364\] In terms of study, the primary concern of the medieval rabbis in France and Germany was the elucidation of the Talmud, focusing on the dialectical methods pioneered by the Tosafists, and the comprehensive commentary provided by Rashi. This tradition remained paramount among the Ashkenazic communities in the 16th Century and the only debate was whether it could be accompanied or supplemented by other disciplines like Astronomy, Mathematics or Philosophy. \[365\]

From the 13th Century onwards, the kabbalistic understanding of the Torah’s importance diverged considerably from the philosophical and Talmudic interpretations. The kabbalists taught that the Torah is a living organism, identified with several sefirot in the divine configuration, and some even claimed that the Torah is God Himself. \[366\] This identification of the Torah as God was understood to refer to

\[362\] yBer. 1:5; Ex. Rabba 11:1.

\[363\] *MT*, ‘Hilkhot Talmud Torah’ 3:3.


\[366\] Recanati, *Ta’amei ha-Mitsvot*, 3a; Zohar II: 60a.
the Torah in its true primordial essence, and not to its manifestation in the world of creation. To these kabbalists, the Torah did not mean anything specific, but articulated a universe of being on multiple levels. Each letter within it contained infinite significance.\textsuperscript{367}

In a manner similar to prayer, the kabbalists reconfigured the individual’s basic religious obligation of Torah study; the Safedian kabbalists emphasised that Torah study should focus on the unification of the shekhinah and not the attainment of knowledge. Torah study was a means of remaining in a state of permanent devekut: Hayyim Vital commented that Luria would only learn the revealed sections of Torah with reluctance, as though he was ‘paying a debt’, and that the true purpose of Torah study was for the unifications it produced.\textsuperscript{368}

This new concept is reflected in citations from Cordovero’s \textit{Pardes} in \textit{Toledot Adam}, which focus on the intrinsic worth of meditating upon the Hebrew letters, chastising those who think that Torah is only about an understanding of its subject matter. In this extract, the study of Torah is notable for being as much about toil and effort than about content. Cordovero berates the ‘philosophers’ who only see purpose in studying if they can gain intellectual and moral benefit from it:

This is also their thoughts in matters of Torah, that its intention is an inner understanding leading to the shelemut of the soul, and one who does not know the ideas of its expounders will not attain a purpose in its learning (God forbid). This is an attitude to be avoided, for certainly the words of Torah ‘restores the soul’.\textsuperscript{369} ... But when a man comes to study Torah, his intention

\textsuperscript{367} See ‘Kabbalah’, 621; Robinson, \textit{Introduction}, 47.


\textsuperscript{369} Psalms 19:8.
should be when he learns these matters that these are divine words whose inner essence is hidden from him, and in this matter he will succeed in all the Torah that leaves his mouth before God from the ‘ox’, even if he only understands the simple meaning of the story.370

The value of Torah study is acquired from reciting its words (thereby absorbing its holiness) rather than through the mastery of any specific content.

The letters of the Torah contain the basic units of existence which have emanated from God Himself,371 and the Hebrew letters are unlike those of any other language in that they are intrinsically holy:

Therefore our language is called ‘The holy language’, for all the names and letters exist above in their roots in the holy divine place, and afterwards they descend and emanate from this holy place, and this emanation is named this (language) as a metaphor.372

The letters of the Torah are differentiated from those of the other nations:

For our holy letters are not conventional like the letters of the nations which are only symbols, but they themselves are holy and formed from above, which is

370 Shelah, 13b; The Hebrew translates: ‘and in this matter the vapour of Torah that leaves his mouth will be preferable to God than a (sacrificial) ox’, see Psalms 69:32.

371 See above, 107.

372 Shelah, 13b.
what our sages inferred (when they praised) those engrossed with the basic meaning of the text.\footnote{Ibid, 161b; see 237b for the story of the holy tsaddik and the letters on his forehead.}

Since the Torah is the closest thing to God Himself, its study brings the most blessing into the world, and is the ‘source for all the goodness in this life’:

This matter is repeated in the Midrash of Rashbi in many places, and the intention of all this is to implant in us what we have repeated many times, that is, that engrossment in Torah and the fulfilment of its commandments draws the light and the influx of blessing from the source of being to the upper and lower realms – this is the reason for all the goodness in this life, for it occurs out of necessity - as the Torah is the great name in essence…\footnote{Ibid, 15b.}

Horowitz emphasises the primacy of the study of the letters and words found in the Pentateuch. Most Torah study consisted of the study of Talmud throughout the Ashkenazic world. However, to the kabbalists, the very text of the Torah contains all within it, and it is only due to the sinfulness of Man that the Oral Torah was required.

In Horowitz’s summary of ibn Gabbai, he explains that the words of the Torah themselves contain all possible knowledge, a concept which Nahmanides had also suggested in less esoteric terms at the beginning of his commentary to Genesis. \footnote{Ibid, 16b.}

\footnote{Ibid, 161b; see 237b for the story of the holy tsaddik and the letters on his forehead.}

כי האותיות הקדומות שלנו יאנו הסכמיות кажותיות האותיות האומנות שם סופי במלואו רק הוא עצמתי
קדושות הנצבות بالمולעה הזה שדקדוקי ר"ל איפל ביעל פשט כ

ועניין זה נכפל במדרשו של רשב"י ע"ה בהרבה מקומות והכונה בכל זה לשרישון במקבר
طفالוהו הרחב פנימה הוא כי עסק התורה ודוק מצורותיו ימשיכו כדי בראש ההכרה מקבר הנהיה
אל ולעונים ותחתונים ומכנסת כל התנבות ב välalah בהחיים כי טביב יחיי כי התורה והחמס
הגודל המסומ

ולילא מידי דלא יהיו רמז במלות יאר יושב ר"כ שמחתיו השכל מה ש *******************************

אאור דוד (ישועה יא, ט) יאני ר"כ הלב לדעהת ואינו מבנה תואר שבטות ר"כ אחר היותו מגדולה
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The text of the Torah contains all the ideas expounded in the Talmud, it is only man who cannot comprehend its depths. The ‘cloaks of light’ were hidden from man after Adam’s sin so he must toil to overcome the spiritual distance from God caused by the diminishing stature of each generation post-Adam.\(^{376}\) The Babylonian Talmud is portrayed as being an unfortunate consequence of the sin of Adam. As the generations continue to grow further away from Adam, their intellect weakens and they require more elucidation, provided by the Talmud. Similarly, the text of the Talmud includes the secrets of the kabbalah. The multi-dimensional aspect of each text means that it is truly all ‘one Torah’.\(^{377}\)

The implication of this unity in the *Shelah* is that rather than accentuating the importance of learning the kabbalah itself, Horowitz instead promotes the idea that the revealed text of the Torah contains great secrets even if the secrets themselves are hidden from human understanding. Simply by reading the words of the

---

\(^{376}\) The concept of the decline of the generations is first found in the Talmud, *bSan.* 94b regarding the pristine religious state of the generation of King Hezekiah. It was only fully articulated as a metaphysical doctrine by the kabbalists.

\(^{377}\) *Shelah,* 35b.
apparently superfluous sections of the Bible, such as the repetition of the daily
sacrifices brought by the princes of each tribe, the holiness of each day is aroused:

It seems to me that it is a good custom to read daily the portion of the prince
of that day, for every prince knew great secrets, and each drew (and
continues to draw) the spiritual flow for his tribe forever. It is not for nothing
that the Torah wrote each individual tribe and specified the sacrifice, even
though each one was the same. It would have been fitting to say it in an
abridged manner such as 'this is what this prince sacrificed etc.' but each one
had specific secrets - this is the way of many Midrashim, to explain reasons
for each prince differently. And so the superfluous words are wondrous
secrets attainable to one who God gives a portion of the true wisdom. In the
reading of the portion, he stirs the holiness of the day, as the Sephardim have
a custom to say in each time period songs pertaining to the relevant topics of
the period – I found in the holy writings of the Arizal (and we have found them)
that the Red sea was divided into twelve portions, as it says ‘To him that
divided the Red sea in sunder’, to each tribe by itself.

Ultimately, the Torah is beneficial for the welfare of mankind even if those who study
it don’t understand why. Horowitz makes a fascinating comment in his third Passover
sermon that the Torah is good for the Jewish people ‘even though they have

---

378 This refers to the lengthy passages in the Bible describing the identical sacrifices
brought by the princes of each tribe in Numbers 7:12 after the consecration of the
tabernacle.

379 Numbers 7:12.

380 Shelah, 140b.
received many punishments for it and according to the knowledge of men it can appear bad’. The Torah is good because it is intrinsically good, ‘hard-wired’ into the universe as an indispensable mechanism for the welfare of the Jewish people.  

What is significant about the ideas developed in the Shelah relating to the value of Torah study, is that unlike the kabbalists he does not appear to change the conventional approaches towards it, nor does he specifically prioritise kabbalistic meditations or theurgical practices. If Toledot Adam is read in isolation, the reader might think that the optimum form of study is a kabbalistic one. But the rest of the work indicates that, on the contrary, great value is attributed to both to the ‘Torah of Man’ and the ‘Torah of the Lord’. The following extract from ‘Tractate Pesahim’ illuminates Sheftel’s remark that Horowitz only taught kabbalah to an exclusive coterie of students, seemingly contradicting his willingness to spread kabbalistic teachings to all who sought them. It provides important evidence that his intent in writing the Shelah was to ‘kabbalis’ the ordinary text of the Torah by revealing its context, but not necessarily to disclose the secrets themselves. The hidden light is reserved for the elite, but the revealed sections are still ‘concealed’ and have profound impact upon the heavens and the earth:

The Torah in its nature is concealed and revealed, and this can be apportioned into three sections, two sections are contained in the Torah of Man, which is the stories in the Written Torah and Oral Torah, which teach

381 Ibid, 176b.  

382 See Chapter Three, 76-77.
several upright character traits – this is the revealed portion of the Torah of Man. The concealed portion from the Torah of Man is the depth of the Talmud and *pilpul*, and the thirteen ways that the Torah is expounded. The third section, which is the Torah of the Lord, that the Torah in its entirety is the names of God. It is all concealed with a hidden light that reveals itself to men of great stature, who benefit from its light each man according to his level, and all three sections mentioned are the Torah of truth.  

Those who read the Torah unthinkingly ignore the fact that hundreds and thousands of spiritual worlds hang from each letter and word, even those words which refer to idolatrous gods. The student may not understand how or why this is the case, but it is sufficient for him to comprehend the fact that it is so. In his introduction to ‘The Written Torah’, Horowitz reiterates that there is no difference between the fundamental verse of faith ‘Shema Yisra’el’ and the apparently superfluous descriptions of Esau’s concubine Timnah as both allude to hidden spiritual roots.

---

383 Ibid, 178b.

384 Ibid, 191b.

385 Ibid, 264b.
In his concluding section to the *Shelah*, the Oral Torah, Horowitz repeats this point regarding the question of chronology in the Torah. All contained within it is in the correct order, not only in terms of the mystical names of God but in terms of actual letters, events and words which may not operate according to human perceptions.\(^{386}\)

The mystical perfection of the Written Torah and the efficacy of its study is extended to the Oral Torah. Although in the initial divine plan the Oral law served a secondary role, the fact that it was eventually required means that it is also the product of divine revelation, an emissary needed to explain the secrets of the written law. Now it too is perfect, containing nothing superfluous. The debates of the Talmud which appear to be adding glosses and inserting new information to the Mishnah are mere tools to assist the latter generations who lack the pristine knowledge of the Tannaitic sages:

And when the matter has no meaning for us, we must alter and embellish its plain sense. But it is truly a great wisdom, concealed so that the matter is according to its simple meaning without distortion. And so I believe that even the Mishnayot where the Talmud claims 'it is missing etc'. - this is according to the extent of our understanding. But out holy Rabbi compiled the Mishnayot with divine spirit, with specifically chosen words, and the greatest depths are alluded to within it. Had it been understood it would not have been necessary to claim it lacking, and therefore the words of the Mishnah do not depart from their place. This is the

\(^{386}\) Ibid, 402b; see bPes. 6b.

(בראשית לו, יב) לפסוק שמע ישראל (דברים ו, ד) כי כל חומתי תלבריט גהנה ומ 입장 גזה
עד אין סוף שמシーיך_Rel"ל לפסוק זמנה והרומ בראיש תיבת חותת היא הנימה מסיבת כש
עדות (חרותיה יד, זה) ראשה תיבת תפגע והוראת 'הנימה לכלר כלולה מחיהלת עד סופה היא
מש ayır_fsm נפש להקנעה להמקם גבע והשחקל ול' המהכמה ישכלי וידע עד ממקם שמדרגות לשלל
מענה בהכברה ובובנה ודעיה

אלא הנהני היא בברך כנין בברך vg מבעיא על פי השם שהנתורה כללה שמותי (רוחה ח"ב דף פ"ז א"ב)
פשתות ותק IntPtr בברך כבדר בשמה ובראף פעיל_rng גבעה של שול שי שמעהו וגעינו כפי הסדר רבות
מהער真皮 ולא ברך (ברים פס) ולמד רון באמר (ירושלמי פאה פ"א ה"א). הוה עניין
מקודס ומוארח בתרום ולמית ישק זכירות ויראות כיה אתי להחדים זה ולאחר זה כיה
אינו רק כלכלה מוכנה. ואזה הכלה יפי סדר ההנה
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concept ‘The verse does not depart from its simple meaning’, for all the words are exactly like their simple meaning for one who understands them and not an empty matter, they are only empty for us and we therefore need to distort them.

This act of Torah study does not require any deeper understanding of the kabbalistic mechanisms behind it, and Horowitz prioritises a precise, methodical approach towards Torah study rather than an esoteric one.

For the kabbalists who influenced Horowitz, the details of observance are regularly subsumed into the details of mystical unifications and meditations. The practical aspects of daily life are of far less interest to them than the mystical structures behind them. But the Shelah effectively combines the classical rabbinic ethos with the kabbalistic one, explaining how behind the revealed is the concealed - but never subordinating the revealed to the concealed. An observation might also be made that in Toledot Adam, which is a more theoretical introduction to the kabbalistic understanding of central concepts, Horowitz is more expansive in the realm of the concealed. But when the later chapters are written, he emphasises the fact of the concealed while promoting the revealed as its primary manifestation.

Each of the concepts described in this chapter assume a central place in Jewish Thought: God and creation; Man; providence; prayer; the Torah. In rabbinic

\[
\text{387} \quad b\text{Shab. } 63a. \\
\text{388} \quad \text{Shelah, } 192a.
\]

\[
\text{ומכח שהדבר רק מזהiren אנחנו לסרס או להפוך וכיוצא בזה אבל חכמה גדולה היא נסתרת }
\]

\[
\text{שדבר זה קפסות ובא סיום כי אם המילים איפי במשניות שأمرו בנמר תומאס כז"ו }
\]

\[
\text{לפי ערוך העברית} \quad \text{believes the revealed is the concealed - but never subordinating the revealed to the concealed. An observation might also be made that in Toledot Adam, which is a more theoretical introduction to the kabbalistic understanding of central concepts, Horowitz is more expansive in the realm of the concealed. But when the later chapters are written, he emphasises the fact of the concealed while promoting the revealed as its primary manifestation.}
\]

\[
\text{Each of the concepts described in this chapter assume a central place in Jewish }
\]

\[
\text{Thought: God and creation; Man; providence; prayer; the Torah. In rabbinic}
\]

\[
\text{389} \quad \text{Shelah, } 181a-183b \text{ (see Text 3), } 389a-416a.
\]
literature, each concept contains a wealth of debate concerning their parameters and details. What Horowitz achieves is a complete ‘kabbalising’ of each concept, framing them in terms of a reference point understood by the kabbalist. Kabbalah, as shown in the previous chapter, is the *sine qua non* of Judaism in the *Shelah*. Nevertheless, kabbalah *per se* never assumes absolute priority: God is immanent in creation but never undermines Man’s free will. The theurgical mechanism of the universe is a fundamental of faith but theurgy should not necessarily be the focus of prayer and Torah study. While kabbalah can define the parameters of Man’s role on earth, it never overwhelms the other areas of the ‘threelfold cord’.
Chapter Five: Orthodoxy and Jewish Particularism

Since all matters of faith are contextualised by the kabbalah in the Shelah, two broad intellectual trends emerge from Horowitz’s work: orthodoxy and particularism. As I began exploring in the previous chapter, Horowitz’s interpretation of his sources reconfigured the fundamental tenets of Jewish belief. By insisting that the kabbalah alone had authority in determining correct and incorrect doctrines, Horowitz conceived of Jewish Thought in terms of a system, insisting on orthodoxy in matters of belief. In the Shelah, he achieves this in two ways: Firstly, by distinguishing between the purity of kabbalistic tradition and the falsehood of the rationalistic philosophy beloved of the medieval Spanish Jews; secondly, by considering those who did not adopt kabbalistic beliefs to be foolish or heretical. As explored in Chapter Three, kabbalah contained the essence of Judaism itself. A second important trend associated with orthodoxy is particularism. Built on the foundations of kabbalah, Horowitz considered the religious responsibilities of the Jew to be inexorably tied to his essence. In line with concepts found in ibn Gabbai’s writings, Horowitz conferred the Jewish people with a unique role in creation, entirely distinct from the non-Jew. The orthodoxy demanded by Horowitz’s philosophy crystallised the status of the Jew as existing in perpetual ‘Otherness’ to the non-Jew.
Orthodoxy

The delegitimisation of non-kabbalistic beliefs helped Horowitz develop his vision of Judaism as an ideological system.\textsuperscript{390} The concept of Jewish ‘orthodoxy’, the framing of Jewish faith in terms of adherence to correct ideological or theological propositions is frequently presented in scholarly literature as the product of the socio-political conditions of the 19th Century.\textsuperscript{391} Orthodoxy - adherence to a tradition as part of a conscious, self-reflexive, conservative ideology - is portrayed as a traditionalism which evolved in response to modernity.\textsuperscript{392} Although the idea of fundamentals of faith had been around since the medieval period, formulated most prominently by Maimonides,\textsuperscript{393} it had never become a Jewish catechism like its Christian or Islamic equivalents, nor been used to identify the ‘true believers’ as opposed to the heretics.\textsuperscript{394}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{390} See Eliezer Segal, \textit{Introducing Judaism}, (London: Routledge, 2009), x. Scholars have recognised the problem of describing Jewish Thought and belief in terms of an ‘ism’, which is a suffix used to designate an ideological system. This categorisation has historically rarely been used by Jews themselves.
\item \textsuperscript{393} \textit{Commentary on Mishnah}, ed. and tr. by Y. Kafah (1965), 195–217.
\item \textsuperscript{394} Marc Shapiro, \textit{The Limits of Orthodox Theology : Maimonides' Thirteen Principles Reappraised}, (Oxford: Littman Library, 2004), 2-3, 188; Menahem Kellner, \textit{Dogma...
Throughout the *Shelah*, however, the question of orthodoxy is regularly addressed: Horowitz considers any assumption about God, Man or creation which does not adhere to the framework of kabbalah to be false and heretical. He expends considerable effort in ensuring that his readers are left in little doubt as to the contrast between the ‘men of truth’ or the kabbalists, and those who ‘walk in darkness’, the adherents of philosophy. Judaism requires a faith in the principles of kabbalah, without which it is groundless. Horowitz’s persistent attacks on the views of the group he dubs ‘the philosophers’ primarily reflects the desire to enshrine kabbalistic belief as the only legitimate interpretation of Jewish texts.

Early in *Toledot Adam*, Horowitz establishes a dichotomy between the ‘men of truth’, who are the kabbalists, and the philosophers, who ‘walk in darkness’ by contrasting the views of those who believe ‘in nature’ and the ‘true believers’. Horowitz’s emphasis on the truth and faithfulness of the kabbalistic position as opposed to the darkness and falsehood of the philosophical conceptions indicates that he considers these conceptions to be outside the boundaries of acceptable Jewish belief:

> All these creations existed for one purpose, which was man. The ‘men of truth’ have already dwelt on this matter at length and attacked the position of the philosophers, who walk in darkness with no light…

> And certainly the ‘wise men of nature’ walk in darkness, for devekut with God is above nature, and the desire of God is that the devekut of Man should be eternal, for the matter of necessity is in accordance with nature, and this is according to the believers of earlier generations that all is out of necessity. But

---


While this term can be used purely as a synonym for kabbalists, Horowitz uses many other terms to describe kabbalists in general, and appears to reserve the term ‘truth’ to formulate a clear distinction between the kabbalists and philosophers.
we true believers believe that all emerged from the will of God, and His will was for Man to be eternal if he remained in devekut.\(^{396}\)

The idea of philosophy being extraneous to the Jewish tradition and the Torah is understood in terms of its rejection of kabbalah, which encompasses all other areas of knowledge and derives from God Himself. Horowitz decries the philosophical methodology which relies on rational proofs, demonstrations and ‘natural causality’ (whereby effects can be traced to their First Causes in accordance with Aristotle’s theory of causation). These deductions are incorrect as they ignore the agency of God’s will as expressed in kabbalah:

There are also from among the wise men of our nation those who have philosophised a lot, and they said what they have said, and their words are empty, for all their speculations come from the perspective of natural causality. But according to the truth, that God created His world with His good will, the will desires what it desires, and there is no necessity.\(^{397}\)

As explored in Chapter Four, Horowitz also frequently emphasises that the universe operates in a causal manner, in line with the kabbalistic understanding of the mechanics of theurgy.\(^{398}\) The difference between the two is that philosophical causality operates independently of revealed tradition through human reasoning, whereas kabbalistic causality is understood to emerge from God Himself. The

\(^{396}\) Shelah, 8a.

\(^{397}\) Shelah, 18b.

\(^{398}\) See Chapter Four, 117-119.
concept of a nature which exists outside of the kabbalistic framework undermines the closely linked structure of the kabbalistic universe and the nature of God Himself.

Horowitz thus denigrates the ‘wise men’ who had been seduced into a naturalistic understanding of the world and its operation:

Know that those who made themselves wise in nature have said that death is natural to man, and the reason for it is that all existence dies, and since man exists and is composed of four elements, out of necessity he dies. All the wise men were drawn to this perspective, those who thirsted for ‘Greek wisdom’ from among our nation, who upend to nothingness the laws of our Torah and its (true) interpretations. But our sages of blessed memory - the men of Torah, men of true faith, truly wise men, believed that death was not natural and they said: Had Adam not sinned he would never have died. The wise man of truth who believed the truth, our great rabbi Nahmanides writes on the portion of Genesis using the following expression: Know that rotting does not teach about deterioration (i.e. it is not evidence for death being natural), only to those of little faith, who think that creation is out of necessity, but from the perspective of the men of faith, who say that the world emerged from nothing with the simple will of God, this will be sustained as long as God wills it, and this is clear truth.

Again, Horowitz contrasts those seduced by what the Talmud referred to as ‘Greek wisdom’ with the ‘men of Torah’ and ‘men of true faith’. The men of faith are the

---

399 Lev. Rabba 17:4.

400 Shelah, 20b.
descendants of the sages whose views (according to Horowitz) corresponded to the kabbalistic view of providence,\textsuperscript{402} i.e. that there is no natural cause and effect beyond the will of God. Adam’s theoretical immortality is as fundamental a belief as the belief in God Himself - for in the kabbalistic universe the two are interlinked.

There is one example in the \textit{Shelah} where Horowitz presents an explicit statement that the denial of kabbalah is as egregious as the denial of the Oral Torah: as part of a section at the beginning of \textit{Asarah Ma’amarot} describing the indispensability of kabbalah in acquiring knowledge of God, Horowitz presents Cordovero’s analysis followed by supplements from earlier authorities:

But the one who has had the idea of the sefirot and their existence revealed to him and denies them due to his poverty of understanding by virtue of his familiarity with foreign wisdoms and has drunk from the produce of gentiles is called a heretic, like one who denies and contradicts the Oral law. \textsuperscript{403}

The denial of the sefirot is explained by exposure to ‘foreign wisdoms’ and attributed to those who have ‘drunk from the produce of gentiles’. Like the ‘Greek wisdom’ explored above, the authenticity of kabbalah in Jewish tradition is contrasted with the non-Jewish, or foreign elements. Horowitz supplements Cordovero’s words with the earlier kabbalist Shem tov ibn Shem Tov’s (Spanish kabbalist 1390 – c. 1440)

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{402} According to Urbach, this view is exceptional within the Talmud and he provides numerous examples in both the Talmud and the Sifra which contradict this view of providence, e.g. Genesis Rabba 9: 5; Leviticus Rabba 17:4; \textit{bSan}. 90b. See Urbach, \textit{Sages}, 255-80.
\item \textsuperscript{403} \textit{Shelah}, 42a.
\end{itemize}
likening of philosophical interpretation to idolatry. This comparison is not simply hyperbolic but expresses the seductive appeal of foreign gods. But as in the Bible, it is only the God of Israel who may be worshipped; here too, the foreignness of philosophy is contrasted with the legitimacy of the Torah and the kabbalah.

In Horowitz’s view, the authenticity of an idea does not preclude creative attempts at interpretation in Torah study; yet he is still concerned by the apparent implications of medieval kabbalist Menahem Recanati’s statement, which encouraged innovative kabbalistic interpretations even if they had not been heard from the student’s rabbi or teacher. Horowitz therefore emphasises that what Recanati must mean is that while the exact words of the teacher were not necessarily imitated by the student, the roots of the student’s novel idea certainly originated from Moses at Sinai, transmitted via the teacher. There is a clear and important distinction between the traditions of the men of true wisdom, the kabbalists, and the twisted reasoning skills of the philosophers:

---

Ibid, 42a- b.

[404] Recanati’s position is one basis of some recent arguments about the role of the Zohar as a democratising text which allowed creative license for interpretation, as opposed to the conservative schools of Nahmanides and Rashba. See Abrams, Kabbalistic Manuscripts, 257.
And regarding that which he wrote 'even though you have not received the reason' (from your rabbi), he means to say that you didn't receive the reason explicitly, but the essence of the matter in its secret and root he did receive. That is, when he explained a particular verse or saying, or he attributed a reason to a commandment through the secrets he received from his teacher, and his teacher from his teacher leading back to Moses on Sinai, or through branches of the secrets from the aspect 'understand in wisdom' mentioned above. But one who explains a verse, saying or reason for a commandment through twisted reasoning and deceitful ideas which were invented by the philosophers, not in accordance with Moses and tradition, this man transgresses 'do not make for yourself an idol'.

Again, the truth associated with Moses and tradition is contrasted with the 'twisted reasoning' of the philosophers. The authentic bearers of Jewish tradition are to be found only among the kabbalists, whereas the philosophers represent an extraneous idol whose views contaminate the purity of this transmission. 'Truth', according to Horowitz, is the opposite of 'speculation':

Yet it is explained in the words of our true rabbis, they are true and their words are true, that men are more glorious than angels, and not from those (words of those) who constantly speculate like the words of ibn Ezra (medieval Spanish philosopher, 1089-1167)....

The truth/falsehood dichotomy is found throughout the Shelah, and is repeated in

‘The Written Torah’:

406 Shelah, 42a.

אמרת עניין של זה הטעם במשנה והם ס麼ךouncer במשנה ובפייהו אליל
ואם שכתב אנ"פ שלוא כבלת אתו הטעמ' כו' ר"ל(ל"רזוון לוחר) שלוא קבל אתו הטעמ' בפייהו אליל
ואם שכתב אנ"פ של זה הטעמ' במשנה והם סמויךouncer במשנה
למען על פי הסודות שקובל ורב מרב ו싸ויה לא להשלמה מולי א"ו על פי ענפי הסודות ובחיית הבן
בכחמה הנזכר

407 Ibid, 45a.

אמס מมงคล כל מלתו האמיתית והמת והיזים אמס מבואר מבויה ואחidée
נכדימ ממלא כל מלתו האמיתית והמת והיזים אלא כל רבע כבדה הרבק
עב"ד
The philosophers discussed at length ideas concerning the physical appearance of God which they reject and do not take literally, as I have cited some of their words, but the truth is that which has been received by the 'men of truth', passed on mouth to mouth from Moses our teacher from God.\footnote{\textit{Shelah}, 256b.}

The appeal that Horowitz makes is always to the kabbalists’ faithfulness to tradition and to the extraneous nature of the foreign wisdom that is philosophy.

\textit{Heresy without Heretics}

Nevertheless, Horowitz’s attitude towards non-Torah based subject matter (and even philosophy) is not unqualifiedly negative. Nor does he discredit the individual rabbis whom he perceives to be seduced by the foreign wisdom of philosophy, even if he considers their views heretical. This is an important qualification, as Horowitz’s priority in the \textit{Shelah} is simply to prevent those views which he perceives as contradicting the premises of the kabbalah from being accepted as legitimate, rather than to discredit all study that is ‘non-Jewish’ in that it did not derive from classical Jewish sources (this includes the writings of Jews influenced by non-Jewish philosophy, which would still constitute non-Jewish subject matter as they were not grounded in the Talmud, Bible or Midrashic sources). As long as these subjects remained within the boundaries of kabbalistic orthodoxy, they could be pursued. Horowitz was the product of elite rabbinic 16th Century culture, and like many Ashkenazic rabbis of his day who had absorbed philosophical terms into their dialects.

\textit{Chכמי פילוסופים האריכו מאד בענייני תוארים מזד עצם יתבכרشبه שוללים ולא אותמים כמו שנותנוהו קצט מדבריהו עכ האמת המקובה בקיבמי האמת אשי מפי ישי אש דע משה רבינו" לע"ה מפי הבונים שנענינו חזרו乙烯 יתבכרشبه והיקמו מהלכים ודיבורה יני אוזן רול יד ויותו בד והדיבים פנימיים והניחים}
vocabulary, Horowitz makes liberal use of Aristotelian terms such as ‘potentiality and actuality’ and ‘form and matter’. Like many of his contemporaries, Horowitz’s opposition to the study of non-Torah subjects emphasised the use of these subjects to distort the Torah or distract the individual from valuable Torah learning time. It was not generally regarded as something intrinsically bad, and most were willing to accept the importance of a certain degree of non-Jewish learning, especially in the realm of natural sciences (which could easily be attributed to the wisdom of God).

Even Maharshal, who condemned Rama’s use of Aristotle in a responsum, is described by his interlocutor as ‘familiar with the paths of the heavens’. It is specifically regarding matters of belief that Horowitz condemns the philosophical adherents for having departed from the true tradition. He does not deny that the philosophers possess a degree of wisdom – but limits it to wisdom of the earth and ‘the world of action’ in contrast to the kabbalists, who possess wisdom of the heavens:


410 See Elbaum, Openness, 33-67.

411 On the controversy between the two giants of central European Jewry which started from a responsum of Isserles’ Responsa Rama no. 6 and 7, see Elbaum, Openness, 156-57. This phrase refers to a description of the Amora Shmuel in yHag. 2:9 describing himself as extremely knowledgeable in the natural sciences. For contrasting depictions of the role of philosophy in Jewish life see Guide, 1:32; Rashba, Responsa, vol. 1 no. 415; Radbaz, OH, 191.
Know that everything that the medieval philosophers speculated, and divided creation into three parts – lowly earth, the world of spheres and the angelic sphere – this is all included in the words of the men of truth in the ‘world of action’, and they did not merit with their intellects to understand more.\textsuperscript{412}

In a long passage summarising the medieval authorities who warned against philosophical study at the end of ‘Tractate Shavuot’, Horowitz cites Bahya b. Asher arguing that philosophical study will lead to confusion and false equivalence with the wisdom of the Torah; he also refers to the author of \textit{Shevilei Emunah} (Meir ibn Aldabi, 14th Century Spanish kabbalist) that philosophical study leads to neglect of the commandments and prayer: Those who believe it are separated from the community of Israel. \textsuperscript{413}

What is repeatedly emphasised in this excerpt is the power of philosophy to lead to religious deviation. Despite this, many Jewish philosophical works appear in the \textit{Shelah}. While some of their positions are critiqued or disparaged, others are cited

\textsuperscript{412} \textit{Shelah}, 48b.

\textsuperscript{413} Ibid, 183a.
without comment or with approval when they support kabbalistic ideas or are helpful pedagogical tools. Importantly, the stature of the rabbi was not undermined by his false philosophy: Maimonides is an excellent case in point and reflects a willingness on Horowitz’s part to dichotomise between Maimonides the man and Maimonides’ philosophy. Maimonides is cited extensively with respect to the importance of developing physical health; he is also treated with great deference as a scholar, with Horowitz expressing his humility in terms of his unworthiness in relation to the lowliest of Maimonides’ students. Additionally, Horowitz fiercely defends Maimonides’ categorisation of the commandments against its detractors. Yet Maimonides’ philosophy is also negatively contrasted with the wisdom of the ‘men of truth’. This is also imitated in Horowitz’s evaluation of the philosophers in general: He cites approvingly their analysis of the ‘good inclination’, accepts the premises of Aristotelian metaphysics in describing this world, and is happy to spend a page citing Maimonides’ description of the acquisition of the active intellect. This appears to be typical of the accommodating Ashkenazic attitude towards non-Jewish subject matter: When it could enhance or explain the physical world in a way which did not

---

414 In total, I have counted 101 citations of Maimonides in the Shelah.

415 Shelah, 56b.

416 Ibid, 73b.

417 Ibid, 266a-b.

418 Ibid, 24b, 44b-45a, 175a.

419 See Shelah, 67a where Horowitz cites the description of the ‘good inclination’ of the philosophers with approval; 48b and 359b where he accepts the premises of Aristotelian metaphysics as the ‘revealed truth’; 410b-411a where Maimonides is cited for an entire page describing the acquisition of the active intellect, including a reference to Ptolemy’s 2nd century mathematical and astronomical treatise, the Almagest.
undermine God or His Torah, it was a useful tool. When it undermined it, it had to be rejected. Where Horowitz went beyond his predecessors is in extending the boundaries of what was considered beyond the pale of acceptable belief, and in doing so he constructed an orthodoxy with clear boundaries. Only when the beliefs of the philosophers contradicted kabbalah were they considered non-Jewish views, outside the realm of tradition. It is then more accurate to speak of Horowitz’s opposition to the non-Jewish component of philosophy which undermined the specifically Jewish elements articulated in the kabbalah. In designing a self-contained and interlinked structure of acceptable Jewish beliefs, the Shelah delineates precise boundaries for what constitutes true Judaism.

**Particularism**

The distinction between the Jewish and non-Jewish domain is a tenet found throughout the Shelah. Much as kabbalah and the Torah can be categorised under the bracket of ‘Jewish’ and philosophy as ‘non-Jewish’, the physical forms of the Jews and the nations differ fundamentally, reflecting contrasting roles on earth. Building on his kabbalistic sources, Horowitz develops a pronounced ethos of particularism.

Biblical and Rabbinic literature does not easily fall into categories commonly defined as ‘Particularistic’ or ‘Universalistic’. The children of Israel are described as

---

420 Particularism refers to an exclusive attachment to one’s own group or nation or the theological doctrine that some but not all people are elected and redeemed. Universalism is loyalty to and concern for others without regard to national or other allegiances or that salvation/redemption does not depend upon specific religious
‘chosen’ and are elected in the desert to be a nation of priests and a holy nation.\textsuperscript{421} One Midrash discusses the concept that Israel pre-existed the Torah in God’s mind. Other passages suggest that this chosenness was contingent on the acceptance of the Torah itself, and otherwise the Jewish people would not be any different to all the idolatrous nations. \textsuperscript{422} Some rabbinic literature evinces a concern to explain this election as something other than arbitrary and to find in the character or behaviour of Israel (or of the Patriarchs) some motive for the divine choice, such as exceptional holiness, humility, loyalty, or obedience.\textsuperscript{423} The concept of the chosenness of the Jewish people is also found within the Jewish liturgy.\textsuperscript{424} Hayes presents the case that although the rabbis tried to prevent interaction with gentiles which could lead to the violation of halakhah, the gentile was not regarded as ontologically different or unworthy of emulation. Gentiles did not possess an intrinsic impurity by virtue of their status among the rabbis (unlike among the Qumran communities).\textsuperscript{425}

\textsuperscript{421} Deuteronomy 7:6, 14:2.
\textsuperscript{422} E.g. Numbers 14:10; Gen. Rabba 1:4; Ex. Rabba 47:3; Mekhilla, Yitro, 5; Sifrei, Deut. 343; \textit{bShab} 88b; \textit{bAZ} 3a.
\textsuperscript{423} \textit{bBeits}. 32b; \textit{bYev}. 79a.

Menahem Kellner devotes an entire study to presenting a dichotomy between the writings of Maimonides and Judah Ha-Levi. According to Kellner, Ha-Levi was the prototype for the mystical particularism associated with the Zohar that would emerge later in the 13th Century. He held that Jews possessed ontological holiness in that they were intrinsically holy from birth by virtue of God choosing them.\footnote{Kellner, \textit{Maimonides and Mysticism}, 216. See Judah ha-Levi, \textit{Ha-Kuzari}, (Tel Aviv: P Shalom, 1969), 1.11-1.115.} Maimonides, Kellner argues, promoted a Universalist philosophy, attributing significance to the Jewish people only to the extent that they perfected their intellects through the Torah. The difference between Jew and non-Jew was a function of halakhah not ontology, the law demanding specific standards from the Jewish people but not conferring them with superior holiness.

From the 13th Century onwards, kabbalists tended to attribute a specific metaphysical significance to the Jewish people, distinguishing them from the more universalistic Jewish Aristotelians who considered individual worth to be a function of the perfection of the intellect.\footnote{Sherwin, \textit{Mystical Theology}, 124-27.} Much of this thinking can be found in the Zohar. As
shown in the previous chapter, the Zohar inextricably linked God, the Torah and Israel. The emphasis on the individual soul and its unique role also encouraged a distinctly particularistic outlook.

It is to this particularistic tradition that Horowitz belongs, and particularism remains a topic of sustained focus throughout the Shelah. He is more emphatic than his contemporaries or predecessors in emphasising the implications of the Zohar’s position. Horowitz’s presentation of the role of the Jew in relation to the non-Jew relies heavily on the writings of ibn Gabbai. Firstly, he explains that he will present the words of ibn Gabbai to provide evidence for the holiness of the body. Ibn Gabbai examines a passage from the Talmud which refers to the fact that the Hebrew Adam or ‘Man’ refers only to the Jewish people. It is only they who merit the title ‘Man’, for this title only refers to the ‘form’ but not the ‘matter’. The gentile’s soul emerges from impurity unlike the Jew’s soul which emerges from holiness. The purpose of creation relates to the ‘form’, which is Israel. Israel are a ‘holy nation chosen to be precious to God’ and therefore they possess intrinsic holiness as each soul is rooted in the inner core of the sefirot, closest to God. The nations, however, who were formed from the residue of the descent of the spiritual worlds, are impure and contaminated:

429 Zohar III: 73a.

430 In Chapter Nine I will examine how the kabbalists considered impurity to be synonymous with defilement and sin, a comparison generally rejected throughout the Talmud, considering impurity to have no relationship with sin.

Shelah, 9a.

כי שם אדם נופל על הצורה לא על החומר ועל כ(patient) יزين קדושי אדם כי נשמתו מרוה הטומאה

אמומ ישראל נשמה מרח קדוש

153
There are souls that emanate from the inner core of the sefirot, souls that emanate from the boundaries, souls from the branches, souls which are in essence from the good side and souls from the evil side. Behold, the holy nation who are chosen to be precious to God - their souls are from the aspect of holiness and purity, although they themselves have a hierarchy (for the soul of the righteous is not like the soul of the wicked, and even among these categories there are distinctions) but the souls of the non-Jews are from the aspect of impurity and they are contaminated.\textsuperscript{431}

Horowitz then adds to this analysis through a citation from a 13th Century kabbalistic work \textit{Sefer ha-Temunah} (attributed to Tannaim of the 1\textsuperscript{st} Century CE) which suggests that the profane ‘body’ of human beings belongs to the nations alone, and the holy souls of the Jewish people only reside there due to Adam’s sin. The Jew should have been an entirely different being to the non-Jew but became mixed up in a body after Adam’s sin.\textsuperscript{432} As part of his explanation for analysing the greatness of Man, Horowitz emphasises this fundamental distinction between Jew and non-Jew.

To the Jew is the Godly, to the non-Jew is the profane.

\textsuperscript{431} Ibid, 9b-10a.

\textsuperscript{432} Ibid.
The idea of a ‘Jewish body’ containing intrinsically superior components to the non-Jewish is elaborated in *Asarah Ma’amorot*. Firstly, Horowitz explains that God’s covenant with Israel was not simply with the physical people who were present at the time, but is embedded into the fabric of the universe.433 Expanding this point, Horowitz analyses the question of Isaac Arama (c.1420-1494, author of the encyclopaedic philosophical commentary *Akeidat Yitzhak*), regarding how post-Sinaitic generations could be obligated in the commandments of the Torah despite the fact that they were not physically there.434 Horowitz comments:

Know my children, that just as the souls of every generation were there at Sinai, so too was the essence of their bodies. This is a subtle matter and I will explain it in two ways…The secret of the body is that it is rooted in hidden realms: There is no doubt that this idea relates specifically to the souls of Israel who are a portion of God, ‘The spirit of Man is the land of the Lord’,435 an emanation from the primordial Adam. Just as six hundred thousand souls emanated from the soul from the primordial Adam, so did the bodies mentioned above. Therefore Israel is called ‘Man’,436 for we are truly the primordial Adam in essence in soul and body, unlike the nations, and the souls stood with the bodies at Sinai upon receiving the Torah under oath and covenant. Since the root of the body is in this sublime body, all generations made this oath with spiritual body and soul!437

433 Ibid, 43b.
434 See bKet. 11a.
435 Proverbs 20:27.
436 bYev. 61a.
437 Shelah, 44a.
As the body of Israel is made of a uniquely ethereal substance, both the body and soul of Israel accepted and received the Torah. Applying the logic of the ‘organic universe’ relating to the interconnectedness of the spiritual and the physical realm, Horowitz declares that the Jewish body in all its future manifestations was present at Mount Sinai, emanating directly from Adam, unlike the non-Jewish bodies.

The need for separation between Jew and non-Jew is also declared to be axiomatic to the proper functioning of the universe. They are not merely separate terms of spiritual essence, but must maintain this separation in the physical world. The case of separation from gentile wine, explained in terms of the need for Jew and gentile to occupy separate domains, is a case in point. Horowitz also cites his father’s ethical will *Yesh Nohalin*, which specifically exhorts his children to avoid drinking mead and alcoholic beverages with gentiles.

The revulsion towards the non-Jewish body is expressed by the need to separate from them. This requirement of differentiation is described in ‘Tractate Hullin’ as ‘the secret of Havdalah (the ceremony consecrating the end of the Sabbath by

---

438 *Shelah* 76b-77a (Text 2), see Chapter Eight, 191-93 for a more detailed analysis of this passage.

439 Ibid.
differentiating between the sacred Sabbath and the profane weekday). The holy Jew must separate from the profane gentile. 440

A final important passage for understanding how Horowitz constructs his vision of Jewish particularism is his presentation of the gentile as the *kelippah* and the Jew as the *peri*. Literally understood, this refers to the ‘shell’ or ‘peel’ and the ‘fruit’ which sprang from the emergence of the physical world, the bitter shell concealing the pure fruit within.441 The ultimate function of the nations of the world is to eventually give way to reveal the pure fruit within, and their role in the world is entirely subordinate to that of the Jewish people.442

Horowitz’s stark emphasis on the uniqueness of the Jew and his dismissal of the non-Jew leads to the historical question of whether there was anything specific which prompted these attitudes beyond theoretical considerations, such as persecution or the fear of assimilation. It is beyond the scope of this study to speculate regarding wider contextual issues potentially affecting the attitudes of rabbis such as Horowitz, but it is worth pointing to Ruderman’s thesis concerning an increasingly anxious

---

440 Ibid, 139b; see also 149a.

441 See Chapter Three, 83, Chapter Four, 112.

442 Sholah, 176b.
rabbinate in the 17th Century regarding their own authority and position. From a perusal of Horowitz’s comments regarding the actions of the communities he presided over, there does seem to be a persistent concern to emphasise the inferiority of the gentile and a need for the Jew to distance himself from interactions with them. It is also possible that this attitude is related to fears of increasing religious laxity – for instance, Horowitz spends a page condemning the widespread practice of betrothed couples engaging in sexual contact before marriage.

---

443 Particularism helps to enhance the prestige and stature of the Jewish nation and the rabbinate, see Ruderman, *Early Modern*, 146-50.

444 On positive intent counting for Jews and not gentiles which Horowitz extends to an appraisal of the overall lack of trustworthiness of the gentile, *Shelah* 57a; on wife beating described as 'the ways of the gentiles', 64b; on kabbalistic symbolism portraying Jews as the purpose of creation and non-Jews as secondary, 176b; for a description of the 'ways of the gentile' including gatherings for the purpose of lewdness, 346a.

445 See *Shelah*, 104a.
Chapter Six: Devekut

‘You, who held fast to the LORD your God, are all alive today’. 446

Horowitz’s expansion of the sphere of kabbalah in line with the ‘threefold cord’ principle is particularly significant in terms of his promotion of a pietistic ethos for human behaviour. The religious individual in the Shelah is one capable of infusing every facet of life with impassioned love of God rather than the meticulously observant, the great scholar or even the wise mystic. Devekut, the greatest ambition of the mystic, became attainable in every walk of life. Although Horowitz acknowledged a hierarchy within the levels of devekut, by expanding its terminology to encompass ordinary spheres of behaviour he constructed an emotionally infused religious ethos accessible to every individual. Devekut as a term came to encompass every action which fulfilled the will of God, from interpersonal good behaviour to the loftiest understanding of the secrets of the Torah. In Part 4 of this study, this concept is expanded to the realm of sanctifying the mundane in the form of eating, drinking and sexual relations (even though there remains scope for the abstinent practices encouraged in pietistic circles).

446 Deuteronomy 4:4.
Background

The words ‘shelemut’ and ‘devekut’ have been used frequently within this study as both are staples of musar and kabbalistic terminology, broadly referring to the human being’s ability to perfect himself and cleave to God. The purpose of the Shelah is to lead the individual to shelemut via the ‘threefold cord’.

Devekut has Biblical and Midrashic roots which refer to cleaving to God, normally corresponding to the observance of the commandments, prayer and Torah study, although at times the term ‘cleaving’ is applied literally, including the graphic representation of the love of God paralleled to the lust felt by Shekhem for Dina when he raped her. Love of God coupled with awe engendered this form of devekut.

Although associated with the kabbalists, the concept of a mystical union with God preceded the kabbalists by several hundred years. Bahya was one of the progenitors of what Koch has characterised as ‘Musar mysticism’, whereby the individual undertakes a regimen of self-improvement that culminates in a union with God, a process which he argues is distinct from the kabbalistic ascent as it did not

447 See Chapter One, 21-22.

448 Psalms 102:6; Job 19:20; Lamentations 4:4; Numbers Rabba 22:1; bSan. 64a; bKet. 111b, see Sherwin, Mystical Theology, 124, 222 ff. On Dina, see Genesis Rabba 80:6-7, which is the source of the three phrases of love, devekah, hashikah and hafitsah, ‘cleaving’, ‘yearning’ and ‘desire’, the basis of the model found in Reishit Hokhmah.

449 Hovot ha-Levavot, ch. 5.
incorporate theurgical unifications. Maimonides describes the contemplative bliss associated with Aristotelian writings as passionate cleaving to God.

Devekut became a central focus of medieval kabbalistic literature. For Isaac the Blind and his students in the 14th Century, prayer and observance of the commandments were viewed as subordinate to the overall goal of devekut. The term itself became widespread in the 16th Century, and became associated with ecstatic Torah study: The kabbalists Solomon Alkabetz, Elisha Gallico and Moshe Alshekh discuss devekut in association with the rapture of Torah study, contrasting it with the study of rationalist philosophy that had become widespread in Safed in the early 16th Century.

---

450 Koch, Human Self-Perfection, 3.


453 Gershom Scholem, Reishit Ha-Kabbalah (1150-1250), (Tel Aviv, 1948), 115-22.

454 Pachter, 'Ethical Writing', 172-92. According to Alkabetz, Man achieves union with God only through his study of the Torah. Alshekh depicts the process of devekut using erotic imagery, with the four stages of Man's devekut with the Torah compared to four stages in a lover's relationship with his beloved, leading to everlasting rapture and being ravished continually by beloved, see Alkabetz, Rav Peninim (Constantinople, 1765), 36b-37a. According to Gallico, in devekut man gains comprehension of secret matters, and Man’s comprehension of the Torah and its secrets will correspond directly to their level of devekut.
Joseph Karo and Eliezer Azikiri had a far more ascetic understanding of the requirements of devekut. In *Maggid Meisharim*, Karo treats devekut as a state of being rather than a specific mystical aspiration, whereby the individual remains in devekut as long as he is engrossed in devoted worship of God. Karo viewed Torah study as the main fulfilment of devekut, accompanied by mortifications and ascetic practices to remove physical temptations.\(^{455}\) For Azikiri, devekut was closely linked to repentance: In *Sefer Hareidim* he writes that knowledge of God is the basis of all the commandments, but repentance is their purpose. He also encouraged the cultivation of ecstatic states leading to mystical activity involving incessant unifications. To facilitate this state, solitude was essential as it enabled the individual to seek his creator without boundaries.\(^{456}\)

To Cordovero, the Torah’s essential kinship with the human soul assured the possibility of devekut and the bridging of the gap between God and Man.\(^{457}\) *Reishit Hokhmaḥ* describes the systematic development of devekut as a withdrawal from all worldly things, followed by a three-tiered path to God containing ‘Cleaving’ ‘Longing’ and ‘Desiring’.\(^{458}\) It focuses on the passionate, ecstatic quality of devekut, which is the true love of God, consisting of a person attaching himself with his soul to the *shekhinah* and concentrating all his attentions upon her unification with *tiferet* as

\(^{455}\) Pachter, ‘Ethical Writing’, 196.


well as separating her from the demonic *kelippah*. The focus must be absolute, compared to a husband focusing exclusively on his wife at the expense of all other women.\(^459\) Devekut thus entails a desire inherent in the love of God and a complete withdrawal of the soul from all material things. Two parts of Man are envisioned in *Reishit Hokhmah*, one which is attached to the earth and the other which is attached to God. Devekut is maintained by fulfilling every commandment with longing, heartfelt enthusiasm and yearning.\(^460\)

In the Lurianic writings of Hayyim Vital,\(^461\) the nature of devekut becomes far more intricately connected with a meditative process associated with kabbalistic theosophy. Pachter describes it as ‘not as an end but only a jumping off point from which man ventures on to his real purpose’.\(^462\) The cleaving to God requires the unification of all his sefirot, and eventually leads to prophecy and the acquisition of the Holy Spirit, which is the supreme religious ideal.\(^463\) Vital’s writings on prayer in *Peri Ets Hayyim* explore the complex journey from the individual’s mind to each

\(^{459}\) In the work, love of God is both a metaphysical principle and psychological state, depicted as an energy that flows from the supreme source of all existence and passes through chain of cause and effect, based on mutuality with mankind. See Koch, *Human Self-Perfection*, 211-13. Love of God should focus on the divine presence, the *shekhinah* (the lowest of the kabbalistic sefirot) and lift it to *tiferet* (the level above the *shekhinah*), unifying the two. The ultimate love of Man towards the *shekhinah* is depicted in erotic terms as an intimate copulation, see Moses Cordovero, *The Palm Tree of Deborah* (Trans. Louis Jacobs), (London: Vallentine, 1960), 119-20.


\(^{462}\) Pachter, *Roots of Faith*, 315.

aspect of the sefirot.\footnote{Fine, \textit{Physician of the Soul}, 236-76; Werblowsky, \textit{Lawyer and Mystic}, 68.} Also found in Vital’s writings is the idea that every action either brings the individual further or closer to God, rendering devekut a process as well as a goal.\footnote{Hayyim Vital, \textit{Sha’arei Kedushah}, (Jerusalem: Eshkol, 1985), 5-13.}

What unites the 16th Century portrayals of devekut is that when properly accomplished, it demands an extraordinary state: Either of devotion to Torah study, ascetic renunciation of worldly things, deep passion or contemplative unifications. Most of these writings were initially restricted to pious ascetic fellowships and not widespread, and only later communicated to a wider audience.\footnote{Pachter, \textit{Roots of Faith}, 192.} Only the truly exceptional individual could ever achieve the rigours demanded of devekut.

**Devekut in the Shelah**

In \textit{Asarah Ma’amarot}, Horowitz presents a model of devekut based on that of \textit{Reishit Hokhmah}. \textit{Devekah} represents service of God but is a low level, where the human being remains in a struggle with the evil inclination; \textit{hashikah} is the service performed with burning enthusiasm and overcoming the evil inclination, and \textit{hafitsah} is eternal love, whereby the individual is constantly driven to do the will of God.\footnote{Moshe Hallamish, ‘\textit{Ahavah},’ in \textit{Midot U Regashot}, ed. by Aharon Namdar (Ramat Gan: Hoshen le-mishpat, 1994), 140.} In Krispel's thesis, she carefully explores this section in terms of the Shelah’s analysis of the different levels of fear and love of God, leading to the highest level of the
hasid, who acts entirely for the sake of ‘upon high’, culminating in the level of Abraham and Moses.\textsuperscript{468}

However, while this description is a faithful depiction of the model presented in 
Asarah Ma’amarot, it doesn’t consider the expressions of devekut throughout the 
Shelah - which prioritise ordinary, lower levels of cleaving during mundane activity, and only rarely demands the extraordinary model derived from de Vidas’ formulation. In practice, devekut differs considerably throughout the Shelah from the ideal formulation found in the writings of the earlier kabbalists. When the use of devekut is considered in the entire work, it emerges that the formulation in Asarah Ma’amarot is an outline of the ideal form of devekut rather than its minimal requirements – a crucial distinction, as the goal of devekut refers as much to the process of cleaving to God (attainable through ordinary means) as it does to the end goal of mystical union. It is therefore important to distinguish between Horowitz’s ‘extraordinary’ and ‘ordinary’ use of the term throughout the Shelah.\textsuperscript{469}

The Ladder of Devekut

In the Shelah, Horowitz attributes devekut to actions that are unremarkable in that they don’t require strenuous effort, asceticism or ecstatic trances. While citing many of the models presented above, particularly those of Azikiri and de Vidas, Horowitz adopts a two-tiered definition whereby devekut is both ‘normal’ in the manner associated with halakhic observance and ‘supernal’, requiring strenuous effort.

\textsuperscript{468} Krispel, ‘Concept of Man’, 161-63, 69-70, 78, 85.

\textsuperscript{469} These analyses are based primarily on Shelah 49b-51a, which will be explored below. See Shelah 153a for a similar description.
The term devekut in the Shelah describes both an ultimate state of being and an incremental process. The process of devekut is conditioned by the ideal of shelemut. The ‘threefold cord’ model is a fundamental paradigm within the work, and human beings must absorb each of the three aspects to reach shelemut. In study, this requires an understanding of the halakhic, kabbalistic and moral-ethical sections of the Torah. In practice, this requires meticulous observance in line with kabbalistic understandings and impeccable interpersonal conduct. Devekut is achieved by joining this ladder of ascent, beginning with the revealed teachings of the Torah and culminating in the secret teachings and mystical knowledge of God. Therefore, any activity which is conducive to shelemut also achieves devekut; from there, the individual climbs the rungs to achieve the ultimate state of devekut.

This process is explained in the introduction to Toledot Adam. The cleaving to God indicated by the root D’V’K is achieved on a basic level through the observance of the commandments. Degrees of cleaving then proceed incrementally, culminating in mystical knowledge of God.\(^{470}\) The great ascent to God demands the secrets known only by those who are immersed in the kabbalah.\(^{471}\) The term devekut here refers to devekut in its ideal form discussed by Krispel and Hallamish in reference to the technical term hashikah (which originates in Reishit Hokhmah). For example, Horowitz writes that simply by refining his character traits the individual is able to achieve devekut with God through ‘walking in His ways and adopting His traits’.\(^{472}\)

\(^{470}\) Shelah, 1a. See Chapter Two, 53-54.

\(^{471}\) Although not explicit in this passage, the fact that the secrets are only known to the kabbalists, or followers of Rashbi, is explicitly emphasised by Horowitz in the opening pages of the Shelah, see Chapter Three, 72.

\(^{472}\) Ibid, 1b.
However, this is insufficient to achieve complete devekut, which requires the addition of *Ner Mitsvah* (Halakhah) and *Torah Or* (Kabbalah).\(^{473}\) Upon acquiring the knowledge of kabbalah, he will be able to attach himself to the highest rungs of devekut.\(^{474}\)

This is repeated in *Toledot Adam* when Horowitz describes how the activity of the human being ‘cleaving above’ amounts to ‘walking in His ways’:

If he cleaves above and resembles God by walking in His ways his name is called in essence: ‘Adam’ from the root ‘Ground for the heavens’ (lit. I resemble the high);\(^{475}\) ‘upon this semblance of a throne, there was the semblance of a human form’. - But if he separates himself from the devekut,\(^{476}\) he is called ‘Adam’ - after the ground from where he was taken.\(^{477}\)

\(^{473}\) Ibid, 2a.

\(^{474}\) Ibid.

\(^{475}\) Isaiah 14:14.

\(^{476}\) Ezekiel 1:26.

\(^{477}\) Shelah, 3a.
What is fascinating about Horowitz’s exegesis in this passage is that to Isaiah and Ezekiel, the idea of God as a human form is heretical and shocking. In Horowitz’s rendering, however, it is cited with approval – the human form and the divine form resemble one another, and they *should* resemble one another. Horowitz maintains the original meaning of the verse in Isaiah, that the prophet will ‘resemble the high’, while also interpreting it according to the play on words, ‘ground for the heavens’.

The human being must resemble God and possesses the raw material which can be transformed in the service of God. Devekut thus entails becoming one with God. Maintaining devekut requires remaining in a state of emulating God’s ways, a matter discussed in the Talmud regarding adopting traits such as kindness, mercy and patience.\(^{478}\) It is also clear from the way that the term is used that it describes varying degrees of connection to God:

Together, the body and soul would be perfect, going from devekut to devekut, from attainment to attainment until he arrives at the point of ‘collecting’ like Hanokh,\(^ {479}\) and Elijah,\(^ {480}\) and a thousand levels above this in a way that he would constantly live eternal life to kindle from light to light.\(^ {481}\)

---

\(^{478}\) *bShab.* 133b.

\(^{479}\) Genesis 5:24.

\(^{480}\) Kings II, 2:10.

\(^{481}\) *Shelah,* 21a.
This leads to the ‘idea of it all, the devekut of Man when he is in a state of shelemut - this devekut is with the name of the LORD’.\textsuperscript{482}

At the end of \textit{Toledot Adam}, Horowitz concludes that to ‘walk in his ways’, Man must make himself holy and adopt the lifestyle advocated in the earlier works of musar like \textit{Hovot ha-Levavot} and more recent works like \textit{Reishit Hokhmah}. Tellingly, Horowitz notes that ‘in following their ways, he fulfils the injunction ‘and you who cleave to the LORD your God’,\textsuperscript{483} the act of devekut to God being achieved through undertaking a particular path or lifestyle and not restricted to an ultimate experience.

Then, in describing the requirements for the study of kabbalah at the beginning of \textit{Asarah Ma’amarot}, Horowitz employs the term ‘devekut’ to refer to the passion required in approaching the subject. The individual must ‘cleave to this wisdom with additional holiness and great devekut to God’. Here the term is used to describe a passionate connection to God. The holy kabbalah must be cleaved to through self-purification and intense devotion to God, not merely studied.\textsuperscript{484}

The usage of the term devekut to indicate the appropriate fulfilment of ‘walking in His ways’ is also applied to the purification of the human body, including the maintenance of personal hygiene. As the body is not considered something

\textsuperscript{482} Ibid, 14a; see 22a-22b.

\textsuperscript{483} Ibid, 39b; Deuteronomy 4:4.

\textsuperscript{484} Ibid, 42a.
altogether separate from the soul, it requires care and purification. Cleanliness of body and general decorum leads to cleanliness of soul, which culminates in the removal of the animalistic tendencies that impede man in his service of God. In this passage, Horowitz makes an elitist spiritual distinction between the ‘Am ha-Arets’ (lit. people of the land but colloquially refers to an ignoramus) and those who have refined themselves to cleave to God. Importantly, Horowitz emphasise that Man’s ability to cleave to God is natural and not contingent on the Torah in the sense that if it did not exist man would still be able to cleave to God. The degree of devekut that can be achieved directly depends on Man’s ability to remove himself from his animalistic nature. If he does so, he can reach the level of an angel and ‘cleave to God by assuming His characteristics to the extent that he is able to resemble his creator’. 

Extraordinary Devekut

There is a second a type of devekut which is reserved exclusively for elite individuals in the manner expressed by the kabbalists, culminating in the state described by Krispel. This is presented most vividly at the beginning of Asarah Ma’amorot with a mystical vision of complete immersion into the divine:

485 See Chapter Four, 113-114.

486 Shelah, 63a.
Behold when man becomes perfect in his limbs and form, he has the ability to perfect and glorify supernal Adam, and when he achieves this *tikkun* he becomes the same form that he perfected, and becomes considered one and the same species as it;⁴⁸⁷ when He finds himself awake God rests upon him for there is no barrier on his part, for he has completed what needs completing. This is when he aligns his actions according to the Torah and the uprightness of his intention, the purity of his thoughts, the holiness of his soul and his devekut above with the powers contained in the great name. Then, his thoughts will constantly be immersed there to unify Him in his glory – in this way he has reconciled the form with its maker.⁴⁸⁸

After perfecting himself in all the ways that have been described, Man can achieve a state where his mind can be constantly immersed in God and unify Him in the manner prescribed by the kabbalists. Through this final act of cleaving, Man can truly immerse in God and become one with Him:

Happy are we, how good is our lot that God has chosen us and given us His Torah. Through this every heart should be aroused to holiness and purity, and serve God with all His heart and literally cleave to Him if he wants! For there is no difference between us and Him, as long as he removes sin as it says ‘But your iniquities have been a barrier between you and your God.’⁴⁸⁹ And you my children, cleave to the Lord your God by adding holiness every hour of every day and then you will merit to see the splendour of God…⁴⁹⁰

---

⁴⁸⁷ See *bMen*. 23a.

⁴⁸⁸ *Shelah*, 39a.

⁴⁸⁹ Isaiah 59:2.

⁴⁹⁰ *Shelah*, 46b.
In the previous chapters the conception of Man as a literal extension of God has been explored. If he only removes the trappings of the physical, Man can become Godlike and cleave to Him in full union.\textsuperscript{491}

After describing the role of serving God through love and fear and emphasising the importance of joy in the service of God, Horowitz describes the highest, theurgical level of service. For this individual:

It is not enough that he practices, fulfils and serves God with all that He commanded with joy and gladness of heart, but in addition he becomes a chariot and causes his service to extend for the sake of heaven for the name of God to be repaired, that he should unify the king in his honour...for this is the purpose of service, for the sake of upon high, for there is certainly this power in the hands of the complete Man to achieve this \textit{tikkun}. Therefore when he cleaves and conjoins with God with cleaving, yearning and desire he reaches the point of restoring the name.\textsuperscript{492}

This exact sentiment is repeated by Horowitz in a sermon cited in ‘Tractate Pesahim’, describing how for most people the highest level of service is the joyful love of God, but for the elites it is an entirely theurgical exercise in the manner found in \textit{Reishit Hokmah}.\textsuperscript{493}

\textsuperscript{491} As will be explored in Chapter Eleven, this does not necessarily imply asceticism. See \textit{Shelah}, 341a for a description of this level of union being achieved by the sons of Aaron, Nadav and Avihu.

\textsuperscript{492} \textit{Shelah}, 50b.

\textsuperscript{493} Ibid, 153a.
The duality between the optimal and the ordinary devekut is then acknowledged in ‘Utterance ten’ in Asarah Ma’amarot:

‘Know the God of your fathers and serve Him with a complete heart and a desiring soul’...He warned him (David to Solomon) about service that it should be with a complete heart and a desiring soul, and that the devekut and knowledge of God should never be departed from, either from the aspect of a ‘completely righteous person’, where the shekhinah is above his head, or from the aspect of repairing sin – God should be placed in front of Him with arousal of the heart from the aspect of ‘I am ever mindful of the LORD’s presence’. The knowledge and connection to God should not be broken for one instant, like the verse says ‘while you, who held fast to the LORD your God, are all alive today’.

Importantly, this passage indicates that the term is not limited to descriptions of mystical union, but reflects any state of connection to God. It also implies that even for the elite, the ultimate state of devekut will not be one that can be constantly maintained, whereas the ordinary state can be constantly pursued. In ‘Tractate

494 Psalms 16:8.
495 Shelah, 58a.
Pesahim’, Horowitz describes how a state of devekut is maintained through the narration of the story of the Exodus:

Through telling the tales of His wondrousness devekut is created between us and Him, removing the darkness, and the cloud that separates us, and this will be the final redemption for then will be revealed to us, He will be to us as a God and we to Him as a nation.\footnote{Ibid, 157a; see 363b for a similar description of the natural devekut between God and Israel.}

In ‘The Written Torah’, devekut is portrayed as the sole product of fulfilling and studying the Torah:

The concept of devekut and attachment is attained by means of the Torah, as the entire Torah is His names,\footnote{Zohar II:87a.} and the Torah is the revelation of Godliness and when Israel fulfil the Torah and arouse the spirituality of the Torah which is the secret of his names – then they are conjoined\footnote{Shelah, 298b; see 29b, 35a, 70a, 370a for similar depictions of this concept of devekut, whereby the individual remains in a state of devekut as long as he is engrossed in Torah, good deeds or focused on God Himself.}

Through the Torah the individual achieves devekut. All that is included in the framework of Torah constitutes devekut, and all which is not is a departure from devekut. It is important to point out that, of course, the earlier kabbalists did not deny the incremental nature of knowledge leading to kabbalistic study. Kabbalah was only ever the purview of the elite, and required discipline, piety and purity according to all.
However, devekut remained something exceptional to all but the most pious. In adopting the nomenclature of devekut to describe the ordinary deeds of observance, Horowitz highlights that even mundane acts contain extraordinary consequences in terms of the intimacy of the relationship between Man and God. The prosaic requirements of the lower rungs of musar meant that the vast void between Man and God could be bridged with relative ease. Although the exceptional individuals could attain transcendental levels of devekut, they were no longer performing a wholly ‘Other’ activity, but simply a more advanced form of what the ordinary men could perform.\footnote{See Idel, 'Ganz Andere', xxv- xxvi} As will be shown in Part 4, this is also reflected in the sources Horowitz uses, where Maimonides features as much as Luria or Cordovero in the descriptions of how the individual is able to sanctify the mundane realm and cleave to God in all his ways.
Part 3: Halakhah

Chapter Seven: Kabbalistic Halakhah i. Theory

Halakhah as Prophecy

The framework of halakhah from the Talmudic period onwards meant that rabbinic legal decisions could be reached in accordance with strict, rational law. Even Talmudic references to individuals acting lifnim mi shurat ha-din (which in the medieval period came to indicate supererogatory behaviour, ‘above the letter of the law’) did not in its Talmudic context refer to acts of piety supplanting the law itself or a supra-legal standard of behaviour.

Legalistic rather than prophetic authority was what determined the halakhah among the Talmudic and medieval authorities: The Second Temple period was considered the end of the age of prophecy by the Talmudic sages, and henceforth prophecy was assigned no part in determining halakhah. Maimonides declared in his introduction to the Mishnah that historically prophecy had never held an advantage over scholarship when it came to the interpretation of laws, and that a prophet who claimed divine instruction concerning halakhic legislation was to be branded a false prophet and was liable to receive the death penalty. Scholarship and

---

500 Hayes, Divine Law, 178.


502 E.g. Ex. Rabba 28:6; bBer. 5a; bB.B. 12a; bTem. 16a; bB.M. 59b - The story of the ‘Oven of Ahnai’ is often used as the paradigm for the idea of halakhah not being in heaven, as despite R. Eliezer’s miracles and support from a heavenly voice, he was overruled by the court and the aggadah comments that God accepted their decision. On the superiority of the words of scholars and scribes to prophets in the second temple era see mSot. 13:3; bTem. 16a; bSanh. 11a; yTa’an. 2:10; yA.Z. 2:4.

argumentation triumphed in halakhic discourse rather than appeals to what Weber classified as ‘charismatic’ authority derived from the personal magnetism of a leader. Furthermore, the rabbis drew a distinction between that which derives from the authority of the Torah and that which does not.\(^{504}\) Torah law enjoyed a primary and supreme legal status. By contrast, rabbinic law (a term used to describe all post-Torah law) possessed a lower level of authority and could not in theory overturn provisions of Torah law.\(^{505}\) The limits to both the scope and authority of rabbinic jurisdiction meant that there was much room for leniencies in adjudication and constraints to the power of the individual rabbi.\(^{506}\)

Horowitz’s most important contribution towards the theory of halakhah was that he reinstated the prophetic aspect of legal judgment by conferring charismatic authority to the kabbalist over the individual halakhic jurist. In doing so, he reconfigured halakhah into a prophetic conduit for pietism. To Horowitz there was no distinction between rabbinic and Biblical law or between legal and prophetic authority – all rabbinic edicts reflected the will of God being communicated through the mechanism of the kabbalah.

As has been explored in the previous chapters, the principle of ‘the concealed emerging into the revealed’ is an axiom of the Shelah - there is nothing within the


\(^{505}\) Hayes, *Gentile Impurities*, 108.

\(^{506}\) On the difference between rabbinic and Biblical law, see *bPes.* 10a; *bSuk.* 44a; Sifra, Behukotai 8:112; on leniencies in cases of rabbinic law, See *mTahor.* 4:11; *bShab.* 34a; *bEruv.* 45b; see ‘First root’ in Maimonides’ *Sefer haMitsvot*, (Jerusalem, 1995) and Nahmanides ad. loc, 13-50; see also R. Nissim, *Derashot Ha Ran* (New York, 1995), no. 325.
Jewish tradition which exists independently of the kabbalah. This idea reaches its apex in Horowitz’s analysis of the halakhah. The nominalist, legalistic foundations of halakhah are rejected within the Shelah on the basis that everything is at its source based on the kabbalah, and every legal ruling emanates directly from the mouth of God. Horowitz’s conception of halakhah can be understood as something I have branded ‘kabbalistic realism’- halakhah merely reflects a metaphysical reality which is understood in its depth by the kabbalist, and there is no distinction between halakhic and non-halakhic spheres. According to Horowitz, all halakhic decision-making past, present and future is only superficially based on argumentation, but in its truest sense is a prophecy received by those of considerable spiritual stature; rabbinic and Biblical law are the products of the same process of emanation from the mouth of God. This culminates in an ethos where according to Horowitz stringency should always be pursued whenever possible. What is particularly radical about this conception is that it broke significantly with the halakhic attitudes found among the Ashkenazic authorities, who emphasised rabbinic autonomy as well as the sanctity of their medieval customs. To Horowitz this was superseded by the kabbalists and their unique access to the will of God.

In an important passage in Toledot Adam, Horowitz articulates the philosophy of halakhah which frames the entire work. It is a lengthy piece which demands elucidation to reveal the radical features of its philosophy and how the kabbalah provides a mechanism to drastically change the application of halakhic thinking:

And so the sages continued to arouse the supernal power and actualise (the correct ruling) in its correct season, not (God forbid) that they innovated from their own knowledge, but they connected their minds with the divine mind, and their souls received this knowledge... the matter was completed and received

---

507 See Chapter Three, 79-81.
from the mouth of revelation. An allusion to this matter – ‘from the rabbis’ is the numerical equivalent of ‘from the mouth of the Almighty’…

It was not the prophets alone who received their prophecy from Sinai, but even the sages who arise in each generation, each one received his knowledge from Sinai. And so it says: ‘All these matters God spoke to all your congregation with a great voice that did not end’. The explanation of everything that the sages innovated in every generation they received from Sinai from this voice, and not according to their intellect and analysis. This being the truth, we have been commanded in His Torah through the faithful prophet of His house ‘By the word of the Torah which he will teach you and the statute that he tells you to do, you shall not depart from the matter that he tells you right or left’. And one who does not listen to them (the rabbis) is liable to the death penalty. According to their worth is the great voice that does not end. It says ‘The man that does flagrantly not to listen to the priest... or to the judge and this man dies’. In the Palestinian Talmud in Pe’ah they have said: ‘even what a young student will teach in the future to his rabbi was also said at Sinai from Moses’. From this is explained, that all the words of the sages in every generation, and what they innovate, and all their dialectical reasoning, is from Sinai, and not the intellect of Man but divine intellect, they have only released it from potentiality to actuality.

508 Deuteronomy 17:11.

509 Ibid.

510 Ibid, 17:12.

511 Ibid.

512 yPe’ah 2:6.

513 Shelah, 25a- b.
There are several important points which emerge from this passage:

- Horowitz provides a kabbalistic mechanism which precisely equates the revelation at Sinai to all subsequent developments in rabbinic literature. This is expressed in terms of 'potentiality' and 'actuality' - rabbinic edicts, stringencies and fences existed at Sinai in potential before being released later on. The only difference between, for example, eating pork and the Zoharic stringency of not eating meat after milk is that the former reached actualisation before the latter - it is not a qualitative difference.

- The sages received this knowledge in exactly the same manner as the prophets, not from their own innovations or reasoning, 'God forbid!', but from the mouth of the Almighty. This is a powerful statement as the reasoning abilities of the rabbis was the pride of halakhic decision making. Creating a similar dichotomy to the one he applies when rejecting philosophy as a valid method of understanding the world, Horowitz considers rabbinic knowledge to reflect the pure will of God as opposed to the corrupt will of Man.

- Having elevated the rabbi to the role of prophet, he has the same legal status. Just as one who ignores a prophet is liable to receive the death penalty so too

---

514 This concept is another borrowed term from Aristotelian writings, used in kabbalistic literature to describe the emergence of the sefirot and in the writings of Maharal. See 'Kabbalah', 576-88; Sherwin, Mystical Theology, 131-35.
one who ignores a rabbi. This elevates the stature, prestige and authority of the rabbi considerably.

- The ability to receive this revelation corresponds to the rabbi’s spiritual stature rather than his reasoning skills. This leaves space for the teachings of the kabbalists to be absorbed wholeheartedly into the sphere of halakhah.

- Horowitz ‘kabbalises’ the Midrashic text in the Palestinian Talmud linking all future innovation to Moses at Sinai, absorbing it into the ‘organic universe’ framework.515

- This conception of halakhah is also found in ‘Tractate Shavuot’, where Horowitz relates that every innovation, every rabbinic ordinance, fence or custom emerges from the same voice that Moses heard at Sinai.516 As part of God’s plan for the universe, each rabbinic ordinance or decree is released ‘in its correct time’.517 Halakhah is understood to reflect the prophetic reception of the will of God.

---

515 To a halakhist this passage would be interpreted as an analogy for the faithfulness of tradition - because if taken literally this would mean that every dissenting view and opinion would be considered equally valid, leading to an impossibility of judgment. It would also contradict every other Talmudic passage listed above concerning the non-prophetic nature of halakhic adjudication, an established position in Talmudic and halakhic literature. Only through a kabbalistic lens can this passage reflect a state whereby all the words of the sages are manifestations of the divine intellect.

516 Shelah, 193a.

517 Ibid, 196b.
Charismatic Authority

In *Toledot Adam*, Horowitz expands the idea that the source of halakhic authority is derived from the spiritual stature of the rabbi rather than his power of reasoning. This creates an opportunity for him to later introduce kabbalistic practices and customs into the halakhic sections of the *Shelah*. After a long citation from Cordovero in *Toledot Adam*, Horowitz comments: ‘Our own eyes show us that the Torah does not have a single clear meaning, but is explained according to the will of those who understand her, who cleave to her’. As the senior rabbi of Frankfurt and Prague, Horowitz was required to be a halakhist *par excellence*. What is apparent after his analysis of the nature of rabbinic knowledge is that he is aware of the problems his conception poses, addressing the following three questions: Firstly, if all rabbinic thinking is prophetic, and prophecy is authoritative as the word of God, how can there be arguments among the rabbis? More pressingly, how is halakhah ever decided if every opinion is equally correct? Thirdly, does this model not contradict the dictum that ‘it is not in heaven’?

To the first two questions, Horowitz answers that in reality there are a number of ‘true’ paths, none of which is more correct than the others. However, human beings require a path to follow in order to act. Hayes describes this as ‘theoretical pluralism’,

---

518 Ibid, 19a.

Ibid, 19a.
which she considers to apply to much of rabbinic literature. Yet where Horowitz introduces considerable innovation is in declaring that this process corresponds exactly to the devekut of the halakhist. While ostensibly halakhah is decided by ordinary halakhic frameworks such as majority opinion, this in fact reflects a quantifiable superiority of devekut in favour of the accepted opinion:

The physical commandment down below corresponds with the devekut from above, and it is true that the only reason that the commandment becomes physicalised is that man has caused devekut above. However, there are multiple roots in this process. Therefore, if one person says that this is the correct halakhah to follow regarding this commandment according to his devekut above, and another says a differing opinion according to his devekut, the halakhah is decided according to the majority, for once the majority think like this, their devekut is also in the majority, and according to the devekut of the majority is the divine flow in malkhut, for there it is rooted. Even though the words of the individual are extremely great, if this is the consensus of the majority then this is the halakhah, for even though the individual created the flow in malkhut on a great and awesome level, the halakhah is nevertheless according to the awakening of the lower world, and these are both the words of the living God.

---

519 Hayes, Divine Law, 174-75. See bHag. 3a.

520 bBer. 9b.

521 Shelah, 26a.
This explanation is important for understanding the nature of halakhah and halakhic debate. While appearing to be discussing the process of halakhic decision making, the halakhists are truly concerned with the attainment of higher levels of devekut, and their words are entirely true in the sense that they create a degree of devekut, regardless of whether they are followed in practice. The entire process of halakhic decision making, which relies on argumentation and consensus, is underscored by a kabbalistic system of divine flow and emanation. Horowitz thereby develops the idea that halakhic decisions are reached by applying a method of prophecy. Legalism is replaced by spiritual stature. This sentiment is repeated more emphatically in ‘The Written Torah’, in a sermon about the obligation to remember what the Amalekites did to the children of Israel, where Horowitz comments that it is ludicrous to suppose that either one of R. Tam (Tosafist, 1100-1171) or Rashi would not have fulfilled the requirements of tefillin according to the other – they both simply achieved devekut in different ways.522

To the third question, Horowitz provides an answer which characterises the sentiment behind the ‘kabbalah’ part of this study: ‘It is not in heaven’ means it is not in the highest reaches of heaven, which is where R. Eliezer’s stature was, whose ability to arouse the heavens was individually superior to everyone else’s, attaining

522 Shelah, 335a.
higher levels of emanation in the sefirah of *malkhut*. However, collectively, it was the devekut achieved by the majority which created the imprint on earth - the halakhah. The rejected opinion is not less correct than the accepted one, it simply didn’t achieve the same degree of theurgical efficacy needed to arrive at a decision.

‘Heaven’ as understood in a kabbalistic framework does not refer to something which is not on earth, or beyond rational understanding. Rather, it refers to a particularly exalted level within the kabbalistic framework itself. In accordance with Horowitz’s exegetical method of kabbalising non-kabbalistic literature, the statement in the Talmud which relates to the triumph of human legal decision making over divine inspiration is reconfigured to allude to different layers of the kabbalistic universe, as the Talmudists were all steeped in kabbalah. When the Talmud declares ‘it is not in heaven’ it does not mean that decisions do not emerge from prophetic inspiration but rather that they do not emerge from the highest levels of a framework which already accepts prophecy as normative. The decisions, debates and decrees made by the rabbinic scholars over the generations are simply physical manifestations of the will of God. 523

In the *Shelah*, the philosophy of halakhah creates an opening which enables kabbalistic teachings to infuse an area which had previously remained self-referential and autonomous. Simply, if all halakhic decision making is the product of prophetic revelation and all prophetic revelation can only be understood through a kabbalistic

523 I speculate that it is partly for this reason that Horowitz became such an opponent of the dialectical method of Torah study by the end of his life as he saw it having no end purpose other than sharpening the mind. Such an endeavour was not true Torah study as it did not attempt to find the true word of God. He thus prescribes a proper programme of study that avoids dialectics for its own sake, but which focuses on understanding the clear meaning of the text. See *Shelah*, 181a-b in Text 3.
framework, then kabbalistic additions are a necessity. Rabbis decide far more than matters of halakhah. They determine and reflect the will of God on earth.

When placed in the context of the Ashkenazic debate surrounding the role of codes versus individual judges, Horowitz adds a third possibility: The holy man who cleaves to God. If halakhah is decided according to the manifestation of devekut, devekut becomes the purpose of halakhah, as the more the halakhah can be fulfilled with devekut, the better it is. While the halakhists themselves are seen to automatically have acquired devekut in entering this decision process, the more stringency, purity and holiness is added to the performance of the commandment the better the commandment is – and the decision which best reflects that is also the most correct.

Halakhah, as such, is less about establishing correct decisions about appropriate practice than it is about providing an avenue for spiritual advancement, a necessary means of acquiring devekut with God. The charismatic authority of the holy man is enhanced significantly, granting him a role which was virtually unprecedented in Jewish Thought and was to become an important paradigm in the 18th Century.\(^{524}\)

The mechanism and function of the kabbalah articulated in the Part 2 of this study which has been bracketed under the heading ‘Kabbalah’, when applied to the halakhic sphere, creates three important consequences which will be analysed in the upcoming three chapters:

- Halakhah requires the incorporation of kabbalistic ideas and customs to be fulfilled properly.
- The ethos of halakhah changes from legalism to pietism.

\(^{524}\) Ruderman, *Early Modern*, 141-44.
• The adoption of stringency becomes incumbent upon the elite to ascend the ladder of devekut.

In the *Shelah*, what would have once been the exclusive behaviour of exceptional groups of pietists becomes the ordinary framework for those who wish to be religious.
Chapter Eight: Kabbalistic Halakhah ii Practice

Ordinary and Elitist applications of the halakhah

Horowitz spends a significant portion of the Shelah addressing the first of the ‘threelfold cord’- halakhah. There are frequent discussions and references from the leading medieval halakhic authorities in the Shelah from Sephardic and Ashkenazic communities. As discussed in the previous chapter, to Horowitz halakhah was not a self-referential legal system: Its purpose in the Shelah is to lead the individual to devekut. As a result, the interplay between halakhah and kabbalah in Horowitz’s thought is of paramount importance in determining the direction of halakhah itself, resulting in a symbiosis which created an entirely novel conception of religious practice. As with all forms of devekut in the Shelah, there is an ordinary and extraordinary manifestation. All halakhah is infused with kabbalistic customs and the additions of the Zohar, which became an intrinsic part of the halakhic process, and for those who seek the highest levels of devekut, additional stringencies and pietistic practices are demanded. Unlike his contemporaries and predecessors in the senior rabbinic positions in the Ashkenazic communities, Horowitz was not willing to ignore kabbalistic positions in matters of halakhah.

Hallamish and Weinstein have identified in their studies that in the 17th and 18th centuries the halakhah became an important conduit for kabbalistic ideals through the introduction of new customs. Ben-Sasson and Katz have specifically noted

---

525 For example, the Tur is referenced on 105 occasions, the Beit Yosef 63 times, Shulhan Arukh 17 times and Rama on 25 occasions.

526 See Chapter One, 34.

527 Hallamish, Minhag, 187; Weinstein, Shattering, 222.
that the *Shelah* generally leans towards halakhic stringency in his rulings in accordance with the kabbalah.\(^{528}\) What I will demonstrate in the upcoming chapters is that this was not simply a question of adding kabbalistic teachings to an existing halakhic corpus but an entire reconfiguration of halakhah itself in accordance with the philosophy of kabbalah. The pivotal aspect of the *Shelah*’s contribution towards halakhah is its negation of the difference between the two disciplines, a commitment which expresses itself in Horowitz’s methodology that ‘the concealed emerges into the revealed’, which promoted the importance of halakhic rigour within a kabbalistic framework.

**Kabbalah and Halakhah in the *Shelah***

In the *Shelah*, halakhic and kabbalistic sources are interwoven to produce a symbiosis that can be described as ‘mystical halakhah’. The kabbalah and its sources are used to adjudicate in halakhic arguments and define the boundaries of halakhah.

There are three principle examples which appear in the section *Sha’ar Otiyot*, letter *Kuf*, (which stands for *kedushah*/holiness):

The first example of using the kabbalah to determine halakhic practice is the case of the prohibition of *setam yeinam* (ordinary wine), or wine owned by non-Jews. There is also a prohibition on wine owned by Jews with which non-Jews have come into contact (which could be through production and bottling).\(^{529}\) The prohibition included


\(^{529}\) *bA.Z* 36b, 55a-56a.
drinking and benefiting from such wine. Reasons for the prohibition included the need to avoid the suspicion that it may be idolatrous wine/ yein nesekh, and then in the 12th Century the additional reason was provided of averting intermarriage with non-Jews resulting from excessive social interaction.

However, by the 16th Century increasingly lenient attitudes had emerged among the Ashkenazic rabbinic authorities towards this prohibition for economic reasons including the fact that bartending was a common profession for the Jews in Poland and the blanket prohibition on trade with gentile wine affected their income. Furthermore, the prohibition was widely ignored. Rama argued that the wine of a non-Jew who does not serve idols is forbidden as far as drinking is concerned (because of the fear of intermarriage), but the Jew may trade in it since there is no fear of idolatry. If a non-Jew touches the wine by accident, it is permitted, even for consumption. Rama maintained that according to many authorities, since non-Jews

530 SA, YD, 133:5–6.


532 Jacob Katz, The "Shabbes Goy" : A Study in Halakhic Flexibility, (Philadelphia: JPS, 1992), 96; Marc Shapiro, Changing the Immutable : How Orthodox Judaism Rewrites Its History, (Oxford: Littman Library, 2015), 96-97; Katz, Tradition and Crisis : Jewish Society at the End of the Middle Ages, 19-26. It is true that lenient attitudes had long predated the 16th Century, although the French and German rabbis of the 12th and 13th centuries were emphatic on maintaining the prohibition on the consumption of non-Jewish wine even if they were less stringent about other forms of benefit, see Haym Soloveitchik, Yeinam (Hebrew), (Tel Aviv: Alma, 2003), 68-90.
have ceased to be idolaters, their touch should always be considered accidental and the wine thus fit for consumption.  

Some authorities responded vociferously to these lenient practices and threatened those who violated the prohibition with excommunication. Maharal wrote an edict of excommunication for the communities of the kingdom of Bohemia and implored that the rabbis of Moravia follow suit, accusing them of denying the divine nature of the commandments by allowing the practice to continue. What is significant about Maharal’s rationale in condemning the practice is that it is based upon the Zoharic mystical conceptions of the essential differences between Israel and the other nations. This might well also reflect what Soloveitchik has described as a deeply entrenched rabbinic feeling of ‘taboo’ towards wine touched by gentiles in the middle ages.  

Horowitz, too, vehemently opposed any leniencies concerning the consumption of gentile wine. As explained in the previous chapter, Horowitz was adamant that Israel and the nations occupied separate spheres in the universe. His justification for opposing the leniencies towards wine consumption emerged entirely from kabbalistic

533 See Rama’s glosses to S.A, YD, 123:1,132:1,133:1; Responsa, no. 124. On the controversy, see Katz, Exclusiveness, 23.

534 Shapiro, Changing the Immutable, 98. See Maharam Lublin, (1558-1616 and rabbi of Krakow between 1586-95), Responsa (NY 1976), no. 50; Shakh in SA, YD, 124:71; Sirkes, Reponse, no.29-30; Elijah Schochet, Rabbi Joel Sirkes : His Life, Works, and Times, (Jerusalem Feldheim, 1971), 124, 28.

535 Sherwin, Mystical Theology, 94.

536 Soloveitchik, Yeinam (Hebrew), 16, 59, 61, 63, 74-75, 113-15.

537 See Chapter Six, 157.
literature. The spiritual disaster caused by the consumption of gentile wine overcame any potential halakhic loopholes:

Now I have come to speak and caution with great warnings about the consumption of wine. You my sons, be very careful not to drink wine in unsupervised (lit. unspecified) locations, even if it is owned by a Jew, unless you can substantiate unequivocally that the wine was made in kosher ways and with great protection from the touch of the gentile. For this stumbling block has caused many of our nation to be lenient in this extra protection, and the great blemish that is caused from contact with the prohibition of setam yeinam of the gentile, (which also applies to their contact with our wine) is truly great and awesome! These are the words of the Zohar on the portion Shemini...The wine of the Israelite is derived from the Israel configuration above, called the tree of life, the tree from the place that is called life, and from there the wine emerges, which is why we bless the Almighty with wine. The wine of terrestrial Israel is of the same configuration. One who serves idols, (he is hated and one who interacts with him is hated) – when he touches the wine of Israel, it becomes hated and forbidden, all the more so the wine that he makes. And not only this, but everything that Israel does on earth makes an imprint above, how much more so wine which resides in a lofty place and is an imprint of the guarded wine...and one who drinks this wine, his spirit is despised, he is despised, and he has no place in the World to Come... One who drinks from the touch of a gentile, is called “disgusting”, “Impure! Impure!” and does not merit the World to Come. The Zohar writes - this is not exclusively reserved for wine but also applies to any forbidden foods he contaminates himself with, although the wine is a level above them all. And who is he who dares not to heed the advice of these words and be as careful as possible to sanctify himself with the ten holinesses!538

The citation of this passage from the Zohar is illustrative of Horowitz’s refusal to dichotomise between halakhic and kabbalistic source material. As a proof text, the Zohar has decided that the person who has had contact with non-Jewish wine has no place in the World to Come. Within this context there is little room for manoeuvre for the halakhists – as the source of this information has come from the highest source, and has been established as a universal principle. It is the drastic consequences incurred by this act that cause Horowitz to exclaim that no stringency

538 Shalhe, 76b-77a. See Text 2.
is too extreme in this area of halakhah. What would be considered as excessive from a halakhic point of view is meritorious from the perspective of the Zohar. As the source for many of the kabbalistic ideas which underscore all rabbinic literature in Horowitz’s mind, the Zohar is equally axiomatic for halakhic knowledge. The mechanism that is adopted is also significant; Horowitz’s position may well have reflected a deeply felt rabbinic aversion towards excessive interaction with non-Jews in a social setting - but by describing it in terms of its kabbalistic mechanism he establishes the prohibition as timeless and inviolable.

This is further highlighted by the second example from Sha’ar Otiyot, concerning the practice of mayim aharonim (lit. the latter waters), the laws of washing hands after a meal. The reasons presented for this practice in the Talmud largely emphasised hygiene and the potential dangers of the salt of Sodom, which was said to cause blindness if it went into a person’s eyes. As a result, several medieval Ashkenazic authorities had ruled that it was no longer a necessity, owing to the absence of this type of salt in the present day. However, the Zohar declared that it was an obligation and the Talmud’s statement that mayim aharonim is an obligation is cited verbatim by Karo in the Shulkhan Arukh.

539 Ibid.
540 bBer. 53b.
541 Ibid, Tosafot ad. Loc. Rosh ad. Loc. 8:6, Mordekhai end of chapter Elu Devarim (laws of berakhot 8:207).
In addressing this issue, Horowitz cites ibn Gabbai’s *Tola’at Ya’akov* explaining the kabbalistic reasons for the practice of washing the hands after the meal and concludes:

And you my children, take care with *mayim aharonim*. Even though the Tosafot and the Rosh and the Mordekhai wrote at the end of the chapter *Elu devarim* that the world no longer adopts this practice, do not listen to their words, for had they seen the Zohar in this matter they wouldn’t have written what they wrote.⁵⁴³

Not only is this an affirmation that the Zohar has authority to make decisive halakhic decisions, but by suggesting that the earlier authorities would have decided differently if exposed to the Zohar, Horowitz contends that a lack of kabbalistic knowledge is fundamentally disadvantageous to the halakhist. Horowitz’s interdependent conception of halakhah and kabbalah meant that kabbalistic practices were introduced as halakhah even if it opposed the views of halakhic authorities. Horowitz claims that the reason for the failure of certain authorities to acknowledge the positions of the Zohar was ignorance alone, which led to a failure of halakhic reasoning. According to Horowitz, the abandonment of this practice among the general public was only accepted by these authorities as they were unaware of the mystical significance behind *mayim aharonim* (rendering the practice eternally relevant). It is also worth noting that Horowitz phrases this conclusion as a final decision being made by a halakhic authority, rather than a stringency for those

---

⁵⁴³ *Shelah*, 81a.
who would like to adopt it.\footnote{This is probably Karo’s position, since he cites Mordekhai b. Hillel and Tosafot later in the chapter, and is more equivocal in the \textit{Beit Yosef}, encouraging it as a stringency. I will present two examples of the difference in approach between Horowitz and Karo at the end of this chapter.} Not only is it \textit{permissible} to add Zoharic decisions into halakhic practice, it is also necessary.\footnote{Cf. Introduction, 34. Horowitz clearly differs from Sirkes and Heller in this regard.} This position is particularly significant when considering the figures Horowitz is disagreeing with; to his Ashkenazic predecessors such as Rama and Joseph Colon, the authority of Ashkenazic custom was intimately linked with authoritative ancestry. The Tosafists and Mordekhai b. Hillel were two of the most important sources of authority for the Ashkenazic communities in Central and Eastern Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries. By displacing them with the Zohar, Horowitz was making an important statement about the relative importance of the sources of authority.\footnote{Davis, ‘Formation of Ashkenazic Jewish Identity’, 260-62; cf. Jeffrey Woolf, ‘The Authority of Custom in the Responsa of R. Joseph Colon (Maharik)’, \textit{Dinei Israel} 19, 1997-1998 (1998), 243-93.}

Similarly, the requirements of the Kiddush ceremony are carefully stipulated along kabbalistic lines. The cup that is used for wine should be held in a precisely defined manner, with bent fingers of the right hand exclusively (without the left), based on axioms derived from the secret teachings of the Zohar. This caused divine blessing to extend to the righteous.\footnote{\textit{Shelah}, 83a.} The bread that is used on the Sabbath, the \textit{hallah}, has
equally specific requirements: Precisely ten fingers must be used, relating to the
unifications of the ten supernal limbs.\textsuperscript{548}

The precision demanded by these kabbalistic requirements marks a significant step
in the theory of halakhah. The details of daily practice were normally decided
according to halakhic authorities and discussions based on the principles of the
Talmud or local custom. However, by introducing additional levels of minutia to
existing rules, the kabbalistic ideas became intertwined with practical decision
making. Behind these additional details is the implicit assumption that there is an
essential, unifying cause behind the commandments understood only by the
kabbalists. This conferred the authority for kabbalists to make legal adjustments and
add stringencies. Although some of these changes appear very minimal, they
reflected a powerful position that the role of the kabbalist extended beyond the realm
of theory and that he should have a say even in the most obscure of halakhic details.

A further case of kabbalistic intervention superseding halakhic discussion in \textit{Sha'ar
Otiyot} is found in the case of the permissibility of sexual relations by candlelight.

According to the \textit{Shulhan Arukh} it is forbidden to have sexual relations by

\begin{quote}
וכל זמן שמברך אז אוחז הכוס בימין והשמאל לא ת הסייע וオリ דה סובב סוד ברכת המזון על פי
הודות ליפי המנהבבר בוחר (ח"ב דף קס"ח ע"ב) אומר המזון נשפך ממצד הימין אל הצידי וה.setHorizontal
משפע לצלק.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{548} Ibid, 81a.

\begin{quote}
על דקר האמת ברך לאותוח הככר גברוא גברוא גברוא והלחם العليון הנקרא לחם-abirim כ
העשר משתחפשים ומחזירים בו וכל עולם במה מהון. אז יברך המזון לחם כל הארץ סדר ארץ היהם
ארץ ממנה יא לחם שממנה עליונים ותחזונים זהו סוד המזון לאミニי עכל" (תלעות
עליב)
\end{quote}
candlelight. Rama comments on this that if a sheet was placed over the couple to block out the light it is permitted.

Horowitz comments:

But in the booklets of the students of the Godly Arizal, they wrote in his name that it is forbidden when the light is lit, and he objected profusely to this position, since it is a great danger to children even when not at the time of conception - if he has sexual relations with the light on it is a great danger for his children. The danger posed to future children determined by the kabbalistic authority of Isaac Luria overrides the halakhic provisions provided by Rama, who rules that since the light is being blocked the prohibition does not apply. The metaphysical context behind a prohibition determines the extent of flexibility with leniency. In this case, the fact that a sheet covers the couple is irrelevant as the sexual act by candlelight causes intrinsic spiritual damage.

In the Shelah the authority of the kabbalah and the kabbalist not only have the power of arbitration in halakhic decisions but also can determine the boundaries of halakhot. Concerning the Talmud's requirement of shnayim mikrah, a Talmudic requirement of reading the weekly Torah portion twice with Aramaic Targum by the

---

549 S.A, OH, 240:11, Rama ad. loc.

550 Shelah, 103b.
end of the week, Horowitz cites Luria’s writings that the reading should be performed on Friday after midday as that is the proper time for its fulfilment. This is required despite the fact that the Ashkenazic medieval authorities had stated that it could be fulfilled from the previous Sunday onwards. Horowitz explains that on Friday, the demonic kelippah is detached from holiness, which allows the holiness of the Sabbath to be revealed in all its radiance. The performance of the commandment will therefore be more efficacious during this period. This shifting of halakhic boundaries would be a necessary requirement for those who wished to be counted among the righteous. Horowitz thereby distinguishes between the ordinary ‘law’ as stipulated by the medieval authorities and the ‘ideal’ as pronounced by Luria.

In ‘Tractate Shavuot’, Horowitz again discriminates between the halakhists who had seen the Zohar and those who had not. As explored in Chapter Five, Horowitz insisted on a separation between Jews and non-Jews. He presents the position of the halakhic authorities regarding the question of teaching Torah to non-Jews. Firstly, he presents Maharshal’s strict opinion regarding the sinfulness of those who study with gentiles, referring specifically to the ‘land of the Ishmaelite and those

551 See Chapter Two, 61.

552 Shelah, 131a.

553 Ibid, 138b.
found in the provinces of Spain’. Horowitz then shows that according to the Tosafists and one of the Talmudic sources, it is permitted to study the seven Noahide laws with gentiles. However, the Zohar does not differentiate between the two and Horowitz then cites the full text of ibn Gabbai’s *Tola’at Ya’akov* explaining why any study with the gentiles is prohibited. Although Horowitz does not explicitly resolve this issue, the order of the paragraph is revealing. The strict opinions, Maharashal and ibn Gabbai, are quoted in full. The lenient opinions are presented in one line and then rejoined with the phrase ‘But the Zohar’, which implies - as with *mayim aharonim*, that the ignorance of the Zohar has undermined the credibility of these opinions. Again, the halakhic heroes of Ashkenaz are displaced by the Zohar and the kabbalists.

There is one more explicit reference in the *Shelah* to the priority of the kabbalists in halakhic decision-making: In ‘Tractate Sukkah’ in the section *Asarah Diberot*.

---

554 *Shelah*, 185a.

כל המלמדו רק בשמונה מצות בני נח שרי ללמדו במסכת חגיגה (ב"ז דף ע"א) בתוספות (שים ד"ה אחר מוסרי) אבל בחוד מחמיר מאד ולא חלקוב פרשธ אתיה מות (ח"ז דף ט"א) והhimri תבואר
בשון הלוחם למין את חתת המתרות וה Shard תשלוט עיבב בשמ היילה (חמד השיתית סדר"י)
בנין זה הלוחם ליגי או חותת המתרות וה Shard תשלוט עיבב בשמ היילה (حام השיתית סדר"י)

555 Ibid.
Horowitz differentiates between the authority of the kabbalist who has ‘seen the Zohar’ and the halakhist who has not. This authority is used to establish a conclusive decision regarding the requirement of shaking of the *lulav* (myrtle branch) during the festival of Sukkot. After comparing the opinions of Abudraham (halakhist who wrote a commentary on the prayer book, 14th Century), ibn Shuaib (student of Rashba who wrote a collection of sermons, c 1280 – c.1340) and ibn Gabbai, Horowitz concludes:

Since the rabbi, the author of the *Tola’at Ya’akov* (ibn Gabbai) was a great rabbi in the wisdom of kabbalah, and all his words follow the Zohar, it is proper to go in accordance with him.\(^{556}\)

As a kabbalist, ibn Gabbai’s opinions carry greater weight than his non-kabbalistic predecessors, as all his words follow the Zohar. The kabbalah confers superior status on its disciples in the area of halakhah, meaning they are better equipped to arrive at the correct decisions.

\(^{556}\) *Ibid*, 245b.
**Minhag**

Nowhere is the new synthesis of halakhah and kabbalah more clearly apparent in the Shelah than in the introduction of new kabbalistic customs or minhagim (sing. minhag), many originating from Isaac Luria. One of Horowitz’s most significant roles in the realm of halakhah was the promotion of Luria’s kabbalistic practices, which sometimes drastically altered existing halakhic practice or overruled local custom.\(^{557}\) Elbaum describes the Shelah as the most influential work in the spread of Luria’s customs to Europe.\(^{558}\) The term minhag has wide application in classical Jewish sources. It has two primary uses: A ‘custom’, a communal practice that normally falls within the boundary of the halakhah, or a custom in the normative sense of ‘acustomed to ruling in a certain way’.\(^{559}\) The power of minhag is such that at times it can overrule halakhah.\(^{560}\) There is, however, a formal difference between halakhah and minhag as legal sources: legislation functions demonstratively and directly, at the direction of the competent authority, such as the halakhic scholars or the leaders of the people and of the community; custom, on the other hand, functions without preconceived intent and anonymously. The Ashkenazic communities had particular

\(^{557}\) Avivi, *Kabbalat ha-Ari* vol.1, 468-86; Dan, *Sifrut*, 241.

\(^{558}\) Elbaum, *Openness*, 63.

\(^{559}\) Ephraim Urbach, *The Halakhah, Its Sources and Development*, (Tel Aviv: Modan, 1996), 33-43. *tNid*. 9:17. This distinction is developed in other legal systems too, and in English law minhag of the first kind is termed ‘legal custom’ or simply ‘custom’, and minhag of the second kind or is termed ‘usage’. In Hebrew the latter is customarily termed nohag.

\(^{560}\) E.g. *bPes.* 50b-51a; *yYev.* 12:1; *yPes.* 4:3; *iTer.* 3:12; *Magen Avraham* on SA, *OH*, 690:22.
reverence for the customs of their ancestors and one of the principle objections to the Shulhan Arukh’s attempt to codify the entirety of Jewish law was that it failed to take local custom into account.\(^{561}\)

Ordinarily, particularly in the context of 16th Century Ashkenazic Jewry, *minhag* referred to the practices specific to geographical location, or an illustrious ancestral legacy from former communal locations.\(^{562}\) By the 17th Century, the term ‘Ashkenaz’ had come to encompass the lands of Poland, Lithuania, Bohemia, Moravia, Russia and even Germany. There appears to have been little consensus regarding what conferred the source of a *minhag*’s authority. According to Isaiah’s father, it was the principle of ‘*hilkhata ke batra*’ - the fact that Rama had considered Ashkenazic customs to be homogenous - which gave them legal authority. Joshua Falk of Lublin suggested that the shared language of Yiddish was the reason why Ashkenazic practice followed Rashi and the Tosafists.\(^{563}\) Horowitz himself cites Isserles’ acceptance among Ashkenazic communities as the reason for his supremacy, despite Maharshal being the latter authority.\(^{564}\)

The use of the English word ‘custom’ to describe Luria’s kabbalistic practices is something of a misnomer as Luria innovated or popularised many of these practices


\(^{563}\) Ibid, 264.

\(^{564}\) See Chapter Ten, 236-237.
(so they did not reflect established practice). The very fact that the ‘holy Ari’
practiced specific actions gave them authority. Luria’s authority derived from his
status as the most holy of the kabbalists, rather than his halakhic reasoning skills.
His minhagim were absorbed by a wide audience over a hundred and fifty years
before his ideas were published in a systematic manner.

In the Shelah, it is indicative to examine how Horowitz differentiates between the
traditional minhag as received from Tosafists and Ashkenazic authorities and the
new minhagim of Isaac Luria and the kabbalists. A close examination of Horowitz’s
language demonstrates that Luria’s practices have far greater authority than ordinary
minhag, and are best understood as binding laws based on their spiritual prowess.
Luria, surely the kabbalistic who achieved the most devekut, is uniquely disposed to
address questions of halakhah. What is especially interesting about Horowitz’s
attitude towards Ashkenazic minhagim is his relative lack of reverence towards them.
A few examples are indicative of how they are diminished in comparison with the
minhagim of Luria and the kabbalists:

Concerning a minhag that was prevalent among ‘the masses’ to be lenient in certain
areas of niddah (female menstrual purity), Horowitz castigates them with a play on

565 Hallamish, Minhag, 294; Weinstein, Shattering, 257.

566 Hallamish, Minhag, 160-182; according to Joseph Ergas (Italian rabbi and
kabbalistic, 1685-1730), from the day the Ari’s works were revealed to the world, no
one argued with him as it was known that his writings were inspired by the divine
spirit.

567 Ibid, 185, 289-91; see also Daniel Sperber, The Jewish Life Cycle : Custom, Lore
and Iconography : Jewish Customs from the Cradle to the Grave, (Ramat Gan: Bar-
IlIan University Press, 2008), 86-102.
words regarding not following the rule of majority towards sin.\(^{568}\) Despite Rama’s endorsement, ‘it is a great prohibition to listen to him’.\(^{569}\) Horowitz notes dubious but widely held practices among his congregations such as the *minhag* to combine the afternoon and evening prayer while it is still daylight, grudgingly acknowledging that it is not without a source although he does not appear to support it in the first instance.\(^{570}\) Noting the *minhag* that many congregations had to wear leather shoes after midday on the fast of Av (wearing leather shoes is prohibited on Yom Kippur and the fast of Av), Horowitz exhorts his children not to walk in their ways, and that leniency can only be found in areas ‘which are only customs and not found in the Talmud’.\(^{571}\) The authority of *minhag* in Horowitz’s eyes does not seem to carry weight simply because it had become widely adopted (presumably, this does not

---

\(^{568}\) Ex. 23:2; the Hebrew *Aharei rabim lehatot* (ruling according to the will of the majority), which is the scriptural source for the rule of majority is reconfigured *Aharei rabim lera’ot* (following the majority to sin), which is the original context of the verse, which warns the children of Israel not to follow the majority to sin. However, it is also the scriptural source in the Talmud for following the rule of majority, *bHul.* 11a; *bB.M.* 49b. Horowitz uses this application of the verse to castigate those who follow the majority in error.

\(^{569}\) Shelah 101a.

\(^{570}\) Ibid, 122a.

\(^{571}\) Ibid, 199b.
amount to increased devekut in this instance). Its authority derives from its source — if it originates from a rabbi of stature, it is considered a form of revelation and worthy of adoption. There is a distinctive lack of Ashkenazic parochialism in Horowitz’s attitude towards minhag, and he appears willing to adopt practices that he considers to be appropriate rather than those which originate from his ancestors. After condemning those who speak during the Torah reading, he praises the Sephardic minhag of reciting the blessing over the Torah reading out loud.572 As elaborated below, Horowitz was willing to adopt Sephardic prayer minhagim when he considered them to be correct.

Lurianic minhagim, however, are treated with the greatest reverance. Horowitz declares the minhagim he had observed in the name of Luria to be ‘correct’, in the sense of deciding a halakhic opinion:

Therefore, the minhag that I saw among the congregations of the land of Israel is correct in my eyes, that when the gabbai (beadle) collects charity in the synagogue he should go after ‘and David blessed’ (a prayer said at the end of the Pesukei de-Zimra part of the morning service) - they said that they received this tradition in the name of the holy Ari.573

572 Ibid, 256a.

ומנהוג הספרדיים שאומר המברך ברוך ה' המבורך כו' בקול רם ולא בלחש ומנהג יפה הוא ואחר כך
והרָבָּא יָרָךְ בַּהֲרוֹן

573 Ibid, 36b.
Compare this, for example, to a minhag which he cites in the name of Jacob b. Asher (author of the Tur), which he describes as a ‘beautiful minhag, and I follow it accordingly’.574

If a minhag is deemed to have the proper kabbalistic support, in this instance the approval of Luria himself, it is considered a correct practice. Concerning the blessing over the new moon, a new and ‘correct’ introductory passage was added in accordance with kabbalistic practice:

A beautiful minhag which we are accustomed to practice here in Jerusalem the holy city is to say a psalm after the end of the blessing, and say the psalm of the ten praises...575 And this is very correct, to stir the light of the supernal moon, which is the kingdom of David, about which we say ‘David the king of Israel is alive and endures’.576

Again, Horowitz describes the minhag both as ‘beautiful’, but perhaps more importantly, as ‘correct’. Similarly, noting the practice derived from Reishit Hokhmah which had been accepted among ‘most congregations’, Horowitz emphasises that it is not appropriate to deviate from this minhag. The kabbalistic rationale behind it seems to confer it with a far more authoritative status than an ordinary minhag that

574 Ibid, 141a.
575 Psalms 150.
576 Shelah, 74a.
had become widely accepted (note above how the fact that many congregations were acting in a certain way did not stop Horowitz from condemning them):

The strap that we tie around the finger is the ring of engagement which the male gives to the woman. And from here my father my teacher said that it is not appropriate to tie the strap on the finger until the tefillin of the head has been placed, which is secret of the male, for if the man hasn’t arrived, where will the engagement come from? This is the minhag of most of Israel and it is not fitting to change the minhag.577

In ‘Tractate Shabbat’, Horowitz writes approvingly of Luria’s personal changes to the formulation of the Kiddush blessing in accordance with kabbalistic principles, that he then adopted himself.578

Lurianic minhag was particularly sought after in the area of repentance, as Luria was seen to possess the unique ability to effect tikkunim for the sins of the people. As presented above as an example of Lurianic superiority over all other kabbalists, Horowitz describes the pursuit of his tikkunim as comparable to a patient seeking an expert doctor.579

577 Ibid, 112b.

578 Ibid, 139a.

579 See Chapter Four, 102.
The sections in Asarah Diberot which address repentance (primarily ‘Tractate Rosh ha Shana’ and ‘Tractate Yoma’) are replete with new additions:

I found in sweet booklets, and the eye has seen no God but you whose light was concealed until the man of God, the rabbi, the Ashkenazi, the Ari arrived, and revealed the secret of God to those who fear Him. Then he made a decree about the minhag to blow a hundred shofar blasts…even though there are different minhagim…nevertheless God merited me to imbibe this sweet knowledge.580

Luria’s minhagim are ‘sweet knowledge’, and not merely popular practice, but ‘a light that was concealed’ and a ‘revealed secret’. Like the use of the Zohar in deciding halakhah, Luria’s minhagim came from a deeper wellspring of truth.

Distributed in booklets and pamphlets across Europe, Horowitz came across many Lurianic practices that were to become commonplace throughout Europe in the next few centuries, such as the practice of slaughtering a white chicken on the eve of Yom Kippur:

I found in the booklets of the students of the Arizal, the minhag of my teacher to slaughter a white chicken on the eve of Yom Kippur on the night after selihot (prayers of atonement recited between Rosh ha Shana and Yom Kippur), and it should be according to the calculation of the members of the household, male for men and female for women…581

580 Ibid, 217a.

581 Ibid.
Perhaps the most dramatic example of Luria’s authority in the area of minhag was in prayer formulation. Horowitz changed his own prayer nusakh (the text of prayer observed by a particular community) in accordance with the nusakh Sefard (the nusakh of the Sephardic community, which was adopted by Luria) which he regarded as superior, leading the way for other kabbalists to follow suit.582

Horowitz records that he decided to change his personal minhag in accordance with Luria’s deep secrets, encouraging his students to follow suit:

This is how they practice in most of the locales of Israel, wherever the Sephardim and those who are drawn to them dwell. Similarly regarding ‘Amen’ in Ga’al Yisra’el, I withdrew from the minhagim of the Ashkenazim and went in accordance with them not to answer. This is what the Godly Arizal wrote in accordance with deep secrets and one should not differ.583

This was no small matter for one who had spent most of his life as a senior rabbi of Ashkenazic communities who held their customs in the highest regard, fiercely resisting attempts to change them.584 Minhag in the traditional sense does not seem

________________________________________

582 Avivi, Kabbalat ha-Ari vol. 1, 475. This was the custom of the Kloiz (fraternity of pietists) of Brody in the early 18th Century, see Sharon Flatto, The Kabbalistic Culture of Eighteenth-Century Prague : Ezekiel Landau and His Contemporaries, (Oxford: Littman Library, 2010), 102-03.

583 Shelah, 253a.

584 See above, 200.
to have mattered a great deal to Horowitz. The authority of the holy Isaac Luria translated into the acceptance of *minhagim* which derived from his authority. His unique knowledge was best disposed towards directing the halakhic practices of the Jewish people. As Horowitz comments regarding his success in spreading Luria’s practice of blowing the hundred blasts on Rosh ha-Shana ‘Thank God that we merited to affix this *minhag* here in the holy city of Jerusalem, among the Ashkenazic communities, to blow a hundred blasts!’. Although Horowitz acknowledges that each community can do as they please, those who are wise will understand the correct and ‘most upright’ path.585 One of the ironies of Horowitz’s adoption and widespread proliferation of Luria’s new *minhagim* was that Luria himself appears to have advocated that each community remain with their ancestral custom as each community was required to complete a different aspect of *tikkun*.586 This is an indication that Luria did not view his personal conduct as belonging to the category of ‘*minhag*’.

585 *Shelah*, 220b.

586 *Ibid*, 305a; see 352a.
The legal sections of the *Shelah* are replete with kabbalistic material, required to perfect the halakhah by actualising its spiritual components that had lain dormant until the revelation of the Zohar. The new *minhagim* and laws extended existing commandments and redrew their parameters in accordance with kabbalistic understandings. Having drawn from the wellspring of the deepest truth, these practices reshaped halakhah in the direction of a kabbalistic vision of purity and stringency.
Chapter Nine: The Pathway to Pietism

Incomplete Halakhah

Apart from the introduction of kabbalah into areas of jurisdiction, an important second element of the kabbalistic influence on halakhah in the Shelah is Horowitz’s reconfiguration of halakhah into a pietistic discipline, which helped to move kabbalah from the periphery of Jewish Thought to its centre. For Horowitz, observance of halakhah according to the guidelines found in codes such as the Shulhan Arukh represented not an ideal but a springboard towards a life of greater holiness. It is true that even among halakhists there was not a false dichotomy between ‘law’ and ‘spirit’, and that halakhah was meant to promote a life lived in accordance with a spirit of moral and ethical values as well as mere obedience to its precepts.587 However, the emphasis on intensive piety within his halakhic sections differentiates the Shelah from classical works of halakhah and other anthologies addressing multiple areas of thought such as Mordekhai Jaffe’s Levush Pinat Yikrat. I speculate that the infusion of kabbalistic pietism into Horowitz’s halakhic discourse was something he developed later in his life (perhaps after his exposure to the writings of Luria). In his copybook which is located in the Bodleian Library (which Avivi estimates to have been written over a fifteen year period, c. 1606-1620),588 Horowitz outlines the halakhic sections of the Tur which were to become priorities in the Shelah, followed by the Lurianic material pertaining to the songs of the Sabbath, and

587 An example of this is Moses of Coucy’s (13th Century) Sefer Mitsvot Gadol (SeMag; first published in 1480 (Rome), and subsequently published three times by 1547, in Italy). SeMag combines halakhic jurisdiction on each of the 613 commandments with moral and ethical teachings.

588 See Avivi. Kabbalat ha-Ari, vol. 1, 482.
the appropriate kavvanot for prayer. In the Shelah there is no distinction between the two domains, the halakhah being infused with a kabbalistic spirit of pietism. At the heart of this conception is the idea of sin as defilement. As the act of sin creates a permanent blemish on the individual’s soul, the halakhah should seek to avoid this contamination at all costs, and is therefore directed towards the attainment of holiness and self-purification. The Shelah’s association of sin with defilement characterises the kabbalistic approach towards halakhah and presents a marked innovation in the history of halakhic jurisprudence.

Impurity, holiness and purification

Academic scholarship on the Biblical and early rabbinic periods has generally differentiated between the concept of ritual and moral impurity found in the Torah. Priestly or ritual impurity is something distinct from the defilement caused by the act of sin, despite the similar terminology they share. Biblical scholars have distinguished between the language of impurity in Leviticus Chapter 15, which is juxtaposed with taharah, a neutral state of being pure, and the language of impurity in Leviticus 18, which is juxtaposed with kedushah, or holiness. The relationship between moral and ritual impurity is debated in ancient literature: the communities in Qumran required a process of purification after sinning but the Tannaim considered

589 ‘Notebook of Isaiah Horowitz’, Bodleian Library Ms. Opp. 268, Neubauer catalogue number 2248, 48 pages. The Halakhic material is found on pages 1-17, followed by the kabbalistic expositions of Israel Sarug, Vital and Alexander Katz, 21-42. See Avivi, Kabbalat ha-Ari vol. 1, 470-482.

ritual impurity and sin to be separate issues: sin had no halakhic ramifications in the realm of impurity. Or more accurately, as Klawans suggests, the implications were ‘aggadic’ rather than halakhic.\textsuperscript{591} The technical term \textit{Tumah} which signified ritual and cultic impurity, did not have connotations of sinfulness or defilement, but was rather something natural and at times unavoidable. Ritual impurity affected the ritual status of persons stricken by it. It led to the defilement of people and objects, limiting their interaction with those things defined as sacred. Moral impurity, on the other hand, led to the defilement not only of the sinner, but also of the sanctuary and the land, and, eventually, to the departing of the divine presence and exile. In the Talmudic literature, there are times where the Biblical terms to signify purity and impurity are conflated with sin and sinfulness although generally the distinction is maintained.\textsuperscript{592} Mira Balberg has argued that contrary to the common assumption that the laws of purity and impurity were no longer preserved in the post-temple period, for the Tannaim, the observance of ritual impurity and purification constituted an essential part of their halakhic piety.\textsuperscript{593} The Mishnah demands a quest for everyone to attain purity involving mental dedication and unrelenting attention.\textsuperscript{594}

Yet it is clear that the halakhah as it developed in the medieval period did not prioritise questions of purity and impurity, with many of its most prominent exponents

\textsuperscript{591} Ibid, 108-09, 34.


\textsuperscript{594} Ibid, 151. This argument is not necessarily straightforward and the general assumption that the laws of purity mostly applied to priests may well be an accurate reflection, see David Kraemer’s review in the \textit{American Historical Review}, (2015, vol. 120 2), 689-90.
such as Isaac Alfasi (Halakhist and Talmudist, 1013-1103), Asher b. Yehiel (1250-1327) and Karo leaving out the sections pertaining to questions of the temple and ritual impurity (generally associated with the *Kodashim* and *Tahorot* sections of the Talmud) in their halakhic compendia. Sin was certainly not conceived in these terms. It is useful to consider Horowitz’s use of the terminology of purity/impurity as synonymous with holiness/sinfulness. Horowitz propagates the attitude of the kabbalists which assumes a dichotomy between the holy and the impure. The emergence and descent of the physical world from God Himself created a stark contrast between the two realms.\(^{595}\) In the *Shelah*, purity and holiness are often described either synonymously or as part of the same process leading to devekut, intimately attached to the requirements of the halakhically observant individual. Sin is equated with impurity, sharing the characteristics of ritual impurity; holiness is equated with purity, and the demands it entailed helped to limit the damage incurred by sin. Horowitz’s conception reimagines halakhah as a pietistic rather than a purely legalistic enterprise. It reflects not the correctly applied norms of Talmudic law, but the spiritual reality understood only by the kabbalists.

The effects of sin are described by Horowitz in ‘The Written Torah’ through a reference from *Reishit Hokhmah*: Sin defiles and leaves a blemish of impurity which cannot be easily removed. On earth what appears to be a ‘small matter’ is ‘impurity without limits, as according to the spirituality rises the positive commandment, so too is the measure of defilement correspondent to the descent of impurity’.\(^ {596}\) Sin is

\(^ {595}\) See Chapter Three, 82-83, and Chapter Thirteen, 297-300.

\(^ {596}\) *Shelah*, 348a.
explicitly associated with impurity and defilement, and righteousness with holiness and purity. This is used to explain why the non-Jews can consume non-kosher fish. Impurity only affects the holy people who have a pure soul, who will be quickly affected by its defilement, and its damage will be noticed. The non-Jews, however, who are accustomed to eating impurity, are rendered immune like one who eats poison regularly becomes immunised from its damage. Sin inflicts physical damage upon the Jew in the form of impurity.

The means of countering the poisonous effects of sin is through the pursuit of holiness. Horowitz states in the opening page of his introduction to Toledot Adam that when one hallows himself slightly on earth then in heaven he is hallowed far more greatly: ‘Know that holiness is an overflowing wellspring’, for when man sanctifies himself slightly on earth (lit. down below) he is sanctified greatly from heaven. Developing a concept found in the Bible and the Talmud that God helps

597 Ibid, 344a.

598 Shelah, 1a; the concept of small amounts of holiness on earth being magnified exponentially in heaven is repeated throughout the Shelah, e.g. 2a, 35a, 140a, 162a, 333b.
those who seek purity to become pure (which in its Talmudic application refers to repentance). Horowitz explains that when man sanctifies his actions, thought and speech God will shower blessing upon him and those he encounters. Corresponding to his model of devekut, Horowitz presents holiness as possessing two manifestations: the ordinary and extraordinary. On the portion of Kedoshim (where the verse in Leviticus 19:2 ‘you shall be holy for I the LORD your God am holy’ is located), Horowitz cites from one of his youthful compositions:

To Israel there are two types of holiness: One type are those who do the commands of the Almighty and the second are those who add ordinances and fences, as it says: And you shall make a fence (for the Torah)... This is what it means ‘you shall be holy’: cause yourself to be holy through strictures and boundaries and then you will have two holinesses.

Observance of the commandments alone creates one level of holiness, and a second is added upon the adoption of further stringencies by making a fence for the Torah. By understanding sin in terms of defilement and contamination, he who stays furthest from the source of contamination is also the holiest. Without the addition of boundaries and fences, halakhah is incomplete as a conduit for holiness.

599 Leviticus 11:44; bYoma 39a.
600 mAvot 1:41.
601 Shelah, 341b.
This concept is clearly explained in ‘Tractate Shavuot’ in terms of the limitations inherent in ordinary halakhic observance:

True shelemut requires action. But know that there is no shelemut of action without upright intention, for the commandments require intention for the action to be truly complete - and this action must be comprised of speech and thought. The speech should be that the individual should say: I am doing that which my creator has commandment me to unify the Holy one blessed be He and His shekhinah and the thought is the intention behind the commandment and its secrets.  

For the action of a commandment to be considered ‘complete’ it must be infused by extra thoughts and speech which complete its sanctity. The action itself requires additional holiness to achieve this perfection.

The concept of a limitation within ordinary halakhah helps to explain Horowitz’s attitude when recounting a conversation that took place between himself and his teacher, Solomon b. Judah of Lublin (d. c.1591) in ‘Letter Kuf’in Sha’ar Otiyot:

In my youth I learnt Torah with the great rabbi, the renowned genius, our teacher Rabbi Solomon Z’L, and when I departed from him to go to my wedding, I said to him: Rebbe, bless me. He instructed me with these words: Sanctify yourself in these two areas – sanctity of eating, and sanctity of sexual relations, and be very careful to distance yourself a thousand cubits from that which pertains to the transgressions, and sanctify yourself with this holiness, for the other commandments of the Torah do not make a physical imprint, but these two matters do, for food sustains the body, and sexual relations arouses the body. This imprint lasts forever. (These are the words of his holy mouth Z’L). Therefore, I decided to mention these matters last: After the holiness of the individual limbs, I will mention these two things which are aspects of the

602 Shelah, 184b.

603 Solomon b. Judah (d. 1591), see Newman, Life and Teachings, 27.
body, using the name of ‘laws of forbidden and permitted foods’, and ‘laws of forbidden and permitted sexual relationships’.\textsuperscript{604}

The injunction of ‘sanctify yourself’ involves the individual distancing himself ‘a thousand cubits’ from any transgression, thereby making himself holy. The reason this is necessary is due to the permanent defilement wrought by sexual impropriety and forbidden foods, leaving an imprint which ‘lasts forever’. Note that the distancing must be substantial (a thousand cubits) to attain holiness. Horowitz then comments that in his organisational scheme he adopted the titles (found in Maimonides’ \textit{Mishneh Torah}) ‘laws of forbidden and permitted foods’ and ‘laws of forbidden and sexual relationships’ to narrate this concept of holiness. This preface is important as ostensibly much of the section ‘\textit{Letter Kuf}’ is a discussion of the various halakhot pertaining to food and sexual relations. But by locating this section under the subheading ‘\textit{Kedushah}’, Horowitz ensures that the halakhah is specifically applied in a manner which promotes sanctity. Although Horowitz did not necessarily innovate the halakhic outcomes pertaining to the laws of food and sexual relations, he directs them in a manner whereby the kabbalistic ethos of purity and holiness is prioritised, demanded of all who wish to fulfil the halakhah in its optimal form.

For instance, after discussing the laws of purity and impurity pertaining to the consumption of food by the priests in the temple, Horowitz explains that food should

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{604} \textit{Shelah}, 73b.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
be consumed by all in a state of ritual purity even though not even the priests were obligated to do so after the destruction of the temple.605

Now has come the time for the matter which should be like profane food produced in a state of purity.606 Not for nothing did the Torah mention the language of holiness regarding eating, ‘and you shall make yourselves holy and become holy’.607

Like the language of the Bible itself (which juxtaposes holiness with the consumption of food in Leviticus 11:44), Horowitz locates the laws of eating and drinking within a context of purity. Although Horowitz does not innovate this concept, with the idea of the table resembling the altar found in the Talmud, he directs the law towards ideals found primarily within kabbalistic literature and largely ignored among halakhic sources. Prominent halakhists such as Maimonides had denied the need for food to be consumed in ritual purity after the temple and Karo’s Shulhan Arukh does not mention it either.608 Horowitz adapts the Talmudic statement that the ‘dinner table is the altar’ and extrapolates it so that every aspect of conduct at a meal should mimic the service in the temple. One who eats from the dinner table is a surrogate priest eating a sacrifice.609 It is notable that Horowitz refers to the later citation of his


606 It became a stringency adopted by the priests in the temple to consume all food in a state of purity not only that which required purity for the temple service, bHul. 2a; bPes. 33b.

607 Shelah, 80a; Leviticus 11:44.

608 MT, ‘Hilkhot Ma’akhalot Asurot’, 15:8; SA, OH, 166-180.

609 Shelah, 82a-83a.
father’s *Emek ha-Berakhah* alongside his own comments as a ‘completion of the matter’ of the holiness of food and drink. This work (which is a compilation of his father’s halakhic writings on the topic of dietary laws) is considered a supplement to the overall goal of holiness – needed to complete the topic, but certainly not the topic in its entirety. Analysing the thoughts of kabbalists ibn Gabbai and Joseph Jabez (Spanish theologian and mystic d.1507), Horowitz concludes that in contemporary times the dinner table is the parallel of the altar in its ability to achieve atonement for the penitent.610 This prefaces his father’s laws of eating and drinking, contextualising them with a call to holiness - which is the purpose of halakhic observance.

**The Mikveh**

Evidence of the close correlation between sinfulness and impurity in the *Shelah* and kabbalistic literature in general can be seen through the reinstitution of the *mikveh* as a requirement for the purification of men who have experienced a seminal emission.611 The Talmud had ruled that purity achieved through immersion was no

610 Ibid, 86a.

611 See Krispel, ‘Concept of Man’, 218-20.
longer required for men, and that a state of impurity no longer prevented Torah study. In the 16th Century, the kabbalists of Safed reintroduced the requirement for men to purify themselves after seminal discharges. Booklets of the customs of Safed as well as the students of Luria emphasised that the individual required the mikveh to achieve purity, and that the divine presence did not rest upon the impure. As discussed above, purity was closely aligned with holiness in kabbalistic literature, and impurity with sin and defilement.

Horowitz acknowledges that the halakhic consensus was that immersion is no longer required for Torah study or prayer. Nevertheless, due to his unconditional acceptance of the kabbalistic framework, he also maintains that a state of purity is indispensable for the soul of the penitent, and necessary for atonement. After explaining the severity of sins involving sexual relationships with women and the fasts prescribed by Luria for atonement, Horowitz explains that through the mikveh

\[\text{References:}\]

\[612\] Ber. 32b; tBer. 2:13; \textit{BY, OH.} 88 and S.A, \textit{OH}, 88:1. Karo adopts the position that the original institution was totally repealed, and no purification is required for one who has had a seminal emission to perform the commandments or learn Torah. Traditionally, one of the differences between the communities in the land of Israel and Babylonian communities was the requirement of immersion before and after Torah study. The communities in the land of Israel were strict in adopting this practice but the Babylonians did not consider it necessary. In the medieval period, although some Spanish communities retained the practice of immersion in conjunction with their Muslim counterparts, the Jews living in Christian lands did not, see Mordekhai Margalioth, \textit{Ha-Hilukim she-bein Anshei Mizrah u-Benei Erez Yisra’el} (Hebrew), (Jerusalem: Hebrew University Press, 1938), 78, 108 ff.


\[614\] Shelah, 69a, 252a.

\[615\] Ibid, 99a-100a.
God provided the Jewish people with an antidote for the contamination wrought by the nations of the world.\footnote{Ibid, 100b.}

It is explained in the Zohar, that the consequence of immersion is the restoration of the soul to its place, for one who is impure has no soul. In particular, one who desecrates the 'covenant' (a literal reference to a circumcised penis but also a broader reference to masturbation or sexual impropriety), his soul is removed. And every man requires immersion on the eve of the Sabbath as explained in the Zohar \textit{Vayakhel}, in order to remove the spirit of the week from upon him and to adorn himself in the spirit of the holiness of the Sabbath.\footnote{Ibid, 104b.}

As the Zohar states, ‘one who is impure has no soul’. This conflation of impurity with sinfulness means that without the prescriptions of the kabbalists, the individual is incapable of escaping the clutches of sin. Horowitz also explains how the kabbalah delineates the context of the soul’s natural corruption into the realm of impurity during the week. The role of the \textit{mikveh} is to restore the soul to its purity. This is the framework in which the halakhot of purity operate. Once the Zohar has established the \textit{mikveh}'s indispensable nature, its requirements can be quantified as halakhic
As halakhah is merely the practical aspect of the attainment of shelemut, once the situation has been analysed, the kabbalist must decide on the appropriate course of action. Citing Kanfei Yonah, Horowitz explains that daily repentance demands fourteen immersions, and later states that on the eve of the Sabbath at least three immersions are required. In Horowitz’s final analysis, because impurity and sinfulness amount to the same thing, immersions are as indispensable to the attainment of repentance as the confession, avoidance and regret of sin.

The case study of the mikveh is an excellent example of the interchangeability between halakhic rulings and kabbalistic requirements of holiness. Although the mikveh had not been included as a requirement of repentance among Ashkenazic halakhists like Rama beyond references to the custom before the high holy days, the kabbalist must decide on the appropriate course of action. Citing Kanfei Yonah, Horowitz explains that daily repentance demands fourteen immersions, and later states that on the eve of the Sabbath at least three immersions are required. In Horowitz’s final analysis, because impurity and sinfulness amount to the same thing, immersions are as indispensable to the attainment of repentance as the confession, avoidance and regret of sin.
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Horowitz’s understanding of repentance meant that it could not be compartmentalised into ‘halakhic’ and ‘kabbalistic’ categories as the halakhah operated within a context established by the kabbalah. The kabbalistic refusal to dichotomise between impurity and sinfulness, and the presentation of sin as a physical blemish meant that the demands of purity and holiness were infused into ordinary conduct, cultivating an ethos of pietism within the Shelah.

Pietistic Aphorisms

The idea of halakhic observance alone being insufficient to acquire holiness in the eyes of God is further expressed in the Shelah through the addition of certain aphorisms and short prefaces reinforcing sacred conduct. To present a few examples:

- In speech, the individual is encouraged to say ‘If God is willing’ regarding any matter that is imminent, no matter how near in proximity.\(^{622}\)
- Additional prayers are added to the start of every journey to show trust in God’s hand.\(^{623}\)

\(^{622}\) Shelah, 60b.

\(^{623}\) Ibid.

---

622 Shelah, 60b.

בכל דיבור ואמונה סיימר על כל פעולתו שרשאה לشفות אפיתל זמין קרב יאמר אם אעשתה זה אם ירצה מהו כשר הילא דבר דין או דבר קונסימך עשת ה’ איהındaki (משלי, יט, ט) איה ראשים

עיבת אם יצלה השם

623 Ibid.

וכן כשחלקל לشفות איה הדבר איםifie מהו הילא דברים כשר הילא דברmare (תהלים, יב) והрош י freelancer המאה大理石

וךתייב (תמהיה, ט, י) והזוה מגמה את כל חוכל ליחוסקר ליית ברכו ימששה יד בפשעה וז
The phrase beginning ‘Behold I am ready and prepared to fulfil the positive commandment of Grace after meals for the sake of the unification of God’s name’ is added as a preface to the actual blessing, to remind the individual about the ultimate purpose of the commandments.\textsuperscript{624}

Men are encouraged to wash the place of their tefillin as an act of purity before applying them.\textsuperscript{625}

Everything that the individual buys for the Sabbath must be articulated as specifically being for the honour of the day as this will enable holiness to flow from the food.\textsuperscript{626}

A person on the verge of death should be surrounded with all matters of holiness so that his soul can depart in holiness, such as being spoken to in the holy language of Hebrew.\textsuperscript{627}

\textsuperscript{624} Shelah, 82a. The le shem yihud prayer was first formulated in Reishit Hokhmah ‘Sha’ar Ha Ahavah’ 9:38, vol. 1, 567.

\textsuperscript{625} Ibid, 112a.

\textsuperscript{626} Ibid, 133a.

\textsuperscript{627} Ibid, 146a.
Chapter Ten: Stringency and Elitism

Stringency and Leniency in Halakhah
An important manifestation of Horowitz’s halakhic pietism is his encouragement of stringency. As noted in the previous chapter, the defilement wrought by sin means that Horowitz encourages all means of separation from any semblance of sin. Yet the holiness this creates is not merely a consequence of additional caution, but has positive religious value: To be stringent in Horowitz’s eyes is to destroy the contamination wrought by the primordial serpent who had tempted Eve in the Garden of Eden. Horowitz builds his vision of halakhah around an edifice which culminates in elitist behaviour involving stringency being adopted in virtually all of its manifestations. The positive encouragement of stringency as intrinsically meritorious marks Horowitz’s approach as distinctive among his contemporaries.

The term *humra* is a legal term in Talmudic and halakhic literature applied to the stricter of two possible rulings in doubtful cases of ritual law and observance. The opposite of *humra* is *kulla*, meaning the more lenient and permissive approach. *Humra* also referred to the restrictions that pious individuals voluntarily imposed upon themselves in ritual observance that was beyond the requirements strictly required by law. As noted above, the distinction between those who kept ‘above the letter of the law’ did not refer in Talmudic times to an elite group of pietists. The question of stringency arose from uncertainty about a halakhic decision, and in general the Talmudic and medieval authorities encouraged leniency when there was doubt regarding rabbinic law and stringency in the matter of Biblical law.⁶²⁹


⁶²⁹ E.g. *bA.Z* 7a; *bM.K*. 19b; *bNid*. 63b; *bEruv*. 21b; *bPes*. 9b Rashi ad. loc. See Rashba, *Hidushei Rashba* on *bA.Z*. 75b.
Halakhah by its very nature engaged with real-world issues and its purpose was not to overly burden its adherents. The Talmudic maxim of Rava 'You are not content with what the Torah has forbidden you, but you seek to augment the things prohibited to you?!', could be applied to the rabbinic authorities of the middle-ages, who were reluctant to demand that their communities adopt stringent practices even if they had misgivings about their lenient approaches. They did not consider the stringent to be a religious elite.

As discussed in my introduction, Karo’s introduction of the Zohar into the realm of adjudication marked a significant moment in the history of halakhah and kabbalah. Much of the Zoharic halakhic material concerns the adoption of stringencies in line with kabbalistic understandings of the secrets behind the commandments. Karo does not endorse Zoharic stringencies wholeheartedly; his attitude demonstrates the tension between halakhic reticence to publicly encourage stringency and the kabbalistic insistence on personal piety. Karo certainly did not include every Zoharic stringency in the Beit Yosef, such as not walking four cubits without handwashing after waking in the morning. In the Beit Yosef, Karo encourages the stringency of not eating meat after cheese found in the Zohar, including after chicken, but does not mention this strict opinion in the Shulkhan Arukh, intended for a wider audience.

---

630 yNed. 9:1.


632 See Chapter One, 32-33.


634 BY, OH, 173; See SA, YD, 89:2. See Reiner, ‘Ashkenazi Elite’, 96. In Karo’s introduction to Shulkhan Arukh he outlines that the work was intended for laymen and
Similarly, in the *Shulhan Arukh* he does not mention the stringency in the Zohar of not having benefit from the forbidden parts of an animal. With other kabbalistic texts such as *Sefer Peliah*, Karo is even more ambivalent about which parts to include in halakhic literature, sometimes agreeing with its stringencies and sometimes disagreeing.635

The consciously stringent nature of the *Shelah*’s approach to halakhah was noted in Shabbatai Bass’ 1680 index, where he lists the areas where Horowitz chose to be specifically stringent.636 In the *Shelah*, Horowitz adopts a qualifiedly elitist attitude towards halakhah in that he encourages his descendants to embrace stringency as a form of elite personal practice leading them closer to God while simultaneously discouraging them from ruling too strictly in practical judgment.637

This attitude has several manifestations: As has been explored in Chapter Seven, Horowitz refuses to differentiate between rabbinic and Biblical law and as a result does not consider the lenient opinion to be preferable even in a situation of rabbinic doubt. Rabbinic stringency, like an accepted halakhah, is a decision reached through prophetic means and therefore carries great weight. For the righteous individual it is not *above* the letter of the law to be stringent, it is the letter of the law itself. As the observance of the halakhah is primarily about increasing degrees of devekut with God, its requirements change according to the individual. Again, Horowitz creates a


636 *Siftei Yeshenim*, 79-80.

637 See *Shelah*, 183b.
two-tiered system, at times requiring the elite to remove themselves from the practices of the wider community.

**Stringency as the Antidote for the Serpent**

As explained in Chapter Seven, Horowitz considered rabbinic stringency to emerge directly from the mouth of revelation. Stringency constituted a spiritual necessity decreed by God Himself:

> I will further explain the matter in its essence, for we see in each generation new stringencies emerging. In the days of Moses our teacher the only things that were forbidden were those received explicitly from Sinai, yet he added several ordinances for the needs that he saw fit, and so too afterwards the prophets and the Tannaim did the same in each generation according to its expounders. And the idea is that the more that the serpent’s pollution spreads, the greater the need for boundaries – ‘and whoever breaks through a fence, a serpent shall bite him’.638 God commanded 365 prohibitions in order not to awaken the contamination of the serpent, and through the spreading of the contamination throughout the generations, more prohibitions require promulgation – and had this been the case in the time of the giving of the Torah (they would have been instituted). But this is (in fact) included in what the Torah prohibited, for all is one matter. Therefore, God commanded us to ‘make a boundary to a boundary’;639 that is to say, all according to the relevant matter. It logically follows that in each generation, when it is appropriate to add stringencies, (one should) do so with the sanction of Biblical authority, for after the spread of the serpent’s contamination (what was required was) the release of potentiality to actuality – for God created the evil inclination and he also created the antidote.640 For now we require a divine awakening to extend the prohibitions from potentiality to actuality, until in the future we cleave to the divine source.641

---

638 Ecclesiastes 10:9.

639 *bM.K.* 5a.

640 *bKid.* 30b.

641 *Shelah,* 25b.

המכים דברים חדשים (אלא) מחפשים אבר entrev חל היח בך הקהל הנכד והגיעה העת ששם שיעם ומכה את חפוש חכמי בניו. ואימנו גאול אדני ורב חכמים דין ומצפס (חכמה חמה, ה)
In Horowitz’s model, stringency emerges as an antidote to the spiritual decline of the generations and the spread of the serpent’s contamination. In a world increasingly entrapped by evil forces, the only appropriate response is for Man to erect fences to prevent further destructiveness at the hands of sin. Like the encouragement of the mikveh as a prerequisite of atonement, Horowitz’s formulation of the serpent’s pollution of the world directly impacts the halakhah. The function of the humra is to become an active force that repels evil and every individual is entreated to adopt all measures necessary to avoid sin.

Stringency is closely associated with the concept of fearing God. Drawing heavily from Cordovero’s writings, Horowitz examines its lowest level, which is fear of punishment, and explores the difference between selfish fear of God and a loftier fear that involves absolute self-nullification. The greatest level of fear is the fear that sin might blemish God Himself (creating the need to add stringencies). Horowitz

---

642 Ibid, 47a-b.
compares this to a rich man protecting his wealth from highwaymen by erecting multiple fences. This necessitates moving beyond what the basic halakhah requires:

Therefore, he should create additional protection concerning care over sin, and progressively add holiness by increasing his involvement in performing the commandments, acts of lovingkindness and charity, far beyond what he is obligated to do, in order to unify the king in His glory.643

Holiness needs to be added to halakhah in order to ‘unify the king in his glory’. For the God-fearing, this is considered a necessity and not ‘above the letter of the law’.644 The requirements of halakhah adapt according to the level of each individual, with the elite required to adopt a far more stringent standard of behaviour than the common man.

In ‘Letter Kuf’, after explaining the need to be strict in matters of food and sexuality, Horowitz makes the distinction between what his sons should do and what the rest of

643 Ibid, 50b.
644 Ibid, 55b.

אין יראה גדולה הנוגעת בכבוד צרכי גבוה בעצמו כביכול שלא יפגום זהו פירוש של יראת חטא ע"ד
(על דרכו)مشל כל מי שאשת עם ואירא מרושדותאúng zendigוועשר גדר אבנים מארבעה
לבת וממשטר להמטיר כיוון היא מרושדת שלום כי לא ידיאשאמה שבשנה בשנינו הבבבبعי
ככלל פגום ואיש ישוע פגום וממשטר להמטיר לטיס על המ שפטהה עיל המ שמציאו בינא
וז שStoryboard להמעיב יא תמיד אألعاب הסיסק האהבה ח"דרי אתוסה שמשלעת סד יחוד עשה
סות ביוחנן המחכד diplomacy על כיוון משמשת למשerializer לעניין אזהרת החטא, ויתם קדושה על
קודש להרבו בבקש המצות וה,GL ודריחה, הרביה יוחי ממון שביה כי לייחד המלך בכבודו

אבל הלפתי משושר זה מיכאסר שלשה הזורה למששות לפשיסמשור זה מימיוא היה דיב

BOSE מחזר לא שיר למחציו משושר זה אלא ביום שא筆 אומרים אם היא כל תני עד אדום

יהו כי תחרךן
the Jewish community does. He differentiates between the rulings of Maharash and Rama in a seminal passage for understanding Horowitz's halakhic approach:

How far does the holiness of food extend! Behold I have seen men of valour and they are few, perhaps there are not two in a generation – these men do not eat from something which has a disputed status (in terms of kashrut), even though the world has decided to adopt a lenient position. Nevertheless, my children, I will write for you several matters to exhort you to be stringent about that which the world is not stringent about, and do not follow the majority to do evil, since this is the law, as I will explain. I will also tell you that we have had great rabbis in recent generations: the genius, our teacher Maharash and our great teacher Rama. Each one of them composed and assembled a work concerning that which is prohibited and that which is allowed (in dietary laws), and they disagree on several occasions; it has already been established that it is Rama who should be followed. Certainly, it is divine decree that he merited this, much like the halakhah is according to the school of Hillel even though the house of Shamai possessed more intellectual acuity. However, I have come to reveal in this matter that the genius Maharash came later in the assemblage of his work than Rama’s Torat Hattat (Rama’s halakhic work). For this is what occurred: the students of Maharash wrote down his Isur ve-Heter (Maharash’s halakhic work) and brought it to Rama when he wrote his Torat Hattat, who read through it and made objections to it, and then Torat Hattat came to Maharash, and Maharash wrote in his Isur ve-Heter (the following phrase) ‘what he wrote’, transpiring that Maharash came afterwards. But I have already said that it has already spread in the congregations of Israel outside the kingdom of Poland and their surrounding lands that the Ashkenazic communities adjudicate according to Rama, but nevertheless it is appropriate for each Man to be the master of his household, to make himself holy and be stringent and forbid for himself both what this one prohibits and what the other prohibits, and even if he is lenient to others according to their custom, he should be strict on himself. And how much more so that he should not be lenient on himself and strict to others!

645 bYev. 14a.

646 Shelah, 74b.
There are four points which emerge from this analysis:

- Horowitz exhorts his descendants to never adopt leniencies in a matter of dispute, even if they are widely followed in the community.
- He accepts that Rama has been adopted by the Ashkenazic communities as the authoritative posek.
- He suggests that Maharshal should have merited this status based on halakhah ke-batrai but doesn’t challenge Rama’s role.
- He tells his descendants that they should ‘be the master of their own household’ and add holiness and stringencies even when as a posek he is lenient on others. However, he qualifies this point by adding that this should not lead to hypocrisy, and that stringencies should firstly be pursued by the individual before being spread to others. Nevertheless, it is apparent that theoretically it would be best for everyone to adopt stringent positions, as this would ‘make himself holy’.

Horowitz prefers Maharshal’s approach to Rama’s. Subsequently, he lists the areas where Maharshal is strict and Rama is lenient:

Now I will recount some of the differences between the latter day geniuses, Maharshal and Rama and I will not write the places where Maharshal permits and Rama forbids, as there is no practical lesson to be learnt from this as in this generation we follow Rama, and who is he who would be so brazen that...
he would be stringent on others and be lenient on himself? However, I will note a few of the places where Maharshal is stringent, and even if one is lenient on others and decides like the Rama, nevertheless it is fitting that he should be stringent on himself like Maharshal, for in the most part he has the most fitting rationales and reasons.\textsuperscript{647}

Here Horowitz argues that there is nothing to be gained by mentioning Maharshal’s leniencies, which are not followed. Unlike stringencies, which always have merit, it would be a travesty to adopt a minority lenient view. He also adds that the reason to adopt Maharshal’s stringencies is not only a question of stringency for its own sake, but for reasons of internal persuasive rationale. But this motivation towards stringency is undoubtedly also the product of an ethos which fears transgression and is a product of Horowitz’s positive attitude towards stringencies in general, as expressed in \textit{Toledot Adam} and \textit{Asarah Ma’amaro}. 

After recording Maharshal’s stringencies, Horowitz repeats his elitist ethos that his children should ignore halakhic consensus in favour of personal protection from sin. This can be understood in terms of the devastation wrought by the contamination of sin. The nominalist nature of halakhic adjudication means that, in theory, once a decision has been judged to be correct or incorrect, it has the force of law. Kabbalistic realism, however, dictates that an incorrect decision can cause spiritual devastation within the individual regardless of whether it is the accepted position or

\textsuperscript{647} Ibid, 75a.
not. The knives of the slaughterers, for example, should be personally checked even if they are trusted by the elders of the community:

Even in the great city (Jerusalem) which is the great mother of Israel, it is appropriate for every fearful and trembling individual to check with the head of the court, to inquire about the state of the knife used, even if he is God fearing, for in addition to fear of heaven he requires extra skill.648

The issue of knife checking bothered the Polish rabbis considerably, and Joshua Falk of Lvov wrote pamphlets at the beginning of the 17th Century warning about the importance of knife checking.649

Horowitz mentions that the earlier authorities had ruled leniently that most new grain is planted before the Omer period (rendering it permissible for instant use) and could be purchased outside of Palestine. However, he considers this ruling to be based on flawed knowledge and distinguishes between the climate in medieval Spain and contemporary Poland, Russia and Lithuania, where crops are planted after the Omer period. Even though this ruling could incur significant financial loss, the truth of the matter is more important.650

648 Ibid, 74b.
649 Polonsky, The Jews in Poland and Russia, 27, 32-33.
650 Shelah, 77a.
‘One who is stringent will merit blessing’

It is worth comparing the way that Horowitz and Karo relate to the Zohar as an indication of their respective attitudes towards kabbalistic stringency. In the Beit Yosef, Karo records the stringency of waiting six hours between eating meat and milk. There is a significant difference between the way that the Shelah cites Karo’s Beit Yosef on this issue and the way that Karo describes it in the original. Karo assesses the issue by prefacing his summary with the phrase ‘there are those that are stringent’, before quoting a Zoharic passage in Aramaic without comment (which when translated implies that one who eats meat after cheese will have a cursed child within forty days of the violation), then supporting its legitimacy to add this stringency with the backing of Mordechai b. Hillel, a great 13th Century Ashkenazic authority who had not seen the Zohar, concluding that ‘for we, who have merited to see the Zohar, it is good and proper to be stringent’. 651

651 BY, OH, 173.
The *Shelah* cites this passage in the *Beit Yosef*, but places far more emphasis on the translation of the Zohar, exhorting his students that 'one who wishes to guard his soul should distance himself from things that are permitted according to the letter of the law' and he 'will be blessed' by adopting the stringency. 652 Horowitz feels no need to include other justifications for this practice. The individual who is stringent in halakhah is described as ‘fearing heaven’.653

Generally, Karo’s use of the Zohar only appears once the Babylonian Talmud has not made itself clear on the matter, and he often provides further support for his position from another Talmudic source, as if aware that the Zohar alone does not merit its position through its stature.654 To Horowitz, once the Zohar has been cited,

652 *Shelah*, 76b; see *bYev. 20a.*

653 Ibid, 76b.

654 E.g. *BY, OH*, 141. See Chapter One, 32-33.
its authority is supreme and pious individuals should adopt all of its stringencies, even if according to the letter of the law they are not required.

Throughout the Shelah, the adoption of stringencies confers a superior status on the practitioner, earning epithets such as ‘he who fears heaven will be stringent’ or ‘he who is stringent will merit blessing’.

For example, non-Jewish wine should be avoided at all costs, as discussed in Chapter Eight, and Horowitz ends his exhortation to avoid it by mentioning that the holy individual is strict in all stringencies:

And do not be surprised about the extensive application of the stringency, for one who guards himself from it merits wine ‘protected in its grapes’, since he has gladdened God and Man with blessings. And I am shocked about those who are lenient in the lands of the gentiles etc. Taste and see the great need to sanctify yourself in this area. Therefore, be holy! Be stringent in all the stringencies, as it is said: sanctify yourself with that which is permitted to you.\(^655\)

One who ‘guards his soul’, Horowitz adds, should distance himself from doubt and sanctify himself even in those things that have been permitted by the later authorities but were prohibited in the Talmud due to fear of safety.\(^656\) This especially applies to

\(^{655}\) Ibid, 77a.

\(^{656}\) Ibid, 79b. This case relates to waters left uncovered overnight, which the Mishnah prohibits from consumption on safety grounds in case a serpent poisoned it, see mTerumot 8:4.
the restrictions associated with menstrual impurity, where Horowitz exhorts his sons to go far beyond the stringencies found in the Talmud. Citing the Biblical commentary of Recanati, Horowitz recommends that it is best to avoid sitting in the same area as menstruating women of all kinds, even if according to the law this restriction only applies to a man’s wife. Stringency is a positive means of constructing a life of holiness. In genuine cases of halakhic uncertainty, it is better to adopt both opinions in accordance with the ways of the pious:

There is a dispute about the blessing over immersion, whether a woman should make a blessing before immersion or afterwards. I have seen a pious man from ‘men of deeds’ who guided his wife as follows: After she immersed her entire body once, she made a blessing, and after she made the blessing she immersed a second time, and through this merited extra holiness, and also fulfilled the two opinions.

According to Horowitz’s outlook, it is a positive thing that two opinions have been fulfilled, even if they are contradictory from a halakhic perspective. The fact that the

657 Ibid, 100b.
659 Ibid.
halakhic issue was left undecided is viewed by a pietist as an opportunity to achieve more devekut with God.

**Ner Mitsvah as Pietism**

A further means of identifying Horowitz’s pietistic vision of stringent halakhah is through an evaluation of the content of his halakhic sections entitled ‘Ner Mitsvah’ in the section Asarah Diberot (The main body of the Shelah). Ner Mitsvah purports to provide guidance in areas which are commonly neglected and is distinguished by Horowitz as a separate category from the Torah Or and Tokhehot Musar sections of the Shelah. Yet within each of these sections addressing the halakhic aspects of the calendar year, the ethos of pietism emerges encouraging additional holiness, stringencies, repentance and introspection in line with the 'incomplete halakhah' concept discussed in the previous chapter.  

The laws of the Sabbath, for instance, are filled with details of mikveh, purity and repentance:

- The individual is exhorted to prepare himself through repentance and attend to his deficiencies before the day begins. Immersion on Friday afternoon is encouraged as it provides greater holiness than during a weekday.  

---

660 See Chapter Nine, 212-221.

661 Shelah, 131a.

...על כנ' יפשפש במעשיו, יתעורר בתשובה, יתקן כל קלקול...ולענין טבילה בכל ערב שבת, היא קדושת הגדולת והחרת הקדוש כמיו שיתבאר וסוד המקרה מעניין טבילה של ערב שבת נבואר עליל באוהך ...
As part of holiness and separation from impurity, additional stringencies are also encouraged for all who are ‘conscious of their soul’ for the practices associated with the Sabbath and the festivals. 662

On the Sabbath the individual should remove himself from even the slightest semblance of doubt in his conduct. 663

It is a trait of the pious and those who desire additional holiness to have completed heavy labours by midday on Friday for the sake of the Sabbath, and from midday onwards all activity should be directed towards the holiness of the Sabbath.664

The laws of the festivals are filled with similar exhortations:

- The laws of the beginning of the new month demand that the individual strives for additional holiness and undertakes repentance, comparing the eve of the...
new month to a miniature Yom Kippur. He should fast, accept mortifications and do complete repentance.  

- On Passover, the individual should not rely on his household’s standards but ensure that everything is done to the strictest standards.

- Thoughts of repentance should not leave him throughout the entire festival of Sukkot.

- The laws of Shavuot include additional fasting for the entire household and exhortations for meticulous adherence to all the laws concerning the domestic sphere.

- In the sections addressing the laws of the high holy days, repentance demands deeply ascetic practices, including additional fasts in the month of...
Ellul and a detailed explanation of the *mikveh* requirements for Rosh ha-Shana. Horowitz states that praiseworthy is he who fasts (not consecutively but as much as feasible) from the 17th of Tamuz until Rosh ha-Shana (a period of two and a half months corresponding to the time period between Moses’ shattering of the first tablets of stone and receiving the second set of tablets from God).669

Horowitz’s portrayal of the two-tiered nature of halakhah directs the pious individual towards adopting stringencies as a necessary requirement of the God-fearing. Unless the basic layer of halakhah is infused with additional stringencies, it is incomplete, and the individual will never attain true *shelemut*.

Horowitz makes a fascinating remark regarding the difference between ordinary and elitist behaviour in a passage describing the requirements for the fast days. Ordinarily, only the ninth of Av and Yom Kippur contain prohibitions pertaining to wearing shoes and washing. Horowitz notes, however, that theoretically all fasts should contain these additional prohibitions, but the sages did not institute decrees that ‘the people couldn’t keep’. However, he refers to Cordovero’s comment that the individual can choose to be stringent on himself and this is praiseworthy as long as he does not appear arrogant while doing so. A blessing will come upon him if he

669 Ibid, 213a-b.
conducts himself in this manner. Even though this is beyond the parameters of accepted halakhah, it is nevertheless praiseworthy to be stringent and adopt something not considered in ordinary halakhah, as the interconnected nature of all fast days means that the same kabbalistic mechanisms are at work if the individual adopts these actions. The stringency is still effective in counteracting the contamination of the serpent.

The operation of the ‘threelfold cord’ as understood through a kabbalistic mechanism leads to a novel conception of halakhah in the Shelah. When kabbalistic customs and stringencies began to enter the European Jewish communities in the 16th and 17th centuries, prominent halakhists such as Karo, Isserles and Sirkes were reluctant to overly emphasise the need to adopt them, frequently discouraging their intrusion into halakhic realms. Even among those who held the kabbalistic tradition in the highest regard, most wanted to keep the kabbalah restricted to the domain of philosophy and belief.

Horowitz thus carves a distinctive path in the Shelah in three ways:

\[\text{Ibid, 199b.}\]

\[\text{See Chapter One, 33.}\]
Kabbalistic customs and halakhic positions are added without qualification. The customs of Isaac Luria are thirstily pursued and included in the halakhic sections of the Shelah, prioritised over ordinary communal customs. These customs contain kabbalistic secrets that increase the holiness of the practitioner and benefit the world around him through theurgical mechanisms.

Pietism becomes a requirement for the God-fearing Jew, as without it halakhah is incomplete. The ethos of purity and holiness is infused into every area of conduct, and particularly into the realms pertaining to food and sexual relationships. Purity becomes synonymous with righteousness, and impurity becomes synonymous with sin, creating new demands which extended the halakhic boundaries: The mikveh becomes a sine qua non of repentance, the dinner table becomes an imitation of the altar and additions to daily conduct such as saying ‘If God is willing’ before any action to be undertaken serves the explicit purpose of increasing holiness. Halakhah is envisioned as a conduit to a life of holiness, which leads to devekut.

As part of the ethos of pietism, the concept of stringency in observance is transformed into a positive requirement, without discriminating between the letter of the law and what extends beyond it.

Horowitz thus develops a scheme within the Shelah where halakhah is the conduit, or handmaiden to the cultivation of holiness. With its roots in prophecy only understood in its depths by the kabbalist, Horowitz’s halakhah required infusion with the insights of the kabbalah for it to be complete, paving the pathway towards Jewish pietism in the 17th and 18th centuries.⁶⁷² For the masses, it was necessary to

incorporate holiness and kabbalistic practices into their conduct to the best of their ability. For the elite, the constant pursuit of stringencies was demanded to enable them to cleave to God.
Part 4: Musar

Chapter Eleven: ‘In all your ways acknowledge Him’ – The Two Paths of the Righteous

‘In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will direct your paths’. 673

Although it is clear throughout the Shelah that Horowitz envisaged the halakhah to be a conduit for a life of holiness and purity, it is less clear what the ‘holy man’ should look like. While the pietistic direction of halakhah seems to point towards an ascetic model of conduct by emphasising the need to pile stringency upon stringency, this is frequently contradicted by Horowitz’s own statements that downplay the significance of ascetic behaviour. As with devekut, there are two pathways which can be pursued by the righteous: the ascetic and the world-affirming. Horowitz oscillates between these models throughout the Shelah, fluctuating between the elitism of the kabbalists and a more world-embracing, emotionally-infused conduct, which foreshadowed the Hasidic movement of the 18th Century. As with halakhah, what Horowitz achieves in the Shelah is the movement of religious boundaries along pietistic lines. What emerges is that asceticism is not the ideal of the man of the God in the Shelah. The purpose of asceticism is to remove sin, but the ideal for mankind is that they sanctify every aspect of their physical being in the service of God.

Asceticism and the Ideal of Righteousness

Horowitz’s ambivalence in presenting the ideal path of the righteous is echoed in earlier sources pertaining to human conduct. Rabbinic literature contains numerous stories about pious men, often ascetically inclined, known as ‘hasidim’ or as ‘men of deeds’, who possessed an intimate relationship with God and could work miracles. They are frequently characterised by their personal charisma and devotion rather than by their scholarship. The rabbis show both an admiration for their piety and a reluctance to admit the effectiveness of their actions. Folk characters such as Honi the circle maker are rabbinised in later rabbinic retellings by attributing halakhic formulae to previously simple requests, and learned rabbis are recast as holy men.674 Several rabbinic sources indicate that the scholar and ascetic pietist are not necessarily compatible paradigms.675 Importantly, the pietists were not necessarily promoted by the rabbis as model exemplars of behaviour.

Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah discourages asceticism, and emphasises the importance of maintaining balance in all areas of behaviour in accordance with the principle of the ‘Golden mean’,676 tracing this ideal to Moses and Abraham.677 In his

674 Hayes, ‘The Other in Rabbinic Literature’ in Fonrobert, The Cambridge Companion to the Talmud and Rabbinic Literature, 258-60.
675 E.g. mBer. 2:8; mSot. 9:15 bBer. 17b, 32b Rashi ad, loc; Gen. Rabba 60.
676 MT, ‘Hilkhot De’ot’ 1:4–5, ‘Hilkhot Teshuvah’ 3:1-2. Maimonides defines the righteous man as the man with more good deeds to his credit than bad. The same assessment is made by God of a country and of the world as a whole. It is not the mere quantity of the deeds which counts in this assessment. A good deed can be of such quality that it can succeed in outweighing many bad deeds, and the converse is also true.
677 MT, ‘De’ot’ 3:1.
Guide, Maimonides adopts a more pro-ascetic stance and hints that extreme asceticism is the goal of such perfect persons as the prophets; he accepts Aristotle’s view that the sense of touch is the most repugnant of all the external senses, and accordingly regards sexual relations negatively.\textsuperscript{678} At the end of the Guide, however, Maimonides states that Man should endeavour to serve God in all his ways, even when engaged in secular activities (i.e. in those activities not directly associated with God, religion and holiness such as prayer, Torah study and observance of the commandments).\textsuperscript{679}

The German pietists were the first group to articulate a systematic programme of mortifications as a form of penance.\textsuperscript{680} The environment of Safed in the 16th Century encouraged ascetic behaviour to facilitate devekut in line with the models in Chapter Six, as well as the ethos of pietism which characterised all kabbalistic practice.\textsuperscript{681} The marked shift from isolated forms worship associated with Jewish-Sufi groups in

\textsuperscript{678} Guide 3:33, 49; see Fred Rosner, \textit{Sex Ethics in the Writings of Moses Maimonides}, (New Jersey: Aronson, 1994).

\textsuperscript{679} Guide 3:51. See Nahmanides (attributed), \textit{Iggeret ha-Kodesh} (Jerusalem, 1971); Leviticus 19:2, Nahmanides ad loc.


\textsuperscript{681} See Chapter Six, 159-175, and Chapter Nine, 176-227; see Werblowsky, \textit{Lawyer and Mystic}, 14; Weinstein, \textit{Shattering}, 572; Fine, \textit{Safed Spirituality}, 14. For examples of extreme asceticism as \textit{tikkun} in the practices of Abraham Berukhim (1515-93) and Abraham Galante (d. 1560) see ibid, 37.
Spain into mystical fellowships helped to develop this climate, which gained wide traction within the Jewish community.\textsuperscript{682}

Cordovero suggested that although the body possessed in a lowly status, it could be used as a tool in the service of God.\textsuperscript{683} Overall, however, Cordovero’s aspiration for the human being was that he should escape the trappings of physicality, spiritualising the body to the greatest extent possible. In Cordovero’s commentary on the Zohar, he understands the verse in Proverbs ‘in all your ways acknowledge Him’ to refer to the carnal knowledge between the masculine and feminine components of God.\textsuperscript{684} The Zohar discusses the idea that even in physical realms Man should have in mind the upper unions, and Cordovero interprets this to mean that every action has symbolic and therefore cosmic effect upon the lower worlds, in line with his metaphysical principles outlined in Chapter Four.\textsuperscript{685}

Much of \textit{Reishit Hokhma} is devoted to the question of ascetic behaviour. Abstinence is presented as essential both for cultivating restraint from gluttony as well as destroying the demonic \textit{kelippot} and protecting the practitioner’s thought from them.\textsuperscript{686} De Vidas states that the \textit{shekhinah} will not attach itself to one who is devoted to worldly matters. The penitent must scorn the needs of the body in this

\textsuperscript{682} Garb, ‘The Psychological Turn’, 116; see Chapter Six, 162.

\textsuperscript{683} Sack, \textit{Be Sha’arei}, 102, 216.


\textsuperscript{685} Ibid, 208.

\textsuperscript{686} \textit{Reishit Hokhma} vol. 1, 630-31.
world, which is governed by the six weekdays, and divest himself of love for this world which is clothed in the skin of the serpent and instead clothe himself with the love of the world where the supernal souls reside. Solitude and departure from social conduct is necessary to truly cleave to God. According to de Vidas, a life of holiness required desisting from ‘worldly vanities’ and material concerns. Like a jealous wife, God does not attach Himself to one who is preoccupied with worldly matters. Like Cordovero, de Vidas interprets the verse about acknowledging God in ‘all you ways’ theurgically. Although they certainly encouraged asceticism, Koch has characterised the relationship between most 16th Century Safedian kabbalists and the use of mortifications for penance as one of ambivalence, encouraging them when necessary but not prioritising them.

The Lurianic corpus appears to discourage excessive asceticism. Rather, every physical action can provide a tikkun for the universe if performed correctly. Horowitz prioritises Luria’s writings when outlining his vision of the value of the human body and material world in the Shelah. Although Horowitz uses the theurgical models of the earlier kabbalists to explain the concept of serving God in ‘all your ways’, he mostly departs from these models, basing himself on Lurianic writings.

---

687 Fine, Safed Spirituality, 136.
688 Ibid, 102.
689 Ibid, 143.
690 Reishit Hokhmah vol. 1, 347.
692 Kauffman, Be-Khol Derakhekha, 214; Hallamish, Minhag, 187.
693 For instance, Shelah 30b.
and emphasising the sanctification of the material world rather than a rejection of it in favour of meditative unifications. While Horowitz does not disavow asceticism, he does not consider it necessary for the service of God.

**Between Heaven and Earth: The Tsaddik**

In the *Shelah*, Horowitz envisions the perfect individual to be one who acts as a mediator between heaven and earth, who ascends to the highest theurgical levels but also draws divine blessing into the material world. This individual combines the mundane sanctification found in Maimonides' *Mishneh Torah* with the elitist asceticism of the kabbalists. This ideal imitates the ambivalence found in the *Shelah* between the worldly-focus encouraged in certain sections, and the asceticism espoused in others. The righteous individual is unique in that by performing good deeds he both strengthens his divine form and increases blessing within the world:

For with every good deed that a righteous man performs, he illuminates and strengthens the light at its root, at the conception of his soul. In that commandment itself the spiritual light from above which corresponds to it stirs the divine light of the supernal commandment to cast its light upon the lower worlds, as is explained in the Zohar 'with the arousal of the lower worlds the service of above is aroused', \(^{694}\) which means to say, man of the lower worlds, who from the aspect of his soul is part of God above, with his form corresponding to the image of God... the light flows to the lower worlds due to the merit of the righteous man who illuminates and strengthens the light above from its lofty root, a place where neither thought nor imagination can gather. For the righteous individual who causes this (after his death when his

---

\(^{694}\) Zohar I:70b.
soul ascends to heaven), his soul will be adorned in the place of light that he opened.695

In a world governed entirely by spiritual forces, the human being who is most righteous is also the most important for the prosperity of Mankind:

As lower man includes everything that is in supernal man, for in him is everything, he is called by the name ‘all’. For the supernal righteous man is the life of the world and repairs and sustains his world above, is called ‘all’ as everything is in him. The righteous man down below, too, by repairing and sanctifying this world with the secret of ‘But the righteous is the ‘foundation of the world’ (lit. an everlasting foundation), 696 is called ‘all’ in his name

...Through his hands he unifies God in His glory and for this his limbs achieve a great purpose to resemble the limbs of the chariot, for when he purifies and sanctifies his limbs below, this tikkun rises above and repairs the image which corresponds to him.697

695 Shelah, 18a.

696 Proverbs 10:25.

697 Shelah, 38b.
By sanctifying his limbs, Man not only achieves personal devekut but brings about the spiritual completion of the universe. The more righteous people there are, the more blessing flows into the world, and thus the function of the righteous individual is to provide a bridge between heaven and earth. This influence is not caused only by theurgical unifications or ascetic purity but also by helping his fellow man; in ‘Tractate Ta’anit’, Horowitz describes a situation where after dying the righteous man descends into the depths of hell to redeem the sinners and rescue them. He is also entrusted with bringing people back to the way of God. The great individual dwells both in the heavens and on the earth.

Sanctification of the Body

Horowitz’s move away from asceticism can be identified throughout the Shelah: In Toledot Adam, Horowitz argues that the body is not composed of a physical body and spiritual soul, but that the body too is made of a spiritual substance which can be transformed.\footnote{See Chapter Four, 113-116.} Man is required to redeem the body and release the potential spirituality trapped within its confines. Toledot Adam concludes with a striking image of a man as a ladder standing on the earth with his head reaching the heavens (a play on the Biblical verse, Gen. 28:12 describing Jacob’s ladder, which reads ‘He had a dream; a stairway was set on the ground and its top reached to the sky, and angels of God were going up and down on it):

This means to say that in creating man God took the earth, from the place of the altar of earth in order to make it holy.\footnote{Gen. Rabba 14:5.} His head, meaning the soul, is from the highest heights, and we the Jewish nation are called ‘man’.\footnote{Shelah 37a; bYev. 61a.}

The human body derives from the ‘earth’, but also from the ‘earthen altar’. It is a raw material that is designated for holy use. Man’s head, which is the soul, is from the upper regions of heaven. This theme is continued in the introduction to Asarah Ma’amarot before being developed in Sha’ar Otiyot:

The sanctification of the heart in all its ways, not only in areas of purity but even ‘Secular matter consumed in a state of purity’ (i.e. in the realm of secular

---

\footnote{See Chapter Four, 113-116.}
\footnote{Gen. Rabba 14:5.}
\footnote{Shelah 37a; bYev. 61a.}
activity), like Maimonides wrote on the verse ‘In all your ways acknowledge Him’.

In the eighth of the ‘Ten sayings’, Horowitz presents a position referring to the ‘cleaving of the heart’ which is derived almost entirely from Maimonides’ conclusion to the Guide. The basic contention is that the entirety of human existence can be dedicated to the service of God. It is a position which departs significantly from the kabbalistic sympathy towards asceticism as an ideal ethos:

The eighth saying is ‘cleaving of the heart’, that in all his actions he should use the entirety of his soul’s power for divine service, and make the end purpose of all these actions the knowledge of God alone. He should not do any action great or small, nor should he speak a word unless this specific action or word leads to heaven (lit. ‘above’), or leads to that which leads to heaven. He should consider every action and endeavour and deliberate beforehand whether it brings him to this end or not. This is what God commanded regarding the need to focus upon Him, when He said ‘And you shall love the LORD your God with all your heart, with all your soul and all your might’,705 which means to say that you should make the love of God the sole purpose of all your actions, with every aspect of your soul.

---


705 Deutoronomy 6:5.

706 Shelah, 56b.
The entirety of a person’s being should be used to serve God. Every action, great or small, should be devoted towards the love of God. This is not limited to the specifics of Torah study and the fulfilment of the commandments, but ‘God focus’ is the basic ethos which is required of the religious individual, incorporated into all actions irrespective of their ostensibly religious content. After citing from Maimonides, Horowitz concludes this point a few paragraphs later:

The principle which emerges from this is that all your actions should be for the sake of heaven. Not only the actions of fulfilling the Torah and the commandments but that all actions should be done for the sake of heaven, I mean to say that no external inclination should infect the good action, such as fear of sin or love of reward or any particular matter, but from beginning until end it should be entirely consecrated to God, which is what our sages said ‘May all your actions be for the sake of heaven’, even in secular matters, that is in his business dealings, in his eating and drinking and commerce and similar activities – they should all be done for the sake of heaven and become ‘Profane food which is produced in purity’ – what then transpires is that all his actions throughout his life will be done for the sake of heaven.

All human activity can be directed heavenward, and not in the theurgical sense emphasised in Reishit Hokhmah and Cordovero’s writings. Notably, it is to Maimonides that Horowitz turns to when explaining this issue. As discussed above, although Maimonides’ use of Greek philosophy was often decried by the kabbalists,

---

707 mAvot 4:2.

708 Shelah, 57a.
his stature as a rabbinic giant was never questioned and he is cited with admiration and awe in the *Shelah* even though his philosophy is derided as false.\(^{709}\)

The body itself therefore needs proper maintenance and care, as it is indispensable in maintaining devekut with God. Human beings are distinct from animals in their ability to achieve holiness through cleanliness of body and purity of soul, being rooted in God. As such, it is of fundamental importance that the body is properly treated. This manifests itself both in terms of general hygiene and in terms of pedagogy. The intellect must be nurtured and developed to facilitate the higher stages of connection with God.\(^{710}\)

In nature, cleanliness of body leads to self-awakening facilitating the cleanliness of the soul, and when he isn’t clean he is compared to an animal and behaves like an animal...the proper way of the intellect is that one should not make himself cleverer than his capability and the steps of his wisdom...rather he should increase his intellect incrementally, adding something daily to his wisdom and knowledge.\(^{711}\)

Like Maimonides, Horowitz explains that a child must be educated with incentives such as sweet food and honour until he is prepared to study Torah for its own sake.\(^{712}\) Good pedagogy is an important priority of Horowitz’s throughout the *Shelah*.

---

\(^{709}\) See Chapter Five, 148-150; see also Idel, 'Guide and the Kabbalah', 33-76, ff 51.

\(^{710}\) This, too, is derived from Maimonides’ writings, see *Hakdamot*, 113-115.

\(^{711}\) *Shelah*, 63b.

\(^{712}\) Ibid, 64a.
and this is partially explained by the fact that to be able to serve God in ‘all your ways’ there must be harmony between physical and spiritual health.\footnote{Newman, \textit{Life and Teachings}, 90-114.}.

In the section \textit{Letter Kuf} in \textit{Sha’ar Otiyot}, Horowitz provides the mechanism which underscores this principle, developing the ideas found in the writings of Isaac Luria to explain the detailed link between the physical and spiritual worlds. Using Luria’s principle of physical beings containing trapped spiritual light, Horowitz explains how the mundane can be sanctified:

As our sages have said now the table of Man atones and it is in the place of a sacrifice.\footnote{\textit{bHag.} 27a.} The idea is that food has a physical and spiritual aspect, as I have written above in the name of the holy Ari who explained the verse ‘From everything that emerges from the mouth of God man shall live’,\footnote{Deutoronomy 8:3.} which means the combination of the soul with the body through food. The spirituality of the food strengthens the power of the soul, and the physicality of the food strengthens the power of the body, and the two join together as the hidden soul is concealed within the body. Through this he sanctifies the body and attaches it to the soul...and in this manner he is commanded to eat, for all his eating is an altar of atonement as will be explained later...the purpose of the creation of Man being made in the form and image of God was to make the form resemble the maker as if to resemble Him in all His ways, as it says ‘You are Godlike beings’,\footnote{Psalms 82:6.} and the food that you eat should be with the secret of the sacrifice....

A man who is righteous and eats from that which is permitted for him – in this manner makes the food replace a sacrifice, for the righteous makes the form...
resemble the maker (as if), and thus his food is sanctified like a sacrifice, for he only eats in order for his soul to remain cleaving in body to the service of his creator. But one who distances himself from God, who blemished his soul, then he needs to make a sacrifice of himself...and this is the fast, where he sacrifices himself, for he is the animal itself for as he has distanced himself he resembles an animal.  

In this passage, Horowitz articulates both the radical embrace of the physical world and the limitations to this possibility. The entirety of existence contains a mixture of spirit and matter which cannot be separated. Food, containing both these aspects, benefits the body in both domains. The human being, in turn, must transform this sustenance into a sacrifice for God, which is the telos of eating in the post-temple period. In doing so, he achieves isomorphic sanctification and resembles God. But if

---

717 Shelah, 80a-b.
he fails to elevate his actions, he must make a sacrifice of his flesh through fasting and mortifications, for he has now ‘blemished his soul’.

This passage is an eloquent summary of the attitude towards ascetic behaviour in the *Shelah*. In terms of core components, all the physical world consists of ‘physical’ and ‘spiritual’ aspects, as from the concealed emerges the revealed. Since food contains spirituality, if it is used ‘like a sacrifice’, whereby ‘he only eats for his body to cleave to God’, then it has provided a like for like replacement of the sacrifices in the temple. But if he blemishes the spiritual component of the food, either through misusing it through gluttony or by eating forbidden foods, he is required to sacrifice himself in the form of fasting. For his body, if left unsanctified, becomes no different from an animal carcass. The only way of avoiding ascetic practices is to ensure that holiness is constantly found in all aspects of mundane existence, a task which may be beyond ordinary individuals. Being framed in kabbalistic terms, this passage is more demanding than Maimonides’ analysis above, requiring the transformation of food into a sacrifice followed by an explanation of the theurgical mechanism behind it, but as we have seen regarding *devekut*, these are two points on the same scale in Horowitz’ scheme. Certainly, Luria’s *kavvanot* are the ideal form of transforming the sanctity of food, but they are not the only means of doing so. Horowitz’s *tsaddik* operates both in heaven and earth.

The vision of bodily sanctification coupled with dire warnings of its potential descent into sin characterises the ambivalent attitude of the *Shelah*, oscillating between approval and disapproval of engagement in the secular sphere.
At the end of Letter Kuf, for instance, Horowitz repeats the idea that constant devekut to God requires the purification of all aspects of behaviour, not merely the areas associated with holiness:

Not only during Torah study or prayer should he have pure thoughts and upright intentions, but both through revealed and concealed means according to the attainment of his intellect, while performing a commandment (for commandments require intention),718 and to perform it with arousal of the heart and concentration on its meanings and secrets, but even when he is involved in physical matters – he should do everything for the sake of heaven and his thoughts should cleave to God and not detach from this devekut for one instant.719

However, at no point does this amount to an embrace of secular activity; in ‘Tractate Hullin’, Horowitz demands that the householder should not prioritise his means of earning a living over spiritual pursuits such as Torah study, despite his simultaneous advocacy of serving God ‘in all your ways’:

Even though honest buying and selling is a great deed, nevertheless he shouldn’t waste his time on this. Not only the scholar, who obviously needs to make sure that his Torah is fixed and his work is temporary, but even the householders with fear of God in their hearts should be aware of their mortality and properly fulfil the injunction ‘Torah is good with the way of the land’ and divide his time into three… however in those eight hours where he is engrossed in Torah and prayer, he should have much greater joy in them with spiritual joy and devekut to God, for those eight hours are consecrated to God.720

718 bR.H. 28a.

719 Shelah, 104a.

ולא מיבעיא בעת עסקו בתורה او בתקבוקו סתירה ולאᠮ感じו תולה וצוהו לוהו ולא ע النوع דרור והנה יושב על דבריה וכן יושב על בניו אפיון למקהל בראות וسعى (ראש השנה כח א) וישנה הבמה העררה ולהבכונת טומחייixoודיה ולא켜будוקבגנוי הנשמו ישנה כלל louis שימן ויהיו במקשת דבוק במלושם כהרבא לא יפר ממדבוק זה ראג כמגיה

720 Ibid, 114b.
Nevertheless, Horowitz subsequently explains that there is no distinction between the ‘holiness’ of the Sabbath and the ‘profanity’ of the weekday. It all depends on the individual’s ability to arouse holiness:

I will now explain the secret of the six working days. Even though they are six secular days, nevertheless they originated from a holy place, and one who sanctifies himself transforms them into profane matter consumed in purity. The holiness of the Sabbath can be transferred to the weekday if the individual is able to arouse himself in the service of God, blurring the distinction between the sacred and the secular.

The dichotomy of the sanctification of the mundane coupled with a reluctance to embrace it can be explained in terms of priority. The focus of Man should be his self-sanctification, and this can and must be achieved in all walks of life, even the secular realm. However, the secular realm should not be regarded as an intrinsic good, rather an imperfect forum which must be sanctified, even if this results in an eventually superior state. Work and income should not be the focus of daily pursuits,
and the individual shouldn’t earn more than he needs for a given day as he does not know whether this will be his last.\(^{722}\) His priority should be spiritual pursuits and only work in the physical world with reluctance.\(^{723}\)

In an interpretation establishing the non-literal nature of kabbalistic Talmudic analysis in line with the principles of the ‘organic universe’, Horowitz suggests that the many references in the Talmud to rabbis engaged in financial pursuits are in fact reflecting a spiritual state where God ensures that work is done by itself if the individual is worthy. The Talmud discusses the early group of pietists who would prepare for prayer for an hour before commencing, and *Reishit Hokhmah* explains in detail how they possessed a superior spiritual quality to the Tannaim and Amoraim due to their ascetic behaviour and inability to live within the world. Horowitz accepts this premise but refuses to accept that this elite course of conduct was not adopted by the latter sages. The only difference between the earlier and latter groups, he explains, was that of extent. The early pietists focused exclusively on God, ‘cleaving above’, whereas the latter sages did not:

“In my eyes it appears, that what he considered to be actions of the second instance was in fact at the level of the original pietists, and there was no

\(^{722}\) Ibid, 119b.

ושכל יום יחשוב שהוא שבת שמא באוהו יום ידומן לשלום שבת שבת כẫu שאמורו (אבות פ"ב מ"מ)

ושוב יום אחר לעיני מיתרחק ולא יעשה מלאכה יוצר מכדי פרנמות יозвו כ덤ן לדרר כי שמיא און

לחיים אלא אוצו יוםバルבד אויי ראני שיטרכה יידא על עולם שיאנו שיא

\(^{723}\) Ibid, 130a.

ואם אאת"כ עוצס במשיא מתן לייה באומנה כמבואר לעיל ותיה מלאכתה אריניו ותרזים כלום יום חזר

לليمדנו הצב שפינו זה נקרא חזר אוונונינו וشروוף לאלול לייה גדושה ונטלנה כל המ удалось

למעלה
essential difference between the earlier pietists and the other sages, just a question of extent. The original pietists had their thoughts cleaving entirely above, and their work was not taken into consideration at all, it was done as if without thought...in any case a person should purify himself daily for four hours in Godly devekut from the holiness of Shabbat.\textsuperscript{724}

This attitude echoes the dichotomy found throughout Horowitz's writings. He accepts that mundane existence can be sanctified but also maintains that the extraordinary levels of the pious ascetics transcend this vision. In an ideal world, no work would need doing at all. Realising that this doesn’t reflect reality, he concedes the possibility of merely (!) spending four hours a day basking in the light of the holy Sabbath refracted throughout the week.

In ‘Tractate Sukkah’, Horowitz presents an anti-ascetic position from the writings of his father:

There are those that deprive themselves and don’t wish to benefit from bodily things and separate themselves from them absolutely. But this is not the upright way for this is not the intention of God, because ‘he created it not to be empty and chaotic, He established it to be settled and inhabited’...\textsuperscript{725} It appears from our holy Torah and from the words of our sages (that it is correct) to walk in the middle path. God gave the holy spiritual soul into the lowly body, that they should love together and that each man should give his portion to each of them. To the portion of the soul in the service of God, to go to pray and to hear words of Torah and to fulfil the commandments. A portion to the body, eating and drinking from that which is permitted to the mouth, and

\textsuperscript{724} Shelah, 120a.

\textsuperscript{725} Isaiah 45:18.
other things that the body benefits from. One who doesn’t walk in this way abrogates the intention of creation.\footnote{268}

From the position found in the Talmud regarding the obligation to divide the festival days into two and spend half of each day ‘for yourselves’ and half ‘for God’,\footnote{272}

Abraham Horowitz encourages eating and drinking as important aspects of the service of God, a position found throughout halakhic literature. In the first instance, food and worldly pleasures should be embraced in the service of God. However, Horowitz himself, functioning as editor, cautions against excessive demonstrations of joy on the festivals.\footnote{278}

The ‘Written Torah’ part of the Shelah presents a positive attitude in its evaluation of the sanctity of the material world:

\footnote{276 Shelah, 246a.}

 אבל הנראה מצורתו הקדושה ומזריך חכמה זה או לכלך בדרכי המיצוע כי הש"י הרכיב הנשמה העליונה רוחנית בגוף אופל ועכור שיחיו לשני זוויות לשני כל זהált חלה חלה אוחז חלח יהודה למשה בょうדע ald לתחפל ולתעדר ודיב הרורה לולממעון ודיב הה爸爸妈妈 החד הולך אנכיה ושניה מכל מה דיבר זניי הולך בדרכ הלולמים.

\footnote{277 See bBeits. 15b.}

\footnote{278 Shelah, 246b.}

כי בודאי לא היו שעשו החסידים האלקיים שעשו את רכית ותשבחות ברכות והודאות בקול נגינות ובפעל שמחה ובודאי שמחה כזו ושמחת הבורא היא מצוה גדולה להם פרסומי נפשו ולפיכך לא היה זריקה באובדות אלא על ידי בדלי החסידים הכאמורה שלם ראה כל.JLabel כולם והמשתת כתורין.
In the portion of *Vayikra*, Horowitz cites Luria again as saying that there is nothing in this world which does not contain holiness, it only requires sanctification.729

In the *Tokhehot Musar* section of the Torah portion *Va’ethanan*, Horowitz explains how the individual can use his physical needs to remain in a state of devekut with God. Tellingly, the outcome of focusing on God is not theurgical or meditative, but rather that ‘I should have profit’ and ‘through this I will fulfil a commandment and sustain myself, my wife and children so that they should live to serve God’. The body does not only serve as a springboard for complex theurgical meditations, but also for mundane good deeds. Through this, too, Horowitz states man will remain in a state of ‘eternal devekut with God’. It does not require extraordinary acts of asceticism or mystical unifications but an elevation of bodily function:

> About this is said ‘You who cleave to God, you are all alive on this day’.730 This verse includes the entire Torah, the commandments, the traits and ways of Man - which they should all be in a state of cleaving to God – everything for the sake of his name. Even when he involves himself in physical needs that are necessary he should not depart from the devekut; when he is involved in buying and selling he should think: behold I am engrossed in this activity and I hope that I should have profit for God may He be blessed is the giver, and through this I will do a commandment and sustain myself, my wife and children so that they should live to serve God, and earn money for charity, for Torah study and matters like these. So too when he eats or goes to sleep, he should have the intention that it is so that his body should be strong to engage in Torah study and the like...What emerges is that all the days of his life he is constantly cleaving to God if he follows this path, and through this he will merit eternal devekut with God.731


730 Deuteronomy 4:4.

731 Shelah, 370a; see Chapter Six,171.
The holiness of the body and the sanctity of eating is one objection Horowitz has to Maimonides’ claim in *Mishneh Torah* that in the future the resurrection of the dead will not occur to physical bodies.\(^732\) Maimonides had commented incredulously regarding the need for bodies after death, considering the lack of food or drink, but Horowitz explains that he did not properly understand the concept, for there will be food but not physical food. The very notion of food, Horowitz explains (in accordance with Luria’s position), provides an answer to the problem of material man cleaving to an infinite God and His divine Torah. Although his body is used for lowly things which could not possibly achieve devekut, God specifically sanctified food so that it could be used in place of a sacrifice. In his final analysis, ‘the righteous man eats from that which is permitted to him, for his sustenance, so that he can engross himself in Torah and to serve God – then his food becomes a substitute for a sacrifice.’\(^733\)

---


\(^733\) *Shelah*, 385a.
Penance and Mortification

It is true that the portrayal of the Shelah as ‘world-affirming’ is an oversimplification; there are many examples of both ascetic behaviour and even mortifications in the Shelah. Yet they are presented as precautionary, not an ideal. In the sections of the Shelah addressing repentance, Horowitz praises the more extreme versions of penance only if they are conducive towards achieving repentance.

Horowitz cites Azaria of Fano at the beginning of ‘Tractate Ta’anit’ explaining the efficacy of fasting in the Lurianic terms explored above concerning food:

These are the words of R. M Azariah of Fano – fasting is the primary form of tikkun, whose secret is the elevation of the sparks from the kelippot which the one who is fasting is associated with, and one must worry lest he came across food whose sparks were concealed within them and ate them in an inappropriate manner.734

Expiatory repentance itself is achieved through the loss of fat in the body, imitating the sacrifices, and through crying and a broken heart.735

---

734 Ibid, 211b.

735 Ibid, 212b.
At the end of ‘Tractate Ta’anit’, Horowitz praises fasting through a long citation from *Reishit Hokhmah*, exploring how the author merited to see Elijah after fasting for 120 days, and that he was able to thereby atone for all his sins. A summary of de Vidas’ vision of repentance includes ‘thinking in his heart that every hour the King will come and take account of his sins, and not eat meat…nor drink wine and sit in fasting engrossing himself in Torah night and day’.

In ‘Tractate Rosh-ha-Shana’, however, while endorsing the mortifications found in the *Roke’ah*, Horowitz cautions against their overuse:

If he sinned once and used the mortifications written in the *Roke’ah* …and repeated this penance, including the four types of repentance listed above with all its harsh penances and mortifications written there, it is not good to God for him to do this for a number of reasons: Firstly it is not right to make himself suffer and beat his body unnecessarily, since the soul was refined upon the first mortification and he was forgiven for that sin, why should he do more?

Here, the emphasis is that the body should not be harmed unnecessarily, and as mentioned above in his father’s writings, this is not an ‘upright way’. The function of the suffering is described in halakhic terms, and once the punishment has been

736 Ibid, 213a.

737 Ibid, 223b.
meted out it is unnecessary to prolong the suffering as the sin has been forgiven.

Perhaps this can be also be considered in terms of Horowitz’s role as rabbinic judge and as a kabbalist. He also suggests that the pain may be too much for this generation to tolerate, as even the Talmudic sages only administered punishment according to what could be endured.738

Nevertheless, there are times of the year where Horowitz encourages mortifications, and he records the ascetic practices of the Hebron community before Yom Kippur in full, praising those who adhere to them. Yom Kippur, as the Day of Atonement, is excluded from the general caution against excessively ascetic activity:

This is the custom of the holy community of Hebron, according to the great and wise rabbi, the pious and humble Malkiel Ashkenazi:

Firstly, he should beat the man according to his will, three or four lashes and release his belt, and while he is still naked they should dress him from ankle to waste in sackcloth, throw him in the ground and three or four youths should roll him backward and forward, and the sage should exhort his community and announce: This is what should be done to the man who angers his creator! This is what should be done to the man who has rebelled against his creator - woe to us from the Day of Judgment, woe to us from the day of retribution. The nation sees this and cries out, and will do so all the more upon seeing one who is beaten and cries out in bitter lament …according to the punishment called out, should you recreate the death penalties… This is the order of proceedings presented to me from the holy community of Hebron,

738 Ibid.
and the God fearing man will fulfil both opinions and the more one does the more one is praiseworthy.\textsuperscript{739}

Another significant qualification in the \textit{Shelah} regarding Horowitz’s attitude towards asceticism is found in the \textit{Tokhehot Musar} section of the Torah portion of \textit{Nasso}. It illustrates how Horowitz read the Talmud in line with the ‘organic universe’, with every aspect of Jewish literature infused with kabbalistic meanings, creating the pietistic ideal which he sought to promote. The Amora Shmuel, who discouraged mortifications as a form of penance, is interpreted to refer only to those who are already perfect, ‘a pure saint who has never had a taste of sin’. The Mishnah, which upon a straightforward reading appears only to exonerate one who self-wounds and certainly not to encourage it,\textsuperscript{740} is understood to firstly be referring to fasting rather than self-wounding, and secondly, is considered a positive act if done for the sake of repentance. The Amoraic discussion, ostensibly about the permissibility of adopting additional ascetic practices, becomes a quantification of the greatness of one who willingly adopts them:

And I say with fear, trepidation and perspiration in opposition to the glory of the Tosafot, that their words are forced in this matter. It appears to me that even though Shmuel agrees that one who has become blemished in a particular sin, stringent or lenient, certainly needs to flagellate himself, and is allowed to be stringent and fast until he knows for sure that he has no blemish and remnant remaining…Shmuel’s words were only said about he who is a pure saint and holy and has never tasted sin. A man like this should not fast - but one who has become blemished should repeatedly fast! And through this Shmuel is upholding the Mishnah that a man is permitted to wound himself, which is fasting, not that it is only permitted to fast, but it is even a positive commandment to cleanse…. that which it said ‘permitted’ where it implies that he is absolved from punishment alone, this was written for the second half of

\textsuperscript{739} \textit{Shelah}, 227b. See Text 4.

\textsuperscript{740} \textit{mB.K.} 8:9; \textit{bB.K.} 91b.
Horowitz’s exegesis assumes that the Amoraim are operating within a kabbalistic framework which encourages asceticism when required. The tension between encouraging ascetic practices as a form of pietism, and discouraging them in favour of a world-affirming pietism is one which is echoed across the spectrum of Jewish pietisms in Eastern Europe up to and including Hasidism in the 18th Century.742

---

741 Shelah, 353a.

742 See Epilogue, 319-324.
In this chapter, it has been established that in the Shelah, devekut is an ideal to be pursued through every means, ‘in all your ways’, departing from the proudly ascetic ethos found in many kabbalistic writings, achieved during times of mundane activity through sanctification of the body through thought, speech and action. Yet if the body is not used for sanctity, it must bear the burden of physical punishment and mortification. If the individual is incapable of achieving sanctity through his body, it is meritorious for him to achieve it through asceticism.
Chapter Twelve: Enthusiasm and Emotion

He hurried to begin composing a work for his family and subsequent generations so that they could possess an all-encompassing chronicle of the fulfilment of the commandments, their particulars and the kavvanot acquired through knowledge of their secrets – for his matter leads to the arousal of the heart to serve God with joy and gladness, with readiness, eagerness and love.743

There are two aspects of the vision of musar in the Shelah which have so far been identified: Firstly, that the ladder of devekut contains both an ordinary and extraordinary element, and secondly, that the material world and the human body should be sanctified in the service of God. In this chapter a third, more experiential aspect of musar is presented from the Shelah: The requirement of enthusiasm and emotional arousal in the service of God. The need for the individual to awaken himself and serve God with joy is established as an axiom of divine service. In the citation from Sheftel above, it appears that this principle was one which Horowitz prioritised in the education of his descendants.

As expressed in the third section of this study, observance of the halakhah is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a relationship with God. As well as requiring the spirit of holiness, kabbalistic additions and stringencies, Horowitz discounts deeds which are not performed with ‘self-arousal’, or what Louis Jacobs translated as ‘burning enthusiasm’ (hitlahavut).744 By elevating enthusiasm to the forefront of


religious consciousness in accordance with his interpretation of the kabbalistic mechanisms of divine service, Horowitz establishes a platform for an emotionally-infused Judaism and the cultivation of pietistic fellowships.

Background

The Bible contains two commonly quoted passaged pertaining to the enthusiastic worship of God:

And you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, all your soul and all your might.\textsuperscript{745}

(In the context of punishments) Because you did not serve the Lord your God with joyfulness, and with gladness of heart, by reason of the abundance of all things.\textsuperscript{746}

Both the Bible and sections of the Talmud emphasise that joy is a desirable state of mind when observing the commandments and when engrossed in prayer.\textsuperscript{747}

In his \textit{Mishneh Torah}, Maimonides demands passion in the specific area of loving God. Maimonides notes that the individual who loves God ‘as is fitting’ adopts a state whereby his ‘soul is bound with love of God, and yearns for it constantly as if love sick for a woman, constantly thinking of her’. King Solomon’s Song of Songs is described as a passionate allegory for the relationship between God and the Jewish people.\textsuperscript{748} However, Maimonides appears to qualify this uninhibited passion by

\textsuperscript{745} Deuteronomy 4:5.

\textsuperscript{746} Ibid 28:47.

\textsuperscript{747} E.g. Leviticus 23:40; Samuel I 2:1; Psalms 122:1; Joel 2:21. See \textit{bSuk.} 51a, 53a. \textit{bBer.} 13a, 31a, 54a, 61b; \textit{bShab.} 30b; \textit{bR.H.} 28-29a.

\textsuperscript{748} \textit{MT,} ‘Hilkhot Teshuvah’, 10:3.
defining love in terms of philosophical attainment: ‘he cannot love God except through the knowledge by which he knows Him by’. The same duality of passionate love and advanced philosophical understanding is found at the end of the Guide. To Maimonides, love of God meant knowledge of Him, although this knowledge, in turn, contained deeply passionate aspects.

As kabbalah continued to further develop in the 13th and 14th centuries, descriptions of God’s emanations in the form of sefirot adopted a distinctly erotic nature. In the Zohar, the sexual passion between man and wife is presented as the model of reintegration of the presently fragmented divine unity. The deeply emotional and experiential aspect of prayer is also emphasised in Zoharic writings. In a rare example of autobiographical passion in rabbinic literature, Azikiri’s Sefer Hareidim describes his own passionate love of God, where he would arise at the night out of the desire for an intimate connection with God. Azikiri emphasised that although man is given a wife of flesh and blood, his true passion should be for the shekhinah.

---

749 Ibid, 10:4.
751 Zohar I:49b–50a.
752 Tishby, Wisdom of the Zohar, 2: 293-306.
753 Werblowsky, Lawyer and Mystic, 61.
754 Fine, Physician of the Soul, 11.
The shift in thinking towards more theurgical models of worship in Safed directed the focus of religious enthusiasm towards the unification of God’s name. Cordovero emphasised that all emotional energy should be focused on God’s unification, for ‘the sake of on high’.  

_Reishit Hokhmah_ demands that the passion for the Torah and the commandments should be with the erotic passion of a man for his wife. Unifications, too, must be performed with joy, devoid of drunken sensuality or light-headedness.

In the writings of Hayyim Vital and the disciples of Isaac Luria, the personal love of God, awe and reverence which characterises the descriptions in earlier rabbinic literature are replaced with the language of myth and theurgy. Attempting to imitate the theosophical unifications of the divine configurations, the Lurianic disciple underwent an intensive process of meditations of re-enacting the cosmic processes set in motion through his thoughts. Here, too, joy and passion are directed towards the upper realms. Thus, kabbalistic joy was restricted to an advanced coterie and the simple joy found in earlier rabbinic literature was replaced by intensive contemplative or ecstatic exercises.

---

755 Sack, _Be Sha’arei_, 200.

756 Fine, _Safed Spirituality_, 143.

757 _Reishit Hokhmah_ vol. 1, 144.

758 Fine, _Physician of the Soul_, 256.

759 Hayyim Vital, _Peri Es Hayyim_, (Korets: Yohn Anton Kriger, 1785), 350.
Joy and Enthusiasm in the Shelah

The novelty of Horowitz’s attitude in the Shelah towards religious behaviour is that he considers it an obligation for every individual to struggle with temptation, overcome it and passionately serve his creator with joy. This requirement is listed as one of Horowitz’s ‘Ten sayings’, and is consciously used to differentiate between his own attitude towards the service of God and that of Reishit Hokhmah.

Self-awareness, and specifically the terminology of ‘self-arousal’/hit’orerut and burning passion/hitlahavut is essential to the service of God and the proper fulfilment of halakhah in the Shelah. The internal, psychological experience of an individual’s service is elevated to premier importance. This differentiates Horowitz’s attitude considerably from the theurgical emphasis of the kabbalists, and the ancillary role of joy described in halakhic and Talmudic sources. Firstly, in terms of terminology, the process of self-transformation and ascent of devekut is described in terms of ‘self-arousal’:

A man should arouse his heart to become one who ‘desists from evil and does good’ and sanctify himself. For it was for this purpose he was created, and to this end was the creation for the sake of Man…

Hear what man is in essence and what he symbolises in his form! This being the case, who would be so brazen to not arouse himself to sanctify himself through speech, thought and action?

---

760 Shelah, 39b.

761 Ibid, 49b.

762 Shelah, 8a-9a.
The need for self-arousal is also demanded by the spiritual makeup of the commandments, whereby every commandment requires arousal to be properly fulfilled. Enthusiasm is necessary for the performance of a commandment to rise to the highest rungs of devekut:

Every commandment that man performs needs to be with the arousal of the heart, not 'a commandment of men learned by rote', but rather that it should be like a new decree and he should do it for the sake of heaven, even though his material nature deters him, and it is against the desires of the body – he should destroy his desires and fulfil the commandment with haste and alacrity!

A man should think in his heart when an opportunity to fulfil a positive commandment arrives: From the perspective of my material nature and desires I would not do this matter but I am doing it because this is what God has instructed me... We have found written concerning the negative commandments: It was taught that R. Shimon b. Gamliel said that a man shouldn’t say I do not want the flesh of swine but he should say that I do want it but what can I do, for my father in heaven has imposed a decree upon me!

ואף דמות גופה רשום וממוסמך משמיד י”ד. ובזה יבוא עין הצלה והدافת שנבראו ושעשאו האדמָך ודבר

 aşר צורק בו לה發布 גלים עיניים מבית שאראלא עכנין האדם מבינימיותו ומזוה זוה

בדמותו או מי הוא זה שלא יישערནלדיש את עצמה בידיאור במקשה לבッシュה ומשועה

763 Isaiah 29:13.

764 Shelah, 17b; Sifra Kedoshim 9:12.
In a refrain which is repeated on several occasions in the Shelah, the basic principle of worship should be the deliberate triumph over natural barriers, overcoming the material urges which desire to sin. In the above extract, Horowitz presents the concept of the interchangeability between positive and negative commandments, explained in the ‘organic universe’ in Chapter Three. Negative commandments, like positive ones, require actualisation which corresponds to mental effort. Through desiring sin and overcoming this temptation, the negative commandment has been ‘fulfilled’. Similarly, although the positive commandment is certainly considered as fulfilled if done in accordance with the letter of the law, without joy and enthusiasm it is of an incomparably lower calibre.

Emotional passion is categorised as fundamental to religious behaviour in the Shelah: The priority of ‘inner love’ is stressed by being listed as the third of the ‘Ten sayings’ which leads a person to perfection, behind ‘God is one’ and ‘Israel is one nation’. An important aspect of understanding the emphasis Horowitz places on joy is that it emerges within the broader context of devekut with God, and the specific kabbalistic mechanism which joy necessitates. Rather than being an ideal or advanced level of observance, joy is positioned as indispensable to the ascent of
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765 See Shelah 177b, 265a, 384a.

766 See Chapter Three, 79-89.

767 Shelah, 38b.
devakut. Burning passion enables us ‘to grasp Him’ in a manner which is ‘entirely spiritual’, enabling an ‘elevation of devakut’:

Therefore, it is impossible for us to have a grasp of Him in our service unless it is a service which is entirely spiritual, and through this spirituality the devakut will ascend. On this the verse has written ‘As you did not serve God with gladness and joyfulness of heart’. 768 The explanation is that even if you have served God, if the service was not done with the arousal of the heart and the burning passion of joy to serve Him, how can this service cleave to him? There are several aspects to this matter: To serve with joy, and for every matter to be like a new decree…. 769

God cannot be accessed without enthusiasm as the mechanism connecting Man to God requires joy to overcome the distance between them. Every commandment must therefore be embraced as though it was only decreed today.

The role of joy is most pronounced in fulfilling the commandment to love God. Incorporating the erotic element of the kabbalists, Horowitz places pronounced focus on the joyful nature of this relationship. He recounts that the reason for Luria’s unique status and access to the divine spirit was his joy when serving God. Unlike the theosophical minutiae found in the writings of Luria’s circle of students, the image of Luria in the Shelah is one who served God primarily with pure and simple joy:

But we who are a portion of God, his nation, we are children to God and He is our father – how can we not love him with the love of our souls with all our hearts and souls and die for the sanctification of his name? And all the duration of our lives, that our love of him should be lodged in our hearts, to do

768 Deuteronomy 28:47.

769 Shelah, 39b.

על כ– כי אפשו לחיות לעוה אתיה ובשבודנה, כי אם בשבודנה שחייה כלת [רוחנית], על ידי בהרטותיה הזה עולות השבוקות. על זה אמרのご(n) (דברים כח, מז) ‘תחת אשר לא עבדת את ה’, אלחרוא בישמה בנזון ללב, הביאו, גם כי עבדת את ‘, גם אם הבדסה בהתרותיה הלבה, בהנהלמה השממה שבוקה, במכה השבוקה שבוקה,弋וון זהиш שמה פנים, לעבד בשממה, ולהוהי, כל עונם כפרותנמא חמדה.
his will with a complete heart, with great joy and arousal of the heart, for this is the idea of love – a greater level than fear!... The ‘Fear’ is to fear and be ashamed in His presence, that we should not depart God forbid from anything that He commanded of us, whether positive or negative (commandments), whether Biblical or rabbinic. And ‘Love’ means that all should be with the arousal of the heart, and to serve Him with joy, and not to fear any damage or pain which may arise from His service, and that all the money in the world – even his body and soul – all should be as nothing in service of the love of His service. Consider and dwell on the love of a woman: when a man has relations with her, at the climax of his pleasure he would not depart from her even if he knew he would incur great financial loss – how much more so out of love of God! And the Godly Ari explained that your service should be with such joy etc. greater than you would otherwise rejoice over anything which came your way. The students of this Godly man mentioned above attested that he said that the reason he merited the divine spirit was because he was extremely joyful when performing the commandments....

The components of love are articulated as being joyful and erotic, with joy an intrinsic component of love. Importantly, Horowitz states that the arousal which is demanded is not limited to the enjoyment of positive commandments, but is a state of fervour which must be induced even when avoiding sin and when not actively engaged in the fulfilment of a commandment. Serving God with pure joy is a state above serving Him through struggle and overcoming temptation, and is the greatest form of self-arousal:

> Even though he overcomes it, he doesn’t do the deed with burning passion and joy, for the burning passion of joy causes greater care and alacrity in every detail (of the commandment), and the optimal form of performance of the commandment.
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After establishing joy to be the optimum state of worship, in the Sha’ar Otiyot section listing the essential character traits, Horowitz highlights the importance of cultivating enthusiasm, alacrity and thirst for God:

In ‘Letter Zayin’, alacrity is demanded both when avoiding sin and when pursuing the fulfilment of the positive commandments:

...In Ma’alot ha-Middot it is written as follows:772 Know my son, that the trait of alacrity is an important trait, for at the beginning of Man’s creation he was only created to be enthusiastic in his actions and ways, as the verse says ‘And Man became a living being’,773 what is ‘living’? Alacrity.774

The point is then repeated that the need to stimulate oneself in the service of God is not restricted to actions alone, but must be a constant state of mind:

Even when we refer to ‘The good inclination’, this too demands arousal, so that the inclination of Man is good even when not performing a deed. For when he is performing a deed it is obvious that if a sin arrives he should remove it with haste and if a positive commandment arrives he should immediately do it with speed. But even when he is not in an active state, he should think in his heart and desire the good and hate the evil, I mean to say that he should arouse in himself the pursuit of the positive commandment and not sin. His inclination, meaning his desires, should always be for good, even in a matter which is not in his power to fulfil – he should think in his heart if it had been in my power to do so I would have done it. God then considers this thought to be an action...775

772 See Ma’alot ha-Middot (Jerusalem: Eshkol, 1978), 255. The ethical work was written c. 1287 by Yehiel b. Yekutiel b. Benjamin ha-Rofe.

773 Genesis 2:7.

774 Shelah, 66a.

775 Ibid, 68a.
The quest to cleave to God should never cease, irrespective of the situation. The need for self-arousal and the refusal to remain static characterises the mind-set of the righteous, and due to the organic nature of the universe, God will consider this thought to have been fulfilled in action.\textsuperscript{776}

Moreover, in ‘Letter Lamed’, Horowitz introduces the concept of the ‘good heart’ by stating that ‘The divine flow to all creations extends according to the arousal of the heart’.\textsuperscript{777} The significant addition in these extracts is the focus on maintaining enthusiasm even ‘when he is not in a position to fulfil the commandment’. The individual must be enthused throughout life to cleave to God, and this desire alone constitutes a fulfilment of the action in question. The \textit{Shelah} proposes that simply through expressing enthusiasm and joy at the prospect of fulfilling commandments, the individual achieves greater levels of devekut, joy infusing each commandment with additional spiritual power.

\textsuperscript{776} See Chapter Four, 115, concerning the differences between Man and angels – the two concepts are linked as Man’s superiority over angels is based on his ability to change.

\textsuperscript{777} \textit{Shelah}, 69a.
In ‘Letter Tav’, ‘Teshukah’ (yearning) for God, Horowitz describes how the value of a commandment is directly proportionate to the amount of joy invested. After citing Azikiri’s *Seter Hareidim* describing his passionate infatuation with God, Horowitz focuses on a distinctive aspect of the role of joy, which is to magnify the spiritual value of each individual action.778

In ‘Tractate Pesahim’, the place of joy and enthusiasm is identified as essential to each of the three aspects contained within each commandment. For a commandment to have been fulfilled with *shelemut*, it requires joy and self-arousal:

There is no commandment that cannot be cleaved to with action, speech and thought. This means, at the time of performing the commandment he can speak and say: I am doing this commandment whose laws are x and y, and I will do it with self-arousal and joy, for the sake of unifying God and his *shekhinah* ...and this is how to perform the commandment in *shelemut*.779

As discussed in Chapter Nine, each individual commandment can be dissected into ‘thought’, ‘speech’ and ‘action’ components and each aspect must be perfected and refined so that it can be fulfilled in its entirety.780 Joy is an indispensable part of the

778 Ibid, 109b.

779 Ibid, 140a.

780 See Chapter Nine, 212-221.
‘thought’ component of the commandment. This explains why it is praiseworthy for
the ‘men of great stature’ to act with great passion towards the commandments such
as eating *matsah*. Horowitz notes that these men would kiss the *matsah* and *maror*
during Passover, kiss the sukkah upon entering and leaving as well as kiss each of
the four species. Even though the action of kissing has nothing to do with the
performance of the commandment, it demonstrates a passion which is essential for
the ‘thought’ aspect of the commandment.

A demarcation can again be made here between the use of joy to transcend physical
being as found in the writings of the kabbalists and Horowitz’s consideration of joy to
be an intrinsic part of halakhic observance itself. The former can only be achieved by
an exclusive group, whereas the latter can be accessed by all even if its more lofty
manifestations remain exclusive.

**Prayer and Joy**

In Chapter Four I presented the case that to Horowitz, prayer ascends ‘upon high’ in
line with the ideas found in the kabbalah, but he does not necessarily demand that
each prayer incorporate the *kavvanot* found in the kabbalists’ writings. In the
*Shelah*, prayer is in its own distinct category of commandment in that its proper
fulfilment is entirely the result of self-arousal and passionate feeling.
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In his section analysing prayer, Horowitz explains that the value of the temple sacrifices was measured entirely according to the individual’s ability to cleave to God, unlike the other commandments which are ‘external to him’ in that they require a physical action such as *lulav* or *tefillin*.  

Prayer, which one opinion in the Talmud records as being the post-temple equivalent of the sacrifice, is also entirely contingent on mental effort, and if one aspect of concentration is out of place, the entire prayer is invalidated (like the offering of a sacrifice of sacrifices):

> When the prayer is complete in speech, thought and action then it literally resembles a sacrifice, and if it doesn’t it is an invalid prayer like an invalid sacrifice. In *Tikkunei Zohar* it is said that an invalid prayer is compared to a dog, fulfilling the verse ‘you shall cast it to the dogs’.  

Self-arousal is a necessary precondition of prayer. Unlike the other commandments, prayer demands the perfection of all three aspects of thought, speech and action for it to be considered legitimate at all. For other commandments, imperfect performance is adequate to have achieved a minimal level of fulfilment, synonymous with a lower level of devekut. In these commandments, although not directly affecting  
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the performance of the commandment itself, the enthusiasm and love shown towards it is of distinct merit in fulfilling the ‘thought’ aspect of the commandment. Prayer, however, is not regarded as having taken place until there is an arousal of the spirit. This moves far beyond the minimum requirements of concentration demanded in the medieval halakhic sources.786

In his concluding section on prayer, Horowitz focuses on teaching his descendants not to serve God ‘by rote’. He quotes his brother’s notes on his father’s Yesh Nohalin concerning the need to build up love of God incrementally and sincerely.787 In his final analysis at the end of the work, the summary of the duties of the individual is that he must serve God constantly with joyous thought, speech, action, self-arousal and burning passion. Sinful desires should not be ignored but embraced and overcome out of submission to divine will. This, after all, is the purpose of Man.788 Emotional sincerity, passion and enthusiasm are intrinsic characteristics of the God-fearing Jew, and it is this, rather than his ability to manipulate the upper spheres, that is prioritised throughout the Shelah.

786 See Chapter Four, 121-122.

787 Shelah, 260a.

788 Ibid, 418a.
In summary, joy in the *Shelah* is an essential state when approaching the activities of religious life rather than a supplementary or ideal state. Horowitz places emotion at the forefront of the proper service of God. The very act of joy elevates the individual commandment to a higher plane, and the simple feeling of joy in God’s presence constitutes an active fulfilment of the commandment to love God. Self-arousal and passion can be constantly induced, allowing the individual to constantly cleave to God, firstly by overcoming the temptations of sin and then through the embrace of God with joy. Although passion does not replace the requirements of physical action, it is elevated to equal status in that it becomes an intrinsic component rather than a mere ancillary aspect. The details of the commandment must still be fulfilled as found in halakhic literature, but without joy or passion the service is soulless.

As explained in Chapter Nine, by applying the ‘threefold cord’ the *Shelah* dissects each commandment and then reconstructs it in its optimal form. Horowitz’s concept of devekut identifies a process whereby the individual can cleave to God through ordinary actions, using the material world. The means of achieving this ascent is achieved through joy, passion and enthusiasm.
**Chapter Thirteen: Messianic Self-Transformation**

The ‘threefold cord’ culminates in the transformation of the individual. One of the central ideas behind the proliferation of musar literature in the 16th Century was that through self-transformation the individual transforms the universe and hastens the arrival of the messiah. In the 20th Century, Scholem and Idel differed regarding how extensively the climate leading up to the Sabbatean movement could be considered ‘pregnant with messianic expectation’. On the whole, scholars have accepted Idel’s position that Luria’s writings were still not widely accessible or disseminated by the mid-17th Century, Lurianic material is not overly messianic and Luria was not the dominant kabbalistic influence of the early 17th Century. This suggests that Scholem’s thesis for Lurianically saturated messianism is misplaced. In this chapter I am going to argue that the *Shelah* is an important example of how messianic ideals can be saturated within a work despite not being easily categorised as ‘messianic’ or ‘Lurianic’. The ethos which distinguished Luria from Cordovero can be understood from the musar literature which emerged under the influence of their writings.

Luria understood every aspect of existence to contain a mixture of good and evil, which shared the same origin. His contemplations focused on raising the holy
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789 See Chapter One, 27; Scholem, *Messianic Idea*, 76.


aspects of the world from the bed of evil. For him, the messianic age heralded a complete transformation of the realm of evil to good. Although Cordovero’s positions adapted over the course of his life, in the works cited frequently in the Shelah, Pardes and Or Yakar, evil is seen as something which emerged as an accidental consequence of emanation, without any real purpose. Cordovero’s messianic future, as cited in the Shelah, is entirely spiritual. There is little sense, however, of how and when the messiah will arrive, and a gap remains between human actions and divine response, a position Garb has termed quietistic.

This distinction has implications for the vision of pietism found in the Shelah: As discussed in Chapter Four the section on ‘Man’, Horowitz regarded the role of Man as a transformative, redemptive one rather than a suppressive conquest of his instincts. From Luria’s writings emerges a requirement of complete self-transformation, requiring the elevation of the sparks of holiness contained within the physical world, whereas the Cordoveran approach tends towards self-conquest and asceticism. The paradox of Lurianic tikkun was that it necessitated exposure to the realms of impurity in order to liberate the holy sparks, while insisting that the individual remain in a state of absolute purity. Repentance, necessarily involving the performance of a sin, contained the outgrowth of sin required to convert wilful
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sins into merits.\textsuperscript{796} It was a singularly important activity as it could transform the kelippot to holiness and perfect the world, and it features especially prominently in the Lurianic writings.\textsuperscript{797} Taken to its logical extremes, sin itself could be regarded as a positive action as it could be transformed to bring the world to its perfected state.

In the \textit{Shelah}, there are two paths which are developed in line with Luria’s approach that form the ultimate messianic goal of musar: individual transformation of evil through repentance, and national transformation through the endurance of suffering. Horowitz regards the universe as a broken vessel which can achieve a greater level of perfection than the primordial universe of Adam, by virtue of, and not despite, its state of corruption. With particular reference to the ‘Written Torah’ section of the \textit{Shelah}, Horowitz develops a distinct vision of messianism.

\textbf{The Transformation of Evil}

The ideal of self-mastery and self-transformation has its roots in Talmudic literature. The Talmud introduces the concept of the good and evil inclination, arguing that Man must struggle to conquer his evil inclination. Repentance is lauded as something of extraordinary power, and one who has managed to achieve repentance is considered so great that even the purely righteous cannot compare to him.\textsuperscript{798}

\textsuperscript{796} Piekarz, \textit{Bimei}, 175.

\textsuperscript{797} Weinstein, \textit{Shattering}, 470-77, on the comparative climate in Christian Europe, 26.

In kabbalistic sources, the concept of evil was embodied in the form of the demonic \textit{kelippah}. All manifestations of evil within the world reflects the presence of these demonic shells. As discussed in Chapter Four, in Lurianic writings, evil and good are considered to have the same origins and what appears to be evil on earth is in fact a concealed aspect of God’s benevolence.

In \textit{Toledot Adam}, Horowitz articulates the central point expressed in the writings of Cordovero that evil can be destroyed, not merely ‘nullified’ - that man ‘conquer it, suppress it, and purify it’ – but prefers the approach found within Lurianic writings that Man must transform evil.\footnote{Shelah, 22a.} Evil is not accidental, but a deliberate part of creation which God desires Man to transform.\footnote{See Chapter Three, 82-83.}

In \textit{Asarah Ma’amaret}, after explaining that the human body contains holiness which is rooted in God Himself,\footnote{See Chapter Four, 108-109.} Horowitz explains how willful sins can be converted to merits through repentance. This idea forms the basis of Luria’s philosophy as it is
applied within the Shelah. The Talmud expresses the idea of Man being able to transform even his willful sins into merits through repentance, and when placed under a kabbalistic lens this is understood mechanistically, in terms of good and evil containing the same source but emerging differently due to the choice of the individual. In choosing to repent, man causes the evil power generated by sin to be converted into holiness:

You should not say that repentance is good for the holy portion in man, but even the evil portion within him is sweetened according to this measure. Know that Cain was evil, born of the serpent, and about him was said ‘If you do well will it not be lifted up?’

You should not think from the perspective that since you are from evil that you have no hope, this is false! ‘If you do well’ and root yourself in the secret of repentance, you ‘will be lifted up’, and you will leave there with the secret of the good that is rooted there, for all the bitterness above has a sweet root, and he can enter there via its root and make himself good. For this, the actions themselves improve a man, and his willing sins become to him like merits. For those actions that he did were adversaries from the left side, and when he achieves complete repentance he inserts and reconfigures those actions above. All those adversaries are not nullified, but they improve themselves and instead root themselves in holiness, like the amelioration of Cain. If only Cain had repented and become restored, then the willing sin of Adam, who bore Cain with hateful jealously, would have been regarded as a merit for him, with the secret of the ‘son attaining merit for the father’.

However, he did not want to repent, so the entire left side extended from that side, but all its branches will in the future be sweetened. This is exactly in accordance with the reasons I have explained, that Adam rooted himself in the secret of evil and sweetened it and caused it to enter the good, thereby rooting himself in the supernal holiness. This is the greatness of repentance, and a person should engage in it daily….
Using the example of Cain, known for his murder of his brother in the Bible, Horowitz explains the great power of repentance. Even Cain’s act of evil was not irredeemable. Rather, he required repentance to move evil’s destructive properties from the left/evil side to the right/good side. The fluidity of the ‘organic universe’ is revealed to demonstrate potentially radical consequences of the kabbalistic framework. Although sin inflicts instant damage upon the universe, it has traceable effects which are fluid and can be transformed into goodness.\textsuperscript{805} Individuals who perform the greatest sins are capable of redemption if they repent, and be considered righteous through their iniquity, regardless of its severity. Good and evil contain the same essence and therefore it is only Cain’s lack of repentance which holds him accountable, not the act itself.\textsuperscript{806}

The radical nature of this position leads to the conclusion that there are times where committing a sin is a superior course of action to avoiding it, as by transforming the sin, the sinner is raised to a higher spiritual level than he would achieve by merely avoiding it. In addressing the Talmudic argument of whether the penitent is superior to the saintly individual who has never sinned, Horowitz makes the distinction between one who repents out of love and one who repents out of fear, citing the Talmud.\textsuperscript{807} When repentance is out of fear, then willing sins are simply downgraded

\textsuperscript{805} See Chapter Three, 82-89.

\textsuperscript{806} See Magid, \textit{Metaphysics to Midrash}, 71.

\textsuperscript{807} \textit{bBer}. 34b.
to involuntary sins and the saint is superior, but when it is done out of love then willing sins are elevated to the status of positive commandments. What appears in the Talmud as an approbation of repentance with sincerity and devotion over fear is made into a metaphysical principle with clear laws in accordance with kabbalistic teachings. The love, self-arousal and joy discussed in the previous chapter have the capability of fundamentally realigning the raw matter created by the act of sinning. 808

Repentance is therefore an activity which should be the object of daily attention, and throughout the section Sha’ar Otiyot, Horowitz repeatedly returns to the message of engaging in constant remorse. 809

In this light, Horowitz removes the sin of spilling seed from its uniquely fatalistic status. Masturbation was widely considered the worst sin of all among the kabbalists and medieval pietists. 810 Although Horowitz does not deny the severity of the statement of

808 Shelah, 58a.

809 Horowitz emphasises the importance of daily repentance and introspection, including arranging a nightly gathering for the entire family to examine their deeds and repent, see Shelah 69a (cited below), 110a, 122a, 146b. The Shelah’s portrayal of the Jewish family is an important topic for future research to understand how Jews perceived the operation of the family; On daily repentance as a theme in musar literature and ethical wills, see Abrahams, Hebrew Ethical Wills. , 1-19.

810 See bNid. 13a; Vital, Peri Es Hayyim, vol 1. 490; Shilo Pachter, 'Shemirat Ha-Berit', (PHD diss., Hebrew University, 2006); Weinstein, Shattering, 233.
the Zohar claiming that there is ‘no repentance’ for one who sins in this way, he claims that the statement ‘cannot be taken literally’ – incidentally, this is not a claim he makes frequently about the Zohar, taking its halakhic stringencies very literally:

See how the Zohar was more stringent regarding this sin than all the other sins in the Torah! One who stumbles in this sin like Er and Onan (Biblical characters who died prematurely according to the Talmud due to this transgression) ...woe to him that he was created! I will initially come to save one who reads this section from eternal death, as there is no repentance for one who commits this sin, which will make the sinner despair and declare: ‘as I have fallen I fall’ and will do whatever his heart desires. But I have come to awaken the sinner that he should arise with alacrity and stir himself in repentance! Do not delay one instant! For we are forced to say that we cannot take this statement literally, that ‘Repentance does not work’ for there is nothing in the world that cannot be repaired by repentance, even one who has denied a fundamental tenet of faith.811

Even though the demands usually made for repentance were of the utmost severity, including the penances, fasts and mortifications discussed in the previous chapter,812 Horowitz moderates this requirement by claiming that if the sinner merely intended to repent sincerely and died without performing the required actions, God considers it as though he performed them:

811 Shelah, 98a.

812 See Chapter Eleven, 271-277.
One who comes to be purified, even if he repeats the sin on countless occasions ‘without number’, he can find a resolution! For it is already known that God equates good thoughts to action, and if he possessed a good intention to perform an action and died and did not complete it, God would consider his good thought as if he did it in action.814

Repentance is placed within a framework of tikkun, rectifying the universe as well as the individual himself. In ‘Tractate Pesahim’, Horowitz recalls the need for human beings to elevate and transform the entirety of existence, even the evil parts, restoring them to their pristine nature in the mind of God.815

The most daring expression of the liberation of evil and its transformation into good is found in the form of the intercession of the righteous on behalf of the sinners after their deaths.816 In ‘Tractate Ta’anit’, Horowitz echoes a notion found in scattered Lurianic writings that the righteous descend into hell in order to save those who are trapped there:817

813 bKid. 40a.

814 Shelah, 99b.
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The idea is according to what I have seen written, that there are two kinds of righteous people: Those who are entirely righteous, extraordinary people, who do not see the face of Gehinnom (Hell) at all. There are also righteous men who are not on their level, who see the face of Gehinnom, but God forbid Gehinnom doesn't touch them so that they feel a single punishment, but rather they walk to their blissful rest via Gehinnom, in order to use their power to save many wicked people who cling on to them, and they depart from Gehinnom. This is the idea that R. Yohanan b. Zakkai wrote to his students before his death... He knew that he would go to the Garden of Eden immediately without delay, but there are two ways for the righteous. One way is straight to heaven. The second way is that he goes to the Garden of Eden, but on the way he goes via Gehinnom, where he would save several wicked from damnation. Even though these righteous people will not sustain any damage, nevertheless they are fearful to go via there...
Although Horowitz presents the descent as an alternative path to heaven, rather than a preferred path, based on his previous statements about transformation involving struggle it can be surmised that this second way is superior. Redeemed sin is superior to the avoidance of sin and the righteous who liberate the souls of sinners are superior to those who go straight to heaven.

Transformation also exists on an interpersonal level, as does the liberation of others. Despite Adam’s sin, the original purpose of ‘working and serving it’ (the Garden of Eden) has not been abrogated and should be fulfilled through facilitating the good deeds of others:

Just as the servant is entrusted to serve his master the king with all his heart, to fight and expand his boundaries and subordinate nations under him, so a man should merit and cause merit in others, for the purpose of creation was to serve Him, as it writes ‘God took the man and placed him in the garden of Eden to serve it and guard it’ – the purpose was to serve it (masc. can also mean ‘him’).\(^{820}\) Afterwards when he was expelled from the Garden of Eden, this purpose was nonetheless not abrogated … When he sinned and became physical, and ‘Adam’ became ‘Adamah’ (earth, referring to lowering of his spiritual status), his only means of resolution was through expulsion, where he was scattered in all directions to benefit others and to return them to the service of God.\(^{821}\)

This is a further example of how Horowitz translates every topic into the ‘threefold cord’ mechanism. Through bringing people back to the way of God, the universe is
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redeemed. There is an ordinary, mundane expression of the transformation of sin and an extraordinary manifestation, involving Lurianic *kavvanot* and spiritual intercession.

The distinctive Lurianic notion of the redeemed spark within evil, paralleled to the notion found regarding food, is further expressed within the Purim story and the role of inebriation:

> Regarding what they (the sages) said that you need wine to become inebriated until you don’t know the difference etc. the meaning of this is that always within the *kelippah* there is a spark of holiness, which is lit within it and illuminates it, therefore it is necessary to say ‘blessed is Haman’, to also extend the light to this spark, and therefore it is necessary to say it without intention, since he is inebriated and already left his mind, for if it was with intention God forbid, he would also illuminate the *kelippah*...

Interpreting the words of the Talmudic sages through the lens of kabbalah, Horowitz suggests that the choice of blessing Haman when drunk reflects a desire to deliberately elevate the holy portion of the evil man without elevating the evil part – only attainable through drunkenness! Haman (or Haman’s spirit encapsulated in his name) contains a holy element, although he is largely made of the *kelippah*.

In parallel to the individual’s journey of self-transformation, the idea of a curse being transformed into a blessing is the story of the Jew in exile. The Jew as a corporate

---

822 See Chapter Eleven, 261.

823 *bMeg.* 7b.

824 *Shelah*, 263b.
entity must suffer to cleanse the nation of the serpent’s pollution. When the messiah arrives, the curse of the destruction of the temple will also become a blessing, when the divine mechanism behind it is revealed.\textsuperscript{825} That which characterises the individual also characterises the nation, and this vision culminates in the messiah’s arrival.

\begin{quote}
\textbf{Tikkun}.
\end{quote}

In the ‘Written Torah’, the Lurianic scheme of history is outlined in the form of the Biblical characters and their role in repairing the universe.\textsuperscript{826} The history of the Jewish people has three central stages: Creation, the sin of Adam and the coming of the messiah. Everything in between is an attempt to rectify the broken state of creation. An important aspect of this process is the concept of \textit{gilgul} (reincarnation).

The Biblical figures are presented typologically as archetypes who enacted the drama of attempting to rectify the disaster of the broken universe - but did not complete their mission.\textsuperscript{827} Subsequently, their souls transmigrated into other Biblical

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{825} Ibid, 364a-b. On suffering of the righteous compensating for the sins of each generation, see Ibid 50b; on national suffering causing the future redemption, 157a; on suffering as necessary to reveal the concealed light of God and lead to \textit{tikkun}, 171b; on suffering destroying the kelippot, 203a-b; on the need to embrace suffering and death with joy, 273a; on the long-term good provided by suffering, 308a; The topic of suffering in the \textit{Shelah} and other works of musar in the 17\textsuperscript{th} century would be a worthy project for future research.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{826} See Magid, \textit{Metaphysics to Midrash}, 38-39.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{827} On typologies in rabbinic literature, see Amos Funkenstein, \textit{Perceptions of Jewish History}, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 99-103.
\end{flushleft}
figures and then into the rest of history to rectify the cosmic disaster wrought by creation. 828

Horowitz comments in his *Torah Or* section of Genesis that he relies heavily on Luria’s scheme, explaining how the Torah reflects the struggle to turn darkness to light: destruction followed by rebuilding, and a series of reincarnations which will culminate in the coming of the messiah. Throughout the section, there is a pronounced focus on the fate of the Jewish people post-Adam’s sin and the reincarnation of souls as a means of bringing about tikkun. This analysis frames the entirety of his ‘Written Torah’ section, comprising 248 pages.

The story of Man, as explained in *Toledot Adam*, is one of greatness followed by the fall. 829 This narrative forms the structure of ‘The Written Law’, as does the idea of the future transformation of evil:

The general rule of this homily concerns the greatness of Man - ‘But man does not abide in honour’, 830 his garment of light was removed from him, and he was dressed in cloaks of skin and flesh, and in the future the hidden light will be renewed which is the intention of creation – then there will be light there, therefore this homily will be called ‘new light’. 831

828 ‘Kabbalah’, 604-05.

829 See Chapter Four, 110-111.


831 Shelah, 268b.
The universe became a permanent mixture of good and evil following Adam’s sin, and from them emerged the tension between *kelippah* (which is both translated as the ‘peel’ or ‘skin’ of a fruit, and also as the demonic shells of evil referenced in Chapter Two) and *Peri* (fruit, expressing the inner core of goodness). The struggle between the two is embodied in the generations succeeding Adam, as was the fact that the latter was inevitably the product of the former:

For even with children we have found this - that Cain was born before Abel, for Abel is the fruit and Cain who preceded him was the peel; there is a textual allusion for this: ‘Am I my brother’s keeper?’[^832] ‘Keeper’ refers to the language of our rabbis, ‘the keeper of the fruit,’[^833] which is the peel. This ‘keeper’ is a statement (i.e. I am my brother’s keeper rather than: Am I my brother’s keeper implied by the form of the sentence), meaning that since the *kelippah* caused this matter to occur just as we confess that the evil inclination within us causes us to sin…this is the meaning of the land which did not release the flavour of the tree like the flavour of the fruit since this thing in itself caused Adam and Eve to sin as I have found in the booklet of the *Ari* with my own additions.[^834]

This narrative consists of the gradual refining and purification of the world over the generations until eventually the world will return to, and eventually surpass its pristine origins. This process is found throughout the Torah, both through its events and its protagonists:

[^832]: Genesis 4:9.

[^833]: *bBer.* 36b.

[^834]: Shelah, 269a.
Noah effected a tikkun on food:

Because of the tikkun of the food, the level of Noah became greater than that of Adam as he was permitted to eat meat,\textsuperscript{835} and there his sons merited the cloak of righteousness which is tsitsit.\textsuperscript{836}

As part of the spiritual and timeless nature of the condition of the Jewish people, the vision of tikkun was known to the forefathers, and God provided avenues for continuous opportunities for tikkun through the destruction of the temple and the travails of exile, eventually paving the way for the messiah.\textsuperscript{837}

The Biblical heroes and villains are cast as typologies of good and evil:

The idea of Isaac is the extension of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, which is that Jacob and Esau were born twins. For evil too can be atoned for as our rabbis have said: The head of Esau rests on the shoulders of Isaac the secret of evil returning to good,\textsuperscript{838} the secret of the swine returning to purity in the future.\textsuperscript{839}

\textsuperscript{835}bSan. 59b.

\textsuperscript{836}Shelah, 276b; Genesis Rabba 36:6.

\textsuperscript{837}Ibid, 277a.

\textsuperscript{838}Targum Jonathan, Genesis 50:13.

\textsuperscript{839}Shelah, 284b.
The story of the Jewish people is one of attempted and failed tikkun and the process is expressed through reincarnation, which will repeat itself until the messiah arrives:

The rule of the matter is that the forefathers were the purpose of the world, and they were the secret of creation. The purpose of the world was for Adam, and Abraham was the ‘Great Adam’… afterwards it was concealed and became dark, and at the time of the giving of the Torah the pollution of the serpent stopped, and it should have returned to the cloaks of light… had they not sinned with the golden calf and adorned themselves with Torah then they would have ascended from level to level and the concealed light would have been revealed… and now due to our many sins neither this nor this will take place until our righteous messiah arrives and a new light dawns over Zion.

The characters who appear in the Bible as distinct individual figures are in fact transmigrated souls, developed according to the teachings of Luria:

Know according to what had been received from the Arizal that Aaron the high priest came from the soul of Malkitsede, which explains why Malkitsede is described as the ‘Priest of the God most high’, and Samuel the prophet was a Levite, from the soul of Aaron.

---

840 Genesis Rabba 14:6.
841 bShab. 146a.
842 Shelah, 286a.
843 Genesis 14:18.
844 Shelah, 286b.
Interspersed with the analysis of *tikkun* are references to the messianic age, where the impure will again become purified:

And the evil angel will answer ‘Amen’, for in the future the swine will become pure, Sama’el the adversary will be subverted to become an advocate like on Yom Kippur.845

The *kelippot*, offspring of holiness despite their current evil state, will be redeemed by those who conquer, suppress and transform them.846 Each historical figure was responsible for completing an aspect of *tikkun* that had not been accomplished by his forbears.

Joseph continued where Jacob could not, tempted by the sexual allures of Potiphar’s wife and overcoming this desire.847 This responsibility applied not only to the Biblical heroes but even to rabbinic figures like R. Akiva, who was a reincarnation of Joseph.848 The entire course of history can be explained in terms of the pollution of

_________________________

845 Ibid, 287b.

ומלאך רע יענה אמן כי עתיד חזיר ליטר עמל הקטיפות יתחפשים לטינים וכמו ביו כ değerlendirme

846 Ibid, 288b.

cבר חבותו בפרשת חי שרה עיצים כליך כי האברכים עיצי הקילפיט שמעני אל וזה עשו

ומיתקץ עיצי הקילפיט עיצי קדימה הקדושות והזם קדימה הקילפיט ולפי ישיא

אפרסר לירא על כל הקדמת הקילפיט של האברך וה♐ה ייע Deborah יהו אברך יאבר ויוסי דיבר כי הקילפיט

иш לה אנהפקת בקדמת בשרשה למלעה דברות בקדמות ובזוממות זה במקסימיות והשלמות אשת

ולאעדת חתונות ומחיי עידי התמידים הקדימים המוכנים נוספים

847 Ibid, 297b.

וייעקב אביגי שלחא משהפריע Alvarez החתי תחתו דהינו שמנים ע Greenwood קדוש מתנתה והשלמה עד קדושת מתנתו והשלמה לא

ראא קרך... יהבמה יוסי יהיעקב כי יוסי שמר הברית בבריתו במפורש בבריתו דאילש ספר פסיפאר

ומונית כי יהו דריי יוסי עוזי יהו בברית פעיל עוזי כל שונים להכיסו התנאים (זרה ח”א דף כ”א

וזעם) יהו מסר התפארת שלוח ייעקב

848 Ibid.
the serpent and the attempt to rectify this state. Then, the first of two messiahs will arrive – the Messiah descended from Joseph, who will have to die, paving the way for the final arrival of the messiah descended from David.

Reincarnation will continue until this final messianic era, which will take place in stages, when the pollution of the serpent will be uprooted entirely.

Through reincarnation, the sin of Adam and its attempted rectification played out throughout history. Afterwards came the crucible of Egypt which served the purpose of purifying Israel from the pollution of the serpent through toil and labour. In this way, the *kelippah* was cleansed through suffering, and suffering remains the most effective means of heralding the final redemption. Further building on Luria’s

849 e.g. *bSuk.* 52a. According to the Talmud, this messiah will die in combat with the enemies of God and Israel, and is seen as the symbolic embodiment of the reunification with the ten tribes of Israel lost after the division of the kingdoms.

850 *Shelah,* 298b.

851 Ibid, 302b.

writings, Horowitz explains that these sufferings were not purposeless, but in accordance with the principle that God provides the antidote before the illness.\textsuperscript{853}

Even objects such as the tabernacle serve as accessories to tikkun.\textsuperscript{854}

Self-transformation is the final element of Horowitz’s vision of musar, and throughout ‘The Written Torah’, Horowitz provides a messianic framework for how characters from the Bible and beyond facilitate the final tikkun through transforming their characters.\textsuperscript{855} The individual Jew, having sanctified himself through the practices...
advocated by the kabbalists, enhanced his ordinary observance of halakhah through kabbalistic strictures and built his personality incrementally through the path of musar, begins the process of redemption. The Jewish people hasten the arrival of the messiah through enduring the travails of exile and purify the pollution of the serpent through their suffering. This completes the 'threefold cord'; after incorporating the kabbalah into every other aspect of religious life, developing a particularistic conception of the Jewish nation, and infusing halakhah with an ethos of pietism, Horowitz demands that the individual redeems the evil within himself and reinvents himself through joyful, emotionally infused devotion.

---

embodying the pollution of the serpent, 377b; for a summary of the doctrine of *gilgul* and some of its other manifestations in the Torah, 381b-382a.
Part 5: Conclusion

In the Shelah, Horowitz develops a distinctive vision of Jewish pietism which was to profoundly affect the way that Jews thought about God, Man and his role on earth for generations to come. Each of my sections has been subdivided into categories which reflects each significant shift, highlighting the pietistic element which now infused all areas of Jewish Thought:

- Firstly, the structure of the Shelah communicates the centrality of Man in the universe, and the completeness he must achieve in his character to be considered a man of God. Horowitz then demonstrates how each component of his ‘threelfold cord’ (kabbalah, halakhah and musar) interacts to develop this perfection.

- The kabbalah departs from its status as an esoteric mystical text and emerges as the basic philosophy of Judaism, the secret wisdom which underscores the entirety of Jewish literature. Only one who knows kabbalah can serve God adequately, and the kabbalist is elevated to a level far above one who is a Talmudic or halakhic scholar due to his superior spiritual stature. The kabbalah is condensed to present positions on God, Man and the Torah which are incontestable due to their divine authority; the reflections of the medieval philosophers discussing central tenets of Judaism are dismissed as ignorant aberrations belonging to an unworthy generation. Similarly, the structure of kabbalah permanently configures the status of the Jew as being in binary opposition to that of the non-Jew, and Jewish teachings the antithesis of non-Jewish thought.
• Halakhah departs from its status as a normative, rabbinic interpretation of the Talmud and becomes a prophetic, mystical act of revelation, encompassing stringencies, customs and all other aspects of rabbinic thought. It is here that the 16th Century kabbalah and halakhah converge, as each is required to understand the other, and each is contained within the other. Horowitz applies the Zohar to areas of halakhah such as eating and drinking, menstrual purity and festival laws to establish the ideal way of conduct for his sons and future generations. Halakhah reflects what can be categorised as kabbalistic realism. It is the revealed manifestation of an esoteric reality within the universe. In its ideal form, therefore, halakhah should be infused with the holiness of the kabbalists, replete with stringencies and additional acts of piety. It is this pietistic vision of halakhah that Horowitz develops within the Shelah.

• The fourth area of innovation in the Shelah is Horowitz’s vision of musar: With the kabbalistic framework magnifying every action on earth to a cosmic significance, the path of musar points towards a Jewish vision of pietism, with infinite avenues of opportunity for all to cleave to God through the Torah, the fulfilment of the commandments, and pious interpersonal behaviour. Devekut can be achieved through the most basic acts of kindness; the material world contains sparks of holiness which can be liberated and sanctified; joy and the impassioned service of God is prioritised over asceticism and solemnity. Without it, the individual cannot be considered a servant of God. Horowitz’s emphasis on joy and the sanctification of the body characterises the Shelah’s pietism.
The Shelah’s pietistic vision of musar culminates in messianic self-transformation in line with Isaac Luria’s teachings: Every individual can and must undergo a process of complete self-transformation, liberating and purifying the evil within himself. This must be a constant throughout every individual’s life. When this is accomplished on a national level, the messiah will arrive, which is the theme that predominates the entirety of the ‘Written Torah’ section.

The entirety of the Shelah should be understood as Horowitz’s attempt to express the practical aim of kabbalah to his descendants and students in the form of pietism. As expressed in Chapter Nine, Jewish law is incomplete without the addition of holiness, stringency and piety. Although kabbalah infuses every aspect of Horowitz’s thought, it often remains concealed behind the ideas it inspires. In Horowitz’s mind, the study of kabbalah itself should remain limited to a select few; but its role as the definitive philosophy of Judaism and pietistic guide for life manifest in halakhah and interpersonal conduct created a unique synthesis and vision of Jewish pietism. Horowitz uses kabbalah to tie together the loose threads of the Jewish tradition, connecting all the other parts, making them indispensable to one another, and closing them off from outside intrusion. By creating an encyclopaedia of Jewish teachings and establishing kabbalah as the organising principle behind it, the Shelah in effect established its contents as the ‘ism’ behind Judaism, much like the Shulhan Arukh had done as a code of halakhah.
Epilogue

The Shelah’s importance can be understood from the fact that it mapped the trajectory of Jewish pietism between the 17th and 19th centuries. Contained within the Shelah are the contradictions and divergent streams of thought which were to characterise the tensions between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ Hasidim of the 18th Century, the rabbinic elites of Central and Eastern Europe, and even the different schools of Hasidism itself. At times, the work rejects the asceticism of the earlier kabbalists and pietists in favour of a world-affirming philosophy based on the writings of Isaac Luria; at other times, the ascetic lifestyle is encouraged. The work exemplifies the double-edged sword of mystical theology, both magnifying and diminishing the importance of halakhic observance depending on its application. There are many future projects which emerge from this study: The Shelah’s specific influence is best initially considered through an examination of the writings of Horowitz’s descendants, particularly Sheftel’s writings in the 1650s, as well as an analysis of the abridgments of the Shelah. In terms of specific intellectual trends, however, I sketch three trajectories which bear the hallmarks of the Shelah’s influence: Heresy, Orthodoxy and Pietism.

---

856 Biale, Hasidism, 174-81, 226.

857 See Magid, Metaphysics to Midrash, 227.
Heresy

The publication of the *Shelah* preceded the Sabbatean movement by only sixteen years. There are two important areas where the *Shelah* promotes concepts which bear resemblance to Sabbatean theology: Firstly, Horowitz’s understanding of the fluid nature of the commandments and the interchangeable nature of good and evil opens the possibility for the observance of the commandments to be replaced by alternative mystical or devotional practices. Secondly, the *Shelah* contains many of the more radical concepts promoted by the Sabbateans such as holy sin and the ability to transform and liberate evil.

It is certainly contentious to suggest that there is a clear linear development leading from deeply pious texts like the *Shelah* to Sabbateanism, as Scholem does. It is also unclear whether the *Shelah* is one of several central works which comprise a general ‘radicalisation of the age’, as proposed by Piekarz. But irrespective of whether Shabbatai Tsevi or Nathan of Gaza were directly influenced by the *Shelah* or not, the climate produced by it and similar works can be seen from the fact that Nathan was able to convince the rabbis of Izmir, Egypt and Constantinople that Shabbatai Tsevi’s strange, heretical actions reflected the paradoxical *tikkun* required of the messiah. Such a line of argument appears to show that the concept of holy sin did not create a new theology but probably reflected views which had existed

---

858 See Chapter Three, 82-89.


within Jewish sermons and ethical manuals since the beginning of the 17th Century. Repentance and its ability to herald the messiah, a central theme within the Shelah, was one of Nathan's main pronouncements to the diaspora communities in 1666. The Shelah is evidence that messianic themes featured prominently in 17th Century rabbinic literature. More recently, some scholars have argued that many Sabbatean followers of the late 17th Century were neither religiously deviant nor easily distinguishable from other groups of pietists. Instead of viewing the Sabbateans as marking a significant break from traditional Jewish belief, the fluid conception of the commandments found in the Shelah is an important paradigm in understanding how a mystical religious climate emerged in the 17th and 18th centuries which facilitated both the radicalism of the Sabbateans and the conservatism of the pietists of the Brody Kloiz.

Orthodoxy

Another point of consideration which emerges from this historical inquiry regarding the influence of the Shelah is the question of Orthodoxy. David Ruderman has suggested that the lines of Orthodoxy had begun to be drawn by the 17th Century, most notably in the writings of Maharal of Prague, and then in the form of a declining rabbinate desperate to consolidate its own position by the mid-18th Century.

862 See Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi, 695.


Elisheva Carlebach also argues that the organised resistance to heretical movements in the early 18th Century was an antecedent of Orthodoxy.\textsuperscript{865}

The influence of the \textit{Shelah} is an important addition to this discussion and I suggest that considering the lack of Maharal’s impact before a few references in early Hasidic writings,\textsuperscript{866} it is the \textit{Shelah} which should be considered the first clear formulation of a religious attitude that attempted to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate Jewish beliefs. In a position of considerable authority in Europe, Horowitz developed a distinctive position whereby ‘Judaism’ was formulated as a system of belief in line with emergent kabbalistic principles two hundred years before the Reform movement with several notable components:

- There is a distinction between ‘true’ Judaism and ‘false’ Judaism.\textsuperscript{867}

- Judaism depends on its adherents possessing legitimate beliefs based on an authoritative framework i.e. the principles of kabbalah.\textsuperscript{868}

- Jews and non-Jews are fundamentally different and cannot share ideas or cultures.\textsuperscript{869}

- The words of the rabbis, in halakhic and non-halakhic matters, have authority derived from prophecy.\textsuperscript{870}

\textsuperscript{865} Carlebach, \textit{Pursuit of Heresy}, 277-78.

\textsuperscript{866} Biale, \textit{Hasidism}, 150.

\textsuperscript{867} See Chapter Five, 139-146.

\textsuperscript{868} See Chapter Three, 70-79.

\textsuperscript{869} See Chapter Five, 150-158.

\textsuperscript{870} See Chapter Seven, 176-182.
Horowitz’s influence can be detected in the writings of the major rabbinic figures of 18th Century Jewry such as Ezekiel Landau of Prague who battled against growing trends of assimilation.\textsuperscript{871} Moses Sofer’s declaration in his 1839 ethical will concerning the immutability of every law and accepted custom would not be considered a novelty from the perspective of one who had read the \textit{Shelah} or immersed himself in a climate reflected by the work.\textsuperscript{872} The concept of a centralised Judaism, consisting of carefully defined boundaries, is one which begins in the 16th Century with the kabbalistic essentialising of matters of faith and doctrine, and finds its first comprehensive expression in the publication of the \textit{Shelah}. The Orthodoxy which was to emerge in Central and Eastern Europe can be considered as an intellectual synthesis between traditional observance and pietism. Although rejecting the excessively pietistic implications of the kabbalah, it is worth considering the ways that Orthodoxy guaranteed the immutability of tradition through structures rooted in kabbalistic thought.

\textbf{Hasidism and Pietism}

The potential social manifestations of a community devoted to a pietistic path are anticipated in one extract in the \textit{Shelah}. This group of pietists had even established ‘a new covenant’, which Horowitz acknowledges to be strange (and potentially

\textsuperscript{871} See Flatto, \textit{Kabbalistic Culture}, 145, 58, 65, 67, 70.

heretical due to its Christian undertones), but he emphasises that the group was simply reaffirming what was already contained in the Torah:

I heard that there was a situation with a group of saintly individuals who gathered together in perfection and in holy piety, ten together, a community of God, a complete community, adding more holiness without limit every day and night in Torah, the commandments and piety. And they gathered together to form a new covenant with God to serve Him with complete heart, to learn, teach, guard and fulfil the Written and Oral Torah, the boundaries and stringencies, in all that is mentioned in all the earlier and latter day poskim. Afterwards they would undertake ways of holiness and asceticism and purity without limit. They made a covenant of faith with God on this. Do not be surprised about this – what is this new covenant?! For we were already under oath from Mount Sinai, also the covenant at Sinai, in Joshua, and similar things in the Kings of the house of David, the pietists with King Hezekiah, and Josiah. You will also find a similar thing among the men of the great assembly when they came from Babylon as written in the book of Ezra, Nehemiah, ‘Praise be the nation …’. Also today, if they wished to do so and gather together in oneness to make a covenant of loyalty to a good dwelling, they will succeed and make others succeed and the shekhinah will dwell between them.

Although Horowitz himself belonged to the rabbinate, he appears to encourage conditional separation from the community if it causes the shekhinah to dwell among the worshiper, as every individual should aspire to live like the pietists. The above description corresponds closely to the portrayal of the groups of ‘old Hasidim’ in 18th

---

873 Ibid, 242b.
Century literature. Ultimately, Horowitz believed that the individual’s quest for piety eclipses loyalty to the wider community, even if it means proposing a ‘new covenant’. Perhaps here Horowitz concedes that there can never be complete harmony between the religious elite and the general population.

The influence of the Shelah is most pronounced in the development of Jewish pietism in the 18th Century, which reached its heightened social expression in the Hasidic movement. Both the ascetic, ‘old Hasidim’ and the more world-affirming ‘new Hasidim’ of the mid-to late 18th Century can claim to be the legitimate heirs of the Shelah’s pietism. First generation Hasidism introduced concepts which are found throughout the Shelah such as the necessity to serve God through transforming the evil inclination. In Habad Hasidism in particular, the idea of struggle and constant development being central to the service of God is one which is a pronounced theme throughout the Shelah. The central role of the spiritual holy man, or the tsaddik, including the ability of a particular individual to intercede on behalf of his followers, is one which is developed in the Shelah and reconfigured to become a central tenet of the theology of several Hasidic groups. In the Shelah, Horowitz explicitly states that the righteous man acts as an intermediary between ‘heaven and earth’, with the

877 See Chapter Eleven, 281-289; cf. Tanya, (NY 2013), 40 (Chapter 15).
capacity of enabling his followers to cleave to God by virtue of his merit.\textsuperscript{879} The concept of the followers of the righteous receiving merit by virtue of the leader is also found. Similarly, the \textit{Shelah} frequently promotes the ideal of cleaving to God through the material world, a topic of controversy among the Hasidic groups.\textsuperscript{880} There is some debate among scholars regarding whether early Hasidism was primarily an elitist or popular movement, and whether most Hasidic groups believed that God could be adequately served through the elevation of the material world.\textsuperscript{881} This debate mirrors the different aspects of pietism found within the \textit{Shelah}, oscillating between world rejection and world-affirmation. Certain Hasidic groups also differentiated between ordinary and extraordinary devekut.\textsuperscript{882} Additionally, the pronounced emphasis on emotion which was to characterise Hasidism is promoted throughout the \textit{Shelah}, as is the emphasis on prayer requiring a significant amount of time and sincere concentration.\textsuperscript{883}

\textsuperscript{879} \textit{Shelah}, 23a.

\textsuperscript{880} See Chapter Eleven, 249-277; see Piekarz, \textit{Bimei}, 24; Kauffman, \textit{Be-Khol Derakhekha}, 249-391.


\textsuperscript{882} See Biale, \textit{Hasidism}, 163.

\textsuperscript{883} See Chapter Twelve, 289-293.
The ambiguity of the Shelah’s pietism is reflected in the fact that the anti-Hasidic world of the mitnagdim, too, can claim to be Horowitz’s spiritual descendants. As Jacob Katz has pointed out, there are resemblances between Horowitz’s kabbalistic vision of Torah study and that espoused by Hayyim of Volozhin.884 In the 19th Century, Hayyim of Volozhin developed a theology of Torah study (especially Talmudic study) as the supreme religious act, the sole priority of the Jew and the exclusive means of communing with God. It downplayed mystical intention and emphasised the hidden importance of Talmud study for the welfare of Mankind. 885 The Shelah, too, emphasises that the very act of Torah study opens mystical worlds, regardless of the intention behind it. 886 It also emphasises that the very act of Torah study, rather than the content of study, is the source of all blessing on earth.887

In terms of Jewish intellectual and religious history, Hasidism was one manifestation of the pietistic fellowships which became increasingly popular from the 17th Century onwards.888 If one section of the Shelah is prioritised, the ascetic Talmudist pietism of the 18th Century emerges; if another is emphasised, the radicalism of the Sabbatean movement is implied. What all these groups share is the Shelah’s basic assumption: From the concealed emerges the revealed, which is the Shelah’s most enduring contribution to the spiritual climate of European Jewry.

884 Katz, Halakhah, 100-02.

885 Hayyim Volozhin, Nefesh Ha-Hayyim, (Jerusalem: Mosad Le-‘idud limud ha-Torah, 1996), ch. 4.

886 See Chapter Four, 128-139.

887 See ibid, 128-32.

From the *Shelah* and its abridgments, the kabbalah emerged as the root of all Ashkenazic Jewish Thought, whether on a popular level of mystical enthusiasm, religious radicalism, exclusivist pietism or halakhic stringency. This assumption was to permanently change the way Jews thought about God, Man and religion from the 17th Century onwards.
Shelah, 49a-b.

Love of God

We find love of God written in Hebrew as well. Below is a translation of a passage from the Talmud about love:

"Love of God is written in every creater's heart. When a person performs a mitzvah, it is written there as a testimony of love for God, as it is written: 'And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thine soul, and with all thine might.' (Deuteronomy 6:5)

Love of God is not just a feeling of respect and fear, but also a yearning from the heart to serve God with joy and happiness. The rabbis taught that love is the feeling of love and desire, to serve God with joy and happiness. In the words of the Sages, 'The love of God is written in every creater's heart. When a person performs a mitzvah, it is written there as a testimony of love for God, as it is written: 'And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thine soul, and with all thine might.' (Deuteronomy 6:5)"
Non-Jewish Wine

Shelah, 76b-77a.
Talmudic methodology and Pilpul

Shelah, 181a-b.

The text describes the Talmudic methodology and the practice of Pilpul. It mentions the importance of dispute and argument in learning, stating that it is through this process that one learns and progresses. The text also highlights the significance of the Talmud as a central text in Jewish education and the role of the Talmud in transmitting Jewish law and tradition from generation to generation.

The text emphasizes the need for scholars to engage in deep and rigorous study, both individually and in communal settings, and to pass on this knowledge to future generations. It also mentions the importance of understanding the context and intent of the Talmudic discussions, as well as the need for scholars to be humble and open to different perspectives and interpretations.

Overall, the text provides insights into the Talmudic methodology and the practice of Pilpul, emphasizing the importance of study, argument, and community in the transmission of Jewish knowledge.

The text concludes by stating that the study and dissemination of the Talmud is a mitzvah (a commandment) and that it should be carried out in a manner that is both learned and meaningful. It encourages scholars to engage in deep and thoughtful study, and to pass on this knowledge to future generations in a way that is both profound and accessible.
כתוב כל חכמי ישראל דומים עליה שם שוריה שם אומות עליי זוהר שפיר הכמות והם השם והם הקילופו של פעמים המניקית ומעמידה ושושם

"ע"כ

אמות הדבר טנא פלפלא חיריפתא (VIOUSLA 2) ופרסק ב"מ (במה מהדיקה) (שבת (181b)
כל א"ם (א) אמר רב ברעה שמונכסיי אדם ז"ע! ששוליו! אחד ושתהו ונתנה ונתנה פלפלת
בנתנה מ"כ א"ל כל חד אומרים על פלפלת של אמת והלו ש子ど לוחזר פלפלו פלפלו כל תלחה
והלכה Matth קוסית ונירזיאי פלפל א DateTimeOffset ול.same דרכם איים ואר פלפל החמק
ובנתנה לו בא"מ, ותקוססות עמי שמאפלייה התוספתיי והנוספות ע"מ לש"י, מ"כ לכל חוספי פלפלו והיו
ולתווק הקוסית שתרוסתוを変え על"א, מ"כ שאר קוסיות והנוספות ממקשים מבזוא
ושנשפותין התורה על כל ישראל כי כן תורו منه כליל יחשוב מ"כ ואני איים
וללוויי לילך בדדולות ובשפלות ע"מ התוספות שמיים ומייגות את עצום הבSqlCommandי
וזאת א"ם (MOSHAH 2) וכל אל כל פלפלייה אושאר ואורית shalt עשתה לה והמרכה
ולמדה המלוכה שנקראת תורו שבכל פ שזאת מדד הדוק פלפלייה של אמת אבר
בפלפלות של שקר דבר שקרין לא כו"ה (תהלים קא).
The Mortifications of Malkiel of Hebron

Shelah, 227b.

This page contains a Hebrew text which is a description of the mortifications performed by Malkiel of Hebron. The text describes the process of the mortifications and the history behind them. It mentions the community's traditions and the role of the high rabbi in this ceremony. The text also includes a reference to the Talmud, specifically the tractate of Sukkah, which is a part of the Hebrew Bible. The text concludes with a statement that the procedures are written by the community leader, and that they are to be followed by all members of the community.
Horowitz’s introduction to ‘The Written Torah’

Shelah, 264a-265a.

Konnor’s introduction is a marvellous thing, a magnificent achievement, a blueprint of the Written Torah.

The author describes the written Torah as a blueprint of the Oral Torah, and discusses the importance of studying both. He emphasizes the need to understand and reflect on every portion of the Torah, as well as the underlying principles and the secrets behind them. The author concludes by emphasizing the importance of studying the Written Torah as a way to connect with the Oral Torah, and the importance of understanding the underlying principles in order to truly understand the Torah.

264b

If you wish to learn and understand the Written Torah, you should know that it is a blueprint of the Oral Torah. The Written Torah is a guide and a roadmap for understanding the Oral Torah, and it is through the Written Torah that we can truly understand the Oral Torah. The Written Torah is a key to unlocking the secrets of the Oral Torah, and it is through the Written Torah that we can truly understand the Oral Torah.

265a

And so, for those who wish to learn and understand the Written Torah, it is imperative to study the Written Torah in order to understand the Oral Torah. The Written Torah is a blueprint of the Oral Torah, and it is through the Written Torah that we can truly understand the Oral Torah. The Written Torah is a key to unlocking the secrets of the Oral Torah, and it is through the Written Torah that we can truly understand the Oral Torah.
בלשון התלמוד (שם ד א) הכנה דרבה. כיאמת רב הוא סוד ההכנה לעניינינו והיתה ההכנה של המצות שיקיימו בפועל ובהם כלולים כל התרי"ג והיו מרכז לכל תרי"ג.

וכבר כתבתי פירוש לשמה הוא שעוסק בתורה ולעשות ציווי חלשים שיקיים כלי המצות שיקיימו בפועל, ואינו מתון ספק ייוסיד. כי מיган בבירמה ומדא אין ישמעו镶嵌ים עתיים, ובהם כלולים כל התרי"ג והיו מרכז לכל תרי"ג.

וכל מה שנכתב בפירושו הוא כי יהגי כל בחינהו של העונש והдержанות במצוות, כי אם יש קשיים במצוות緩יו, אז הוא כאילו קיים במצוות עתה. והנה זאת התבנית בצורתו של התותא המפורש במילים: "ויוחו תְבַלֶּל הָאָדָם יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו קָדָם לֹא יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו" (שמות כ"ט א).

כי מצוותיו הערשיות והמתונות הן העונש והдержанות במצוות, כי אם יש קשיים במצוות緩יו, אז הוא כאילו קיים במצוות עתה. והנה זאת התבנית בצורתו של התותא המפורש במילים: "ויוחו תְבַלֶּל הָאָדָם יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו קָדָם לֹא יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו" (שמות כ"ט א).

כ Kıרים hearings נחלק(SEI ב) ובראם שהישלח כתוב כדי שהישלח לא יתייחס אל כל המניעים, כי אם יש קשיים במצוות緩יו, אז הוא כאילו קיים במצוות עתה. והנה זאת התבנית בצורתו של התותא המפורש במילים: "ויוחו תְבַלֶּל הָאָדָם יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו קָדָם לֹא יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו" (שמות כ"ט א).

כ Kıרים hearings נחלק(SEI ב) ובראם שהישלח כתוב כדי שהישלח לא יתייחס אל כל המניעים, כי אם יש קשיים במצוות緩יו, אז הוא כאילו קיים במצוות עתה. והנה זאת התבנית בצורתו של התותא המפורש במילים: "ויוחו תְבַלֶּל הָאָדָם יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו קָדָם לֹא יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו" (שמות כ"ט א).

כ Kıרים hearings נחלק(SEI ב) ובראם שהישלח כתוב כדי שהישלח לא יתייחס אל כל המניעים, כי אם יש קשיים במצוות緩יו, אז הוא כאילו קיים במצוות עתה. והנה זאת התבנית בצורתו של התותא המפורש במילים: "ויוחו תְבַלֶּל הָאָדָם יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו קָדָם לֹא יַעַשֶּׁה לִהְיוֹת מִצוּתָו" (שמות כ"ט א).
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